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Abstract

The pllrpose of this thesis is to explore several issues regarding the industrial

geography of the North American city between 1850 and 1918, using Montreal as a

case-study. The two dominant locational theories (Weberian and transactional) are

critiqued and three problems are identified: their reliance on simplistic conceptions

of industrial organization; their inability to take account of cycles of investment; and

their neglect of the social construction of the built environment. A reformulation of

urban industrial geography is presented which stresses the diversity of productive

strategies open to industries; the relationship of these strategies to rhythms of

changes to technology, the labour process, and the organizational structure of firms;

and the actions of local growth machines in the making of industrial space. These

c1aims are developed through an empirical examination of Montreal. Using the

municipal tax assessment rolls a description of the location of Montreal's

manufacturing firms in 1861 and 1890 establishes the context for a discussion of the

key dynamics of the city's industrial geography through histories of selected

industries (c1othing, metal, cotton, and baking) and industrial districts (Saint-Ann and

Saint-Henri).
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RésunH.~

Cette thèse étudie divers aspects de la géographie industrielle des \'illes uord·

américaines entre 1850 et 1918, à partir du cas type de Montréal. Elle ol1"r<' une

critique des deux théories principales de l'emplacement des industries (théorie

weberienne et théorie transactionnelle) dont sont signalés trois défauts: leur

application de divers concepts simplistes en cc qui concerne l'organisation

industrielle; leur inaptitude à prendre en compte les cycles d'investisscment; et enfin

leurs carences en matière de production sociale de l'espace bâti. Cette thèse propose

une reformulation de la géographie industrielle urbaine, mettant en relief la diversité

des stratégies de production réalisables par les industries, les rapports entre ces

stratégies et l'évolution de la technologie, l'organisation du travail, ainsi que la

structure organisationnelle des entreprises, et, enfin, les effets des coalitions

d'entrepreneurs locaux sur la création d'un espace industriel. Ces propos sont donc

développés à l'aide d'une étude du cas empirique de la ville de Montréal. Une

description du lieu d'implantation des entreprises montréalaises en 1861 et 1890,

basée sur le rôle d'évaluation municipal, ouvre la voie à une discussion apropos de

transformation de la géographie industrielle de la ville de Montréal, à travers le

développement historique d'industries diverses (habillement, métallurgie, coton ct

boulangerie) et de divers quartiers industriels (Saint-Ann et Saint-Henri).
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Preface

ln this thesis 1 make several contributions to original knowledge. First, 1

present a critique of the two most important perspectives on intra-metropolitan

industriallocation in the North American city between 1850 and 1918 (the least-cost

theory of Weber and transactional theory of Scott). Second, developing out of this

critique 1 present a reformulation of urhan location theory which incorporates the

notions of industrial organization (specifically technological change, the labour

process, and production organization), long waves of growth, and the construction

of urban space. Third, asociated with this is the development of the concept of

production formats through which 1 present a more nuanced picture of the

organizational structure of industry in the period rather than the polarized

framework utilized by most other writers. Specifically, 1 show that a variety of

productive strategies were open to firms and that this had an important bearing on

the changing character of urban industrial geography. Fourth, another contribution

lies in the links made between the generalizations of long waves and the unique

character of place. Drawing upon the concept of growth machines (or local

alliances), 1 show the mechanisms eonnecting the structural features of industrial

growth to the social interrelationships behind the construction of Montreal's

industrial built environment. Fifth, through a combination of extensive and intensive

research strategies 1 present an examination of MontreaI's industriaI geography

bet:ween 1850 and 1918. The empirical reesrach of Montreal undertaken in this thesis

contributes to original knowledge in three major ways: i) as an illustration, in
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contrast to the generalizations most other writers have provided. of the cOlllpil'xity

of the geography of urban industrial space; ii) the presentation of sOllle key dyn aIII ics

bchind the evolution of Montreal's industrial geography (through detailcd t'ase

studies of Saint-Ann and the western suburbs, as weil as less detailcd t'nes of Old

Montreal, Sainte-Marie, Hochelaga and Maisonneuve); and iii) intensive analysis of

the different trajectories of growth that industries could take (through case studies

of the metal, cotton, baking, c1othing, carriagemaking and printing industries).
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CHAPTER 1
HlSTORlCAL AND INDUSTRIAL GEOGRWIIY OF THE

NORTH AMERICAN CITY, 1850-1918

1.1 The Aim of the Thesis

The purpose of this thesis is to investigate the dynamics giving rise to the

making of North American urban manufacturing districts between 1850 and 1918. In

order to achieve this 1pursue two aims. The first is to present a reforlllulation of the

historical geography of urban industry which emphasizes the existence of a wide

range of productive strategies and the active creation of manufacturing districts. A

theoretical approach is presented which emphasises the connections between

economy and space, where neither is assumed to determine the other. The second

aim is to provide a case study of the industrial geography of a North American city

in tbis period. In this case, it happens to be Montreal, the premier industrial city of

Canada in tbe period under consideration.

The reason for this study lies in the fact that neither geographers nor

bistorians bave written very much about the actual mechanisms and dynamics of

industry underlying the formation of industrial space in the nineteenth and early

twentietb-century North American city. Although scholars have made several

assertions concerning the character of industry and the location of urban industrial

districts, tbey bave presented a Iimited number of detailed local studies of the

relationsbip bp.tween industry and industrial space. In order to specify more fully this

relationship, 1 ask two major questions. Is the traditional understanding of the

industrial geograpby of the nineteenth and twentieth-century city a valid one? If not,

how is the industrial geography of the city to be interpreted?
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Much of the existing literature contends that IWO features of the industrial

geography of the city in this period are particularly weIl known and need little

theoretical or empirical reworking. Geographers, economists, and regional scientists

purport to have shown that production before World War 1 was tightly clustered in

the core of the central city, and that the movement of manufacturing firms from the

core to suburban sites and to surrounding towns began after World War I. Historians

have echoed these findings with snapshots of cities such as Boston and Philadelphia.

As a coroIlary, scholars have also accepted a simple three-stage theory of the North

American city in this period where changes to spatial structure correspond to

changes to economic and social processes. These stages are seen to be differentiated

from one another by their economic and social processes and geographies.

The validity of these IWO propositions about the North American city is open

to question. Each has its own particular problems. In the first place, the location of

industry in the city since 1850 has been little studied. It is true that geographers have

made a number of generalizations about the location of industry and the dynamics

underlying industry's spatial coordinates. t One of the most common is the splitting

of urban industrial space into IWO spheres· the core and the periphery (or suburbs) -

characterized by differences of industrial content over time. Historians have also,

t D. Ward, Cities and Immigrants (New York: Oxford University Press, 1971): R.A. Walker, ''The
transCormation oC urban structurc inlhe nineleenlh cenlu!)' and the beginnings oC suburbanization" in K.
Cox (cd.), Urbanization and Connicl in Market Societies (Chicago: MaarouCa. 1979), pp. 165-212 and "A
lheo!)' oC suburbanization: capitalism and the eonslruction oC urban space in the United States" in M. Dear
and AJ. Scoll (cds.), Urbanizalion and Urban Planning in Capitalist Society (New York: Methuen, 1981).
pp. 383429; AJ. SCOIl, "Locational pallems and dynamics oC industria1 activity in the modem melropolis".
Urban Studic~ 1982, 19. pp. 111-142.
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although less systematically and usually as a secondary concern, made suggestions as

to the development of the city's industrial structure in this period.! But neither

geographers nor historians have generated a serics of detailed stlldies of the

industrial geography of particular North American cities. Conclnsions about the

location of industry and its underlying dynamics have becn drawn from data

extracted at a scale inappropriate to creating an incisive profile of the city's indl1strial

geography. In the case of the internai structure of urban indl1strial geography, the

conventionally-drawn scales of ward boundaries, and city and suburbs are not fine

grained enough to discover the intricate contours of productive spacfl.3 Thcsc

generalizations drawn from scale-dependent data sources have been bultressed by

ahistorical conceptions of industrial structure and of the forces which are responsible

for industry's spatial dynamics. These usually take the form of a dualistic division of

industry into small, labour-intensive firms versus large, capital-intensive firms.

Further, the trealment of urban industrial geography, revolving as it does around the

reconstruction of snapshots at widely spaced intervals, as shaped by the dynamics of

economic processes acting withiu a dualistic framework has severely Iimited the

appraisal and analysis of industrial restructuring.

2 Two important studies which pay sorne attention to the spatial contours of urb.n industri.,1 growll.
are S.B. W.mer, The Private City: Phil.delphia in Three Periods of its Growth (Phil.delphia: University
of Pennstvania Press, 1968) and O. Zunz, The Changing F.ce of Inegu.lity (Chic.gn: University of
Chicago Press, 1982).

3 The faet that the scale at whieh one sets the field of inqui'1' b.s a great dealtn do witb Ihe findings
of the researeh has OOen pointed out by CJ. Pooley, "Residentinl differentiation in Vietorinn cilies: a
reassessment", Trans.1etions.1nstitute of British Geograpber~ N.S., 1984,9, pp. 131·144. The point is not
that one should 00 discouraged from ehoosing a scale to work at, but that one must c.refully ehoose •
scale(s) that oost answers the questions posed.
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Gcneralizationsconcerningurban industrial structure have then been deduced

from crude conccptions of industrial and spatial structures, 'proven' by a simplified

representation of industry at one point in time, and then used to infer the great sea-

changes to the transformation of urban structure. Scholars have posited (WO major

transformations in the period between 1850 and 1929: The first, occurring at the

middle of the nineteenth century, was associated with the transition from the

mcrcantile city to the industrial city and involved the growing separation of classes

and the emergence of specialized economic land uses. The second took place at the

end of the century as the emergence of corporate capitalism gave rise to a new urban

form. The corporate city differed in fundamental ways from the preceding industrial

city. It was in this period that the beginnings of the transformation of the city's

industrial geography, it is argued, can be discerned; strong centrifugaI forces pushed

out larger firms to the urban periphery, in the process creating a polarized industrial

spatial structure. Although there would appear to be \ittle reason to argue with the

broad description of the transformation of the North .Arnerican capitalist city, the

same cannot be said for the manner in which the genera\izations are used to

understand the separate components that make up the model or to comprehend the

specifie character of individual cities. This, however, is what geographers have done.

The broad brush strokes of long-term change have been used to conceptua\ize the

4 J. Borcherl, "American melropolilan evolulion", Geographical Review, 1967,62,3, pp. 301-332; P.O.
Muller, CoolemporO/y Suburball America (Ellglewood aiffs: Prelllice-Hall, 1981); E. Soja, R.Morales
and G. Wolff, "Urban reslrucluring: an analysis of social and spalial change in Los Angeles", Economie
Geography. 1983, 59, pp. 195-230; Walker, ''The lransformalion of urban slruclure" and "A lheory of
suburbnnizntion".
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theoretical and methodological questions that geographers have pursued, and tll

describe and explain the intricate details ùf the various building bllwks fllr

understanding urban structure.

Il should be evident by now that 1 believe a reassesslllent of the historÏl'al

geography of urban industry is long overdue, Problems associated with the lheoretical

and methodological approach to industry and space in the nineleenlh and carly

twentieth-century city raise a critical question. If the conventional understanding or

urban industrial geography between 1850 and 1918 is not a vaHd one, what needs to

take ils place? In this thesis 1 attempt to create a reformulation which cenlres

around three other questions. In what ways can technology, the labour process and

the organization of production be incorporated into a reforlllulation that takes

account of their multiple forms? What was the impact of econolllic cycles of differing

length upon the layered urban geography? How can the notion of the social

construction of space be integrated with the economic to produce a non-deterlllinistic

picture of the making of urban industrial space? Recent debates in social theory have

provided some important and useful contributions to answering these questions.

1.2 Recent Debates in Social TheOlOY

Obviously, we do not want to return to the days of emplTlCISm
uninformed by theory; rather, we seek a reflexive relationship between
theory, analysis, and archivaI and field research and between research
undertaken at different scales.S

SR. Dennis, "History,geography, and historical gcography", Social Science History. 1991, 15,2, p. 281.
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To f1esh out the reasons for the reassessment 1 will now turn to a discussion

of tluee recent developments that underlie my reasoning. They are the development

of new theoretical positions which have made closer connections between social

theory and historical geography; recent reformulationsof the dynamics of intra-urban

industrial geography and their relation to the historical geography of North American

urbanization; and the construction of new themes and methodologies in social and

labour history.

Historieal geography and social theory

New writings in social theory have widened the scope of geographic inquiry

and laid out a biting critique of the epistemological underpinnings of historical

geography. Until recenlly, for the most part, our understanding of historical urban

geography was firmly ensconced within positivist approaches. Under the general

heading of 'new human geography' are a wide range of new theoretical perspectives

such as post-modernism and post-structuralism which attempt to bypass the

restrictions of paradigms that have traditionally been central to geography. The

recent discussions around humanism and historical materialism, particularly, have

heralded new ways of understanding the historical contours of our geographical

past.6 Although post-structuralist theory has taken a number of directions, a central

theme has been a reformulation of the relationship between society and space, or

6 Thesc two philosphieal posilions arc exemplified in the colleclion of articles in Period and Place:
Rescarch Methods in Historical Gcography (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1982) edited by
A.R.H. Baker and M. Billinge and in Remaking Human Geography (Boston: Unwin Hyman, 1989) edited
by A. Kobayashi and S. Mackenzie.
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what several writers have cal1ed the "social production of spacc".' Ccntralto this is

the assertion that space is neither separate from nor subordinatc to social relations.'

According to this view the c1assical conceptions of the relationship bctwecn socicty

and space, and the linkages between them are rooted in a functionalist intcrpretation

of economic and spatial change. A defining feature of these conceptions of society

and space is the idea that spatial relations are passive: space is simply a container

for the active processes of society. Writers may disgree just what the essentialmotor

of society is, but nevertheless, the end result is always the same: some form of social

determinism gives rise to the spatial configurations of society. Contrary to this, and

in line with critiques of essentialist notions of empiricism and rationalism, which havc

questioned the tendency to reduce the explanation of the multiple and

overdetermined dimensions of society to a single cause have been questioned9
, 1

would argue that the historicaI geography of urban society is open-ended and

characterized by different trajectories of change and replete with conflict and

7 M. GoUdiener, The Social Production of Urhan Space (Austin: University of léx"s Pres." 1985);
H. Lefebvre, The Production of Space (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1990); E.W. Soja, "Regions in context:
spatiality, periodieity, and the historical geography of the regional question", Environment "nd PI"nning
D, 1985, 3, p. 176.

8 D. Gregory, "Susp.nded animation: the stasis of diffusion theory" in D. Gregory and J. Urry (cds.),
Social Relations and Spatial Structures (London: Macmillan, 1985), pp. 296-336; E.W. Soj", Postmodern
Geographies: the Reassertion of Space in Critical Social Theory (London: Verso, 1989); J. Urry,
"Localities, regions and social c1ass", International Journal of Urhan and Regional Research, 1981,5, pp.
455-474 and "Society, space and locality", Environment and Planning D, 1987, 5, pp. 435-444.

9 TJ. Barnes, "Place, space and theories of economic value: contcxtualism and esscntialism in
economie geography", Transactions. Institute of British Geographers, N.S., 1989, 14, pp. 299-316; J.
Graham, "Theory and essentialism in Marxist geography", Antipode, 1990,22, pp. 53·60; S.A. Resnick "nd
R.D. Wolfe, Knowledge and Clas..: a Marxian Critique of Political Economy (Chicago: The University of
Chicago Press, 1987): M. Storper, "The post-Enlightenment challenge to marxisl urhan studies",
Environment and Planning D, 1987,5, pp. 418-426.
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contradictions.

A crilical question which stems from this interpretation is, how do econcmy,

society and space interact? ln contrast to traditional positions, sorne writers have

argued that society is not simply a consequence of the productive forces of capitalist

relations, the exchange functions of a market economy, nor the result of subjective

human actions, but has a degree of autonomy which is separate from and interactive

with capilalism.10 Different phenomena are not simply instances of the capitalist

drive to accumulation but operate in tandem with accumulation. These new strands

of social thought have infiltrated historical geography in the form of humanist

Marxism and humanism, especially in the cultural sphere." This stands in contrast

to the strand of historical geography following Darby's 'pragmatic' empiricism where

the concern has been with the spatial expression of social processes. Structures are

"multi-dimensional": Iike a thick piece of thread they are composed of various

strands, each individual yet dependent on and determined by the others. t2 Thus,

urbanization is not to be 'read off' from the imperatives of capitalism. The city is the

place where the separate strands - the workplace, home, political institutions, land -

are woven into a particular tapestry. Every piece is structured by the possibilities

and constraints of the Joom yet distinct in its pattern and meaning. Linked to this is

10 Slorpcr, ''The posl.Enlighlmcnl challenge".

Il R.A. Bullin, ''Theory and melhodology in hislorical geography" in M. Pacione (cd.), Hislorical
Geography: Proges.. and Prospect (London: Croom Helm, 1987), pp. 27·35; Dennis, "History, geography,
and hislorical geography", pp. 267·274.

12 Gregory, "Suspcndcd animation", p. 328.
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the reformulation of the relationship betwcen spaee and thc t'l'OIl<1IllY." ln tht'

urban context this relationship has traditionally bcen vicwcd cithcl' within thc

framework of marxist rent theory or the neo-classical bid-rent eUlvc. 130th tilt'

theoretical and methodologicalleanings of these perspectives have releg'ltcd spat'c

and the human actions underlying the formation of place to a subsidiary position

within the wider context of political economy, whereas recent forlllulations have

reconstituted the production of space as il critical feature lin King and underpinning

industriaHzation and urbanization. Here space is a central element of social thcory,

not reducible to 'functions for capitalism'.

Post-structuralist ideas have filtered down into historical geography, espeeially

through the writings of a number of scholars at Cambridge in the late 1970s and

early 1980s.t4 These writers have attempted to construct a new theoretical agenda

for historical geography based on the writings of Marx and Giddens. Three themes

are evident. The first deais with the dual character of social existence; the individual

and collectivities. There is a recursive relationship between agency and structure

which forces one to take careful consideration of the historical context and the actors

who consciously and, often, unwittinglycreate structures and are subservient to them.

A second theme relates to bringing back social dynamics to the study of history.

13 M. Bail, "The built cnvironrncnt and the urban question", Ellvironmcnt and Planning D, 1986,4,
pp. 447-464; K. Cox and A. Mail', "Loeality and eommunity in the polities of local eeonomie developmenl",
Annals of the Association of Ameriean Geographers, 1988,78, pp. 307-325; H. Leitner and E. Sheppard,
"The city as a locus of production" in R. Peet and N. Thrift (cds.), New Models in Geography (London:
Unwin Hyman, 1989), vol. 2, pp. 55-83; J.R. Logan and H.L. Moloteh, Urban l''ortunes: the Politieal
Eeonomy of Place (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1987).

14 Sec thoir articles in Baker and Billinge (cds.), Period and Place.
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Traditional approaches in historical geography have concentrated upon static

representations of spatial patterns rather than the f1uid and dynamic relationships

between spatial and social relations. According to Baker, historieal geography must

first and foremost be about people as it is they who create the material world which

the spatial reflects.\S A third theme relates to the specifie objects that historical

geographers concern themselves with. It is argued, for example, that the formation

of c1ass and c1ass consciousness needs to be studied within the context of specifie

situations (i.e. recreate the c1ass character of particular places), seen as products of

cultural and social dimensions as weil as economic ones.

His/orical geography and in/ra-urban indus/rial geography

It is no coincidence that the restructuring of social theory has appeared at the

same time as rapid and massive changes are taking place in the world economy.

These changes highlight, once again, the inherent instability of capitalism and its

susceptibility to radical change. Weberian, neo-c1assieal, systems, and behavioural

theories have been criticized as inadequate to describe and explain the course of

contemporary economic change. A f1urry of new concepts and theories has been

introduced into geography in order to shed light on the geographical ramifications

of these global changes. Among them are the new international division of labour,

spatial divisions of labour, long waves, and flexible accumulation. Although the main

IS Baker, "On idcology and historical geography" in Baker and Billinge (cds.), Period and Place, pp.
233-243.
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task of these theories has been to chart the changes taking plal'e within industries.

especially sectors with a high-tech component or dominated by transnational

corporations, there has been !ittle concern with how these changes impinge upon the

material world of communities. An alternative to this is !oca!ity research, which 1

examine in greater detail in Chapter 3.4, where an attempt is made to undcrstand

the recursive relationship between process and place through detailed studics of

individual areas.16

Interest in the intrametropo!itan location of industry has taken a back scat to

regional and international changes. With the exception of some of Allen Scott's

work, there have been no recent attempts at a theoretical exegesis of the dynamics

of industrial geography within the cityY The historical context of urban industrial

geography is still dominated by Weberian notions oftransportation cost minimization

in an equilibrium framework or by determinist visions of technological change. l
"

The iudustrial geography of cilies is a field in which we urgently need to explore the

relationships between space and process. While the classical approaches to urban

industriallocation have been roundly criticized, recent theories have concentrated

16 P. Cooke (ed.). Localilies: Ihe Changing Face of Urban BriL1in (London: Hym:1Il Unwin, 1989);
Lancaster Regionalism Group, Localities. aass aod Gender (London: Pion, 1985).

17 An exception is H. Leilner and E. Sheppard who reccnlly publishcd an article thal offers a politieal
economy approach to localion in Ihe city. See "The cily as a locus of produclion".

18 There are exceplions cto this. See D. Hiebert, "Disconlinuily and the cmergenee of nexible
production: garment produclion in Toronto, 1901-1931", Economie Geography, 1990,3, pp. 229-253 and
E.K. Muller and PA. Graves, "1l1e emergence of inJuotrial distri.:ts in mid-nineteenth century Baltimore",
Geographical Review, 1979, 69, pp. 159-178.
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upon industries rather than upon particular cities. l9 The scale of interest has been

at the wider region, and the historieal context has been neglected. Many of the

studies that have attempted to place a historieal and urban framework on social

theory have donc so at the expense of empirical questions. At the same time, the

production of industrial space has been separated from wider causal powers. In

particular, the interaction between economie imperatives and the social construction

of the built environment are missing. Even where the built environment is

considered, it is as an uncontested outcome of capitalist development. This is

unfortunate as the impoverished condition of the historieal context of intra-

metropolitan location urgently needs to be replenished by the new directions that

social theory has taken in contemporary urban and industrial research, and social and

labour history.

Reflective of the lack of importance attached to the historical dynamics of

urban industrial geography is the lack of attention paid to the subject in geographic

journals. A study of the content of the Journal of Historical Geographv showed that

only eight of the 174 articles published between 1975 and the mid 1980s were directly

concerned with industrial change since the end of the eighteenth century.20 Even

when historieal geographers are explicitly concerned with industrial change, it is

19 Again Ihere arc exceplions to this. Sec the collection of papers in M.P. Smith and J.R. Feagin, The
Capitalist Citv: Global Restrueturing and Commnnitv Polities (Oxford: Basil Blaekwell, 1987) and Cooke
(cd.), Loealities.

20 C.G. Pooley, ''The historiealgeographyofindustrial ehange"in Pacione (cd.), Historieal Geography,
p. 158. Pooley also refers to the fact that geographers have made few contributions to eeonomie hisloI)'
journals.
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usually couched within cultural considerations and draws heavily 011 structuration

theory. The latter perspective, despite daims to the constitutiona! duality of agency

and structure, has led most researchers to understand the social and l'ultural

components of society.zl As Dennis and Prince state in their reccnt ovelvicw of

British urban historical geography, "[y]et for all the interest in the social geography

of cities, there has been \ittle work on their ecollomic geography".zz This is also truc

for North America. Because little work has been donc upon industrial change by

historical geographers, the current understanding of the historica! dcvelopmcnt of the

industrial geography of the North American city is still rooted in Wcbcrian notions

of industrial location. While Richard Dennis, in a recent review of historica!

geography, can state that "British historical geographers have shown less intcrest in

the location of industry" than their North American collegues, the latter, in fact, have

done very Iittle work on the spatial implications of the radical changes in industria!

structure after 1850 that historians have identified.23 And when they have it is a

broad scale; generalizations abound without substantial, if any, empirical research.z4

21 The most promiscuous example of the use of structuration theory in industrial geography is O.
Gregory Regional Transformaton and Industrial Revolution: a Geograohv of the Yorkshire Wnollen
Industry (London: Macmillan, 1982).

22 R. Dennis and H. Prince, "Rcscarch in British urban historienl gcographyll in D. Dcncckc and G.
Shaw (cds.), Urban Historical Geography: Recent Progcs.sin Britain and Germany (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1988), p.I8. The negleet of industry is exemplified by M. Billinge who writing of British
urban historical geography only discusses social geography. Sec "Reconstructing socielies in the past: the
collective biography of local communities" in Baker and Billinge (cds.), Period and Place, pp. 19·32.

23 Dennis, "History, geography, and historical geography".

24 For example, Walker's discussion of suburbanization in the United States makes a number of
assertions about the industrial structure of the nineteenth and twentieth·century city. Thcre is, howevcr,
no original research and he makes broad generalizalions based on simplifying sccondary literature, whieh
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Historieu/ geography, indtlstry and history

ln the last couple of deeades historians have made a eoneerted effort to widen

our vision of the historieal development of North American industry and urban

society. New themes and methodologies emanating from history question our

understanding of the historieal development of North Ameriean urban industrial

location. Historians interested in industrial evolution and labour history have eseaped

from teehnologieally-based understanding of industrial change on the one hand, and

on the other, the strait-jacket of institutional and union history to explore the

intricate workings of the labour process and technological change, the changing role

of women in the workforce, and the different dimensions of the family and industrial

change.25 Linking a multitude of sources such as credit ledgers, the census, and

assessment rolls, historians have constructed detailed histories of industries and

firms, with particular emphasis upon working Iife and conditions. Since the 1960s in

the United States, social and labour historians have initiated a perspective which

fundamentally differs from the prevailing institutional history, while a similar

research agenda dates from the early 1970s in Canada. In Canada, for example,

labour historians began to look at issues such as cIass, working-class Iife, local

eommunities and the early stages of the Industrial Revolution. In the last ten years,

English-Canadian labour historians have become preoccupied with a new set of

themes, namely the labour proeess, the position of ethnicity within working-class Iife,

itscIr is based on a great deal of simplification. Sec "A theory of suburbanization".

25 For a review of these new pallls sec the "Introduction' to B. Laurie, Artisans into Workers: Labor
in Nineleenlh·Cenlurv America (New York: Jlioonday Press, 1989).
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and women and history.~6 An excellent examplc of thc way that thc 'ncw' historians

have transfomled our understanding of historical changc is through a rcoricntalion

of the questions posed about the role of the railway industry in North Amcrican Iifc.

Forrnerly, the principal preoccupation of historians was with the importancc of Ihc

railroad to North American economic growth, and with the politicalmachinations of

the industry, Recent work, however, is now exploring railway shops as placcs of

work,27 In summary, the new social and labour history has givcn risc to a body of

work which has provided a number of important leads for a re-interprctation of thc

historical evolution of capitalism.

While historians have explored a number of threads of society, they havc pu t

little effort into understanding the spatial basis of history. While a major intcrest of

historians has been the reorganization of the labour process, for example, they have

paid little attention, at least explicitly, to the spatial character of industry or the

relationship between home and work. For most, the spatial connections between

phenomena such as new industrial districts, the separation of home and work, and

the expansion of the central business district are insignificant, and not worthy of

study. In other words, for historians, the dynamics of industrial change are played ou t

on a featureless plain. There are, of course, exceptions to this: S. Buder's discussion

26 J. Burgess, "Exploring Ihe Iimiled idenlilies of Canadian labour: reccnttrends in English,C"'l3da
and in Quebee", International Journal of Canadian Studies, 1990, 1-2, pp. 149-173.

27 Two reeenl studies are for the, United States, W. Lieht, Working for the Railrnad: the
Organization of Work in the Nineteenlh Century (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1983) and, for
Canada, P. Craven and T. Traves, "Canadian railwnys as manufaclurcrs, 1850-1880". Conadian Historical
Association, Historieal Papers, 1983, pp. 254·281.
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of the creation of a new productive space at Pullman, south of Chicago is an

excellent example of how the social relations of production are associated with the

development of space.2.'

The fact that few historians have concerned themselves with the spatial

implications of their subject is, of course, no surprise. What is surprising is that few

historical geographers have taken up the challenges presented by these new

directions in social and labour history. One wouId expect an active cross-fertilization

of theory and method between the new history and the historical geography of

industry, but, as 1 mentioned above, there has been little reformulation of the

historical aspects of industrial processes within historical geography. In view of this

lacuna, there are exciting possibilities for a reinterpretation of the relationship

between urban and industrial structures after 1850. It is possible to identify three

challenges at the intersections of history and geography that need to be answered if

a more multi-dimensional picture of the historical geography of North American

industriaI urban change is to formulated.

The first challenge is to explore the geographic changes associated with the

uneven development of new industrial technology, of the labour process and of the

organization of production. Studies of technological changes to industry have

explored the broad out\ine of the transformation from proprietary firm to

corporation, while others have examined the impact of new technologies upon

28 Pullman: an Experimen! in Indus!rial Order and Communi!v Planning. 1880-1930 (New York:
Oxford University Press, 1967).
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selected industries.~9 Il has been pointed out that broad bursts of tcchnological

change in particular industries were associated with large capital invcstmcnts,

changes to the labour process, the capturing of new markets, and new fonns of

labour control. The implementatioll of new technologies was franght with difficulties

however: the integration of technology into production in the nineteenth and early

twentieth century was severely limited by a series of obstacles. Likewise, historians

of the labour process have noted that a simple technological explanation is

inadequate to explain its transformation.JO The development of specialized divisions

of labour in a number of trades preceded the introduction of new technologies, while

other factors shaping the labour process were the extent of the market, the material

base of products, and workers' control over segments of the production process.

Similarly, writers have pointed to the various forms that the organization of

production couId take. Scholars have shown that the c1assic model of the social

organization of production which portrays a monotonic progression from the small

handicraft shop of the shoemaker, tailor and blacksmith to the large corporation such

as Ames and Holden, Dominion Textile and Stelco with a number of plants, a large

labour force and international markets, is only one trajectory of industrial change.

29 A.D. Chandler, The Visihle Hand (Cambridge: I3clknap Press, 1977) and Senle 'lIId Seope: the
Dynamies or Industrial Capitalism (Cambridge: I3clknap Press, 1990); C. Heron, Working in Steel: the
Barly Years in Canada. 1883-1935 (Toronto: MeCielland and Stewart, 1988); D. NeL..,n, Ameriean Rubber
Workers and Organized Labor. 1900-1941 (Princeton: Princeton University Pre5.<, 1988); l'. Scranton,
Proprietarv Cnpitalism: the Textile Mnnuraeture at Pbilndelphia. 1800-1885 (New York: Cambridge
University Press, 1983).

JO J. Burgess, "I.:industrie de la chaussure à Montréal: 1840-1870 .- le pa5.<age de l'artis''');'l à la
fabrique", Revue d'histoire de l'Amérique Francai!>C, 1977,31, pp. 187·210; P. Scrnntoll. "The workpll'lcc.
teehnology, and theory in Ameriean labor history", (nteroational Labor and Working·C1as.< History, 1989,
35, pp. 3-22.
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The paths of change wcrc varicd within and between industries as firms grappled

with thc problcms of distribution, and the implementation of technologies and new

work practices.

A second challenge is to interpret the formation of urban industrial spaces

within the contcxt of the cyclical growth of capital investment. The sudden bursts,

and just as sudden drying up, of capital investment associated with cycles of different

Icngth have important implications for the restructuring of urban industrial

geography. Since the 1970s the geographic Iiterature has covered the cyclical nature

of capital in various ways. The theoretical work of Massey on the relationship

betwecn spatial divisions of labour and rounds of investment has triggered a great

deal of discussion, if little empirical research.31 The relationship of industrial

depression and investment in the built environment has been a critical contribution

of David Harvey over the years.32 Empirical observations confirm the cyclical

character of industrial and urban growth and relate the tempo of urban growth to

the movement of capital through the international econom/3
, and the impact of the

building cycle to the residential structure of cities.3' Geographers have also made

31 D. Masscy, Spalial Divisions of Labour: Social Struclures and Ihe Gcographv of Produelion
(London: McMiIlan, 1984).

32 D. HaNey, "The urban process under eapitalism: a framework for analysis" in Dear and Scoll
(cds.), Urbanization and Urban Planning, pp. 91-121.

33 S. Oison. "Bahimore imitales the spider", Annals nf Ihe Associalion of American Geographers,
1979, 69, pp. 557-574.

34 For Monlreal such studies include D. B. Hanna, "Monlreal, a cily built by small builders, 1867
1880", (Ph.D. thesis, MeGiIl Universily, 1986); GJ. Levine, "Oass, ethnicily, and property Iransfers in
Montreal, 1907-1909", Journal of Historieal Geography. 1988, 14,360-380.
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contributions to an understanding of the geography of the longer waves - thl' long

wave or Kondratieff cycle - of fifty years. This has generally been gl'ared to tlll'

discussion of the industrial restructuring associated with the introduction of major

technological innovations, the development of new c1ass relations, and thc l'1'cation

of new urban forms.3s While the literaturc on cconomic cycles has provcn to bc a

useful entry to comprehending the broad lineamcnts of the timing of industrial and

urban changes, and a device with which to undertake more detailed analyses of the

ups and downs of the building of the urban fabric, il has rarely been used to cxamine

the making of industrial space. An important concern of this thesis is to make links

between long waves of growth and the specificities of place through the ideas

presented in locality research.

A third challenge is to specify more fully the active creation of urban

industrial spaces. An important line of research has been, through local case studics,

to demonstrate the importance of land developers in the building of certain socially

segregated neighboul'hoods a~d suburbs.36 For Montreal for examplc, Paul-André

Linteau's study of the suburb of Maisonneuve looks at the flow of French-Canadian

capital into the making of a working-c1ass, industrial district.37 Allied with this arc

the studies which look more c10sely at the dynamics behind the developmcnt of c1ass,

35 Soja et al., "Urban restructuring"; Walkcr, "The transformation of urban structure" anù liA thcury
of suburbanization".

36 The elassiealtreatment of this tapie is S.B. Warner, Streete.r Suburhs: the Procc~< of Growth in
Boston. 1870-1900 (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1978).

37 The Promoters' City. Building the Induslrial1bwJI of Maisonneuve. 1883-1918 ('Ibronto: Lorill1er,
1985).
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cthnic and occupationally bascd rcsidcntial scgregation.38 A second line of research

is the examination of the function of finance capital in the development of central

business districts as a new landscape.39 Lastly, writers have related urban growth to

the actions of local elites in harnessing their search for profits to the apparatus of

the state:" This boosterism Iiterature, however, has had Iittle to say about the

importance of local growth machines for the creation of urban industrial spaces, and

few writers have attempted to specify the processes responsible for the creation of

new and the modification of old districts with chunks of industrial capital.

1.3 Methodology and Outline of Thesis

TheolY and method in historical geography

1 have suggested that recent formulations of social theory and new directions

in history have generated a series of questions that challenge the conventional

38 S. Greenberg, "lndustri.1 lac.tian .nd ethnie residenti.l p.llerns in .n industri.lizing city:
Phil.delphi., 1880" in T. Hershberg (cd.), Phil.delphi.: Work, Space, Family and Gronp Emerienee (New
York: Oxford University Press, 1981), pp. 204-229; Y. Sehreuder, "Labor segmentation, ethnic division of
labor, and rcsidcntial segregation in American cilies in the carly twcnticth ccntury", Professional
Geographer, 1989, 4t, pp, 131-142; ZUIlZ, The Changing Face of Inegualitv,

39 Sorne important studies are G, Gad and D. Holdsworth, "Corporate capitalism and the emergence
of the high-rise office building", Urban Geographv, 1987, 8, pp. 212-231; Mona Domosh, "The symbolism
of the skyseraper: case studies of New York's firsttall buildings", Journal of Urban Historv, 1988, 14,3,
pp. 321-345 and "Shaping the commercial city: retail districts in nineteenth-century New York and Boston",
AImais of the As.<oCÎation of American Geographers, 1990, 80, 2, pp. 268-284; D. Ward "The industrial
rcvolution and the cmcrgcncc of Boslon's central business district", Economie Geography, 1966,42, pp.
152-17 \,

~o C, Abholl, Boosters aod Busines.,men: Popular Eeonomic Thought and Urban Growth in the
Anlcbellum Middle: Wcst (Westport: Greenwood Press, 1981); A.FJ. Artibise, "Boosterism and the
Development of Prairie Cilies, 1871-1931" in G.A,Steller .nd A,FJ, Artibise (cds.), Shaping the Con.di.n
L.ndSt.pe: ASIIeels of the C.n.dian Citv-Building Proees., (Oll.w.: C"r1eton University Press, 1982), pp.
116-147,
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understanding of North American historicalllrban indllstrial gcography. Thc two scts

of 'understandings' of the evollltion of urban indnstrial geography that weH'

mentioned above - the location of industry, and the relationship bctwccn thc cydical

dynamics of industrial change and urban development - are just two cxamplcs of thc

way that historical geographers have set up obstacles to the elucidation of thc

formation of urban industrial space. These barriers are a conscqucucc of thc past

theoretical and methodological concerns of historical geographcrs.

The art of historical geography, it could be argued, lies in its blcnding of

concepts of space, place, and landscape with the structural constraints constructcd

by human beings over time. Whether we capture the actions of the past frozcn

through slices distilled from sources such as census manuscripts and assessmcnt rolls,

or more actively through narratives explaining the course of events. we bcar

allegiance to describing, analysing, and explaining the relationship between human

actions, structures and the landscapes of the pasl. Historical geographers. perhaps

more than other human geographers, are committed, through their attention to the

analysis of past events, to the historical form of discourse, narrative. ln the past,

narrative and its close relation, empirical research, have been the predominant

modes with which historical geographers have practiced their craft. Narrative,

although rich in context, has been divorced from theory and this has led us down

many a cul-de-sac: simple descriptions of urban and rural landscapcs; the

identification of the distribution of phenomena; and the charting of events. The

strongest tradition in historical geography, as one writer has stated, is one in which
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there is "a strong commitment to historical study of landscapes and to the mapping

of historical data sources, with occasional ventures into the reconstructions of

regional geographies of the pas!."" These concerns have been buttressed by a

pragmatic scholarship, where methodology was determined by the sources available

and the type of problem under consideration. In other words, there was little theory

or else theory was shaped by the sources; the historical narrative being backed up by

the results of rigorous empirical research. Years of research spent in the archives or

in the field being used to support the c1aims of the story.

What has been missing, until recently, from the duet of narrative and

empirical research in historical geography is theory, and its close relation, process:2

In this thesis 1 understand a social theory to be a set of concepts which is used to

make sense of and as a means of entry into the multi-faceted dimensions of social

life. By process 1 mean that

[a]1I entities in society change as the direct consequence of the
complex contradictions that constitute their existence. To exist at ail
... is to be overdetermined, contradictory, changing, and hence in a
state of process. Entities ... become processes:3

Using process as theory, however, can be dangerous as it leads to a situation where

"processes are identified that impose themselves on history, specifying a course of

" Butlin, ''Theory and methodology", p. 21.

42 A.R.H. Baker, "On ideology and historieal geography" in Baker and Billinge (cds.), Period and
Place, pp. 233·243; Bullin, ''Theory and methodotogy", pp. 16-45; R. Dennis, "People and housing in
industrial society" in Pacione (cd.), Historieal Geography, pp. 184·216; Pooley, ''The historieal geography
of industrial change", pp. 161·162.

43 This paragraph dmws hcavily upon chap. lof Resniek and Wolff, Knowledge and Cla55. The quote
is from p. 7.
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development before history unfolds"." Certain conceptualizations of proù'sses. for

example, those which portray social change as determined in the last instance by the

economic, become the sole criterion, the fundamental l'aliSe, or the essl'ntial

explanation of truth. This essentialist approach ta understanding the historical

geography of capitalism needs ta be replaced by a position whefe no one pl'Ocess

detennines the social totality more than any other. In other WOl'ds, the eeonomic is

no more responsible for the tangled web of social existence than is the social or the

cultural. Ta take this one step further: it is not possible ta constrllct a theorclical

position that purports ta capture ail dimensions of multi-faceted reality. At auy onc

point in time, processes are overdetermined - or constituted of ail other processcs

accul'ring at that time. In arder for this notion of theory and process ta be intcgratcd

into historical geography, great care must be taken not ta assume the position whcrc

reliance on an essentialist conception forces us into laying out a denuded picturc of

historical landscapes.

The concern of Chapters Two ta Four is a discussion of the relevant litera turc

and the development of ideas about production and space underpinning the

empirical research of the industrial geography of Montreal. The purposc of Chapter

Two is ta briefly outline the development of perspectives which have altempted ta

decipher the logic of nineteenth and early twentieth-century intra-urban industrial

location. Although the understanding of loeation within the city has taken many

twists and turns, it is possible ta point ta two main perspectives - the positions

" Graham, ''Thcory and csscl11ialism", p. 56.
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cmanating frorn Wcbcr's Icast-cost and SCOll'S transactionaltheories - in which the

nineteenth and carly twen ticth industrial structure of North American cities has been

formulatcd. Chapter Two discusses these in some detail, drawing out their major

linearnents, strengths and weakne«es, and sets the stage for the theoretical forays

of the following two chapters.

One of the major weaknesses, 1argue, of previous formulations of intra-urban

industriallocation theory is their inability to conceptualize the locational ehoiees of

firms within the contexts of the various productive strategies open to firms, and the

making of industrial space. 1 have suggested above that the social relations of space

and the form these relations take are the result of ail processes occurring at any one

time. Aligned with this is the idea that there are many versions of the truth, none of

which is more real than the others. In order to distill some semblance of 'order' from

the infinite multitude of processes acting to form human society and space, it is

necessary to harness the concept of "entry point". An entry point is a conceptuai tool

which allows us to make particular cuts into the multi-dimensionality of sociallife.

It is the "particular concept a theory l~ses to enter into its formulation, its particular

construction of the entities and relations that comprise the social totality":5 Each

theory has its own distinct entry point - this being one of the primary distinguishing

features of theories. For example, the entry point of neo-classical economics is the

individnal firm seeking to maximize profits within the context of perfect competition.

The way that entry points are utilized here is that they "·;annot serve as an essence,

45 Rcsnick .nd Wolff, Knowlcdgc .nd CI.s.<, p. 25.
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in fact, give it Iife",'" The utilization of entry points is a way 10 indudl' bolh so.:ial

and the spatial relations into a particular understanding of reality.

ln order to grasp the construction of the urban industriallandscape. IWO cnlly

points are fonnulated in this thesis. The first, and the focus of Chapter Tlncc. is the

notion of production format. Formats make up a conceptual framework which

recognizes that finns and industrial sectors d<:monstrate a wide varicly of

relationships to technology, the labour process, and the social organization of

production. 1 have devised this framcwork in order to highlight the divcrsity of

productive strategies available to mallufacturers, which in lurn establishes a large

number of locational possibilities within the city.

The second entry point and the concern of Chapter Four, is lhat of industrial

space. 1 use the tenn to encompass much more than the 'production space' of a

factory floor, a furnace room, or a shipyard, and my objective is to penetralc the

social and industrial dynamics behind the construction of industrial districts. By

industrial space 1 mean !WO things: first, the material fabric of ;Jlace which is

comprised not only of manufacturing establishments but also the whole host of

reproductive institutions such as homes, schools, ch\lrches, shops and tavcrns; and

second, the social and economic relations existing within, as weil as the dynamics lhal

give rise to, the bldlt environment that constitutes the physical fùrm of indllslrial

46 Rcsnick and Wolff, Knowlcdgc and Class, p. 29.
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spaces.'7 In this thesis the dynamics arc identified as industrial organization, waves

of growlh, and local politieal alliances. The spatial implications of the dynamics

underlying these changes are discussed with regard to the making of industrial space.

As theory construction and empirical researeh involve making judgements

about what to include and what not to include, this thesis contains sorne theoretical

and empirical omissions. The intent of the study is to provide a description of the

industriaI geography of one city through biographies of firms, industries and

industrial districts, and to explain how industrial organization, cycles of growth, and

the making of the built form contributed to this geography. Three important

omissions stand out. 1 do not provide any new theoretical angles on or undertake

original research upon the construction of the built environment; the complex set of

connections between manufacturing and finance; and the role of labour in the

making of industrial space. These are significant gaps, but the scope of the thesis is,

1 believe, large enough without performing the type of research necessary to present

further illustrations of these questions. Thus such considerations as information on

the development of Montreal's social and physical infrastructures, the role of capital

markets in the creation of industrial districts, and the activities of labour within and

outside the workplace are touched upon Iightly, and are obtained from the

substantial work already done by other scholars.

47 Although reproductive institutions arc the not the conCem of this thesis, this should nol be taken
ta mean that 1 boUeve that reproduction should bo subsumed into production.
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Case sIl/dies and melhod

Following thc thcorctical discussion of production formats ami iudustrial

space, an empirical analysis of Montrcal's industrial gcography is prescnted. Chapters

Five to Six are comprised of case studies which ilIustrate the theoretical claims made

about productive formats and industrial spaces. My assertion in ChapterThree of the

variety of industrial production formats, and illY argument in Chapter Four on the

social construction of industrial districts cali for illustration through a series of ease

studies at various scales and refinement. Chapters Five and Six are conccrncd with

elucidating the industrial geography of Montreal between the 1840s and 1881 and

between 1871 and 1918 respectively.

The case study approach that 1 take in this thesis is concerned with making

two types of statements. The first has to do with providing broad empirical

generalizations at the urban level through the generation of a data set comprised of

annual rents for ail manufacturing establishments in Montreal in selected years.

While this type of empirical research provides a description and the patterns of

urban industrial geography, it cannot explain why and how that geography exists. The

second set of statements comes from making cuts into Montreal's industrial

geography through detailed case studies of districts, industries and firms. This typc

of "intensive" research is an attempt to complement the limitations of the broad

generalizations gained from "extensive" research.48 The case studies of districts and

48 Sec R.A. Sayer, Melhmj in Social Science: a Rcalisl Approach (London: HUlchinson, 1984), chap.
9.
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industries provide insights into the actual meehanisms identified by the theoretical

observations and highlight how, in given situations, particular combinations of evenls

produced specific ou tcomes in space.

Despite my earlier criticism of the 'snapshot' method, 1 have in fact

constructed snapshots of the city's manufacturing structure in 1861 and 1890.'9 This

immediately raises Iwo questions: why cross-sections and why these dates? The cross-

sections enable us to make descriptions of the location of industry at a particular

point in time and comparisons over time; but they do not allow us to make an

interpretation of the dynamics underlying the patterns. To examine the processes and

broader changes that generate the static representations of Montreal's industrial

geography in 1861 and 1890, 1 adopt selected industries and industrial districts for

case studies: intensive biographies of the tobacco, c\othing, cotton, metal, baking and

printing industries, and in-depth study of the districts of the Lachine Canal and

Saint-Henri.

The dating of the Iwo snapshots was dictated by the questions that 1

established earlier in the chapter, and by the logic imposed by my understanding of

the economic and social growth of Montreal. To grapple with these points and to

provide an entry into the industrial history of Montreal, it was necessary to make

slices of the city's development. Scholars have created a number of periodizations of

49 The data source for thesc snapshols is the City of Montreal's rôle d'évaluation. A discussion of the
rails will bc undertaken in the following scetion (1.4).
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Canadian and Quebec history.~o For the pllrpose of examllllllg the evolving

industrial geography of Montreal, 1 identify three periods: one rllnning fwm the la te

1840s to the 1870s, another from the 1870s to the 1890s, and the last fwm 1890s to

1918. The periods are related to broad economic and social trends associated with

the long wave of fifty years, a phenomenon that 1 discuss in detail in Chapter 3.3.

The long wave running from the 1840s to the 1890s, consisting of the first two

periods, was associated with the wide-spread diffusion of the steam enginc and

machine-made machines, the realignment of c1ass and state rclations, and the

widening of international markets. In Montreal in this period, there was a rapid

transition from handicraft production to 'modern' industry, the dismantling of

colonial economic relations, and increasing state control. The third period, from thc

1890s to 1918, was bound up with the expansion phase of the 'Second Indllstrial

Revolution': the development of corporate capitalism, the diffusion of electric power,

the segmentation of the labour force. By 1918, the industrial structure of Montreal

was firmly in place, large corporations controlled many industries, and new waves of

immigrants were arriving.

Il was with these phases of Montreal's growth in mind that 1choose to collect

data on the manufacturing establishments for 1861 and 1890. The first date captures

the burst of industrial growth of the 1850s, and shows the spatial organization of the

initial movement to a modern industrial urban complex. The choice of 1890 enables

50 For a discussion of the periodizations sce J.A. Dickinson and B. Young, "Periodization in Ouebec
history: a reevaluation", Québec Sludies, 1991, No. 12, pp. 1·10. The periods 1 establish in Ihis thcsis ore
very similar to what Dickinson and Young advocale.
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the showing of the state of the city's industrial geography at the point between the

demise of the long wave that began in the 1840s and the arrivai of the next one. Il

captures industry before the deep recession of 1893-1897 and the following massive

degree of capital investment that came with the 'Second Industrial Revolution', By

1890, we should be able to identify the productive spaces associated with the 'First

Industrial Revolution' in Montreal.

The issue of scale

The problem of the geographical context in which this thesis is situated has

been resolved by providing a series of spatial scales. The question of scale has always

bedevilled geographers: the choice of the spatial scales amenable to describing and

explaining the location of industry within the city is a vexing one. 1 have suggested

above that the way that historical geographers have grappled with this question has

had an enormous impact upon the generation of theory and methodology in

historical geography. Although 1 do not propose to provide any theoretical solutions

ta this problem, 1 do attempt ta examine the historical development of urban

industrial geography through a range of scales. As 1 mentioned above, the decision

to undertake a study of urban industrial geography based on broad spatial limits is

fraught with dangers: the reliance upon ward or other administrative boundaries can,

and often does, hide more than il reveals. This is especially true in the case of

industrial suburbs which exist next ta, are administratively separate from, but are

dependent upon the central city. In arder ta avoid this problem in the analysis it was
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necessary ta construct a number of other spatial levels. For a study of this sort two

critical scale issues arise: those of geography and iudustry.

The smallest geographic scale is made up of spatially scparatc districts \Vhich

are distinguished from each other by their industrial organization. their timing of

development, and the manner in which the built environment \Vas construetcd. Thcsc

districts are built up from data for individual fimls which are assigned ta ceIls

making up a grid that was placed over a map of the city.SI Once the industrial

content of each cell was known, the cells then \Vere allocated ta a particular district

based on the three factors mentioned above: there were eight districts in 1861 and

ten in 1890. The number of ceIls making up a district ranged from one in Griffinto\Vn

ta nine in the districts of Maisonneuve and the North End, and the number of firms

in a cell ranged from zero in bath years ta 203 in 1861 and 304 in 1890.52

ln arder ta make broader statements about the geography of Montreal's

industry, 1 collapsed districts that had similar industrial properties and \Vere spatially

contiguous into 'zones'. Five zones were created: the first was made up of only the

district of Old Montreal; the second, known as the outer core, consisted of Saint-

Antoine, Saint-Lr.wrence and Saint-Jacques districts; the third which was made up

of Lachine, Griffintown and Saint-Henri, 1 called the west end; the fourth, the east

end, was built np from Sainte-Marie and Maisonneuve; and the last, the North End,

was composed of the Plateau.

51 The map is the Ville de Montréal, Service de l'Urbanisme, Utilisation du Sol, 1983 atl:I,OOO. Eaeh
ccII covers 1,332 square metres.

52 Sec Appendix 1 for a detniled breakdown of the 1861 and 1890 mnnufneturing data.
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The largest scale at which analysis is undertaken is that of the urban district

of Montreal, which 1 dcfine as the municipal corporation and its contiguous urban

territory at the end of the study period. This of course is questionable: why stop at

the city and its surrounding areas when Montreal's economic reach extended far

beyond these lioundaries? One response is that between 1850 and 1918 a large

proportion of Quebec's industry was located in the municipality of Montreal.

Another is that a great deal of rural industry in this period was moving into

Canadian cities - mainly Montreal - or was being made redundant by the forces of

industrial capitalism underway in the metropolis.S3 A third reason is that the

interest of the thesis is the development of industrial spaces - the changing

morphology - of urban centres. Lastly, source restrictions - mainly the difficulty of

finding assessment data and documents relating to firms to match that existing for

Montreal- compeHed me, along with the restrictions of time, to make certain choices

abou t the area to be covered.

A similar approach has been taken with regard to industry. As the definition

of what constitutes an industry is one laden with conceptual baggagcS', 1 define

industry through a number of different scales. 1 shaH deal with industrial sectors such

as textiles (made up of, among other things, cotton, blankets, and silk) and metals

(primary metal, metal fabrication, and machinery) as one entry into the larger-scale

S3 J. WiIIis, The Proees.. of Hvdraulie lnduslrializalion onlhe Lachine Canal: Origins. Rire and Fall
(Ollawa: Environmenl C1nada, 1987).

s, R. Walker, 'Technological delerminalion and delerminism: induslrial growlh and loealion" in M.
C1slells (cd.), High Technol0L'Vo Space and Society (Beverly ~lills: Sage, 1985), pp. 228-231.
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movements of industrial capital over time. This. of course, fo1\o\\'s the normall'l'usns

Standard Industrial Classification system which usna1\y classifies tïnns Ily their

relationship ta the material requiremeuts of firms. This is uot always sudl a

successful system, and l'an cause a great deal of confusiOlI.~~A subset of sectors arc

industries which 1 define as a set of firms which are more closely related than those

making up a sector because of their specifie array of technologies, labonr processes,

supply and demand markets, and inter-firtn linkages. 1'0 grasp the varied productive

strategies undertaken by individual industries such as machinery, baking, cotton,

tobacco, and boat and shoe, it was necessary ta make a more elaborate classification

of manufacturing finns. Through examination of individu al industrics, and in some

cases, individual finns and branches, it is possible ta delve deeper into manufacturing

dynamics. A third way of analysing fimls is through their scale of capital. Scale of

enterprise rests primarily upon the amou nt and ratio of variable and fixed capital;

for a city the size of Montreal there is a wide range of capital investment by firm. My

intent in this study is not ta define finns by the traditional dichotomy of smail and

large finns, but ta take a flexible approach which highlights the diversity of

investment by finn and industry.

Throughout Chapters Five and Six there is an attempt ta connect broader

proeesses with everyday reproduction of industrial relations in an urban context

through histories of finns, industries and industrial districts. By speeifying the

55 Scc Walker, "Technologieal determination and delcrminism". A listing nf ail Monlreal
manufaeturing firms for 1861 and 1901 by my modificd version of the Standard Induslri,,1 CI"ssife"linn
systcm ean he found in Appcndix 2.
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linkages between broad notions of uneven development and individual case-histories,

we cOIn reconstitute sorne features of the industrial geography of a city. The focus of

the thesis will be on how industrial districts are formed; that is, the dynamics behind

the creation of productive spaces.

1.4 Sources

Conventional archivaI sources and methods are utilised to examine the city's

productive formats and productive spaces. An obvious source for the examination of

Montreal's industry is the Canadian manufacturing census. Unfortunately this is not

possible for the delineation of Montreal's industrial geography.

The first Canadian census which provides an adequate appraisal of Canada's

industry is that of 1871. Earlier censuses do not provide a comprehensive description

of the city's manufactures. According to William Hutton, the chief census taker, the

manufacturing section of the 1851-1852 census was "undefined and so incorrectly

stated that little reliable information .. , can be gIeaned from the Returns". The same

problem appears to exist for 1861. In both years there is severe underestimation of

manufacturing establishments: according to the census, the number in 1851 was sixty

nine and in 1861 it WOlS 144, yet from the City of Montreal tax rolls 1 count nearly

that many in a single ward, Saint-Anno By 1871 the census had been reorganized, and

the term manufacturing would henceforth "apply to all industries of any importance
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conducted in separate establishments or workshops".~" For the first time, it is

possible, using the census ta outline the contours of Montreal's industr)'. The work

of Bradbury, and Bellavance and Gronoff, for example, show how the ccnsus cau

illuminate various aspects of economic, fami!y, and spatial structurc.~7

The census is of limited value for the period after 1871 as weil, sinl'C the

manuscripts of the manufacturing censuses for 1881 and 1891 have been destroyed,

and at the time that research was being done, those for 190 l, if they still exist, had

not been released ta the public. While we obtain some of the broad features of

Montreal's industrial stock from the published cenSlises, we cannat extract

information with a geographica! precision greater than the census district, which was

made up of a number of wards. The published census reports of 1881, for example,

distribute the city's manufacturing stock among three census districts. This allows liS

to make few meaningful statements about the internai differeutiation of indl1stry in

the city.58 A further well-known impediment to an effective use of the censlls is the

re-definition in 1901 of a manufacturing establishment: the term illitially incll1ded ail

firms, regardless of the number ofworkers, subsequent!y only those with at least five

56 The discussion orthe definition of manufacturing can bc found in W. Hutton, "First rcport", Ccnsus
orthe Canadas,t851-t852, (Quebec: Lovell, 1853), p. IX; Canaua, Cell''Usof Callaua. IX70-IX71 (Ottawa:
Taylor, 1875), vol. 3, p. X.

57 B. Bradbury, "The family economy anu work in an inuustrializing city: MOlltrcal in thc 1870,',
Canadian Historical Association, Historicat Paper" 1979, pp. 71-96; M. Bcllavance IInu J-D. Grnnoff, "Lcs
structures de l'espace montréalais à l'époque de la Confédération", C1hicrs de géogr:mhic du QuJhcc,
1980, 24, pp. 363-384.

58 This of course goes back to the problem that 1 have mentioneu beforc, the prohlelll of SCille. For
examplc, "Westll census division cantains the firms of Saint-AIlII ward and West ward. As wc shall sec
these IWO warus were markeuly uifferent in ncarly ail aspects of their inuustrial structure.
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clllployccs.

City dircctorics, whilc usefu! for cross-reference, do not themselves provide

the basis for a systematic examination of industry. The street and alphabeticallistings

providc no information aside from address and name: no indication of scale or

motive power. Nor do they consistently distinguish manufacturing, commercial or

residential entries. llle "Business Classified Directory", while helpful, is incomplete

and biased towards larger firms. An comparison of the listings of a number of

industries from the Montreal assessment ro11s and Love11s' business directory for

1890 indicates that the latter only contained a sma11 number and the largest of the

city's firms. s9

An exceptional alternative source is the City of Montreal assessment ro11s (or

the rôle d'évaluation). Co11ected on an annual basis since 1847, they provide Iwo sets

of data. The first set provides for each household in the city, the address, name,

occupation, tenure and rent of the head of household. The second provides the

corresponding information for each business establishment. For any year beginning

in 1847, it is therefore possible to construct a listing of a11 manufacturing,

commercial, and financial enterprises in the city. The firm's annual rent can be used

as an estimate for the size of the enterprise, capital value or employment. A11

businesses were required to paya seven and a half per cent rate on the rent they

S9 The industries chosen were baking, lobacco, rnclal-working, and hal rnaking. ln ail cases lhere were
a grcalmany more Cim,s fnund in lhe asscssmenl rolls, while lhose in lhe cily dircclory were in lhe higher
rent range. l'or e"ample, in lhe baking industry there were lifleen and one hundred and (wenly·four Cirms
according to the directory and the asscssmenl rolls respeetivcly, while lhe median rents were $446 and
$267.
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paid or, if they owned the premises, the market rent equivalent. Despite the obvious

biases and discrepancies that creep into any enumeration system, the rents paid by

firms provide an excellent picture of the scale of operations."" 1 have tested this

assertion for the year 1871, where the rents from firms in Saint-Ann were compared

with the censu: values for capital invested and number of employees in the same

firms. The degree of \inear association is 0.95 between rent and capital, and 0.79

between rent and number of employees. Rent is a usable measnre of the scale of

enterprise.

A major problem of the assessment rolls is the difficnlty of differentiating

manufacturing firms from retailing and wholesaling establishments. Inmany cases the

rolls do not indicate whether the firm is manufacturing. To solve this problcm the

strategy employed was to include the ambiguous firms in the initial stage of data

collection. They were then cross-referenced with other sources: the annual Lovell's

city directory and other business directories. In sorne cases 1 was easily able to

identify the firm's function. For a large number, however, the distinction between

manufacturing and non-manufacturing was blurred because so many ninctccnth-

century firms performed both functions. The clothing industry was, with fcw

exceptions, under the control of merchant tailors where a small workshop was

attached to the store facing the street, and much of the ready-madc production took

60 For a description of the problems associated with asscssment rolls sec GJ. Levine, "Critieizing the
asscssment: views of the property evaluation proeess in Montreal, 1870 to 1920, allli thcir implications for
historieal geography", C,nadian Geographer, 1984,28,3, pp. 276·284.
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place in homes in the surrounding vicinity.61 The same was true for baking,

saddlery, and jewelry. Even the labels are not trustworthy. The term 'watehmaker',

for example, suggests someone in the process of making a watch or c1ock. In many

cases, however, 1 found that a watchmaker was simply a retailer, who may or may not

have had a watch repair shop at the back of the store, and who performed any

manufacturing function. 62 In the case of the boat and shoe industry, it was difficult

to differentiate repair shops from full-f1edged manufacturers. The same problem

existed for firms in other industries such as furniture, pharmaceuticals, and hats and

furs.

A related diffieulty was with manufacturing firms that had an office or

warehouse in Montreal but whose manufacturing operations were located in another

city. Only long searches through an assortment of business directories could solve

this problem. This problem was compounded by the fact that many of these firms

called themselves manufacturers in the listings even though they did not perform any

manufacturing activities in Montreal.

Where parts of a firm are spatially separated, the parts would appear in

different parts of the rolls because the tax information was organized by lot numbers,

street by street. If ail the different parts into one establishment where close together

such as on a neighbouring block, it was a simple matter to aggregate the parts onee

6t G.L. Te.I, "The org.niz.lion of production and the heterogeneity of the working cl.ss: occupation,
gender .nd elhnicily alIIong clothing workers in Quebec", (Ph.D. thesis, McGiII University, 1986).

62 Sec \V.A. Wood, The Days of John Wood, Watchlll.ker (Hudson: Wood Falllily Archives, 1986)
for the letters of John Wood, a Montreal watehlllaker. frolll the 18405 to the 18705.
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the data collected in the initial stage had been sorted. When the different parts were

at sorne distance from one another, 1 assigned the vainc to the major prodnction site

or to the site with the highest rent. When a fiTin had two different plants in the eity

(a rare occurrence), 1 retained the separate locations since the objective atthis stage

of the rl'seareh was to map the spatial distribution of industrial production rather

than a eoncern with individual enterprises.

The systematic exposition of Montreal's industrial geography at these two

dates will be fleshed out with a discussion of various firms, industries and industrial

districts throughout the period. Various extant sources - city direetories, indnstria!

jVlIrnals, booster pamphlets, newspapers, and histories - make it possible to eonstruct

biographies of selected firms, industries and industrial districts. These biographies

enable us to portray a more 'living' picture of the changing industrial contours of the

city, and they illuminate the fundamental geographic processes with which 1 am

concerned.
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CHAPTER 2
PERSPECTIVES ON URBAN INDUSTRIAL GEOGRAPHY, 1850-1918

2.1 Introduction: Ccntralization and Dcccntralization in Industrial Gcography

Rccognizing the importance of spatially and geographically unique
outcomes of more general underlying processes, the aim of theoretical
and conceptual development is to provide a framework through whieh
to undertake empirical analysis of specifie situations, rather than to
generate universally applicable, formai models.1

In the last two decades a primary concern of economic geographers has been

with the political economy of regional change. In the 1970s a major interest of

economic geography was the industrial development of the Sunbelt and the

deindustrialization of the Snowbelt.2 In the 1980s the restructuring of industr)

became the primary conceptual form for understanding industrial and regional

change3 and in the last five years interest has turned to the development of

industrial districts such as the 'Third Italy', which are seen to be centres for flexible

accumulation.4 Within that corpus of research, intra-metropolitan location has, for

1 MJ. Boddy. "Struclural approaches to industrialloeation" in W.F. Lever (cd.). [ndustrial Change
in the United Kingdom (London: Longman. 1987). pp. 56·66.

,
- G. Stemlieb and J.W. Hughes (cds.). Post-Industrial America: Metropolitan Decline and Inter-

Regional Joh Shifts (New Brunswick: Ccnter for Urhan Policy Researeh. 1975); O. Perry and A. Watkins,
The Rise of the Sunhelt Cilies (Beverly Hills: Sage. 1977); B. B[uestone and B. Harrison. The
Deindustrialization of America (New York: Basic Books, 1982).

3 O. Massey. Spatial Divisions of Labour: Social Structures and the Geographv of Production
(London: Macmillan, 1984).

• M. Piore and C.F. Sahel. The Second Industrial Oivide: Possihilities for Prosperit.,. (New York: Basic
Books, 1984); AJ. ScoU. "Flexible production systems and regional development: the rise of industrial
"paees in North America and Westem Europe". Intemational Joumal of Urhan and Regional Researeh.
1988. 12. pp. 171-186; M. Storper and AJ. ScoU. ''The geogra"hieal foundations and social regulation of
flexible production complexes" in J. Woleh and M. Oear (cds.), The Power of Geographv: How Territorv
Shapes Soeia[ Life (Winchester. Mass.: Unwin, Hyman, 1989), pp. 21-40.
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various l'casons, been relatively neglected. One reason lies in the grL'atl'r importam'L'

attached to regional development, the emphasis of which has been upon the

locational reach of fi l'ms with multiple locations. A second reason is that the timing,

nature and fOTll1 of urban industrial geography is supposedly well-known and

uncontestable. Lastly, the urban field has been left increasingly to social and cultural

geographers. Only when it refers to the wider regional context or as a framework for

the social and cultural Ir .ldscape does the city's industrial geography become a

subject of concern, and then fleetingly.

This, of course, does not mean that urban industrial geography has not Imd

its practitioners. Since Alfred Weber's conceptualization of urban industrial space al

the turn of the century, his work has been updated and modified by wrilers such as

Hoover and Vernon, Fales and Moses, Allan Pred, and, mure recently, Allen Scott.

Despite their differentperspectives, ail have accepted a separation of industrial space

into two distinct spheres, namely the core and periphery. Most of these writers

identify a rupture in the industrial urban fabric in the fi l'st few decades of the

twentieth century. They describe a decentralization of industry to the urban periphcry

and a decline in the importance of the tightly-packed industrial agglome.ration at the

city core. They represent this rupture as the transl'rmation of the ni\:cteenth-een tury

industrial city into the twentieth-century corporate city and attribute the spatial split

either to technologieal innovations in industry or to the development of new modes

of transportation.

The aecepted pieture of the location of production from the mid-nineteenth·
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century to at least thc 1920s is onc dominated by the centralization of economic

activitics in thc city core.s Manufacturing establishments, so the argument goes, were

c1ustcred centrally, close to transportation nodes, with a zone ofworking-c1ass homes

locatcd near production sites. Thus Warner, in his description of Philadelphia in

1860, states that "most areas ... were a jumble of occupations, classes, homes,

immigrants, and Native Americans".6 The critical force behind the centralization of

production has been secn to be agglomeration economies where the needs of firms

lead thcm to associate in close proximity one to another. Thesr; economies are

associated with the development of external economies of scale in which complexes

of firms arise from the collective use of transportation and communication networks,

and production costs are reduced by the shortening and profusion of inter-firm

linkages. In the nineteenthcentury, agglomeration economies are seen as causing the

development of a spatial complex of firms of ail sizes in a small and central part of

the city. According to Scott, these central complexes are characterized by the

functional relationship of the linkages between firms, uncertain and changing

S K.T. Jackson, Crabgra55 Frontier: The Suburbanization of lhe United States (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1985); P.O. Muller, Conlemporarv Suburban America (Englewood Cliffs: Prentiee-Hall,
1981); A.R. Pred, "The intrametropolitanloeation of Ameriean manufaeturing", Anna!s of the Association
of American Geographe~ 1964,54,165-180; AJ. Scott, "Locational patterns and dynamics of industrial
activity in the modern metropolis", ~rban Sludie~ 1982, 19, pp. 111-142; R. Walker, ''The transformation
of urban structure in the ninetcenth centul)' and the bcginnings of suburbanization" in K. Cox (ed.),
Urhanization and Connict in Markct Socielies (Chicago: Maaroufa Press, 1979), pp. 165·212 and "A theol)'
of suburbanization: capitalism and the construction of urban space in the United States" in M. Dear and
AJ. Scott (cds.), Urbanization and Urban Planning in Capitalist Society (New York: Methuen, 1981), pp.
383-429; D. Ward, Cilies and Immigrants (New York: Oxford University Press, 1971); S.B. Warner, The
Private City: Philadelphia in Three Periods of its Growth (Phialdelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press,
1968); O. Zunz, The Changing Face of 1neguality (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1982).

6 Wamer, The Privale City, p. 50.
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d~mand, the inability to standardize production, and thcir lack of internai economies

of scale.' In this view - a view that has held considerable sway over a generation of

researchers - the upper and middle classes suburbanized after mil! ccntnry, leaving

industry and the working c1ass in the city core. While it is conceded that some firms

were located in non-central sites, these, for the most part, have been seen as

aberrations.

The overriding view picture that this position presents of the industrial

geographic configurations of the city is one which falls within the traps of dualistic

thinking and generalization.8 Most geographic work has set outto prove a series of

generalizations through the elucidation of regularities between objects. As Sayer

points out, it is impossible to "replicate" findings in the social sciences because of the

diverse and qualitative differences that occur within society in which there is a

synthesis of the causal powers of the structures in question.9 A particular f1aw of

generalization, and even work following the abstraction mode, has been a tendency

towards dualistic thinking. 10 Geographic thought is full of dualisms: small versus

large scale; central city versus suburbs; fordism versus flexible accumulation; agcncy

versus structure. Yet, if ail phenomena that geographers study are products of a vast

, Scott, "Locational paUems, p. 126.

8 R.A. Sayer, "Dualistie thinking and rhetorie in geography", Arca, 1989, 21, 3, pp. 301·305; K.
Williams, T. Cutler, J. William. ~lId C. Haslam, ''The end of ma55 production'!", Economy :lIld Society,
1987,16,pp.405-439.

9 R.A. Saycr, "Explanation in cconomic geography: abstraction versus gcncralizatiou". Prol!rcs.~ in
Human Geography, 1982, 6, pp. 68·88.

tO Sayer, "Dua1istie thinking".
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multitude of processes, how is it possible to construct theories which are so

conveniently dichotomous in nature?

TIle same problems have also restricted our understanding of the evolution

of the industrial geography of cities. This is especiaIly true with regard to the

conception of space. Dualisms and over-simplification dominate the discussion of the

transfonnation of urban industrial structure. Urban industrial space is set up as a

polarization of central and suburban spaces with generalizations about the role of

technology, transportation, and agglomeration economies providing the theoretical

expIanation for the division and fragmentation of the urban industrial landscape. A

good illustration of this can be found in the decentralization (itself a dualistic notion)

of firms from city core to suburbs. For many writers the mainspring of industrial

decentralization lies in the emergence of large-scale, capital-intensive, standardized,

and mechanized firms employing large numbers ofunskiIled and semiskilled workers.

In the city core, they argue, remained smaIler finns which employed batch

production methods, Iittle machinery and a larger proportion of skilled labour. This

dichotomy has been enshrined in the product cycle theory as weIl as in Weberian,

neo-c1assical, Marxian and transactional theories. While the polarity between

centra\!smaIl and peripheral/large has sorne validity, it is only part of the picture. It

forecloses other attributes of industrial location in the city and relegates other

possibilities to the realm of 'residuals'. The foreclosing of the diverse array of social

and spatial fonns and practices stems from two weaknesses: geographers' inadequate

abstraction of the overdetennined, and thus multi-dimensional, character of urban
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industrial processes and in the social sciences gcnerally. a ncg1cct of tlll' mcanÎng of

space.

Only with the advent of the twentieth ccntury, goes the argument, did industry

begin to decentralize, and then only slowly. The rate of decentralization has bcen

debated. On one side, G.R. Taylor saw the industrial exodus to satellite cities as

having "taken on the proportions of a big sweeping current" which is spreading

through suburban areas and creating new towns. ln a survey of the thirtccn largcst

industrial districts in the United States, G. E. McLaughlin concluded,

the dominance of the major city in manufacturing employment has
tended to lessen significantly since 1879. A great expansion in factory
employrnent particularly since 1899, has occurred in suburban districts
either in smaller communities or in previously unsettled districts where
satellite manufacturing centers have grown up.

According to D. Gordon, at the tum of the century a significant number of large·

scaie firrns relocated l'rom the city core to more peripheral areas. On the other side,

C. Woodbury states that al'ter 1900 there was a "slow, but rather persistent diffusion

of industry within the major areas or districts of industrial concentration". More

recently, Allen Scott has stated that centralized production was "characteristic of the

large metropolis weil into the twentieth century. Even by the time of World War Il,

the core of the large cities in the United States were still typically given over to a

considerable degree of industrial production".ll

Il G.R. Taylor. Satellite Cities: a Studv orIndustrial Suburbs (New York: D. Appleton and Co., 1915),
p.4; G.E. MeLaughlin. Grnwth of Ameriean Manufaeturing Areas: a Comparative Analysis with Special
Emphasis on Trends in the Pittsburgh District (Pittsburgh: Bureau of Busines.s Researeh, University of
Pittsburgh. 1938). p. 127; D.M. Gordon. "Capitalist development and the history of Ameriean cities" in
W.K. Tabb'and L. Sawers (eds.), Marxism and the Metropolis (New York: Oxford University Pres.s, 1978),
pp. 25-63; C. Woodbury. "Industrialloeation and urban redevlopment" in C. Woodbury (cd.). The l'uture
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ln the many attempts to explain the apparent centralization of production in

the nineteenth-century city and the cleavage after 1900, two dominant paradigms can

be delineated. The first, stemllling from the work of Weber, emphasizes the

importance of agglomeration economies and transportation costs. The second, largely

the work of Allen Scott, centres upon the transactional activity of firms within a

wider cconolllic context. 12 It is to an examination of these two bodies of work that

1 now tum.

2.2 The Weberian Tradition

The principal factors identified in classical intra-metropolitan location theory

are agglomeration econolllies and transportation costs. The notion of agglomeration

economies originated in the work of Alfred Weber and was introduced into industrial

economics through the work of Alfred Marshall. 13 According to Weber the cluster

of productive units in a city will provide economies extemal to a particular firm. The

advantages firms provide one another offset transport costs and distort the pattern

ofCities and Urban Redevelopment (Chicago: University ofChicago Press, 1953), pp. 286, 287; AJ. Scott,
"Production system dynamics and rnctropolitan devclopmcnt''. ADnals of the Association of American
Gcographen;, 1982, 72, p. 188.

12 Another stream in induslrialloeation theory is that of neo-classieal economics. 1 do not review it
here as it has not, to any great dcgrcc, becn utilizcd in analysing ninetccnth and carly twcnticth-century
citics evcn though the factors that Weberian scholars havc secn as being ccntral to urban industrial
location snch as agglomcration cconomics and transportation cOSIS havc been analysed within a nco
classieal framework. At the same lime 1do not rcfer to more reeent relinemenlS of Weberian theory snch
as the praduct cycle because they, Iikc nco-classical location theory, have not been introduced into the
inlcrpretation of ninetccnth-century urban industrial geography.

lJ A. Weber, Theory of the Location of Industries (Chicago: Univcrsity ofChicago Press, 1929), ehap.
5; A. Marshall, Principles of Economies (London: Macmillan, 1961), ehap. 10.
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of regionallocation centrcd on transportation pattcrns. This idca was extl'I\lkd and

refined by a number of writcrs notably Edgar Hoovcr. 14

According to Hoover, Weber's theory of agglolllcration whcl'c thel'e was a

tension between a single agglomerative force and a single deagglomcrativc onc was

too simple an expIanation for the concentration of industry in the city. Hc idcntificd

three quite different influences upon the fonllation of industrial c\ustcrs: localization

economies, scale economies, and urbanization economies. The notion of localization

economies refers to the lowering of the costs of production as a rcsult of thc gl'o\Vth

of the city with respect to increasing specialization and expanding ou tpu t of one

industry. The central concern is to identify the linkages within an industry and how

finns are able to reap certain economies through the pooling of COllllllon resources

such as labour markets, transfer costs, marketing networks and information flows. At

the same time, as certain firms or industries grow larger there is an increasing

division of labour and the development of internaI economies of scale. These scale

economies give rise to a variety of locational needs such as the need for larger

amounts of land, which may lead to decentralization. By themselves, however,

localization and scale economies do not provide a full expianation for agglomeration

as they refer only to the single finn or industry. The tenn urbanization economies,

on the other hand, refers to advantages which accrue to firms from the vast range

of urban qualities such as the lower cost of water, sewerage and fire insurance,

14 E.M. Hoover, Location Theory and the Sh"e and Leather Industries (Camhridge: Harvilfd
University Press, 1937), pp. 89-111.
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development of dense labour markets, and linkages between industries. Development

of the city brings forth a host of advantages which attract other concentrations of

industries. 15 Hoover, building upon Weber's description of agglomeration

economies, laid the basis for one of the central features of the study of the industrial

geography of the city.l.

At the urban scale then, the economies of agglomeration can be understood

as having two effects. In the first place, the explanation for the concentration of firms

in a centrally-located complex revolves around the reduction of communication and

transport costs, the creation of closer physical ties, and accessibility to markets. The

development of dense complexes of productive activity composed of a large number

of firms enables these firms to take advantage of lower costs of transport and

communication through the shortened distances among them. At the same time,

agglomeration facilitates exchange through making comparisons easier, by pooling

diverse buyers, sellers and information, by permitting economic actors to complete

specialized and extended transactions, and by providing access to credit. The

proximity of firms that agglomeration makes possible also extends the size of the

tS Hoover, Location Theory. pp. 89.111.

16 Other studies whieh h .ve scen agglomeration economies as the core ofurban industrial complexes
arc J.H. Bater, "Industrialization in nineteenth-centUl)' SI.Petersburg: the role of linkages in shaping
locational pauems" in L. Collins and D.F. Walker (cds.), Locational Dvnamics of Manufaeluring Aetivity
(London: Wiley and Son, (975), pp. 255-278; B. ChinilZ, "Contrasts in agglomeration: New York and
Piusburgh", American Economie Rcview, 1961, 51, pp. 279-289; P. Hall, The Industries of London
(London: Hutchinson, 1962); E.M. Hoover and R. Vemon, Anatomy of a Metropoli~ (Cambridge:
Harvard Univcrsity Press, t959); A. Pred, "Manufacturing in the Ameriean mercantile city: 1800-1840",
Annals of thc Association of Ameriean Geographers, 1966, 56, 2, pp. 307-338; R. Struyk, "Extemal
economies and the distribution ofof industria! growth withinthe mctropolis", Rcview of Regional Studie~
1972,3, pp. 23-34; R. Struyk and F. James, Intrametropolitanlndustrial Location (Lexington, Mass.: D.C.
Heath, 1975).
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markets that firms cOIn selVice, which in turn allows lower thresholds for produccrs

of specialized goods. A particularly important market is that of labour.

Agglomeration allows employers to take advantage of a large and diverse labour

force in terms of quantity, quality and price. The end result is that firms, through

cIustering, are able to reduce their transaction costs.

The second effect is a result of "economies that accrue by reason of increases

in the number of firms and the total quantity of output in any given area."n

Agglomeration economies are particularly important to small firms as they cannot

internalize ail of their needs. The small firms that take advantage of agglomeration

economies are characterized by the breakdown of the production process into a large

number of privately separate but yet functionallyconnected activities. Because of the

disintegration of production, small firms are reliant upon external economies of scale

because their many labour processes cannot be integrated into machine systems; their

various processes of production have different optimal scales of operation; the need

to spread the risks of uncertainty throughout the system; and the narrow extent of

the market,18 At the same time, producers are able to carry the cost of public

supplied infrastructures.

The other feature of Weberian theory which has shaped urban industrial

geography is transport costs. Moses and Williamson, in a neo-classicai version of

nineteenth-century industrial location, argued that transport costs were of decisive

17 Scott, "Locational panerns", p. ll8.

t8 M. Slorperand R. Walker, The Cap;talisllmperat;ve: Terr;torv. Tcehnology and Industr;,,1 Growlh
(New York: Basil B1ackwell, 1989), p. 79.
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importance: lower transport costs incurred by firms in the urban core outweighed the

higher priees for land and wages, and had the effeet of stimulating industry to locate

eentrally. In the nineteenth eentury teehnologieal advanees in transportation further

eoncentrated industry in the core, as the cost of moving goods between cities was

lowered more rapidly than the cost of moving goods within cities.t9 This position

was based upon earlier work by Moses who, contrary to Weber and Isard, argued

that it is possible to have more than one optimal location for each firrn. Factor

substitution, influenced by variations in transportation costs, affect, in turn, the

manner in which outputs, inputs, priees and location are adjusted. At each level of

output the optimal combination differs, and as the production function is not

homogeneous there can be no single optimal location.2o

These two features of Weberian theory have strongly influenced the analysis

of intra-metropolitan industrial location undertaken by geographers, regional

scientists and historians. Although the economic elements of this position have not

always been explicitly outlined by writers, there is a general consensus that

agglomeration economies and shifts in transportation teehnology that were associated

with other forms of technological change are the principal forces underlying the

spatial structure of urban industry since the mid-nineteenth century. It is also

generally accepted that the next round of transport innovations at the turn of the

19 L. Moses anu H. Williamson, "The loealion of eeonomie aetivity ;n citie~', Ameriean Economie
Review, 1967,57, pp. 211-222. Sec also R.L. Fales anu L.N. Moses, "Lanu use theory anu the spatial
struelure of the n;neteenth-century city", PaueTS of Ihe Regional Science Association, 1972,28, pp. 49·80.

20 L.N. Moses, "Location and the thcOt'Y oC production", The Ouarterly 10u"131 of Economies, 1958,
72, pp. 259·272.
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century were the cause of the decentralization of industl)'. Thc introdul'tion of thc

streetcar and the truck resulted in the reduction of transportation l'osts ami thl'

breaking apart of the dense complex of linkages in the core through the dl'wlopmcnt

of internai economies and the growing agglomeration diseconomies.

A central theme in that literature has been the attempt to theorize urban

industrial geography in terms of a core/periphery split. Writers argue that

breakthroughs in transportation technologies - the electric streetcar, the automobile

and truck - enabled firms and workers to relocate to the suburbs. Until the 1890s the

absence of a rapid transit network and the higher costs of intra-urban compared to

inter-urban transportation were powerful obstacles to the decentralization of

industry. The centrality of industry was reinforced by the powerful impulses of

linkages between firms and their dependence upon centrally located transportation

facilities such as harbours and railway terminals.21 The technological innovations

introduced by the end of the century not only widened the spatial reach of firms but
.,

also allowed them to take advantage of benefits that were attribu ted to the fringe -

cheap land, low taxes and 'elbow room'. The resuit, according to Kenneth Jackson,

was that "between 1915 and 1930, when the number of American trucks jumped from

158,000 to 3.5 million ..., industrial deconcentration began to alter the basic spatial

pattern of metropolitan areas".22

Although there is iittle doubt that the central core was the locus of industry

21 Fales and Moses, "Land use theory and spatial structurel!; Jackson, Crilhgrass Frnnticr; Prcd, "The
intrarnctropolitan location of Arncrican manufacturing".

22 Jackson, Crabgrass Fronticr, p. 184.
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and cmploymcnt throllghollt the nineteenth century, recent research by historians

and gcographers raises questions concerning the validity of interpreting the

movcment of industry solely as a function of transportation and or the disintegration

of agglomeration economies. While the concept cf the economies of agglomeratiol'.

is a powerful tool for understanding the evolution of urban industrial geography, it

suffers from a number of important omissions.

ln the first place, this position concentrates too heavily upon the role of

linkages, especially when cities with a wide industrial mi.x are under consideration.

Although firms are dependent upon the efficient coordination of their input and

output relations, to view their locational choices as reliant upon the linkages between

them is an overstatement. Weberian theory has neglected the locational implications

of processes internai to industry such as technoIogical change, the scale and type of

firm and industry organization, the nature of the labour process, and the composition

of the labour force.2J As industries follow different trajectories of growth and

change, the abstract model of the single firm operating in a rational and equilibrium

world cannot provide a basis for understanding the multiple and fragmentary

character of the structure of economic space.2
'

2J R. Walker, "Teehnologieal delerrnination and deterrninism: industrial growth and lo",tion" in M.
CasteIls (cd.), Hi.h Teehnology. Spaee and Society (Beverley Hills: Sage, 1985), pp. 226·264 and ''The
geographical organization of produetion,syslems', Environment and Planning D, 1988, 6, pp. 377-408.

2' A discussion of the epistemology of Webcrian theory and its offshoots ean~, :ound in D. Massey,
"A critieal evaluation of industrialloeation theory" in F.E.!. Hamilton and GJ.R. Linge (cds.), Spatial
Analysi.. Indust'Y and the Induslrial Environment: Pro.ress in Roseareh and Applications, vol. 59
(Chieester: WHey, 1979) and N. Smith, "Uneven development and location theory: towards a synthesis" in
R. Peet and N. Thrift (cds.), New Models in Gco.raphv: the Politieal·Eeonomy Perspective (London,
Unwin Hyman, 1989), vol. l, p. 144.
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An associated problelll relates to the position of transportation in the

conceptual fralllework. Plaeing transportation as the fundalllenta\ lllechanislll of

change is to put the cart before the horse. Transportation is a response to wider

econolllic and social forces, and as such, does not and cannot explain changing urban

structure. The focus upon transportatioll as the motor of change is misplaced. As one

writer states, "transportation is the agency through which certain sl.ructural

transformations take place".25 There is strong evidence to indicate that

decentralization of industry was occurring long bdore the effects of transportation

technologies could be felt.26 Transportation is merely one of the factors that

facilitated changp$ to urban structure.

Secondly, in its reliance upon the reduction of economic costs, the classical

approach to industriallocation downplays the way that industrial space is fashioned

by the social relations of production and the development of the built environment.

It relegates other phenomena such as housing supply, labour costs, state regulation,

ethnicity, and the active construction of urban infrastructure to an insignifieant role

in shaping economic space. These factors are seen to play little role in the shaping

of the locational coordinates of firms, even though some of I.hem arc formulated

within urbanization economies: they emerge as needed and arc uncontested.

Lastly, in the reliance on viewing urban industrial space as revolving around

2S J. Vance, "Housing the workcr: the cmployrncIltlinkagc as a force in urban structure", Economie
Geography. 1966, 62, p.298.

26 D.M. Gordon, R. Edwards and M. Reil:h, Segmented Work. Divided Wnrkers (New York:
Cambridge University Press, 1982).
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the formation and dissolution of agglomeration economies, there is a tendency to

replace the complexity of industrial structure to a dualistic model: firms either take

advantage of agglomeration economies or they do not, and this corresponds to a

preference for either core or periphery, two crudely defined notions. This is refiected

in the reduction of the wide spectrum of firms and industrial organization into two

spheres: those with internai and those with external scale economies. Industries,

however, have always been characterized by a significant degree of organizational

diversity. This raises the question of whether a model of an industrial monocentric

city in the nineteenth and early twentieth century adequately reflects the reality of

industrial organization and urban structure. A central feature of the development of

a monocentric city is the idea that technological change was linear and monotonie.

Throughout the nineteenth century, however, industry was characterized by a great

diversity of organizational forms. The Weberian model treats industry as if it were

aIl of one type, functioning accordi'lg to the same rationale, despite evidence for the

great variety of scale, type and labour processes among firms. 27 While it is often

stated that capitalist relations of production gave rise to multiple nodes of

employment little '>!ork has been done to specify the importance of nineteenth-

century urban industrial districts outside the "downtown" despite the evidence that

27 For some excelknt examples of diverse nineteenth-century workplaees sec B. Laurie and M.
Sehmitz, "Manufacture and produelivity: tlll·.making of an industrial base, Philadelphia, 1850-1880" in T.
Hershbcrg (cd.), Philadelphia: Work. Space. Familv .nd Group Eweri...nee in the Nineteenth Century
(New York: Oxford University Press, 1981), pp. 43·92; 1. MeKay, "Capital and labour in the Halifax baking
and eonfcctionery industry during the last haIf of the nineteenth eentury", Labourlle Travailleur, 1978,3,
j'p. 63·108; R. Samuel, "Worl:shop of the world: steam power and hand teehnology in mid-Vietorian
Oritain", Higtory Workshop. 1977, 3, pp. 6·72. From a geographieal perspective, A. Pred, ''The
intram<lropolilan location" pp.170·171 refers to this diversity.
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a number of cities contained important non-central indllstrial districts l'rom as carly

as the mid-nineteenth centuI)'.28

2.3 Allen Scott and Transactional Analysis

Recently, Allen Scott has devcloped a theoretical position which challcnges

sorne aspects of the cIassical Weberian approach and has added m<lny refinements

to our understanding of the mechanisI11s underlying urban indllstrial geography.29

Using an eclectic mi."<ture of Marxian, Weberian, and transactionaI theories, he has

pointed to the internaI dynamics of production as a central fe:lture in the strllcturing

of urbanization and intra-metropolitan industrial location. According to Scott, in

Weberian and neocIassicaI models, "the weight of analysis and investigation was ...

thrown dominantly upon the structure of transport costs and the abstract ration<llity

of individual spatial behavior and decision making".lO This resulted in the rcdllction

28 For example, Richard Walker talks of "lhe parlial polynuclealion of employmenl and aHendanl
working·dass districts" and David Ward of the developmenl of "salellite cilies and induslrial suburhs".ln
hoth cases these non-ecntral industrial districts are given short shrift 'lIld arc relegated 10 a suhsidiary
position within their perspective of the overall developmenl of urhan industrial geography. Sec Walker.
''The transfonnalion of urban struo:!urc", p. 201 and Ward, Cilies and (mmigrill1ts, p.lOO. On the
development of non-eentral districts in Baltimore and Philadelphia sec E.K. Muller and PA. Grnves, 'The
emergent' ofindustrial dislricts in mid-nineteenth eenlury Baltimore", Geographicai Review, 1979,69, pp.
159-178 ana P. Scranton, Proprietarv Capitalism: lhe Textilc Manufacture at Philadelphia. 18[J()·1885 (New
York: Cambridge University Press, 1983).

29 SCOU's thought has changed over the last decade. The overview prescnled here is dislilled fmm
ItLocational palterns"; "Production system dynamics"; "ImJustrial organization ;wd the logic of intra
metropolitan location: 1. thcoretieal considerations", Economic Geography, 1983, 59, pp. 233·250;
"Location proccsscs, urbanizalion, and territorial dcvclopmcnt: an explora tory CSSéIY", Envirnnmcnt and
Planning A, 1985, 17,4, pp. 479-501; "lndustrialization and urbanizalion: a geographical agenda",~
of the Association of American Geographer~ 1986, 76, l, pp. 25-37; "Industrial org'"1izalion and localion:
division oClahor, the firm, and spatial process", Economic Geography,1986, 62, 3. pp. 215.231; Metrnpolis:
From the Division of Labor to Urban Form (Berkeley: Universily of Califontia Press, 1988).

30 Scott, "Illdustriai organization and the lagie of intra-mctrt 'politan local:oll", p. 233.
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of urban industrial location theory to "a mere adjunct to the theory of residential

!;nd use". To escape this straitjackct, Scott argued that theory had to "relate

production itr.elf to a conception of capitalism as a set of human relationships built

up around the central mechanisms of the labor process, the distribution of the

economic surplus, and accumulation".Jl To this end, Scott attempts to extend the

classical position by deepening the analysis of agglomeration economies and

transport links through use of transactional activity. Instead of cost factors, his

'pivotai variable' is the organization of the firm. Il is this pivotai role of industrial

Nganization which stands in contrast to classical writers.

The main thrust of Scott's theory is that the dynamics of commodity

production create complexes ofvertically-disintegrated producers which are clustered,

usually, in the urban core. These complexes tend to grow through the intensification

of the division of .abour, the vertical disintegration of functions, and the

development of specialized services and sub-contracting activities. As inter-linkages

develop within these complexes, the costs of production are reduced, leading to a

further stimulation of the connection between firrns. At the same time, urban areas

are further transformed as the labour force, and residential and political structures

are geared to p';i petuate these complexes. Eventually, with the success of these

dense networks of firms, constraints eITlcrge which hinder their further development.

lllcse constraints are overcome through technologieal and organizational change, and

through relocation to the periphery.

JI Scott, "Industrial organizalion and lhe Jogic of inlra.melropolilan location", p. 234.
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This, in a nutshell. is Scott's main argument. To understand his thinking. Wl'

u"ed to consider in more detail the crucial internaI dimensions of production and

their locational implications. Basing his work on CoaseJ!, Scott construets a

theoretical edifice on the transactional activities of firms. Finns are part of a seril's

of economic transactions which when they intersect with the division of lahour

produce two major types of industrial structures. The first, small-scale, lahour

intensive industries, are characterized by uncertain and rapidly changing demand.

severe obstacles to mechanization, and the inability to standardize the flow of inputs

and outputs. In this situation transaction costs are high, external economies of scale

are impossible to achieve, and firms through an elaborate division of labour are

divided into a number of specialized and vertieally-integrated producers. The second

type of industrial structure consists of large-scale, capital-intensive firms in which the

possibilities of technical economies, the extension of the scope of administration of

the firm and the problems associated with bottlenecks and uncertainties bring about

vertical integration.

According to S~ott this dual typology worked itself out in cities in such a way

that prior to World War 1 most industry was centrally located, while after World War

1 industry began to decentralize to the urban periphery. In the nineteenth cenlury,

he says, both small and large firms sought centrallocalions. Small firms, duc 10 lheir

disintegrated character, coalesced into a centrally located complex of independent

producers linked together by external economies of scale. The large firms re'luired

32 R.H. Coase, "The nature of the Iirm", Ecollomic", 1937,4, pp. 386-405.
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locations in close proximity to rail and and water transportation "where they cou Id

efficiently assemble the raw materials they required, exchange inputs and outputs

among one another, and then efficiently dispatch final products back to the

metropolitan hinterland and beyond".3J

The sllburbanization of industry began slowly after the turn of the century,

and reached a massive flow after World War II as firms became vertically integrated

and agglomeration economies decreased in importance. According to Scott, the

development of sllbllrban complexes of productive activity after World war l was

based upon the outcome of technological changes within firms which led, over time,

to increasing standardization, the deskilling of labour, and growing internai

economies of scale and scope.3' He suggests that firms can be placed into IWo

spheres of production, what he calls vertical disintegration and vertical integration.

Over time, vertically integrated firms, because of the degree of standardization that

has taken place within them, are less dependent upon large flows of transactional

activity with other firms. No longer reliant upon the benefits accruing from centraIly-

located agglomerations, the larger, capital-intensive firm is more likely to seek

locations where labour is cheaper, new technologies can be established, and land

costs are smaller. They are then more likely to choose locations far from the city

core.

33 Scott, "Production system dynaOlics'\ p. 187.

3' Although similar to the product cycle theory, Seoll's interprelalion of decentralization differs in
sorne important ways. Sec Metropolis. pp. 205-208. Also sce Slorper and Walker, The Capitalist
Imperalive, pp. 85·88.

"

"
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The first problem with Scott's thcory is that it is one of exchange despite his

insistence on the centrality of production. Although he attempls 10 tmnscend

c1assical positions which are centered upon cost factors, he is unable to do this

because of his reliance on transactional analysis. In Scott's work, as one wriler has

recently stated, "changes in the organization and control of production arc seen

mainly as a response to (;hanges in the costs of various exchange relationships, in

markets or within the firm".35 The reliance on the cost of transactions betwcen firms

does not take into consideration the social relations of production which often

established a series of forces that undermined the purely market component of

locational choice.

A second problem relates to Scott's tendency, like that of previous writers, to

treat the firm as an abstraction. While the !wo-fold typology is a major advance on

earlier work, he still squeezes ail firms into only Iwo possiblt:. categories.36 Any finn

which does not fall into one of the Iwo categories is, by definition, excluded from his

analysis. At the same time, there is the assumption that ail finns in each of the

binary structures are identical in their needs and use of space. TIle picture is one

where industrial organization is characterized by mutually exclusive spheres where

large and small firms seem to function in different worlds. This is parallcled by the

analytical separation of the processes of spatial centralization and decentralization.

35 N. Thrift, IIRcvicw of Mctropolis: [rom the Division of Labor 10 Urban Form'I, Prngrcs.-; in Humall
Geography, 1989, 13, p. 608.

36 Although Scott, in a numher of places, slates that firms can he "arrayed along a continuum", h. lhe
final analysis he continues to cast the internai structure of firms as cithcr disintcgratcd amI inlcgralcd.
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Although a formai scparation of thc two may bc necessary for comprehending the

diffcrcnt dynamics undcrlying thcm, Scott is unable to weld thcm into a coherent

appreciation of the formation of urban industrial districts.

Third, his work is situated in an historical vacuum. His aim was to construct

a theory centred upon the "set of human relationships" but he ends up presenting a

limited account of industrial and locational change. There are significantsilences in

his work which reflect the want of historical specificity. 1 have already mentioned his

inability to introduce the full range of industrial organization into his theory. Just as

important is the lack of autonomy given to other real-world dynamics. Labour, the

built environment and the state are seen as arising ont of the dynamics of production

with no reference to the dia"tectic relationship existing between production and

society. The result is that Scott's picture of the past urban industriallandscape is a

starkly denuded one where firms are shorn of their differences, where new

productive spaces arise, phoenix-like, from the ashes of t;'ansactional theory, and the

flames of class conflict are under the control of ca}lital. In other words, his theory

is not situated within a historical context,37

Finally, the changes associated with the business cycle and long waves such

as technological change are either ignored or fetishized. For instance, he maintains

that technological advances at the turn of the century led to standardization of

production and the deskilling of labour. That this was a more diffuse situation than

37 An e,ample of Ihis is his failnre 10 cite works whieh do nol 'fil' into his analysis. The most
notieeable omission is Muller and Groves, "The emergenee of industrial dislriels".
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he gives credit for is one thing. It is another to see these changes as produeing a

restructuring of urban space as firms became. a priori, less dcpcndcnt on spatial

dependency with other firms and with a central labour pool.

2.4 Conclusion

The concern of this chapter has been to point out that many Cûmmcntators

have stressed the importance of transportation costs and the economies of

agglomeration - in both its conventional Weberian form or the "post-Weberian" guise

of Scott - for urban industrial geography. Indeed the rupture of urban industrial

space that, it is believed, occurred in the first decades of the twentieth centllry has

been seen as resulting from the break-down of the agglomeration economies that tied

industry to the core of the nineteenth-century city throllgh innovations in industrial

and transportation technologies.

There is little doubt that Scott's work is a major advance upon conventional

Weberian approaches to urban industrial geography. Nonetheless, there are some

fundamental flaws in his theoretical conception of intra-metropolitan locational

change which in many ways parallel those of previous writers. The models created

by Scott and others have been constructed in such a way as to deny the historical

specificity of the productive and spatial components of industrial location. This is

especially striking with regard to the way that the labour process and the built

environment are integrated into their modeis. These models are based on a calculus

which reduces the structured choices of individual capitalists to a polarized one
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whcrc exchange mechanisms arc the determining forces underlying the formation of

industrial spaces; where choiees arc made according to sorne rational, omnipresent

knowledge of eeonomic costs on the part of manufaeturers38
; and firms obey the

dictatcs of either centripetal or centrifugai forces. This leads to a situation where

these writers neglect the diverse cross-currents associated with technological change,

the devclopment of the labour process, and the organizationa: complexity of firms.

They also neglect sorne critical features of the social relations of the formation of

space such as the socio-political ccntext of the construction of the built environment.

1 would Iike to stress here that while agglomeration economies and

technological developments in transpor'ation played an important part in the

formation of the industrial landscape through the development of tightly c1ustered

nodes of industrial activity, the single, centrally-Iocated node is only one aspect of

the industrial geography of the city after 1850. One of the aims of this thesis is to

present a theoretical contribution which indicates another approach to understanding

the formation of urban industrial space. Rather than relying on models in which a

single or smail number of exchange transactions provide the foundation of economic

and spatial processes, 1 tum to an elucidation of the manner in which both industry

and industrial space are constructed. In other words, 1 seek te explain the industrial

geography of the city in terms of the formation of productive strategies and

38 As David Smith points out, the portrayal of manufaeturers bchaving in a rational manner and with
a single end (11011/0 <eolloll/;ells) is not one eonlined 10 positivist social scientists. Mueh of Marxist
industrial location thool)' is taken from a philosphical position whieh relies on, what he ealls, 11011/0
II/orx;ells. Sec "Neoelassical location theol)''' in Lever (cd.). Industrial Change ;nthe Uniled Kingdom. pp.
23-37.
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productive spaces which were frequently refashioncd through uncvcu waycs of

growth. 1 shaH show that a series of non-central nodes of economic aClivily was a

consistent and important component of the capitalist urban landscapc bclwccn IS50

and 1918. To understand the forces underlying the formation of induslrial spaccs, il

is necessary to examine the forms which capitalist industrial dcvclopmcnt l'an takc

and the manner in which the urban built environment is constructed. To Ihis cnd,

Chapter TIlfee explores Iwo themes: thc diversily of industrial production formats

apparent in each broad front of economic growth, and Chapter Four examines thc

forces responsible for the development of productive spaces.
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CHAPTER 3
PRODUCTION FORMATS

The purpose of this chapter is to present the notion of production formats as

an alternative to the dominance of the corporation as an explanatory structure in our

understanding of industrial development and as a means to order the diverse

organizational configurations that industry can take. 1will argue that the essentialist

vision of teehnological change underpinning the rise of the corporation ,loes not

convey the full complexity of the processes underlying the fonnation of urban

industrial complexes. The discussion in this chapter revolves around three themes:

the multiple paths that industry may take; tlle concurrent evolution of the several

forms of industry; and the appearanee of those features of urban growth since the

mid-nineteenth century. The argument presented in this section is that the foeus

upon the corporation as the agent of change in industrial and spatial structures is

misplaced (3.1). A consideration of the divergent paths finns can take is then

outlined with reference to technology, the labour process and production

organization. Divergent paths are refonnulated through the concept of production

formats (3.2). The impact of restrueturing through time as it relates to industrial and

urban change is then considered (3.3).

3.1 The Corporation as Agent of Change

The c1assic scenario of North American industrialization is the transfonnation

of the finn since 1850 from a small, localized, labour-intensive unit to a large,

capital-intensive corporation which oecupies severa\ sites and has extensive markets.
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\Vith the development of new technologies sueh as steel and eketririty. and the

widening of markets at the end of the nineteenth century. it is argued, the \;trgl"

multi-unit firm was able to exploit econolllies of scale and sl'ope, and reducc

transaction costs. The larger scale of operations spread over several plants enab1ed

firms to reduce unit costs in severai ways: the reduction of Illanageria! costs, the

specialization of plants, the centralization of research facilities, the intensification of

the speed of materials through the plants, and the increasing control over

distribution networks. Firms were able to gain advantages in production and

distribution through internalizing the processes that were previously donc outsidc the

finn. Luge finns could also take advantage of economies of scope - econolllies

"resulting from the use of processes within a single operating unit to producc or

distribute more than one product".\ At the end of the century, the tobacco giant,

American Tobacco, for example, was able to capture a large share of the industry

through ils ability to monopolize most of the industry's separate branches.2

According to this perspective, the ability of firms to expand their production

through the economies of scale and scope permitted transaction costs between firllls

to be reduced as processes internaI to the firm were performed more efficiently. The

decreasing reliance of corporations on centrally-located external economies such as

linkages, face-to-face contacts, skilled labour, and the need to lower transportation

1 A.D. Chandler, Seale and Seope: the Dvnamies or Industrial Capitalism (Cambridge: l3c1knap l'ress.
1990). p. 18.

2 A.D. Chandler, The Visible Hand: the Managerial Revolution in Ameriean Business (Cambridge:
Belknap Press. 1977).
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costs was associated with changes internai to the firm - increasing mechanization and

scale, the development of managerial hierarchies, and the growth of highly

segmented labour markets. The corporation was, after 1880, operating in a new

economic environment; instead of the competitive economic milieu of the nineteenth

century, it made the transition to the Fordist period of mass production in the

twentieth century. Characteristic of the large, multi-unit corporation Vias an

elaboration of internaI organi::ation and a reduction in linkages between firms. The

pioneers of this complexity were the railroads which, after the middle of the

nineteenth century, devised an ela:'orate system of hierarchical contro!.3 As one

historian has said, "the largest factories of the World War 1 era differed significantly

from the largest f<l.ctories of the previous generation" in their size, amount of

mechanization, specialization of function, and degree of managerial control over

workers' activities.'

Two primary reasons have been [liven for the rise of the corporation. The

first rests upon a technologically determined perspective. The foUowing quote from

Chandler is representative of this view:

3 The most inOuential work on this has been donc by A.D. Chandler. Sec his Seale and Seope, The
Visihle Hand and ''Teehnology and tl'e transformation of industrial organizati"n" in J. Colton and S.
Bruehey (cds.), Teehnology, the Eeonomy. and Society (New York: Columbia University Press, 1987), pp.
56-82. Also sec H. Bmverman, Labor and Monopolv C1pit.11: the Degradation of Work in the Twentieth
Century (New York: Monthly Review Press, 1974); D. Clawson, Bureauerncv and the Labor Proeess (New
York: Monthly Review Press, 1980); R. Edwards, Conlested Terrain: the Transformation of the Workplace
in the Twentielh Century (New York: Basic Books, 1979); K. Stone, "The origins of job structures in the
steel industl)''' in R. Edwards, M. Reich and D. Gordon (cds.), Labor Market Segmentation (Lexington,
Mass: D.C. Healh, 1977), pp. 27-84.

• D. Nelson, Managers and Workers: C:igins of the New Faetory Svslem in the United States, 1880
1920 (Madison: University of Wiseonslll Press, 1975), p. 9.
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This transfonnation from single-u nit offsic1multi-u nit entcrpriscs, frolll

market to administrative coordination, from fragmcntcd to
concentrated industrial structure, and from price to funetional and
strategic competition was technologically engendcrcd. Il rcsultcd
primarily from the coming of new technologies of production and
distribution that vastly increased the volume of transactions that a
single unit of distribution was able to handle. This profound
transfonnation resulted from the coming of Illodern
transportation and communication ... The effective operation of new
technologies- the railroad, telegraph, steamship, and cable - demanded
new fonns of organization.5

The second explanation lies in social control. According to this view, the rise 01 ':,.

corporation was attributable not to technological change but rather to the need of

capitalists to gain better control over their workers.6

The classic scenario which points to the dominance of the corporation by the

end of the century identifies some genuine new elements in North American

industrial history. In 1850 most finns were small family firms with a large share of

skilled wc:k"rs, and they served local markets. By 1918, there had appeared on the

industriallandscape, at least in many industrial sectors, a few large, capital-intensive

corporations employing a large, and mainly semiskilled, workforce, and utilizing

massive mechanical energy and mass production techniques. 7 Writers then slip into

the mould of assuming that the reorganization of urban space was the product of the

5 Chandler, ''Teehnology and thc transformation of industrial organizalion", p. 5X.

6 Sec Clawson's discussion of thcsc two perspectives in llurcaucracv and the tabor Pmcc~<i, clmp. 2.
Studics that takc this vicw arc M. Burawoy, Mnnufacturing Col1.C;Cnt: Changes in the J.ahnr Protcs.o.; Undcr
Monopoly Capitalism (Chicago: University of Chicago Pres.", 1979), and The Politics of Produclion
(London: Verso, 1985); Edwards, Contested Terrain; D.M. Gordon, R. Edwards and M. Reich, Segmented
Work. Divided Workers (New York: Oxford University Press, 1982); S. Marglin, "What do Ix)sses do'! The
origins and functiollS of hicrarchy in capitalisl production", Rcvicw of Radical Pnlitical EcoJlomy, 1974,
6, pp. 60-112.

7 Chandler, The Visihle \-land; Edwards, Conlested Terrain.
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emergence of the large-scale corporation. My questioning of that assumption is in

two parts. First, the large corporation was not al0ne on the stage: its dominance in

production is overstatcd, and we must balance our perception of North American

industry by an appreciation of the diversity of sizes and strategies of enterprises. An

important trend over the seventy yeal's after 1350 is toward diversity as weil as ta

increasing scale: we need ta demonstrate the complementarity of industrial sizes and

formats. Second, 1 challenge the assumption that the new and large corporations

were the prime movcrs in the creation of new spaces and the new spatial order of

the city.

TIte emergence of the large corporation as the defining element of industrial

and spatial structure suffers from a number of problems. The first revolves around

the question of whether the large corporation is a suitable model for understanding

the full array of firms making up the industrial spectrum. Central ta this question is

the set of responses made by firms ta externally generated changes. Writers have

pointed to the development of a legal framework which facilitated corporate growth,

to falling demand which led to overproduction, to escalating and internecine

competition, and to growing labour unrest. They argue that uncertainty generated by

these pressures forced firm~, ta increase their internai economies of scale at [he

expense of external economies. More specifically, manufacturers were fûrced to

adopt new techniques, to specialize their functions, to attend ta the relationship

between technological change and labour productivity, and to substitute managerial

control for ad hoc methods of the past. In other words, firms had to choose between
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batch and mass-production strategies." Firms that chose the former rcmained smail

and relatively labour intensive, whi!e firms that chose the latter became large and

capital intensive. The external pressures forced firms to reorganize their internaI

structure. Consolidated firms were able to concentrate on common products, to

capture a larger potential market, and to earn higher profit.s on a larger output

rather than a high margin per unit.

Was this in fact the case? As one writer states, "whether unccrtainty translates

into rising or falling internai economies ... depends on the eontext of eeonomic

practice and institutions".9 Betw<:en the r:,treme strategies of bateh and mass

production laya wide variety of possible combinations. Further, there is a tendency

to conflate empirical trl~nds and abstracted theoretical propositions with the reality

of wilat was occurring on the ground. Mass-production practices did not dominate

unti! after World War II, and even then it is questionable whether these were the

dominant practices of the economic system. la

We must also ask the question whether alliarge-scaie firms fit the mode\. The

ascendancy of the large corporation is usually demonstrated from figures which

8 N.R. Lamoreaux, The Great Merger Movement in American nusine,,-,. IR95-1904 (New York:
Cambridge University Press, 1985), chap. 2; Nelson, Managers and Workers, pp. 3·11.

9 J. Lovcring, "Fordism's unknown succcssor: a comment on Scottts thenry of flexible accumulation
and the re-crncrgencc of rcgional economics", International Journal of Urban and Regional RCSC'lfCh,

1990, 14, p. 162.

la M. Gertler, "The limils to Oexibility: commcnls on the Post-Fordisl vision of production and its
geography", Trans,1ctions. Institute of British Geographe,", N.S., 1988, 13, pp. 419-432; C. Sahel and J.
Zeillin, "Historieal alternatives ta mass produclion: politics, markets and teehnology innineteenlh·century
industrialization", Past and Prescnt, 1985, 108, pp. 133-176; K. Williams, T. Cutler, J. Williamslln and C.
Halsom. "The end of mass production?", Eeonomy and Space, 1987, 16, pp. 405-439.
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indicatc th Olt a smallnllmbcr of firms control a large share of the industrial output

of an industry or nation. Dcspite a trend to concentration of large firms in some

sectors, these large-scalc firms may have behaved in different ways, employing their

own forms of technology and organization, distinct strategies of marketing and

containment of class struggie, and had different relationships to the state. Even

within a plant or between plants of a single firm there might be considerable

differences in the way production was organized. The sheer size of the firm tells us

little about its social relations or its place in the structure of the industrial sector.

The last problem relates to the notion of whether we can translate the rise of

the corporation ('cause') directly illto the transformation of spatial structure

('effec!')? Previous writers have claimed that the development of industrial suburbs

and satellite cities after 1900 was a direct response to the emergence of new and

innovative firms in growth indttr.tries. With an uncertain economic milieu, and as

firms swapped external economies for capital-intensive technologies and sought to

create a new workforce, peripheral land became a haven for installing new

technologies. At a theoretical level we need to distinguish between the changes in

firms and the changes in industrial spaces, and pose carefully the question of their

relationship. Radical restructuring of firms can take place without spatial relocation,

while spatial fixedness can be a powerful impetus behind restructuring. 1I Locational

change is only one of a wide range of choices that a firm can make in response to

Il D. Massey, Spatial Divisions of Labour: Social Structures and the Gcogrnphv of Production
(London: Macmillan, 1984).
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economic pressures. Little empirical evidencc has becn brollght fOI"IVanlto jllstify the

view that the consolidation movement at the end of the ninctecnth centllry is itsclf

responsible for the restructuring of urban industrial space.

3.2 Divergent Paths and Production Formats

The revolution in the social mode of production which is the ncccssary
product of the revolution in the means of production is accomplished
through a variegated medley of transitic,na! forms. These forms vary
according to the extent to which the '" [machine1 has become
prevalent in one branch of industry or the other, the time du ring which
it has been in operation, the previous condition of the workcrs, the
degree to which manufacture, handicraft or domestic indllstry
preponderates, the level of rent of the workrooms, and so on.'!

In order to make viable propositions it is necessary to conceive of an object

as multi-dimensional. This means that we must not impu te effect to any singlc

explanation. Yet, in the Iiterature of the industrial geography of urbanization

between 1850 and 1918 this has not been the case. Writers from the Weberian

tradition have viewed the geography of industry as a product of rational

manufacturers seeking the least-cost location for their finn, while Scott has centred

his theory on the transactional features of production deriving from capital

accumulation. In attempting to explain changeE to urban industrial geography, both

streams have given primacy to the technologies associated with the rise of the

corporation and the development of new transportation networks at the end of the

nineteenth century.

12 K. Marx, C.'pilal, (New York: Vinlage Books, 1977) vol. l, p. 602.
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ln order to gain a picture of urban industrial geography which does not

collapse into dualisms and does not rely upon an essentialist position with regard to

industrial change, a theoretical perspective is necessary that allows us to capture the

diverse range of historically-specific industrial structures. Accordingly, 1 start from

a position that emphasizes the range of possibilities and constraints that confront any

firm.

Within the broad ambit of the economy each firm faces common problems of

industrial organization. Firms have to be linked to ensure that the necessary physical

connections are made. Firms have to coordinate groups of workers in order that the

smooth functioning of production can take place. Materials, workers, machinery and

finances have to be regulated 50 that the system is economically viable. l3 Within the

context of these similarities, however, there are a number of different productive

strategies which firms may employ to ensure success. Not ail firms reaet to external

and internai pressures in the same way: they cannot be divided into two sets based

on single criterion of scale. They are responding to the interplay of technology, the

labour process, and production organization. We can first understand this through

the productive strategies that underpin production formats. These strategies are

based on two sets of properties: material and social.

By material 1 mean that firms can be organized by the physical character of

the materials that they work with. The m"'.rketing, technological and organizational

13 R. Walker, "The geographieal organization of production-systcms", Enyironment and Planning D,
1988, 6, pp. 381-382.
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structures associated with firms with a common material base lead these finns down

similar lines of development, while firms with dissimilar physical characteristks face

different procedures for organizing production. Fimls with the same material base

are influenced by the markel~ in which they compete: both the supply of materials

and the demand for the products. The ability to introduce new technologies to

transform raw materials varies from industrial sector to industrial sector. The manner

in which firms gain access to finance, a specifie labour force, and connections to

other firms is also determined by their physical character. As 1show in Chapters Five

and Six, the textile industry was quite different from the printing industry, and the

metal from the leather.

There are also marked differences between firms in terms of their social and

technological relativns of production. Industries, despite common problems vf

organization and similar material properties, are characterized by a diversity of social

and technological properties. Each industry can be divided into branches - for

example, the tobacco industry is made up of the cigar, cigarette and tobacco

branches - which face unique constraints in terms of the way that workers are

organized into teams, the composition of the labour force, the nature of input-output

relations, and the degree of mechanization. These differences propel the branches

down different paths of development. Branches from one industry may have more

in common with sorne branches from another industry than they do within their own

industry. In the nineteenth century, for example, the manufacture of boots and shoes

had more in common with other mechanized industries than it did with tanning
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which was dependcnt upon the chemical transformation of hides to leather. The

baking of bread had more in common with other handicraft trades than it did with

the highly mechanized biscuit industry.

The two vectors of production - material and social properties - are meshed

in such a way that they give rise to a wide range of possible production

configurati"ns or production formats. Figure 3.1 contrasts Iwo production formats

in terms of their technological, labour processes, and organizational features. These

two formats represent the 'classical' cases of the small-scale, nineteenth-century,

proprietary firm and the corporate firm using mass-production. Between these Iwo

extremes, as 1 will show in this thesis, one can identify a large array of formats as

very few firms before 1918 fit into this two-part schema. In the baking industry at the

end of the century, the bread baker still laboured in the smail (part

retail/manufacturing) shop with few mechanical aids, and for a local market. The

manufacture of biscuits, in contrast, was undert?lken in a situation where unskilled

workers working with a wide range of machinery geared to high-volume f10ws

produced brand-name biscuits and crackers for the regional and national markets.

Neither bread nor biscuit baking fit into the two 'classical' formats sholVn in Figure

3.1. The point to be stressed here is that the structure of industry can be broken

down into a number of different formats based on different combinations of their

material and social properties. The manner in which the notion of formats is used

depends upon the type of analysis one is interested in doing. For example,

production formats can be utilized with the object of dissecting a particular industry
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FIGURE 3.1
THE CLASSIC CASES OF PRODUCTION FORMATS

Corpornte Proprietary
Format Format

TechnoIogy
Process Continuous Batch
Machinery High-volume, single- Low-volume, multi-

purpose purpose
Organization Integrated Disintegra ted
Capacity High and fixed Variable
Investment High Low

Labour Process
Skill content Low High
Control Managerial Propriet.uy

• Organization
Raw material Bulk buying Lot buying
Finance External Internai
Linkages Few Multiple
Marketing Bulk, ageuts Batch, jobbers
Products Homogeneous Differentiated
Number of workers Large Small
PhysicaI structure Multi-building, fixed Single-plant, mobile

•
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or ail the firms in a city or rcgion.

Thc widcr industrial systcm is madc up of thcsc production formats which are

associalcd with onc another through some combination of the following: the nature

of thc product; input-output rclations; marketing strategies; financial arrangments;

and rcliancc on common social and physical infrastructures. To f1esh out these ideas,

a brief ovelView of technological change, the labour process and production

organization will bc presented.

Tecllllologicai Change

Wc have seen that many writers place great emphasis upon the role of

technology in the development of the large-scale corporation, and that the

emergencc of new type of corporation since the 18805 has been credited with

reshaping urban structure. While this perspective presents a tidy and seemingly

rational explanation for the development of industrial and urban change doeo. it

really represent a coherent and viable model? During the last decade, a number of

writers have openly questioned this interpretation of technology as the propelling

agent of economic change. l' Gertler, for example, in reference to the supposed

l' Clawson, Bureaueraey and the Labor Proeess; Gertlcr, "The limits to flexibility"; N. Rosenberg,
Perspectives on Teehnology (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1976) and Inside the Black Box:
Teehnology and Economies (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1982); Samuel, "The workshop of
the world: steam power and hand teehnology in mid-Vietorian Britain", HislOlV Workshop, 1977, 3, pp.
6-72; R.A. Sayer, "[ndustry and spacc: a sympathctic critique of radical rescarch", Environrncnt and
Planning D, 1985, 3, pp. 3-29; P. Scranton, ''The workplaee, teehnology, and theory in Ameriean labor
history", International Lah", and Working-Class Historv, 1989,35, pp. 3-22; M. Slorper and R. Walker,
The Capitalisllmperalive: Terrilorv. Teehnology. and Industrial Growth (New York: Blaekwell, 1989); R.
Walker, "1èehnologieal delerroination and deternlinism: induslrial growth and location" in M. Caslells
(cd.), High Teehnology. Spaee and Society (Beverley Hills, Sage, 1985), pp. 226-264.
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emergence of flexible accumulation \Vith its array of tlexib1c technologies as tlll'

dominant process of the contemporary economy, has stated that "the path of progress

is unsteady, uncertain and fraught with difficulties and fa Ise promises".'~ A qukk

review of these difficulties will indicate the limitations of a model based upon a

simplified Iinear trend in industrial change.

As part of the classic model, it is asserted that new capital· intensive

technologies were rapidly taken up by a number of industries and quickly diffused

to others. While such examples may be found, much of the increase of productivity

in the nineteenth century depended upon the graduaI introduction of small changes

and incremental improvements to existing products and processes. Rosenberg

demonstrates how steam power was introduced in the water and rail transportation

sectors more rapidly than in manufacturing, while Hounshell shows that the quest for

interchangeable parts by manufacturers in the United States was a slow process

eharacterized by min'lte adaptions to existing techniques and technology.'" There

is frequently a long time !ag betwecn invention and innovation, and between the

technical feasibility of an innovation and its widespread diffusion to other industries.

Sorne innovations are never diffused. In the British pin industry, to take one

example, manufacturers were unwilling or slow to adopt new machinery that would

15 Gertler, "The IimilS to fiexibility", p. 423.

16 Roscnberg, Perspectives on Teehnology, and Inside the Black Box, pp. 3-23; R. ROlhwell and W.
Zegucld, Reindustrialization and Teehnology (London: Longmon, 1985); Wolker, "'echnologie"l
dctcrmination and dcterminismu

• D.A. Hounshcll, From the Amcrican System 10 Mas!: ?rnùuctinn. IRf)()·
1932: the Development of Manufaeluring Teehnology in the United States (Baltimore and London: The
John Hopkins Press, 1984).
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have given them a competitive edge over the machinery used by other employers.

Adoption rates varied c')(lsiderably from one invention to anotherY Technological

change can be restricted to a small part of thc entire industrial system as innovations

arc object- and process-specific. At the same time, the technological choices made

circumscribe other options and lead industries down certain paths which restricted

Ihe range of options open to them.18

Despite the weh-Iike character of technological change there are dramatic

bursls of growth centred around structural changes to the technological manipulation

of nature: technological change does occur in broad fronts. There is a growing

Iiterature on the relationship between technological change and long waves of

growth, which will be considered in more detail in the following section. l
' These

radical shifts in the technologk"-l basis of industry come in terms of structural

changes within a sector or as leaps of technology based on the natural organization

of matter. Industries follow trajectories which can "make possible wholly new or

17 (-1.1. Dullon and S.R.H. Joncs, "Invention and innovation in the British pin industry, 1790-1850",
Business Historv Review. 1983,57, pp. 175·193. The British experienee eontrasts with what oeeurred in
the United States, where pin manufaeturers quiekly adopted maehinery. Sec Hounshell, From the
Amcric3n Svstcnl, p. 51.

18 Walkcr. "lèchuological dClcnnination and dctcmlinism"; M. Starper, "Big structures, small cvcnts,
and large proeesscs in eeonomie geography", Environment and Planning A, 1988, 20, pp. 165-185.

l' Sec C. Freeman (cd.), Long Waves in the World Eeonomv (London: Franees Pinter, 1984) and
Design. Innovation. and Long Cvdes in Economie Development (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1986);
Gnrdon, Edwards and Reich, Segmented Work; P. Hall, "The geography of the Fifth Kondratieff' in P.
Hall and A. Markuscn (cds.), Silicon Landscapes (Boston: Allen and Unwin, 1985), pp. 1-19; M.
Lamontogne, Business Cvdes in Canada (Ollawa: Canadian Institute for Economie Poliey, 1984): A.
Maddison, Phases of Capitalist Development (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1982); E. Mandel, Late
Capitalism (London: New Left Books, (975) and Long Waves in C.,pitalist Development (Cambridge:
Cambridge Universit:1 Press, 1980); JJ. van Duijn, Tbe Long Wave in Ee"nomie Life (London: Allen and
Un\\in, 1983).
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drastically improved products and proeesses"."l Firms and industrks arc linked in

a web of technological connections or complementarities, and their interactions

diffuse technological changes l'rom a limited arena of production throughout the

economy. "In each case a central innovation, or small number of innovations,

provided the basis around which a larger number of further cumulative

improvements and complementary inventions were eventually positioned".!1

Complementarity may occur both within an industry and between industries.!!

Because the machine tool industry in the middle of the nineteenth century "dealt

with processes and problems comm"n to an increasing number of industries, it

played ... the role of a transmission center in the diffusion of the new technology".!\

The development of the sewing-machine industry al'ter 1860 proved to be tht~ basis

for dramatic changes in such industries as boots and shoes, clothing, bookbinding and

saddlery. Technological change in the chemical industry at the tum of the l'enllllY

had an enormous impact upon the products and processes in the textile,

metallurgical, electrical and agricultural products industries.

A central feature of broad fronts of industrial development is that new

industries lead in rates of growth, technological innovation, capital investment,

segmentation of the production process, and the introduction of new strategies to

'OR be .- . osen rg. lnslde the Black 80x, p. 75.

21 Rosenberg. Inside the Black 80x, p. 59. Also sec his Perspectives on 'lèchnolnt!V. chap. 1.

22 Sayer, "Industry and 'l'ace", pp. 6·9.

23 Roscnberg, Perspectives on Tcchnolngy, p. 19.
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controllabour.1
' During any pcriod of growth. a group of industries iu accl'Inati()n

may transmit growth pulses to other industries: the impact of nc\\' tl'('hnologies in

leading industries can spill over into others. Thus. in the se('ond half of tllL'

nineteenth century a number of industries felt the repercussions of the gl'ncra lization

of 'steam-powered machinofacture·. Al'ter the 1880s. ta deal with the problcms

associated with the practical realities and inadequacies of stcam powcr. a ncw sct of

technological innovations were introduced. The internaI combustion cnginc and

electricity came to replace steam power while new hardwarc and organizing

principles were introduced to speed up the operations of maehinclY invcnted in the

earlier period. This took the form of the diffusion of f10w and asscmbly linc

techniques.2S

Certain firms were more able to profitably exploit new teehnologics than

others. As 1 noted above, sorne firms - many of which started off as small concern~ -

were those in new industries which not only introduced new technological hardware

but also coneeived of entirely ne'v products that created a ripple cffect throughout

the production system. Larger firms, on the ot\ler hand, which had access to large

pools of capital through their connections with capital markets, their strategy of

horizontal and vertical integration, and the protection they received l'rom

governments (tariffs, patent regulation, bonuses and subsidies), were able to conceive

2' M. Storper. ''Technology and spatial production rclations. discquilibrium, intcrindustry relationships
and industrial development", in M. CasteIls (cd.), High "'èchnology, Space and Societv (Beverley HiIIs:
Sage, 1985), pp. 265-283.

2S P. Blackburn, R. Coombs and K. Green, Tcchnology. Economie Growlh and the 1.;lhour Prncc!i.'i
(London: Macmillan, 1985), chap. 3.
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of, implclllcnt, and main tain control over new technologies. 26 While a wide range

of firllls were forced to continually update their technology, large as weil as smaller

firms wOlliü not channel capital into new technologies unless it was profitable to do

so or was critical to the maintenance of their competitive position.

Despite the diffusion of new technologies the introduction of new machinery

and new social relations of production did not proceed smoothly. There were severe

limitations and obstacles to the use of technology and its integration into production.

Gertler points to the "considerable gap between what new technologies were

sllpposed to be capable of and what they actually achieved" in the contemporary

world.27 Rosenberg states that, "on the purely technological level, innovations in

their early stages are usually exceedingly iII-adapted to the wide range of more

specialised uses to which they are eventually put". The introduction of electricity into

manufacturing, for example, was not possible until a further innovation, the steam

turbine, made it feasible.28 In the nineteenth century machinery was often unable

to produce products of a good quality and at a low priee. Raphael Samuel in his

majestic study of machinery and labour in nineteenth-century Britain states that there

was a "gap between expectation and performance". Machines were subject to serious

26 For a discussion of this in the Canadian context sec T. Traves, The State and Enterorise: Canadian
Manufacturer< and the Federal Govemment. 1917-1931 (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1979).
ehap. 1. Also sec Edwards, Conte.ted Terrain.

27 Gerller, "l'he limit. to fiexibilily", p. 424.

28 Roscnberg, In.ide the Black Box, pp. 111,77-78. For the problems assoeiated with the introduction
of eleetrieity into manufacturing sec R. DuBoff, "The introduction of electric power in Ameriean
manufacturing", Economic Hi"tOl)' Revie\V, 1967,20, pp. 509-518.
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problems in terms of exccution: thcy ofter. failcd to pcrfonn thc tasks that thc)' Wl'I'l'

introduced to do; they were beset by continuai snags; they could not pcrforlll fincr

work in many Hnes; and they were usually dependent upon labour to control and

guide them.29 In some cases, parts of the production process \Vcrc cxtrclilcly

difficult to mechanize. In other cases, new technology allowing lIlanufacturcrs to

produce interchangeable parts resultcd in higher costs pel' unit 11.l\d k)wer

productivity.30

While the introduction of new technologies into large finns lIlay have been

difficult, it was often impossible ior small firms. Most slllall fi l'ms lacked the

technical sophistication and the capital necessary for the introduction of ncw and

risky technology.J\ ln certain industries, machines had to be kept flInning at ail

times if fixed and variable costs were to be covered, hence, in many cascs, machinelY

was profitable only if it was geared to high-volume and large-scale production. In a

study of eighty small metal working finns in New England between 1890 and 1957,

J.H. Soltow found that they obtained investment in a different manner than did large

finns. New technologies were often not introduced; instead, to keep cosls low, old

'9- Samuel, "The workshop oC the world", pp. 51-52. Also sec Clawson, flureaueraey and Ihe l.alxlr
Process, p. 199.

30 Hounshell, From the American System, pp. 48-49.

31 For a diseussion oCwhy manuCacturers may not introducc new technnlo!,'Y see Rosenberg, hlside
the Black Box, chap. 5.
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machincry was adapted to new products as a way to eut costs. 32 Firm~ and industries

fUllctioning in a highly spccialized and Iimited market or a highly seasonal context

were also hindered from imp!ementing new technology.33 Two significant factors

influencing the specifie trajectories that Montreal's industrial growth took were the

small size of the Canadian mar)œt and the concentration of industries in Montreal

th'lt made products which were highly differentiated by season. These factors forceà

many manufacturers to undertake various f"rms of batc!': production rather than

strategies favouring continuous-processing methods.

Lastly, the introduction of new technologies create their own internaI

contradictions which restrict the viability of the technology. One difficulty with the

introduction of technology lies in the necessity to bring about changes in managerial

hierarchies and decision-making structures. These changes are not straightforward

and can be difficult to implement. Neither management nor labour is willing to

concede its position within the old organizational form.34 The result could often be

that the productivity expected from the new machines was not realized as employees

created a series of barriers to their full installation.31 At the same time,

32 J.H. Soltow, "Origins of small business and the rclationship bclWeen large and small firms: metal
fabrieating and maehinery making in New England, 1890-1951' in S.w. Bruehey (cd.), Small Business in
Ameriean Life (New York: Columbia University Press, 1980), pp. 192-211.

33 Gertler, "The Iimils to fiexibility"; Samuel, "The workshop of the world".

34 Gertler, "The Iimils to fiexibility". The case of the MeCormiek Reaper Works is a good nineteenlh
eenlury example. The huge Chicago firm did not adopt a high-volume, teehnologieally-advaneed system
of production unlil1880 when Leander MeCormiek. who for thirty years eontrolled production, was fired.
Sec Hounshell, From the Ameriean System, ehap. 4.

31 Samuel, "Workshop of the world".
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technological change does !10t necessarily \cad to the degradation of skills:" Nl'\\'

machines recreatf' the skill structure of workers in an induslI)', and onl' fal'et of this

can be the reskilling of a portion of the labour force. This reskilling pI'Ovides the

potential for greater control over the labour process by workers. This increased

control over production makes the system more vulnerable to resistance on tite

workfloor and leads to an increasing fragility of the production unit. In the steel

industry between 1880 and 1920, for example, the change l'rom batch production to

continuous-flow processing was not a simple one where workers became machine

minders. Rather, the work force through strategic control over the machines

"restricted managerial prerogative over control and coordination".37ln other words,

the degree to which management had control over prodnction did not necessarily

reside in skiIls as such, but in the manner in which technology was used by workers.

The effects of technological change upon the economy were extremely diverse.

Technology does have an enormous impact upon economic change. At any one time,

manufaeturers are presented with a range of teehnological systems with which to

make their produets. To situate technology as the locus of change within firms and

industries is to pare away the difficulties at the shop floor and the relations between

firms which engender a much greater variance. For example, the supposed transition

to mass production at the end of the nineteenth century was not a simple !inear

36 C.R. Littler, The Development of the Labour Proeess in Capitalis! Societies (London: Heinemann,
1982); R. Priee, "Theories of labour proeess formation", Jounlal of Social His!ory, 1984, l'ail, pp. 91·110;
S. Wood, The Degradation of Work? (London: Hutchinson, 1982).

37 M. Nuwer, "l'rom bateh ta now: production technology and work·foree skills in the steel induslry,
1880-1920", Teehnology and Culture, 1988,29, pp. 808-838.
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process. Âs few firms or industries can be placed in all the categories that make up

a particular production paradigm it is "very difficult to identify particular enterprises

or industries as instances of mass production or flexible specialisation". Even the car

industry, the classic example of mass production, does not readily fall into the narrow

slot suggested by the proponents of Fordism.38 Moreover, the transition was a slow

and arduous process spanning more than a hundred years, and involving

experimentation and changes in many industries. 39

The difficulties associated with the implementation and diffusion of new

technologies posed severe constraints upon the productive strategies that individual

firms and industries could undertake. This was compounded by the technical choices

open to manufacturers. The result was that a wide range of production formats

emerged. While sorne industries were able to introduce important innovations on a

continuous basis, others were not. Even within an industry, sorne firms choose new

forms of machinery and new ways of linking labour and machines, while others did

not. Inter-industriallinkages allowed for the faster and more successful installation

of organizing production among sorne industries than among others. The production

formats that can be identified at any one time were partly a result of the obstacles

confronted by manufacturers and the choices thay made as they sought to provide

balance between the demands of competition, control of labour, and technological

36 Williams et al., ''The end or mass production?", p. 415. For a diseussion or how the technological
basisorthe Unitcd Slates aulo industl)' had decp roots in nineteenth-cenlul)' machine tool production sec
Rosenberg, Perspcclives on Tcchnology, pp. 26-28.

39 Hounshell, From the American Svstem.
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change. As a form of conceptualization, technologica! change provides a valu able

tool for understanding the trajectories that firms and industries ean take. As an

conceptualization of the historical specificity of actual changes, however, it must be

understood within the wider economic and social context. lt is one thing ta see major

changes in the technologica! basis of economic practice, it is quite another ta make

generalizations about the effects of these throughout the entire industrial structure.

Labour Process

Changes in technology are entwined with the restructuring of the labour

process. With the publication of Harry Bravemmn's Labor and Monopoly Capitalism

in 1974, there has been a revival in the interest shown in the labour process. The

labour process has been seen by some to be an important agent behind the changes

to the structure and geography of industry, or even as the most important clement

of long-term change.'o According to Scott, the restructuring of the division of labour

was the pivot around which the transactional character of intra- and inter-industry

linkages revolved. Similar criticisms as those presented of the primacy of

technological change, however, can be made of the priority given to the impact of

the labour process in generating change.

For Braverman a new phase of capitalism at the end of the nineteenth century

was responsible for the destruction of craft skills as blue-collar jobs were subdivided

40 Sec Gordon ct al., Segmented Work and Stone, "The origins oC job structures" Cur changes to
industrial structure and D. Perrons, "The role oC Ireland in the new international division of labour: a
proposed Cramework Cor analysis", Regional Studies, 1981, 15, pp. 81-100 Cor changes to the geography of
industry. For a general critique oC this approaeh sec Masscy, Spatial Divisions of Lahour, pp. 22·26.
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into more and more specialized tasks fit for machinery. Control of the labour process

came to be situated in the hands of a managerial hierarchy. Reviews and critiques

of Braverman's work arc numerous and it is unnecessary to reiterate them except,

as 1 mentioned abovc, thatthe relationship betweeen technological change and the

construction of skill is a more complicated process than Bravennan is willing to

concede.'1 Suffice it to say that post-Braverman studies have attempted to transcend

the "universal characteristics of 'labour' as a general category in the production

process".'2 Stemming from this critique there has been a wide range of studies and

theoretical programs that have attempted to understand how human agency interacts

with the structural limits of capitalist production to produce the labour process.

Rather than viewing top down changes to the !:Ibour process as the cause of the

restructuring of production, these writers have placed the labour process within a

wider context where it is only one, albeit important, facet of economic change. The

primary concern has been with the resistance set up by workers to changes from

employers and managers and how this resistance has shaped the contours of labour

process practice.

The major conclusion of these studies has been that the degradation thesis of

Braverman is a gross simplification of the diverse and multiple ways that the labour

process was structured. Clawson, for example, argues that the restructuring of the

41 For thesc sec Burawoy, Manufaeturing Consent, and The Polities of Production; R. Caombs,
"Labour and Monopoly Capital", New Left Review, 1978, 107, pp. 79-96; Lilller, The Develorment of the
Labour Proee,.,.;; Priee, "Theories of labour process formation"; Wood, The Degradation of Work?

42 linIer, TIle Devel"r",e"l of the Lahour Proees.., p. 27.
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labour process and employers' attempts to undennine the rel.ltive autonomy of

workers were related to the combination of piece work. record keeping. and

technological change at the workplace. According to Friedman. the rise of monopoly

capitalism has led to increasing working-c1ass resistance to changes to work. and this

has led to a diversity of workplace conditions. 111\1s. changes to industrial structure

are not simple linear ones where the restructuring of the labour process produces

other effects. As Priee states, the labour process "is a structured social process with

dimensions that extend beyond the purely economic" and that there is "no

monocausal factor to explain labour process fonnation":3

Despite the construction of a radieaHy different ontological position l'rom the

functionalist one of Bravennan, those writers have paid little attention to the spatial

implications of changes to the labour process. This question will be taken up in more

detai! in the last section of the chapter. For now we shaH review sorne of the more

important factors interactingwith technological change in the formation of the labour

process.

Like Bravennan, those writers see technology as playing an important TOle in

the way that the labour process was structured. New t'~chnologies ereate the

possibility for fundamental changes to the labour process. The c1assic case arc the

steel mills of the United States and Canada where the development of new

technologies and the associated reorganization of work practices al'ter 1880 were in

43 Clawson, Bureaueracv and the Labour Proees.o;; A. Friedman, Industry and Lahour: CI.s., Slruggle
al Work and Monopoly Capitalism (London: Verso, 1977); Priee, "Theories of lahour fonnation", pp. 106·
107.
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large Illcasure responsiblc for the demise of the craft worker, the growth of a semi-

ski lied workforce, and the devdopment of a fragmentcd and dividcd labour

proccss." As was pointcd out in the prcceding section, however, many processcs

wcre untouched by the new techniques. Factors such as dependence on skilled labour

al critical points in production, ~he character of the product itself, and lack of

product demand allmilitated against fundamental changes in the labour process. The

introduction of new technologies was only one feature of this restructuring.

A second factor in the formation of the labour process was the scale and

slability of product markets. The extent of the market affects the mass of goods

produced and hence the possibility of increasing specialization. The degree to which

markets f1uctuate determines to what extent a product can be standardized and thus

the ability to introduce mass production technologies. The product market

determines the application of technology, and the potential for intensifying the

division of labour.45 Conslantly shifting markets such as in the c1othing, boot and

shoe, and specialized machinery industries generally reslricted the manner in which

the labour process could be parcelied up. On the other hand, a rapidly growing

market could limit the introduction of new technologies and labour practices as

shown in the early years of Singe:r Manufacturing and McCormick Reaper where the

difficnlties associated with perfecting new machines and integrating them into a

44 F.G. Couvares, The Remaking of Pittshurgh: Class and Culture in an Industrializing City (Albany:
State University of New York Press, 1984); C. Heron, Working in Steel: the Earlv Years in Canada. 1883
1935 (Toronto: MeClelland and Stewart, 1988).

.&S Priee, ''Theories of labour proccss Commtion"; Storpcr and Walkcr, The Capitalist Imperative, pp.
160·163.
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viable production system were inimical to the capture of an expanding and

competitive market.'·

Another factor was the institutionalization of skill in the hands of a select

group of workers. Skilled workers were able to maintain some exclusionaty control

over the labour market.H Canadian printers, for example, "continued to hold

considerable power at the workplace - a power that had been maintained despite

extensive mechanization, an ever-increasing concentration and centralization of

capital, and the ongoing machinations of a far-from-neutral state".'" ln the tug of

war between capital and labour over control of the labour process there was no

decisive victor. Although employers introduced new and more sophisticated forms

of machinery, and developed methods of cost accounting and systems of incentive

pay, their attempts to reorganize production were frequently thwarted and redirected

by labour.'9

There are, thus, different trajectories of change in the formation of the labour

process. There is no simple degradation of labour skill but a diversity of ways that

labour, technology and other factors interact. This is reflected in continually shifting

'6 Hounshell, From the Ameriean System, chal's. 2 and 4.

HO. Montgomery, The Fall of the House of Labor (Cambridge: Cambridge U'.liversity Press, (987);
Price, "Theories of labour proccss formation".

'8 G. Kealey, "Work control, the labour process, and nineteenth-cenlury ClIItIdian printers" in C.
Heron and R. Storey (eds.), On the Job: Confronting the Labour Process in Olllada (Kingston and
Montreal; McGilland Queen's University Press, 1986), p. 92.

'9 D. Montgomery, "Whose standards? Workers and the reorganization of production in the United
States, 1900-1920" in D. Montgomery, Workers' Control in America (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1979), pp. 113-138.
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productive practices at the levels of the workplace, industrial branches and industries.

While our understanding of the role that the labour process has played in industria1

change has increaserl dramatically, there has been a tendency to underestimate the

physical side of production, and writers have "glossed over the heterogeneity of

industries"so; there has been too much attention given to the labour process at the

expense of the physical side of products, the way that they are introduced and the

manner in which they are differentiated. This is not to deny that the labour process

was a fundamentallocus of struggle and change. The labour process must be seen

within the context of other social relations of production.

Production Organizatioll

It has already been mentkmed that the organization of production in the

nineteenth and early twentieth century has been generally viewed as being polarized

between small-scale (batch) and large-scale (mass production) industry.Sl The batch

production strategy was chosen because firms had either to escape the effects of

fluctuations in business conditions or to protect themselves from competition. It was

a strategy more Iikely to succeed in the consumer goods industry (for example,

c1othing), and to a lesser extent, in the intermediate goods industry (for example, pig

iron), where organizational and technological constraints were obstacles to the

emergence of large firms employing mass production techniques. The central concern

50 Slorper and Walker, The Capilalisl Imperalive, pp. 50-58.

51 Larnorcaux. The Great Mergcr Movcrncnt, chap. 2.
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WOlS to find a niche within the market and to base prodm'tioll on high margins rather

than volume production. This strategy differed grl'atly l'rom that of mass production

even though producers who became large-scOlie manufacturers were pursuing the

same goals as those of mass producers - to defend against competition ami to

minimize business fluctuations. Mass producers soughtto carn profits on volume of

output rather than on high margins pel' uuit. To ensure the success of this polit'Y,

manufacturers produced large quantities of homogeneous goods to take advantage

of efficienciesofvolume production and thus reduce unit costs to a miuimium. Theil'

strategy depended upon the development of a large market as weil as innovations in

the production process. In the cigarette industry, for example, the introduction of the

Bonsack machine together with the slow demise of the cigar's popularity and an

extensive advertising campaign by the leading firms, propelled cigarettes l'rom a

virtually unknown commodity before 1880 to the most popular tobacco item by the

Depression. By 1900 mass production firms differed l'rom batch production firms in

four ways: they utilized more capital-intensive processes; they were marc vertically

integrated; they needed to run at full capacity; and they minimized product

differentiation. The decision of a large firm to l'l'strict product differen tiation left a

niche, indeed in sorne cases created new niches, for smaller and more enterprises

which couId take advantage of the flexibility of batch production. The development

of mass production in the cigarette industry under the control of a few firms at the

end of the nineteenth century, for example, did not do away with the smaller firms.

These small firms quickly found a niche in the industry - the manufacture of high-
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grade, cigarettes made frol1l foreign leaf.

The manner in which the choices between batch and mass within the wider

economy were worked ou t, however, led to a wide variety of production

configurations. The choice between batch and mass production was affected by

perceptions of market opportunities, technological possibilities, and organizational

possibilities.s2 These options were, in turn, conditioned by the gen~ral pressures of

competition and the search for profits.

There was a juxtaposition of distinct organizational fomls bctween and within

industries, and, in some cases, even within a single firm. As Samuel states, the

evolution of industry was characterized by "concurrent phases"; he offers the example

of the coexistence of steam and hand power in nineteenth-century Britain.s3 In

Philadelphia between 1850 and 1880, five different work environments have been

described ranging from the sma\I artisan shop to the large factory. They were

differentiated by the division of labour, the extent of mechanization, and the

composition of the labour force. S4 Another perspective on the varied nature of

industrial organization is through 'production-systems'. Despite the division of labour

among industrial units, groupings can be discerned in which these units are

connected by input-output relations and have a common technological base. Walker

S2 Storper and Walker, The C'pitalist Imperative, p. 158.

53 Samuel, "Workshop of the world".

54 B. Laurie and M. Sehmitz, "Manufacture and produetivity: the making of an industrial base,
Philadelphia, 1850-1880" in T. Hershbcrg (cd.), Philadelphia: Worie, Spaee. Family and Group Experience
in the Nineteenth Century (New York: Oxford University PreSS, 1981), pp, 43·92.
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has identified six different production systems: simple comll1odity. sequentia\.

pyramidal component-assembly. nested. branched. and extended.55 l11e ability of

workers in different occupations to face the challenges posed by economic change

set the stage for the manner in which different industries dealt with the transition

from one industrial stage to another. In a study of the Halifax baking and

confectionery industry, lan McKay shows that this transition could occur in five

ways.56

Conceptua\izing batch and mass production as polar opposites is inadequatc

for this type of analysis. The Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Company, for example,

was a large firm that unti! World Whr 1 produced a wide range of specialized

industrial equipment under batch conditions. In the manufacture of its "big stufr',

production "demanded the skills, the customs, and the culture of craft production",

and "mass-production techniques were an adjunct to batch production".57 The war

provided opportunities for the firm to move into mass production, and by the 1930s

the firm had a dual industrial structure of batch and mass production where skilled

craft workers worked on the specialized large products and less skilled workers werc

employed in the mass production of the new lines introduced over the preceding

decade. The \ine between batch and mass production and the way that these

55 Walker, "The geographical organization of production·systems".

56 I. McKay, "Capital and labour in the Halifax baking and confectionary industry during the last halr
of the nineteenth century", LabourlLe Travailleur, 1978, 3, pp. 63-108.

57 S. Meyer, "Technology and the workplace: skilled and production workers at Allis·Chalmcrs, 1900
1941", Technology and Culture, 1988,29.
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developed is fuzzy indeed.5B

There is growing empirical evidence that large complex firms employing sorne

form of mass production go much further back in time than has generally been

credited.59 For example, it has been argued that the restructuring of the 18805 and

18905 and the mergers of the turn of the century were not a 'watershed' that brought

about the first massive growth in firm size and the radical transformation of

organizational structure leading to mass production.60 In the United States after

1850 there was considerable growth in the number of large firms in a diverse range

of industries which probably "had to rely upon distant markets. Each must have faced

problems of managerial control and supervision, since each employed many hundreds

of workers".61 Smail and medium sized firms continued to play an important part

in industrial organization.62 Functioning according to a different rationale, sma\l and

medium size firms blossomed in a f1uid and unstable environment, where specialized

production, Iimited markets, and fluctuations in demand were severe constraints to

~8 Sec Williams ct al., ''The end of mass production?" for an cxtcndcd argument along thcsc Hnes.

59 !-lounshell, From the American System.

60 J. Atack, "Firm size and industrial structure in the United States during the nineteenth century",
Jounlal or Economie Historv, 1986, 44, pp. 463-475; Lamoreaux, The Great Merger Movemcnt; A.P.
O'Brien, "Factol)' size, economies or scale, and the great mergerwave or 1898-1902", Jounlal or Economie
rli.lory, 1988, 48, pp. 639-649.

61 Atack, Firm size and industrial struclure", p. 468.

62 Sahel and Zcitlin, "Historienl altcmatives ta mass production"; P. Scranton, IlBcyond anecdotes and
aggregates: the pallenl or industrial decline in Philadelphia textiles, 1916-1931", Antipode, 1986, 18, pp.
28-1-310.
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the development of mass production techniques"3 Thus, thcy playcd a dccisi"c rolc

in the division of labour as they produced luxury and highly spccializcd goods.

exploited marginal labour forces, and catered to markets that large finns were unable

or unwilling to serve. They responded more flexibly to changes in products, processes

and markets. They could function on the fringes of the industry. supplying specialized

products or responding to seasonal growth in demand.'"

The growing diversity of firms and the increasing disparity in the size of firms

generated a fine-grained web of linkages between firms and industries. In the

nineteenth century it wouId be expected that linkages between local firms would be

more important than today.6S The changes to transportation. in the form of the

expansion of the canal system in the early part of the century and the rai1way

network in the second halfwere critical in lengthening the spatial reach of inter-finn

connections.66 With the proliferation of productive strategies and the growing

geographic extent of markets after 1850, there was a similar growth in the type and

number of linkages. Industries dominated by small firms were not the only ones

dependent upon linkages for their survival. While large integrated firms were less

reliant on linkages, they frequently contracted out work to smaller firms, and were

63 Walker, "The geographieal organization of prouuetion.systems".

64 Soltow, "Origins of small business",

6S A.G. Hoare, "Inuustrial linkage stuuies" in M. Pacione (cu.), Progr.... in Indu.tri,,' Geogmphy
(Lonuon: Croom Helm, 1985), pp. 40·81.

66 D.R. Meyer, "Emergence of the American manufacturing bcll: an illtcrprclation"t lournal of
Historieal Geogmphy, 1983, 9, 2, pp. 145·174.
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dependent upon intimate relations with merchants, financiers, as weil as upon

transport facilities. Even today, very few firms are integrated to the degree that they

have no need for products from other firms. Indeed such factors as industrial type,

degree of standardization, the extent of spinoffs, and the location of ownership play

an important part in the volume of linkages between firms.67

Mass production and the corresponding organizational changes to the firm

have been seen as resulting from the growth of a mass market, but markets were not

of a universal type:

the only thing [different markets] have in common is the exchange
of a commodity , for a certain amount of money between contracting
parties. Beyond this, just about every other characteristic is 'up for
grabs' and subject to the most ingenious variations. 68

The nineteenth-century American sewing machine industry, for example, was

dominated by three companies, each of which pursued different strategies in their

approach to technology, labour and markets.69 A highly differentiated market had

a decisive impact upon the way that industries were organized. The scale of markets -

which varied greatly between industries - strongly influenced the amount of goods

produced and thus the degree of specialization possible. The stability of markets

determined the degree to which product standardization was possible.

67 A. Glasmeier, "Factors goveming Ihe developmenl of high leeh industry agglomerations: a laie of
lhree eities", Regional Siudie~ 1988,22, pp. 287-301; MJ. Hagey and EJ. Maleeki, "Linkages in high
teehnology industries: a Florida case study", Environmenl and Planning A, 1986, 18, pp. 1477-1498; Hoare,
"lnduslriallinkage studies".

68 Walker, "Teehnologieal determination and delerminism", p. 388.

69 Hounshell, From the Ameriean Syslem, ehap. 2.
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As 1mentioned in the previous section, writers have emphasizcd tcchnologieal

change and the restructuring of the labour process at the expcnsc of the product.71l

The growth of an industry revolves partly around the way its product can bc adaptcd

to changing situations, the way that it is uscd, and can be substitu tcd for by othcr

products. Because of the different physical qualities of each product, industries will

use different production and organizational methods with diffcring possibilitics for

mechanization, standardization and rationaliz,:tion. That is, industries duc to thc

nature of their product trace out different patlls of growth. The result was a

diversified array of processes in terms of technological innovation, capital iuvestmcnt,

labour process strategies, labour force composition, and relationships within and

between industries. By this 1do not mean to imply that the character of any industry

was determined by the nature of the product that it produced. The point is that the

strategies available to an industry were, to sorne degree, limited by the physical

properties inherent in the product. The tendencies of a particular industry cannot,

therefore be generalized across ail industry, and we must aim to understand the

material character of the industry and attempt to see how these tendencies are

manifest in the real world. If this is acceptable it seriously undermines the notion of

a single and Iinear growth pattern among industries and raises doubts about the

conventional understanding of the spatial implications of industrial growth.

1 have argued that each of the three dimensions of industrial structure •

70 Rosenberg, In.ide the Black Box, pp. 3-4; Sayer, "Induslry and 'l'ace", pp. 6·10; Walker,
"Teehnologieal determinalion and determinism", pp. 228-231.
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tcchnological change, the labour process, and production organization - was

characterized by a diversity of outcomes. The manner in which these outcomes

intersect gives rise to a range of production formats in which capitalists undertake

differentproductive strategies. Differentproduction strategies characterize the course

of industrial change. Firms can take different paths of development which are part

of a concurrently evolving array of production formats and productive strategies.

These multiple paths and concurrent formats were in existence from as early as the

mid-nineteenth century. This casts doubt upon the simple dual character of industrial

structure as presented by Scott. The phenomenon of options among production

formats raises questions about the rise of the corporation at the end of the

nineteenth century as the principal vehicle for economic change, and also has

implications for the spatial correlates of industrial change. To base the geographic

configuration of North American cities upon a linear sequence of industrial change

giving rise to a dualistic model of industrial organization does not do justice to the

diverse character of industrial capitalism. The question of the spatial implications of

production formats is left to Chapter Four. 1 now turn to industrial restructuring

through time.

3.3 Urban Development, Long Waves of Growth and Localities

The preceding section of this chapter was concerned with identifying and

outlining three critical features of industrial production formats. 1 have assessed

these features 50 as to identify their dynamics with regard to industrial change. This
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brings me to the temporal swings of industrial change and their relation to

production formats. Production formats and the various strategies that capitalists

emp10y to achieve their ends, are perennial1y reshaped. Each llCW round of

investment establishes a new set of constraints and possibilitics for rccreating the

technological, labour and organizational framework of industry. Associated with

changes to the social relations of production is the restructuring of the spatial

relations of production: there are social divisions of labour and spatial divisions of

labour. Of particular relevance to this thesis is the idea of the division of urban

development into a number of distinct stages over time based npon changes to the

social and technological character of the economy. In recent years, the idea that

urban development could be understood as occurring in stages, characterized by

distinct social relations has become a powerful tool of the political economisl. The

stage theory of urban development is rooted in the notion of the waves of growth

over a period of fifty or more years.

Long waves and urban form

Within the workings of the capitalist economy are a number of different cycles

of investment and disinvestment.71 They range from the short inventory cycle of

three to four years nested within the long cycle (or long wave) of forty to sixty years.

71 J. Bradbury, "Regional and industrial restrueturing proeesses in the new inlernalional division of
labour", Progress in Human Geography. 1985,9, pp. 38-63; D. Harvey, The Limits to Capital (Chicago:
The University of Odeago Press, 1982); Lamontagne, Busines.. Cycles in C1nada; E. Mandel, M:mcisl
Economie Theory (London: Merlin Press, 1962), ehap. 11 and Late Capitalism; N. Smith, Uneven
Development. Nature. C1pital and the Production of Space (Oxford: Basil Dlackwell, 1984); vnn Duijn,
'!'he Long Wave in Economie Life.
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Ali such cyclcs signify a periodic breakdown in the accumulation process. They a1so

share a number of other common features: fluctuations in the rate of profit; a

rhythm of boom and bust sandwiching phases of growth and decline; and a periodic

devaluation of capital and labour power. While the shorter cycles are important in

undcrstanding the movement of the economy, the long wave has especial importance

to the discussion here. Radical organizational change in production is associated with

long waves of economic change averaging forty to sixty years based on a structural

transformation of the social and technological basis of capitalism. The importance

of the long wave lies in the fact that it is the shell in which the major transformation

of capitalist structures occur. Il is the forum through which technological change, the

formation of new class relations, and new spatial divisions of labour and production

take place.

In recent years the theory of the long wave has been redeveloped in an

attempt to explain the frequent restructuring of industry, the reshaping of urban form

and the periodic crises that characterize capitalism. Each cycle appears to be

characterized by structural homogeneity, or its own distinctive industrial organization,

labour process, dominant technologies, class relations, and spatial patterns of labour

and production. The transition from one phase of expansion to another is marked

by crisis, an intense restructuring of capital and labour, and a reshaping of urban

structure.

Long waves have been seen as an important explanatory framework for

understanding the long-term implications of the constant restructuring of capital and
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labour since the early nineteenth century. While some restructuring is always taking

place, it is intensified in periods of crisis. Fal1ing rates of profit and increascd c1ass

struggle give rise to the tendency for capital, at specific times, to get into a situation

of over-production (or over-accumulation) which generates crisis. The restl1lcluring

of social and spatial relations of production through crisis provides a respite from the

internai contradictions which generated the crisis in the first place. Crises can be

overcome in a number of ways such as increasing productivity, introducting new

technology, switching devaluation to competitors, and making improvemenls to

transportation and communications networks.

The development of long wave theory has been characterized by two distinct

strands: writers following Schumpeter who centre their analysis upon the role of

innovations, while Marxist writers like Mandel focus upon the wider capitalist

environment. Most long wave studies have, following the work of Schumpeter, placed

the role of innovations as the primary factor in the explanation of long waves.72 The

primary concern of this position is with the importance, role and timing of

innovations and how they generate long-term cycles. The work of G. Mensch bcst

exemplifies the importance given to innovations.'3 He argues that the clustering of

innovations in time is the primary stimulus to economic upswing. In particular, he

stresses the role of 'basic' innovations in the creation of leading sectors of the

economy which provide the impetus for economic recovery. Other neo-

72 This is highlighted in the colleclions edited by Freeman, Long Waves in the World Eeonomy and
Design, Innovation and Long Cycles.

73 G, Mensch, Slalemate in Teehnology (Cambridge: Ballinger, 1979).
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Schumpetcrian writers, whilc agreeing with Mensch's emphasis upon the dominance

of innovations, introduce factors such as diffusion of the innovations, life cycles of

leading sectors, and the roIes of large and smail finns in the process of innovation.7
•

Somewhat neglected are the more general implications of industrial and geographical

processes operating within the context of long waves and the trigger mechanisms

which give rise to the innovations in the first place.

Marxist writers give attention to innovations, but treat them as consequences

of structural changes. We find two major variants, represented by Mandel and

Gordon et al. Mandel situates long waves in the dynamics of class struggle and

competition, with the movement of the rate of profit as the central component in the

explanatory framework. Hence, innovation, changing interest rates, internaI

reorganization within the firm and other facets of change are not causes, but are the

consequences of structural changes associated with the long wave. Mandel, for

example, emphasizes technical change in the capital goods sector as the critical factor

in long-term economic development. Capital formation and the revolution of

technology in this sector provides the stimulus for an upswing which in turn leads to

the transformation of the entire economic system. The trigger mechanisms are

extraeconomic factors such as revolution, wars and class struggle which unleash the

dynamic processes inherent in capitalism. Accordingly, the development of "Late

7. J. Clarke, C. Freeman and L. Soete, "Long waves, inventions and innovations" in Freeman (cd.),
Long Waves in the World Eeonomy. pp. 63·77; C. Freeman, J. Clark and L. Soete, Unemplovment and
Teehnieal Innovation (London: Frances PinIer, 1982); R. ROlhwell, "The raie of small firms in Ihe
emergence of new technologies" in Freeman (cd.), Design, Innovalion and Long Wave~ pp. 231-248; van
Duijn, The Long Wave in Economie Life and "Flnelnalions in innovations over lime" in Freeman (cd.),
Long Waves and the World Economy, pp. 19-30.
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Capitalism" after 1940, for example, was built upon the dcfeat of the inte11lational

working c1ass, the development of automation, and the subsequent increase in the

rate of profit."s

Gordon et al. and Weisskopf give greater importance to what they call

respectively, changes in "social structures of accumulation" and "institutional

structures", rather than to technological change.7
' Within these structures no single

mechanism is seen to account for the transformation and developmcnt of new

capitalist relations. For example, social structures of accumulation are composcd of

a wide range of institutions that are external to the firm and internaI to the macro-

economic dynamics of the economy. If these institutions are stable and function

smoothly, investment is Iikely to expand; if not, investment will decline and, after a

while, crisis will appear. A crisis is not only rooted directly in the production process,

but may emerge from any of the institutions which are necessary to the smooth

running of accumulation. A crisis in production and the institutional framework

generates, through restructuring, the rise of a new social structure of accumulation

which is historically contingent upon the specific nature of the crisis and its c1ass

relations.

Drawing on the notion of successive epochs, each characterized by distinct

economic, political and social relations, the notion of long cycles of change became

7S Mandel, Late Capitalism and Long Waves in Capilalist Developmen!.

76 Soeial struetures of accumulalion arc devcloped by Gordon ct al., Segmcnled Work and
institutional structures are put forward by T. Wcisskopf, "The currcnt cconomic crisis in hislorical
perspective", Socialist Review, 1981, li, pp. 9-53.
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a powerful device for comprehending urban development. One of the earliest caBs

for a division of urban history into epochs was made by John Borchert in 1967 who

claimed that, "a structured urban history of the country or of its major regions, which

would help to bring order to the mixture of historical-Iocational forc~s that generate

the urban landscape, has not yet appeared".77 Borchert devised his own stage theory

of urban development based upon changes in transportation technologies. This

approach has had an important influence upon otherwriters' interpretations ofurban

change.78 By the mid 1970s political economists were moving away from a position

which placed transportation innovations as the dominant force behind the extension

and the restructuring of the urban fabric, and were arguing that urban change should

be seen in the context of the social relations of production which in turn are

associated with long waves of change. In the following years, the relationship

between urbanization and the impact of the long-term effects of capitalist

development became more clearly delineated, so that by the 1980s, acceptance of an

urban stage theory had become widespread.79

77 J. Barehert, "Ameriean metropoUtan evolution", Geographieal Review, 1967,62, p. 301. Barehert
went on ta eonstruet his own scheme, but as it was eentred around the development of one set of
innovations il was of limitcd value.

78 For example, sce P.O. Muller, Contemporarv Suburban America (Englewood aiffs: Prentice-Hall,
1981).

79 The wide-spread aeeeplanee of urban stage theol)' ean he noted through the appearanee of stages
of growth in BUeh text books as D.R. Goldfield and B.A. Brownell, Urban America: From Downtown ta
No Town (Baslon: Houghton Mifmn, 1979) and M. Yeates and B. Garner, The North Ameriean City (San
Francisco: Harper and Row, 1980). A reeent overview of North Ameriean urban growth by a historieal
geographer places this growth inlo a series of stages. Sec E.K. Muller, "From waterfront ta metrapoHtan
region: the geagraphieal development af Ameriean eities" in H. Gillelle, jr. and Z.L. Miller (cds.),
Amerienn Urbanism: a Historigraphie Review (Weslpart: Greenwoad Press, 1987), pp. 105-133.
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The underlying premise of this relationship according to the politÏt'all'conomy

position is that there are "invariant laws" of capitalist development which transfonn

the structure and form of urbanization. Writers of the political economy stream

argue that these laws are manifested in a constellation of forces - such as technology,

growth industries, and class conflict - which take distinct fonns, or stages, over time.

Each writer has their own dating and names for the stages. 1 have taken Richarù

Walker's system where from the late eighteenth century, urbanization in North

America has passed through four stages: the mercant.ile "il)' (1780-1840); the

industrial (1840-1890); early corporate (1890-1940); and aùvanceù corporate (1940

1990).80 Stages are based on a shift from one sub-mode of production to another,

the emergence of a new stage out of the crisis of the old, and the coexistence oE past

forms with the newer forms. The contradictions inherent in the forces giving rise to

one stage, generate a new stage. In the second half of the nineteenth century, for

example, the industrial city emerged out of the chrysalis of the mercantile city. It was

characterized by steampower technology, the rapid growth of the railway and steel

industries, and the small-scale, family firm.

Associated with the development of new urban forms in each of the stages

were changes ta the internaI structure of space. It was argued that each stage is

associated with a particular social and economic geography. The shift from the

mercantile ta the industrial city, for example, was composed of four critical Eeatures:

concentration of economic activities in the city core; suburbanization of the upper

80 "A th.ol)' of suburbanization", p. 406.
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and middle classes; expansion ofcentrally-Iocated working-class residential areas; and

an increasing degree of the specialization of urban spaces. With the development

of new technologies and new growth industries at the end of the century, the

industrial city wouId give way to the corporate city and a new urban geography,

characterized by the suburbanization of industry. Recent work on contemporary

urban change argues that a new stage is in the making where "flexible spaces" are the

pre-dominant spatial form through which industry willlocate.8t

Long waves and loca/ities

Does this generalized picture of urban development, however, represent a

meaningful picture of the North American city in the second half of the ninp-teenth

century? ln order to answer this question it is necessary to examine the notion of the

long wave in more detail. 1 will show that although the long wave has value for

understanding urban change, it suffers from an inability to identify the connections

between its broad generalizations and the concrete specifics of place. These

connections can be made more specific through the notion of localities.

The usefulness of the application uf long waves is a difficult task of

negotiating between large-scale movements and intensive research at the level of

industries or regions. The nature of this problem can be grasped through a short

discussion of two of the central features of long waves: the relationship between

81 Wa\ker, "The transfonnation of urban structure": AJ. SeoU, "Flexible production systems and
rogional development: the risc of new industrial spaees in North America and wesleru Europe",
Interuationa\ Jourual of Urban and Regional Researeb, 1988, 12,2, pp. 171-186.
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technology and the labour process, and the dcvelopmcnt of lcading scctors. Long

waves, both the neo-Schumpeterians and Marxists agrce, arc associatcd with a

transformation of the technological basis of capitalism and a concomitant

reorganization of the labour process. In each long wave certain industrial scctors lcad

in terms of technological innovation, profit rates and employment growth. Over time,

technological changes occurring in leading sectors become gcncralizcd throughout

the economy and lead to the reconstitution of labour's relationship to mechanization.

Gordon et al., for example, argue that there are specific forms of labour proccsscs

which paraUel technological change, each of which were forged at times of crisis and

experienced "a \ife-cycle conditioned by the rhythm of the .,. long swing" .82

The relationship between long waves and the ebb and flow of changes to

technology, the labour process und industries provide an entry point for interpreting

long-term change. Little attention has been paid, however, to the manner in which

the mechanisms connecting the abstractions of long wave theory to tl'e particularities

of specific places can be discerned. Just how macro-economic indicators such as

unemployment rates, industrial output and profit rates are linked to events at

different scales such as the c\osing of a factory, the decline of inner cities, or the

deindustrialization of regions is not c\ear. An example of this is the attempt by Soja

et al. to understand the restructuring of Los Angeles within the context of Mandel's

long wave theory. They are unable to transcend the fuzziness associated with the

connections between long waves and place. They make few substantive links between

82 Gordon el nI., Scgmcnled Work, p. 15.
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the long wave and the restructuring of the Los Angeles landscape. We are not told

how it is that long wavcs intcrsect with changes to capital, labour and urban space

that they present in their empirical section. In fact, their analysis is based, almost

cntirely, on the concept of restructuring which certainly pays no single aIIegiance to

long waves.83 An obvious way to grasp the relationship between long cycles of

growth, and cconomic and social change in specifie locales lies in disaggregation. As

the cornmon forces of capitalist production establish differentsets of possibilities and

constraints upon each industry's marketing, production techniques and organization,

it is not possible to make generalized statements concerning the overaII impact of

long-term change. The disaggregation of the forces powering industrial change may

enable us to capture the detailed dimensions of the labour market, the workplace,

sectors, and the reproduction of labour power in specifie communities. The

connections between these can be iIluminated through an examination of the internaI

divisions in the labour market, conflict at the workplace, and the different pathways

that industries take. In short, the dominant role of technology that underlies long

wave theory needs to be muted by consideration of other social relations. The gap

that needs to be filled is the specifie ways that the links between these general

chaniles and particular sectors, industries, and firms are forged. Sorne examples of

this include the different forms that restructuring can take84
, the differential effect

83 "Urban reslrueturing: an analysis of social and spatial change in Los Angele~', Economie
Geography. 1983,59, pp. 195-230.

84 J. Bradbury, "Teehnieal change and the restrueluring of the North Ameriean steel industry" in K.
Chapman and G. Humphreys (cds.), Teehnieal Change and Industrial Policy (Oxford: Basil Blaekwell,
1987), pp. 157-173; J. Holmes, "Industrial reorganization, capital restrueturing and locational change: an
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of leading sectors upon regionsS5
, and the distinct ways that industries can devclop

in different countries.56 What 1 propose to do in this study is to rclate global ups

and downs of capital accumulation to local or "micro" processes of adaptation in one

city. 1will consider a period, 1850-1918, which Mandel would treat as one and a half

cycles.

Most studies of long-term restructuring are flawed by the neglect of space. In

the few studies that do contemîJlate the spatial realm, the search for large-scalc

spatial generalizations has inhibited the identification of the local impact of these

processes empirically. Neither Lamontagne's study of the postwar long wavc in

Canada nor van Duijn's international analysis of the long wave after 1945, for

example, examine the spatial implications.57 Others have given only a minor part

to spaee in their treatment of structural changes such as the collapse of the global

analysis of the Canadian automobile industry in the 1960s", Economie Geography. 1983,59, pp. 251-271;
D. Massey and R. Meegan, The Anatomy of Job Loss: the How. Whcrc and Why of Employment Decline
(London: Methuen, 1982).

85 B. Harrison, l'Regional rcstructuring and "good business climatcs": the cconomic lroll1srormation
of New England since World War Il'' in Sawers and Tabb (eds.), Sunbclt and Snowhelt, pp. 48·96; R.
Hudson, "Capital accumulation and regional prohlems: a study of North East England, 1945 to 1986" in
F.E.!. Hamilton and GJ.R. Linge (cds.), Regional Economie and Industrial Systems (Chicester: Wiley,
1983), pp. 75-101; Lancaster Regionalism Group, Localilie", Class and Gender (London: Pion, 1985); N.
Rogers, "Industrial decline, restructuring and relocation: Aston and the Great Victorian Depres.<ion" in
J. Anderson, S. Duncan and R. Hudson (eds.), Redundant Spaces in Cities and Regions (London:
Academie Press, 1983), pp. 99-126; A. Saxenian, ''The urban contradictions of Silicon Valley: regional
growth and the restructuring of the semiconductor industry" in Sawers and Tabh (cds.), Sunbclt and
Snowbeit, pp. 163-197; R.A. Sayer and K. Morgan, "A modem industry in a declining region: links bctween
method, theory and politics" in D. Massey and R. Meegan (eds.), Politics and Method (London: Methuen,
1985), pp. 147-168.

86 B. Elbaum and F. Wilkinson, "Industrial relations and uneven development: a comparative study
of the American and British steel industrie~', C.,mhridge Journal of Economies, 1979, 3, pp. 275·303.

87 Lamontagne, Business Cycles in Canada; van Duijn, The Long Wavc in Economie Ure.
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monetary system, the transfer of technology, the transition of technological

leadership between countries, and the restructuring of the international division of

labour.88 The role of urban space in th long wave literature has also been

neglected.

Lacking a spatial analysis sorne writers have made extraordinary leaps of logic.

An example of this is David Gordon's analysis of the decentra\ization of industry

from the urban core ta the suburbs at the end of the nineteenth century.89 The

internai contradictions of steam-based growth associated wilh the long wave starting

in the 1840s generated the crisis of the 1890s. One of the strategies employed by

firms was ta implement new technologies, new labour processes, and new modes of

hierarchical control. According ta Gordon this led ta intense c1ass conflict which

forced managers ta seek suburban sites far away from the centres of class turbulence.

This conclusion is a logical extension of his understanding of the relationship

between eeonomic change, long waves and spaee, but it is an inadequate explanation

of the formation of industrial districts, as we shaH see in the cases of the Lachine

canal and Saint-Henri. Perceptions of a \inear connection between long-term shifts

and class struggle thwart our understanding of the complex sets of paths industries

and cilies foHow. For any city this would mean an analysis of the development of

industry and the labour force, the evolving patterns of land development and

transportation facilities, the raie of the local state and sa forth. None of which are

88 Sec articles by L. Corona, G. Dosi, C. Perez, L. Soete and I. Yamauehi in C. Freeman (cd.)
Design. Innovation and Long Cycle~ as weil as Manders Late Cnpitalism.

89 Gordon, "C,pilalist development and the histOlY of Ameri.an cilies".
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uncontested consequences of simpIc conncctions bctwccn capital and labour.

In recent years a few writers have attcmpted to intcgratc thc production of

urban space and long wave theory.90 Their basic argumcnt is Ihat cmcrging from

each crisis, is a new round of accumulation which involves major changcs in the

spatial organization of capital, and, as a result, "altered landscapes which definc an

historical sequence of restructured capitalist spatialities".91 Regions and cities are

restructured in order to restore their potential for capital accumulation, by increasing

the rate of profit, opening up new markets and sources of raw materials, exerting

greater control over labour, and exploiting new technologies. As a result, some

regions and cities dec1ine while others prosper. Examples inc1ude Sunbelt and

Snowbelt cities in the United States, the development of Central Canada at the

expense of peripheral regions, and the North/South divide in the United Kingdom.

Reslructuring of the international economy is associated with the reorganization of

the international system of cities.92 Richard Walker in his periodization of American

urban development, has made the most consistent argument that the long wave

provokes a spatial reorganization of the City.93 Especially important are waves of

90 Soja, "Regions in eonlexl: spatiality, periodicity, and lhe historieal geography of the regional
question", Environmentand Planning D, 1985,3, pp. 175-190; Walker, "A theory of suhurhanizalion".

91 Soja, "Regions in eonlexl", p. 183.

92 R.B. Cohen, ''The new international division of labour, multinational corporations and urhan
hierarehy" in Dear and Scott (cds.), Urhanization and Urhan Planning. pp. 287-315.

93 Walker, "A lheory of suburbanization" and ~rhe transformalion of urban structure". Also sec
Gordon, "Capitalist develoment and lhe hislory of American citie~'; R. Hill, "Capital accumulation and
urbanization in the United Slales", Comparalive Urban Re""areh, 1975,4, pp. 39·60; Soja cl al., "Urban
restructuring".
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invcstmcnt in fixcd capital and the built environment which 'fix' the direction and

type of change for the duration of the cycle.·'

While these papers provide a frame of analysis for the relationship between

long-term restructuring and urban development, their very broad conclusions now

need to be tempered with empirically-based studies of individual localities. The

question of the role of economic change in urban development has come to a head

in the recent debate over locality research. An acrimonous exchange has arisen over

the suitability and relevance of this research which has, in many ways, obscured its

merits. Locality studies, especially in Britain, have charted the impact of economic

change in communities"s In the eyes of locality researchers more concrete and

specifie studies are necessary if the relationship between general processes and their

impact at the level of everyday experience is to be elucidated. Thus the aim of the

book edited by Philip Cooke "is to examine the extent to which localities can act as

a viable base for social mobilization and exert influence upon outside forces which

help shape their destiny".96 The concern is with the inter-relationships which exist

between wider processes of economic, social and political change and local events.

At the heart of the locality notion is the idea that places are not simply a reflection

9' This is very similar in conception to Masscy's "rounds of investment". Masscy, however, does not
Iink thcse changes to long waves. Sec Spatial Divisions of Labour.

9S For examplc sec P. Cooke (cd.), Loealitics: the Changing Face of Urban Brilain (London: Unwin
Hyman, 1989); Laneaslcr Regionalism Group, Loealitie~ J. Urry, "Loeality researeh: the case of
Lancaster", Regional Studic~ 1981, 20, pp. 233-242 and "Society, space and locality", Environment and
Planning D, 1987, 5, pp. 435-444.

96 Cooke, Localitic~ p. 3.
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of macro-economic restructuring nor sites for spatial variation. but arc socially

constructed entities which shape and define these wider processes through actions

inherent in local practices. Furthermore, the notion of locality does not rerer just to

the empirical and concrete, but is also helps explain change.

In recent years, however, several writers have questioned the claims of locality

research.97 The emphasis upon seeking the two-way relationship between economic

change and localities has been assailed, as one writer explains, for "subverting ... the

over-riding imperative of elucidating the current transition within the generality and

logic of capitalism's historical and evolutionary totality"."" Critics of locality studies

have argued that the focus upon local processes has been done at the expense of

wider economic forces. This has led sorne writers to fear that these studies could be

a descent into a contingent-based, uni-dimensional and idiographic exercise

susceptible to "the pitfalls of empiricism".99 It is also argued that the totality of

capitalist development is more than the sum of its parts: studies of, say, even

hundreds of British cities and towns do not add up to the British social formation.

Locality research has aIso been criticized because it has tended to confuse the

objects under study. It is not clear whether the Changing Urban and Regional

97 S. Duncan and M. Savage, "Space, scale and localily", Antipode, 1989,21, pp. 179-206; N. Gregsoll,
"The CURS initalive: sorne further comments", Alltipode, 1987, 19, pp. 364·370; A. JOllas, "A lIew regiollal
geography of localilies", Arca, 1988, 20, pp. 101·110; N. Smith, "Dallgers of lhe empirieal luru: some
comments 011 the CURS inlialive", Anlipode, 1987, 19, pp. 59-68.

98 R. Martin, l'The rcorganisation of rcgional thcory: allcmativc perspectives on the changing
capilalisl spaee eeonomy", Geoforum, 1989,20, p. 189.

99 Smith, "Dangers of lhe empiriealturu", p. 63.
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Systems (CURS) project is concentrating ils energies upon economic restructuring

in general or upon restructuring in local labour markets, or practices in local areas.

The problem seems to be that the CURS programme has been formulated without

doing the primary theoretical work needed to fuse the notions of restructuring and

locality. Thus there is a failure to specifie social processes to localities and an

inadequate drawing up of spatial boundaries. loo Furthermore, the term locality has

been used in a multitude of ways causing a great deal of confusion.101 This

multiplicity of meaning has been cited as a reason why the notion of locality is not

a valid one for understanding the geographical organization of phenomena.

Are these arguments railing against locality research anything more than

structuralist Marxists' discontent with placing agency alongside structure, and space

alongside the social? After years in which neoclassical and behavourial theories and

their offshoots have dominated industrial and social geography it is quite

understandable that there would be a fear that the tum to locality research was a

retreat into a theoretically uninformed, empiricisl, and idiographic series of case

studies which do not point to the wider processes of change. In response, locality

researchers have argued that only detailed and specifie studies, which meld the

specifies of place ta the more general processes of restructuring, can illuminate local

conditions and verify the validity of more generalized processes. They argue that

locality studies are not by nature empiricist and are not "necessarily debarred from

100 Gregson, ''The CURS inilialive"; Duncan and Savage, "Spaee, scale and loeality".

101 Duncan and Savage, "Spaee, scale and loeality", pp. 192-194; Urry, "Society, space and locality",
pp. 441-443.
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generating or corroborating propositions of greater gcnerality or at highcr lcvels of

abstraction".102 This is the crux of the matter. Il is critical that processes specifie

to localities are not separated from structural processes at larger spatial levels. The

difficulty lies in according a degree of determination to localities without allowing

them to over-generalize the wider forces.

K. Cox and A. Mair suggest that one way to solve the dualislll between

locality and contingent on the one hand, and global and necessary on the other is

through "the recognition and adoption of different levels of abstraction" in \ocalities.

An abstract understanding of locality is possible: that is, locality should not he

equated with the concrete and the specific alone. They suggest that localities have

their own necessary relations through "socio-spatial structures of immobility" and

geographicallimitations of place. The way that \ocality can he understood ahstractly

is through their concept of local dependence. Localities take on their own meaning

within an abstracted conception of capitalist social relations in comhination with

empirical studies.103 Another way to illuminate the relationship between localities

and the wider political economy is through an examination of the intersections

between, on the one hand, regional divisions of labour and business cycles, and on

102 A. Warde, "Recipes for pudding: a comment on loeality", Antipode, 1989,21, p. 276.

103 Cox and Mair, "Loeality and eommunity in the palities of local eeanomie develapmenl", Annal.
of the Association of Ameriean Geographe,", 1988, 78, pp. 307-325; "Level. of ab.tractian in locality
studies", Antipode, 1989,21, pp. 121-132 and "Urban grawth machines and the politics of local ceanomic
develapment", International Journal of Urban and Regional Re<carch, 1989, 13, pp. 137-146. A simita<
view has been put forward by Harvey in Limils ta Capital, pp. 419-421.
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thc othcr, thc rcproduction of everyday Iife. 104 Broad notions of uneven

developmcnt, thc labour process and tcchnological change are continually being

reconstitutcd through the social reproduction of everyday existence. Localities are

forcvcr bcing buffeted by the perpetuaI movement of wider structural forces which

both shape and are shaped by social action at the local leveI.

For a understanding of urban development how can we get around the

quandary that this debate reflecls? Does the debate circumscribe the problems

associated with both convcntional and marxist long wave analysis of urban and

industrial change? Can we theorize place in such a way that it adds to our

comprehension of industrial change? Locality studies in themselves cannot present

a coherent explanation for the general processes of capitalist development. In this

Smith is correct. It would be unwarranted, however, to believe that they cannot

provide both a theoretical and empirical basis for understanding capitalist

restructuring at the locallevel and that this could not be incorporated into the more

general notion of long waves. To successfully conduct research, locality studies need

to construct abstractions which provide place with ils own autonomy within the wider

processes of structural change. Urban areas cannot be viewed simply as smaller scale

versions of processes operating at a global scale. The importance of studying

Liverpool and Cheltenham lies in the fact that the specificities of these places filter

global processes differently and that the actions of people within cilies can 'feed-

104 B. Warf, ''The resurreelion of local uniqueness" in R.G. Golledge, H. Courelelis and P. Gould
(cds.), The Seareh for Common Ground (Golela: Sanla Barbara Geographieal Press, 1988), pp. 51·62.
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back' on the wider forces. Moreover, the fonn these specifie differenres take are

mediated by more than the uneven development of industry, but are constituted of

other critical dynamics. By viewing locality as a heuristic device for describing and

explaining c1ass mobilization, the remaking of the urban physical fabric, and the the

reproduction of labour power at the local level within the context of structnral

processes of long waves, it is possible to take some steps to a bettcr undcrstanding

of urban and industrial change.

One such example is the study by Nick Rogers of the Birmingham suburb of

Aston at the end of the nineteenth century which he situates industrial

decentralization at both the internationallevel (restructuring within thc contcxt of

the Great Depression) and the local (internaI and external to the workplace).ltl5

The interplay between wider structural forces and the qualities specific to the local

can provide important insights into the relationship between social and economic

changes and spatial development. What must be remembered is that the local is not

a simple reflection nor derived from these structural forces. As Murgatroyd and Urry

state:

although as a whole the United Kingdom has experienced
"deindustrialization" in recent years, this in fact results from highly
diverse processes, affecting different localities in different ways

. depending upon their location within preexisting and new forms of the
spatial division of labour. I06

In other words, to understand the impact of long-term spatial changes in the

lOS N. Rogers, "Industrial decline, restructuring and relocotion", pp. 99-126.

106 L. Murgatroyd and J. Url)', "The closs and gender restructuring of the Lancoster eeonomy, 1950
1980" in Lancaster Regionalism Group, Localitie!;, pp. 30-53.
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organization of labour and capital, as indicated by long waves, it is necessary to delve

into the more specifie processes which affect the places that constitute the social

formation.

There is a wide range of ways to uncover the connections between long waves

and urban development. In this study, 1 will look at two. First, 1 will examine the

trajectory of industrial change in Montreal through an analysis of the connections

between long waves of economic change and the local restructuring of technology,

the labour process and organizational change. Second, 1 will investigate the

construction of the built environment of the city with particular attention to the

formation of local alliances, land development practices, housing markets, and the

role of the state in response to short-term business and construction cycles.

1 have suggested that the long wave is a macro-economic concept which

provides sorne clues to long-term economic growth through the provision of

conceptual tools for understanding change in a dynamic and historical framework.

It is especially useful in terms of technological change, the development of new

industries, and the development of the labour process. It also has sorne important

implications for our understanding of urban growth. It suggests that the spatial

restructuring of urban areas may take place within waves of fifty years or so: that is,

there are fundamental realignments of the organizational structure of the city as a

result of the development of broad fronts of growth associated with changes to

technology, industries and the labour process. These broad fronts, however, are not

transposed onto a featureless and passive plain. The history and past geography of
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a place are critical obstacles to the implantation of ncw tcchnologil'al and

organizational forms. The urban landscape is a parchment on which social relations

are rewritten in each long wave, overwriting, but not erasing, the traces of thc social

relations of the past. A successful city contains the tensions betwecn thc old and thc

new while it moulds the built environment to the exigencics of the prcscnt.

Modern studies of the segmentation of labour markets, the evolution of "Latc

Capitalism", and the attempt to periodize urban history have providcd insights into

the long-term and large-scale developments associated with industrial and

geographical processes. It has been argued that these processes can be bettcr

understood through identifying the mechanisms which iIluminate the relationships

between long waves of economic growth and the making of place. But the macro

economic theories of technological change and long waves do not explain thc highly

diverse processes which generate the uniqueness of place and industry. There is,

therefore, a need for studies of specifie industries and sectors, cities and regions. An

analysis of the processes operating at the levels of localities and industries within the

context of long-term historical tendencies can provide a sharper and more lucid

picture of industrial and geographical change. In the next chapter 1 explore some of

the mechanisms which link long-term changes to the making of urban industrial

districts.
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CHAPTER 4
THE FORMATION OF INDUSTRIAL DISTRICTS

4.1 Introduction

1lle progressive manufacturer requires certain things in the district
where he is abou t to locate a factory ... he wants a district where th~

city and the industrial enterprise can jointly instail those special
facilities which give OlJe city advantages over others.\

One element of the hir.tory of industrial capitalism in Montreal has been the

actions of "progressive manufacturers" and the city which, ful'c>ioning within the

constraints of wider economic structures, were responsible for the creation of a

succession of industrial districts. Within a few years in the mid·nineteenth century,

the western periphery of Montreal alongside the Lachine Canal, two kilometres

from the city core, became the home of most of the largest and most technologically

advanced firms in the city. The attractions - cheap water power, access to a major

waterway and the port, land with no past industrial history, and access to a

variegated labour force - provided advantages that few industrialists of the time could

ignore. It was not one factor alone that induced manufacturers to set up their

operations alongside the banks of the canal; it was the coalescing of several

'locational factors' into an impressive assemblage that was critical to the

construction of this area into an industrial district. By 1860 the canal district was the

industrial power-house of the city. Over the next fifty years similar events occurred

in other parts of the city. By the 1880s, the western extension of the Lachine Canal,

1WJ. Donald. "Zoningscheme builds up property values", Con!rae! Record and Engineering Review,
December 15, 1920, p. 1189.
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now four kilometres from the city centre, which passed through the suburbs of Saint-

Henri and Saint-Cunégonde had mushroomed into an important indnstrial district

specializing in firms which employed high-volume techniques and workers of loI\'

skills. In the first two decades of the twentieth century the location of Montreal's

boot and shoe firms became divided between those remaining in the city core and

those locating in the newly created suburb of Maisonneuve, six kilometres to the

east. The creation of a new boot and shoe district was associated with the

technological and organizational changes taicing place in the industry. But it \Vas

more than this. The central core continued to be a magnet for shoe firms. In

Maisonneuve, "progressive mam.:dcturers" along with an active set of land developers

and a pliant local council created an economic environment that \Vas extremely

attractive to a number of industries, one of them being boot and shoe.2 This

example illustrates the development of a new set of productive relations and spaces,

not only in the boot and shoe industry but also in Montreal's economy in general.

In the early twentieth century the western and eastern fringes of the city became the

home of the large-scale locomotive shops which were among the first industrial

establishments in Montreal to employ scientific managerial methods.

By World War l, Montreal had experienced several waves of industrial

growth. Each wave was associated with the construction of new industrial districts

and a new set 0" industrial ory,dnizational features; the spatial coordinates of

2 As 1 sDow in Chapter 6.5 the reasons underlying Maisonneuve's aUraetivelles.. rallged from tax
exemptions to the existence of a large working-class population.
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Montreal were realigned as cycles of industrial growth swept through the city (Figure

4.1). Each snch district constituted a new set of productive spaces and allowed for

the emplacement of a new set of productive social relations. The phenomenon was

not unique to Montreal. In the Céi!'ton district of Baltimore in the 1850s, at Pullman

south of Chicago in the 1880s, and in the resource-based industrial districts south of

Los Angele~ al the turn of the century, non-central industrial districts have been

described as new and important features of the urban landscape.3 The fact that ail

of them were situated outside the city centre, calls into question the standard model

of the historical evolution of urban industrial geography where before World War

1industry was clustered in the city core and after the war large-scale firms moved out

to the suburbs. 1will show here that the polarization of urban industrial geography

between two opposing forces - centralization and decentralization - after the turn of

the century is a misleading conception of the internai industrial structure of the city.

As was shown in Chapter Two, the original classical formulations of this dualism

have been made more sophistieated by writers such as Scott but the latter's

underlying argument remains the same: firms are either pulled to the core or to the

periphery. By recasting the question within the context of the arguments presented

in Chapter Three it is possible to gain a better appreciatioD of the forces creating

urban industrial structure.

3 E.K. Muller and P.A. Groves, ''The emergence of industrial districts in mid-nineteenth eentury
Ilaltimore", Geographieal Review, 1979, 69, pp. 159-178; S. Iluder, Pullman: an Experiment in Industrial
Order and Commnnity Planning. 1880-1930 (New York: Oxford University Press, 1967): F.W. Viehe,
"llIack gold suburbs: the inOuencc of the extractive industry on the suburbanizaton of Los Angeles, 1890
1930", Journal of Urban History. 1981, 8, pp. 3-26.
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CHART 4.1
INVESTMENT CYCLES IN MONTREAL, 1848·1914

Trough to New Industrial Growth New Features of
Trough District Sectors Industrial Origins of

Organization Labour Force

1848-1873 Lachine Canal Metal Steam & Hydraulic Power Irish and British
St-Antoine Milling Untransforrned Labour and American

Shoe Mechanization Immigrants -,'-'
Clothing British Capital (Portfolio) French-Canadian

.....

Competitive Capitalism Migrants
U.S. markets

1873-1893 St-Henri Metal Tariff Protection British
Ste-Cunégonde Textile U.S. investment (direct) French-Canadian

Clothing Steam engines
Tobacco

1893-1914 Maisonneuve Chemical Electric Power French-Canadian
St-Lawrence Electric Taylorism Italians and Jewish

Paper Finance Capital
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The purpose of this chapter is to present a perspective upon the formation of

urban industrial space which seeks an answer to a simple question: how can we

account for the formation of new urban industrial districts? 1will start with a review

of sorne critical features of industrial spaces (4.2). This is followed a discussion which

draws out the implications of divergent productive practices and waves of growth

(4.3) and the construction of the built environment for industrial districts (4.4).

4.2 Industrial Districts

[N]ew and large-scale manufacturing activities formed the basis of
emerging, separate industrial districts that were distinguished from one
another by type of product, organization of production, power source,
or composition of labor force. Such locational specialization at mid
century resulted in districts of distinctly different industrial
employment opportunities.4

According to Muller and Groves, mid-nineteenth century Baltimore was

characterized by a set of industrial districts that were non-central and differed from

each other in critical ways. Indeed, the history of the North American city appears

to be characterized by a succession of new industrial sites and districts. How can we

account for this? ln Chapter Two it was stated that many commentators on the

development of urban areas have stressed the importance of economies of

agglomeration and technological innovations to the rupture of urban industrial space.

To understand the dynamics behind the restructuring of the industrial landscape

requires a different perspective.

4 Muller and Groves, "The emergence of industrial districts", p. 160.
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One such perspective is through an examination of urban industrial space

which emphasizes three aspects of the building of industrial districts: production

organization, cyc1ical growth, and built form. Firs!, it should be noted that industrial

districts are a built environment. The construction of the Lachine Canal district after

the middle of the eentury involved building a complex of productive and reproductive

institutions such as the miles of grey, stone canal wans that ended at the city

harbour; the tracks of the Grand Trunk Railway that snaked through rows of

working-c1ass homes; the tramway line that passed along the commercial streets and

conneeted the district to the financial and retailing hub of the city; the roofs of the

sugar and rolling mills competing with the spires of the Catholie and Protestant

churches; and service and control institutions such as doctors' surgeries and police

stations.

This concrete form of industrial spaces, at one and the same time, is crcated

by and gives rise to a particular set of social relations in space. Industrial districts are

an expression of unequal power relations of c1ass, ethnicity and gender, while they

are created and maintained through interlocking structures of economic and political

power. They are shaped by power relations at a number of different spatial scales.

The actions of a community sium landlord, decisons regarding the direction of new

street-car tracks or port additions, and the choice by a large non-local firm seeking

a new location ail play a role in the development of industrial districts. Industrial

space from this perspective is a shared commodity used by different actors in

different ways: firms exploit space as a means to implement their productive
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strategies; workers use space ta satisfy their family, cultural and work needs; land

developers segment space ta achieve greater profits; utility companies wire space ta

transmit their power; cities bath administer and exploit space. Obviously, industrial

spaces differ from residential spaces through their concentration of economic

activities. In this chapter 1will provide three perspectives on industrial districts that

will be used later on to generate insights into the Montreal case.5

First, industrial districts are the geographical manifestation of the uneven and

divergent development of the manner in which production was organized. The

creation of new sets of place-specifie social relations were also instrumental in the

formation of new work environments. The array of productive strategies,

differentiated as they were in terms of their technological, labour and organizational

structures, took on different forms in space. Each production format was associated

with a different profile of the social relations of production and with the locational

requirements of firms and industries. For example, as 1 will show in Chapter Six, the

labour force, labour process, technology, raw material sources, distribution networks

and authority structures of the large cotton factory differed fundamentally from that

of the machine shop and the rolling mil\. Even within a very specifie industrial

branch, the choice of production opportunities open to firms varied greatly as

SMy purpose here is natta subsume reproductive proeesses under those of production, butta poillt
out that the making of industria. spaees illvolves stepping out of the strait-jaeket of purely eeollomie
deeisiolls made 011 the shop noor, faetory office, or the boardroom. Eveil though reproductive isues arc
Ilot my eOlleeru hen: 1 found it lIecessary ta set illdustrial space within a wider eontcxt.
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demonstrated by the history of the three large American sewmg machine

companies.6 These differences were translated into distinctlocational patterns within

the city.

Second, each wave of economic growth lay down a dominant forlll of

production; the laying down of different forms added to the complexity of the

production system as a whole. New production forms were dependent upou the

restructuring of production over time. New work environlllents were necessary if the

cycles of growth were to be implanted in the landscape. The emergence of new

production formats over time was associated with the constant need to develop new

industrial districts. At the same time, as new forms of industrial organization were

deeply rooted in place, and once established difficult to uproot, an clement of the

creation of new productive relations was the development of new industrial districts.

Third, each industrial complex is a conduit for the circuits of different capital

fractions: mercantile, land, financial, as weil as manufacturing. They can come into

being for a variety of reasons, depending on the agents involved and these agents'

relationship to the production/land nexus. Manufacturers, for example, are interested

in the development of industrial districts which suit their own purposes, are equipped

with infrastructure, are readily accessible to a labour force, and permit a layou t

suitable for the movement of goods. Property owners including builders, land

speculators, and promoters, on the other hand, wish to make a profit through the

resale or the rentai of land and buildings. Whether searching for a way to reduce the

6 D. Haunshell, From the Ameriean System ta Mass Production. 1800·1932: the Devclopment of
Manufaeturing Teehoalogy io the United SL1les (Baltimore: John Hopkins Press, 1984). chap. 2.
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costs of production or to gain profits, a number of agents are involved in the way

that space is used for production. This involves the conditions for, and eventually,

the development of a built environment that would allow for the establishment of

productive activities. New industrial spaces are created in an attempt to refashion

space in such a way as to not only reduce production costs and generate profits, but

also as a means to restructure the way that production takes place.

Few writers concerned with the development of urban industrial geography

have attempted to place the construction of industrial districts within a framework

which includes the importance of the active creation of the built environment. For

the most part, writers have seen the internai dynamics of production as the

foundation for urban growth, and by implication, the construction of industrial

districts. Let us take two recent examples. First, according to Walker and Storper,

in contemporary capitalist societies, economic development is
principally the outcome of production activities organized in the form
of industries. The development of these activities and their locational
dynamics are responsible for urban and regional development.

Secondly, Scott claims that the development of industriallocalities "revolve[s1around

the evolutionary logic of the industrial system and its associated locallabor markets,

and the endogenous dynamic of growth and development that this logic sets in

motion".7 The problem common to these writers is their economic essentialism. One

effect of this is that they neglect the degree to which the social construction of space

is part of urban and regional development. In the above accounts, the built

7 M. Storpcr and R. Walker, The Capitalist Imperative: Territory. Teehnology and Industrial Growth
(New York: Basil Blackwell, 1989), p. 8; AJ. Scott, New Industrial Spaees (London: Pion, 1988), p. 41.
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environment is perceived as a passive backdrop to the more complcx and varieg,ated

workings of the internaI dynamics of production. The built environment, if it is

addressed at ail, is a construction which follows the lead, or ruIrills the needs, of

industry. The argument is a functionalist one where the built cnvironment is a

"passive backdrop to other social processes".8

The active process of building industrial districts with its lIlany actOl's and

multiple objectives, is the object of our study, as we try to escape that treacherous

perception of space as mere scenery for the drama played out in the industrial

sphere. We recall how social scientists have devalued the importance of space in

general, and its role in the construction of industrial districts in particular.9

Production space is treated as a product of production processes, and urban social

space is i"elegated to a superstructural component of production. ID Morc

importantly, writers such as Scott, have not paid attention to the social relations that

constitute the forces behind the historical development of urban productive spaces.

l will now turn to a discussion of two elements that are critical for understanding the

8 M. Bali, 'The built environment and the urban question", Environment 'lIld PlilllIling D, 1986,4,
p.447.

9 J.A. Agnew, ''The devaluation of place in social seience" in J.A. Agnew and J.S. Duncan (cds.), Thc
Power of Place: Bringing Together Geographical and Sociologicallmaginations (l3os10n: Unwin Hyman,
1989), pp. 9-29.

10 Although writers state that social space is not relegaled to production ''Pace in their accounls of
urban development this is, in many cases, simply paying lip.service 10 recent social1heory whieh calis for
the need to better in1egrate civil society and produelion. For example, Scott in Chapter 11 of Metropolis:
From the Division of Labor to Urban Form (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press,
1988), goes to great pains to stress that "social reproduction in the urban environmenl is [not] fixed
uniquely in response to tbe needs of the production system" (p. 218). However, the entire chaplcr is a
hymn to the produetionlbase and society/infrastructure dichotomy.
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creation of manufacturing spaces: divergent productive strategies, and the active

construction of the built environment.

4.3 Industrial Spaces and Production Formats

New industries seem to 'leapfrog' in space, to establish new growth
centres somewhat discontinuous with highly industrialized regions.1l

Michael Storper's discussion of the leapfrogging of industries within the

context of "geographicaI industrialization" provides an important point of departure

for an understanding of the development of new industrial spaces in the nineteenth-

century city.l! While his argument is directed to an appraisal of the rise of new

industrial complexes separate from existing urban areas, sorne elements from hi~

discussion can be usefully incorporated into an examination ofwhat Philip Scranton,

in a description of Philadelphia in the nineteenth century, has called "congeries of

Marshallian districts",IJ Storper argues that growth industries, through the

introduction of new technologies, the intensification of the division of labour, and the

capturing of new markets, create new thresholds of productivity which give them "the

tactical flexibility to undertake radically new spatial strategies which are not limited

Il M. Storper, "Teehnology and new regional growth complexes: the economics of discontinuous
spatial development" in P. Nijkamp (ed.), Technological Change. Employment and Spatial Dvnamics
(Berlin: Springcr-Verlag, 1985), p. 49.

I! Cf. Storper and Walker, The C,'pitalist Imperative.

Il "Many cilies, many hills: production, space, and diversity in Pennsylvania's urban history",
Pennsylvania Hislory. 1992,59, l, p. 32.
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by strict price competition."'4 Using this idea in conjunction with the concepts of

external economies, conflict within the work place, and the different productive

strategies firms employ, it is possible to begin building an understanding of the

development of a range of industrial districts within the city after 1850.

Production formats and urban industrial stmcture

ln this section 1 will examine the implications that the notion of production

formats has for the reorganization of urban industrial structure. 1 suggested in

Chapter Three that distinct strategies of production, with different technologies and

structures of labour and management, operated within and between industries. 1

suggest here that from as early as the mid-nineteenth century one consequence of

the variety of production formats was a range of industrial districts.

To determine how multiple industrial complexes came abou t we need to

examine the broad processes affecting urban locational choices in the context of the

diversity of paths of industrialization. This involves a discussion of two principal

points: the development of external economies and the rise of central manufacturing

districts; and the emergence of new industries, technologies, and new divisions of

labour and their impact upon urban space.

The broad context for the development of new industrial spaces in the

nineteenth century lies with the transformation from mercantile to industrial

capitalism. In the mid-nineteenth century the transformation from artisanal to factory

14 Siorper, "Technology and ncw rcgional growlh complcxes", p. 62.
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production extcnded the scope of and changed the demand for urban locations. The

widening of market demand; the creation of regional and national sources of raw

materials at the expense of local ones; the substitution of steam and water-driven

machines for hand tools; the intensification of the division of labour; the increased

utilization of pools of women, children and immigrant labour; and the development

of more intricate intra-firm command systems ail contributed to changes to locational

choices. Stemming from this are two points: first, new industrial districts were

constructed from as early as the burst of capitalist industrialization beginning in the

late 18405; and second, industriallocational coordinates cannot be framed within the

simple polarization of central districts/smail, labour-intensive firms and suburban

districts/large, capital-intensive firms.

One of the defining features of the nineteenth-century city was the clustering

of a large number of manufacturing firms in the central core. t5 As many writers

have shown, the choice of a central location for many firms was heavily influenced

by the need to reduce input-outputcosts and the creation of external economies. The

type, viablity and extent of linkages within the city were critical to both a firm's and

the city's success. As we saw in Chapter Two, input-output relations existing among

firms and the externalization of productive activity are the source of the

t5 R. Walker, "The transformation of urban structure in the nineteenth century and the bcginnings
of suburbanization" in K. Cox (cd.), Urbanization and Conniet in Market Societies (Chicago: Maaroufa
Press, 1979), pp. 165-212 and"A theory ofsuburbanization: capitalism and the construction of urban space
in the United States" in M. Dear and AJ. Scott (cds.), Urbanization and Urban Planning in Capitalist
Society (New York: Methuen, 1981), pp. 383-429; D. Ward, Cities and Immigrants (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1971), chap. 3; S.B., Warner, The Private City: Philadelphia in Three Periods of its
Growth (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1968).
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centralization of industry in the nineteenth eentury. It is generally accepted that finns

regardless of their scale, technologieal development, labour force, ra\V material

sources, and markets sought a central location to gain aeeess to agglomeration

economies and to reduce input-output costs. The initial advantage that the older

cores of cities had enabled inter-linkages to develop, leading to decreasing costs of

production, which in turn, led to even more linkages between firms. l
• The resu 11

was that both non-mechanized, small-scale firms \Vith uncertain and changing

demand producing non-standardized goods, and large-scale firms reliant on the

transportation nodes of the core, coalesced into a large and tight c\uster of

manufacturing firms in the central district.

The centralization of production in the nineteenth-century city \Vas associated

with a wide range of productive strategies and with almost the entire industrial

spectrum. As numerous studies have shown, a wide gamut of the period's industries,

regardless of their productive strategies, were c\ustered in the central core: c\othing,

boot and shoe, printing, cabinet and furniture and metal establishments, along with

most of the city's administrative, financial and commercial activities, formed a tight

and highly developed economic complex. For example as 1 show in Chapter Five, in

the c\othing industry manufacturers employing a diverse set of productive strategies

formed one of the largest and most concentrated industrial complexes in the central

16 AJ. Scott, "Locational patterns and dynamics of industrial activity in the modern melropolis".
Urban Studie~ 1982, 19, pp. 111-142; Ward, Cities and Immigrants. chap. 3
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city: largc·scale shirt manufacturers employing large numbers of workers inhouse

along the lines of a detailed division of labour; merchant tailors and clothiers who

provided work for hundreds of women through the putting-out system; and the small

made-to-measure tailoring enterprise aIl depended upon and took advantage of

central agglomeration economies.

With the coming of the first industrial revolution and the changes to the si:/:-'.

and character of the total manufacturing ensemble there was growing pressure on

central land. One effect of this pressure and the need to minimize costs through the

reduction of the physical distance between firms was to intensify the specialization

of industrial space. The central agglomeration district became increasingly broken

up into sub-districts: in nineteenth-century Montreal th,e boot and shoe industry

clustered around Victoria Square; job printers cO;igregated in a belt that passed

through the chief financial and commercial zone of Old Montreal; and carriage

makers were spread throughout the periphery of the core. Manufacturing firms

nestled within the spaces where other"entrai functions of finance, administration and

commerce were congregated. They also had to compete with these functions for

scarce and increasingly more expensive centrally-iocated land.

The ability of the old central mercantile district to accommodate the growing

numbers of manufacturing establishments after 1850 was made possible through the

remodelling of its space and the invasion of continguous districts. E:<isting central

manufacturing districts that catered to the needs of mercantile and handicraft

activities were, without substantial remodelling, unable to accommodate the larger-
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scale plants with their new physicallayouts, more extensive use of land, and different

sets of work relations. Adapting the old central district to the growing and new needs

of an expanding and different industrial base teok many fomls. \Vith the

implementation of new technologies such as steel framing and elevators, extra floors

were added to existing buildings and new buildings were built higher. The internai

layout of buildings was reorganized to allow for the implementation of new sonrces

of motive power and new ways of organizing the labour process.17 While the

average building had three or four storeys at mid century, by the turn of the

twentieth, sorne buildings reached fifteen or more storeys. Alongside this vertical

growth, central business functions, thanks in part to the absence of building by-Iaws,

spread out into the surrounding districts, converting residential buildings and public

space into manufacturing, commercial and financial spaces. 18 In Montreal in the

second half of the nineteenth century, substantial parts of Saint-Antoine, Saint-

Lawrence and Saint-Jacques wards were incorporated within the ambit of central city

functions. While invasion of the residential districts was one form for adding more

space, another was the demolition of existing buildings to make way for the

construction of transportation terminais and for new and larger buildings. In

Montreal in 1861, for example, the Hotel Dieu hospitalleft its central location for

the northern edge of the city; in its place new warehouses were built and the layout

17 C.M. Rosen, The Limits of Power: Great Fires and the Process of City Growlll io America
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1986).

18 Ward, Cities and Immigrants, chap. 3; MJ. Bowden, "Growth of the central districts in large eities"
in loF. Sehnore (cd.), The New Urban HistorY: Quantitative Explo ...lions by American Historians
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1975), pp. 75-109.
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of the streets restructured. Another form of adaption was the remodelling of existing

infrastructure through the pumping of capital investment into the harbours, utilities

and railways. The outline of the Montreal harbour went through several

configurations in the nineteenth century as the federal government funnelled large

chunks of capital into up-dating existing facilities and building new ones.

While the old central district was remodelled and its share of urban territory

expanded through its capture of contiguous districts, it was not able to provide other

necessary 'locational factors' that many firms required. Even though an enlargened

and remodelled core was able to capture a growing number of manufacturing firms

after 1850, it suffered from a series of limitations and contradictions which made it

increasingly unattractive. These included increasing competition for and the rising

costs of land and space; the inadequate plant layout of many buildings; the growing

costs of congestion; the association of the core with older forms of production; and

the institutionalization of c1ass conflic!. Although the central core had a significant

advantage in the form of existing wholesale, communication, and transport networks,

many of the newer firms required a different set of spatial factors.

In particular, they needed to create new spaces through which they could

implement the technological, labour and organizational changes that were part of

capitalist industrialization. While Storper's idea of the development by growth

industries of a new set of spatial strategies provides sorne important clues to

understanding the development of urban non-central industrial complexes, we should

note that his argument, at the intra-urban level, has a major weakness. While new
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industries as a whole may have the ability to establish a new spatial configuration Olt

the regionallevel, it is just as, if not more, likely that particular finns from spedfic

industries have a greater "tactical f1exibility" to make new spatial decisions Olt the

urban leveI. In the first place, most industries, not just new ones, have finns which

are capable at specific periods to forge greater levels of productivity than other firms

in the industry through their control over a new innovation, the extension of their

market or an addition to an existing technology. Second, it is unlikely that industries

as a whole, rather than individual firms, are able to employ new spatial strategies

because industries are splintered by the diverse array of productive strategies. In

other words, the development of new urban industrial spaces would be related to th"

emergence ofparticular growth industries, but the specific mix of productive formats

within industries would also be critical to locational choices of firms.

While centrally-Iocated linkages provide an important element for

understanding the industrial geography of the city between 1850 and 1918, evidence

from other cities indicates that there was a diversity of linkage arrangements, some

of which gave rise to locational possibilities other than a central on..:. In the

nineteenth century the range of productive strategies generated a situation where

firms and industries had their own specific ~et of needs such as the source and access

to raw materials, the type of labour power, the extent and location of markets, and

the distribution network. The kinds of linkages firms rely upon can vary enormously,

and difterent production formats are characterized by distinct patterns of linkages.

Firms which rely on different sources of power, for example, may see different
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advantages in a site. Firms of different sizes will take a different view of the unit cost

and the layout of f100r space. Firms with specifie labour requirements may be drawn

to particuIar areas because of particular pools of labour - male or female, rural or

immigrant, skilled or unskilled. The firm operating or anticipating a large market

may wish to locate close to the railroad or harbour. The development of the

Philadelphia textile suburbs of Kensington, Spring Garden, Manayunk and

Germantown in the nineteenth century, for example, was centred around the creation

of a highly personalized series of networks by small, independent masters working

within a highly disintegrated industriaI environment.19 An important reason behind

the rapid growth of Gary on the southern reaches of Chicago at the turn of the

century was the direct physical and corporate linkages between the United States

Steel Corporation and the many firms that were quickly established there.zo The

search for the best, or at least sorne reasonable facsimile of the best, array of the

wide range of needs that firms and industries required could create a different set

of locational choices other than the city core. These choices varied between

industries. While the shoe and metaI-fabricating industries in Montreal were often

similar in terms of their structure (small to medium scale, changing demand, a

degree of mechanization) they occupied different locations (shoe - central; metal-

working - not central) despite the fact that their linkage needs were structurally

19 P. Scranton, Propriclary C.'pilalism: lhe Textile Manufacture al Philadelphia. 1800-1885 (New
York: Cambridge University Prcss, 1983).

zo G.R. Taylor, Salellite Cilies: a Sludy of Induslrial Suburbs (New York: D. Appleton and Company,
1915), chap. 6.

1)
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similar.

Furthermore, different sets of linkages may have ariscn within thc contcxt of

different sets of "rational" behaviour. It is questionable whethcr ail, or any,

manufacturers made rational decisions about location based on the economic costs

of linkages. Even if entrepreneurs were able to make such rational decisions there

were other factors which may have pulled firms from the central manufacturiug

complex. In the period before the advent and subsequent diffusion of scicntific

managerial practices and bureaucratic cost calculations within the firm, "non

economic" considerations such as ethnic and artisanal culture may have played a role

in the choice of location. Proximity to family, work, and ethnic networks could have

been an important consideration for the small manufacturer willing to absorb the

higher costs of a non-central location. Access to particular labour skills, circuits of

specific knowledge, or particular institutions may have been more critical to some

ethnic employers and masters than the more general economic considerations of the

core.

Two critical elements in the literature behind the centralization of production

in the nineteenth century are the relatively "undeveloped" state of technology and the

small scale of firms. It is generally accepted that a certain degree of mechanization

was necessary before enough large-scale firms with well-developed internai

economies of scale couId free themselves from the central core and locate on the

urban periphery. Was this so? In the first place, technological changes in motive

power were implemented throughout the industrial system, and had an important
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raie in the realignment of urban industrial space. The obvious example at mid-

century was the widespread adoption of steam-powered machinerywhich freed firms

from the restricted sites of hydraulic power, expanded the scale of many enterprises,

and, in turn, created a demand for new factory sites.21 The larger users of steam

power and machines began to seek waterfront or rail-serving sites for receiving and

stock-piling coal, and sought new types of buildings to house the boilers and the

machines. Improved efficiency of boilers and steam engines fostered larger batches

and adoption of trains of machinery which brought together larger labour forces: the

attraction of new jobs encouraged immigration to the city and freed those employers

from pre-existing social conditions. At the end of the century, the restrictions of

steam engines were overcome by the development of electrical generators which

allowed a greater f1exibility in both the firm's location within the city and its own

internaI layout. These technical changes, once in operation, were powerful forces

behind the restructuring of the production formats, the creation of new sets of

linkages between firms, and the demand for different types of spaces.

A second point is that after 1850 many large-scale firms in a variety of

industries with relatively sophisticated forms of technology or highly developed forms

of division of labour were apparent.22 The emergence of large firms after mid-

2t Il should he noted that hydraulie power could play an important role in drawing firolS from the
cenlral core to more peripheralloealions wilhin the city. As we shall see in the section on the West End
in Chapter 5.6this was the case for the development of the industrial distriet alongside the Lachine Canal
after 1850.

"-- J. Alack, "Firm size and industrial slructure in the United Stales durillg the nineteenth centu!)''',
Journal of Economie History, 1986,44, pp. 463-475.
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century which employed hundrcds of workers and invested huge amounts of l'apital

into machinery and buildings, led ta the development of a highly ~cgmcnted divi~ion

of labour, and required new forms of plant layout set into motion thc scarch for a

new set of spatial strategies. With the growing disparity between thc large~t and

smallest firms in terms of the value of their output, the number of thcir employees,

and the scale of their plant, there was a concomitant reordering of the spatial

relations between them. Even without mechanization, industries could grow rapidly

through the intensification of the division of labour. An illustration of this is the

meat-packing industry in which a highly developed division of labour took place

despite little mechanization. The large scale that individual packing houses and stock

yards reached forced manufacturers to find new locations; for example, the Union

Yards and several packing houses moved ta Chicago's South Side in 1865.23

The development of non-central productive spaces was also predicated upon

the existence of resource factors which provided a set of attractions for

manufacturers. An obvious illustration of this is the development of industrial

districts of Fullerton, Whittier and Brea on the southern edge of Los Angeles which

were geared ta ail extraction.2.\ The possibility of attracting a labour force because

of an area's cheap housing may have been important to manufacturers who were

dependent upon specialized workers. The laying down of basic infrastructures -

railway lines, hydraulic power and dock facilities for example - would have been

23 J. Barrell, Work and Community in the Jungle: Chieago's Paekinghnu<c Workcrs. 1894·1922
(Urbana and Chicago: University of IIIinios Press, 1987).

2.\ Viehe, "Black gold suburb~'.
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attractive to firms reliant on large shipments of bulk materials and a national market.

Particlllar configurations of relations between local manllfacturers, subllrban

politicians and land developers could create the conditions for the creation of a

working-class industrial suburb. Last1y, the establishment of a large factory in a

previously unsettled area could have acted as a magnet for other firms. In other

words, indllstrial districts throughout the city could come into existence through the

creation of non-central agglomeration economies by attracting supplier and buyer

firms; enabling land developers to construct housing; and forcing the municipal

government and private utitility companies to provide essential infrastructural

services.

The realignment of power relations between capital and labour would have

been an important consideration in a manufacturer's choice of location. It is Iikely

that for some manufacturers the relocation (or the establishment) of their firm away

from the centres of labour organization and umest would have played an important

role in their assessment of the location of their firm. This does not mean that we

have to accept Gordon's assertion that the state of class conflict in the urban core

at the end of the century was the determining feature behind the movement of

industry to the periphery.25 Indeed, for most firms the issue of control was fought

over at the workplace. Manufacturers couId, however, use relocation as a weapon to

force workers to accept their terms. New firms 100king for a location, being more

25 D.M. Gordon, "Capilalisl development and the history of Ameriean cilies" in W.K. Tabb and L.
Sawers (cds.), MallCism and lhe Metropolis (New York: Oxford University Press, 1978), pp. 25·63.
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mobile, could seck a site away from thc ccntrcs of UIHCSt. Workcrs' challcngcs to thc

industrial order, at least, would havc madc a suburban loçation attractivc to many

manufacturers, and in some cascs wouId havc bccn a strong factor in thc rcmoval of

firms from the central districts. The removal of the main Pullman Palace Company

factory from Detroit to the southern periphery of Chicago in the 1880s was an

aUempt by the company to restructure the powcr relations betwccn thc company and

its workers.26 As the city core became associated with industrial connict, thc

creation of new industrial spaces would have been a way for some manufacturcrs to

"reassert both economic and social control" of labour, at the workplacc and in the

community27, and to generate greater profits. Although rclocating firms may adapt

their production process to the types of labollr already in place, relocation to ncw

sites was also a way for firms to accelerate turnover time through gains made by

more rapid distributional methods, more efficient internallayout, and thc installation

of new machines. The ability of manufacturers to impose these new productivc

relations was hindered by workers' strategies, both informaI (slowdowns, machine

sabotage, working to ru le) and formaI (strikes). Throughout the nineteenth century,

as the urban proletariat increased in size, and waves of worker militancy and

organization swept over the industriallandscape, the development of new industrial

spaces such as Pullman, and Norwood and Oakley, north of Cincinnati became

26 Buder, Pull"..n.

27 PJ. Ashton, ''Tbe politiea! economy of suburban developmcnt" in Tallb and Sawers, MallCism and
the Metropolis, p. 71. This perspeetive centres on tbe idea that manufaeturers moved their plant from tbc
eore 10 the periphery in an allemptto control labour. Il is just as possible thaL tbey movcd bccausc Lhey
already had eontrol.
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cnticing to manufacturcrs.'" In f1eeing already established industrial districts,

manufacturers wanted not only to create a new set of material structures, but also

to construct a new set of work relations through which they could impose their

authority over workers, and control their profit margins.

Wc cannot assume, as Storper does, that each technological innovation

provides another degree of freedom of location in a monotonie progession toward

alltonomy and a 'footloose indllstry'. But from the 1850s on, new technologies,

increased f10ws of capital, and a more intense division of labour did change the

relative value of urban sites, and the perception a firm had of its existing location

and its alternatives. New firms and industries of ail scales can choose newer sites at

a distance from existing districts, depending on their linkages to other firms,

industries, and physical and social infrastructures. New industries through the

introduction of more intricate and powerful machinery, new ways of segmenting

labour, and the creation of new distributional networks can create new linkages and

modify or ext.inguish existing ones. They can redraw the existing logic through the

creation of new cost structures, the establishment of new labour needs, and the

transformation of physical structures. The result is the re-spacing of reJationships and

the revaluing of locations. For already established firms, the installation of new

technologies also forces a re-evaluation of its location. Actual relocation is hindered

by dependence on a suitable labour force, the establishment of suitable premises and

lB Ashton, "The pnlilieal economy" pp. 70-71; Buder, Pullman; Gordon, "Capilalisl developmenl and
the history oC America" cilies"; Taylor, Satellite Cilies.
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sites; and the amount of fixed capital already imp\antcd in cxisting plants. These can

be serious problems for the redrawing of a firm's \ocational coordinates. Otller fonns

of rationalization often in response to the techno\ogical advances of compctitors can

play a decisive part in the reappraisa\ of a firm's location. The decision to narrow

product lines, for example, rather than introduce new assembly-line machineryeould

lead to relocation. Such was the case of Philadclphia's textile industry in the decade

after WorId War I.Z9

The on-going creation of new urban industrial spaces took place within waves

of economic growth. Connections between production rclations, space and time in

the literature have been made through the elucidation of rounds of invcstmcnt over

time and how they shape a place's geography and history.JIl Each round of

investrnent, or wave of industrial growth, produces new fonns of mechanization,

labour organization, financing and marketing. At any one time a city is ensconced

within a particular spatial division of labour, but as waves of investment occur this

position within the wider division of labour changes. At the same time, there are

dramatic effects upon the internai structure of cities and industries: new work

relations and production strategies are established, social and productive spaces arc

refonnulated, and political agendas are rewritten.

29 P. Scranton, "Bcyond anecdotes and aggregates: the paneru of industrial decline in Philadelphb
textiles, 1916-1931", Antipode, 1986, 18, pp. 284-310.

30 D. Massey, Spatial Divisions of Labour: Social Structures and the Geography of Produclion
(London: Macmillan, 1984); B. Warf, "The resurrcction of local uniquenes,o;" in R.G. Gollcdge, H.
Courelclis and P. Gould (cds.), A Seareh fnr Common Ground (Goleta: Santa [3,,,',,,ra Gcogmphieal
Press, 1988), p. 54.
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Industrial districts and lVaves ofgrolVth

As we saw in the last part of Chapter Tinee, where we looked at the

relationship between long waves and urban development, there are a number of

differentcycles, each ofwhich has importance in differentways. The fifteen to twenty

year Kuznets or building cycle through its impact on the built environment plays a

decisive part in the development of industrial districts. It has been identified witb

waves of industrial output, priees, building construction, and immigration.JI Like the

long wave, the building cycle is characterized by swings of expanding and decreasing

ouput. At the urban level, the upswing is associated with rapid fixed capital

formation, construction of physical and social infrastructure, intensification of land

development, and expanding employment and immigration. The troughs are periods

of stagnation and depreciation of built capita\.32 In America, as one writer bas

stated, "development during the nineteentb and early twentieth centuries took the

form of a series of surges in the growth and output and in capital and labor

31 M. Abramovitz, "''The nature and significance of Kuznets cycles", Economie Development and
Change, 1961, 19, pp. 225-248; A.F. Burns. Production Trends in the United States Sinee 1870 (New York:
National Bureau of Economie Research, 1934); R.A. Easterlin, Population. Labor Force and Long Swings
in Economic Growth. the Ameriean Experience (New York: National Bureau of Economie Researeh,
Columbia University, 1968); W. Isard, ''Transport development and building cyeles", Quarter1y Journal of
Economic~ 1942,57, pp. 90-112 and "A neglected cycle: the transport-building cycles", The Review of
Economic Statistic~ 1942, 24, pp. 149-158; S. Kuznets, Secular Movements in Production and Prices
(Boston: Houghton Mifmn. 1930).

32 Actual disinvcstment has yetto he demonstrated for the period of intercstto us, although by World
War Ithere are distinct signs of disinvestment in the western part of the city. Il is evident in the present
cra in the who1csalc abandonmcnt of industrial districts in northern England and the United States
seaboard. Il can alo;o he seen in thc appcarance of inner-city 'blight' in the United States in the 1930s, and
as a fcature of urban renewal ventures. Disinvcstment is notthe concern of this thesis, a1though 1do touch
upon il in the diseussion of thc western district in Chaptcr Six.

.'
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resources followed by periods of retarded growth".JJ Writers have also noted thal

rates of movement of fim1s from the central core increase du ring times of expansion

and decease in times of decelerated growth.J'

Synchronized with the ebb and flow of the North American economy were

waves of immigrants.JI The nineteenth-century flow was made up main\y of

immigrants from Britain, Ireland and Western Europe, while at the end of the

century, immigrants from Eastern Europe, Russia and Southern Europe began

arriving in large numbers. Each new immigrant group brought with it a new set of

cultural assumptions, skills, and values that clashed with, and eventually had to be

accommodated within urban society. These groups, depending on their time of

arrivai, their acceptance by the host society, and their skills, were integrated into the

urban space-economy in different ways.J6 Distinct ethnie divisions of labour were

created in both skillieveis and industrial concentrations. In Canada at mid-centlllY,

for example, the Irish were concentrated in low-skilled and manuallabour jobs while

the English dominated the more skilled blue-collar and professional employment; by

the turn of the century, Italians were moving into the construction trades, and Jews

3J Abramovitz, "The nature and signifieanee", p. 229.

34 D.M. Manson, M. Howland and G.E. Pelerson, "The effeet of business cycles on metmpolil"n
suburbanization", Economie Geography, 1984, 60, l, pp. 71-S0.

3S J.F. Bodnar, Immigration and fndustrialization: Ethnieitv in an Ameriean Mililown. 11170-1940,
(Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press, 1977). S. Oison, "Ethnie strategies in the urban eeonomy",
Canadian Ethnie Studie~ 1991,33,7., pp. 39-64.

36 OIson, "Ethnie strategies".
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were heavily concentrated in the garment industry.37 Old spaces were readapted and

new spaces were created by these waves of immigration. One effect was the

segregation of the various ethnie and cultural communities: the inner-city was

converted into densely-packed immigrant districts, while the rest of the city beeame

not only the predominant residential district of the middle classes, bui "Iso the

location for formally sub-divided working-c1ass districts and the home of the poorer

clements living in shanty towns.38 Residential spaces were divided in a variety of

ways. O. Zunz has argued that nineteenth-centuryDetroit was characterized by cross-

c1ass ethnic neighbourhoods, while other studies have found that cross-ethnic c1ass

communities built around the relationship of home and work were part of the

landscape in cilies such af Philadelphia before 1918.39

New transportation systems were constructed in waves of twenty to twenty-five

years and stretched the limits of locational choices for individuaIs and firms. Sorne

writers have viewed transportation investments, which are powerfully cyclical, as

37 B. Bradbury, "The family eeonomy and work in an industria1izing city: Montreal in the 18705",
Canadian Historieal Association, Historieal Pape~ 1979, pp. 71-96; Oison, "Ethnie strategies". Also sec
Barrett, Work and Community; D.M. Gordon, R. Edwards and M. Reich, Segmented Work. Divided
Workers (New York: Cambridge l'niversity Press, 1982); Y. Sehreuder, "Labor segmentation, ethnie
division oflabor and residential segregation in Ameriean eities in the carly lWentieth eentury", Professional
Geographer, 1989,41,2, pp. 131-143;

38 While the literature on 1~le suburbanization of the middle elass is large and weil known, our
knowledge of working-class non-central residential areas is small. The reeent worl of R. Harris has bcgun
to lillthis gap: see "A working-class suburb for immigrants, Toronto 1909-1913", Geographieal Review,
1991, 18, pp. 318-332, while for a discussion ofshanty towns sec his "Pioncering the jungle suburbs: owner
building in North Ameriean cities, 1900-1950", manuseripl, MeMaster University, Hamilton, Ontario.

39 O. Zunz, The Changing Face of Inequality (a,ieago: UniversitY ~i Chicago Press, 1981). For a
discussion of the difrerent descriptions or residential segregation sce R.D. Lewis, "The segregated city:
class residential patterns and the development or industrial suburbs in Montreal, 1861 and 1901", Journal
or Urhan History. 1991, 17, pp. 124-127.
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leading to industrial, commercial, and population growth, which in turn generated

building activity.'o While we must be careful not tL place transport innovations as

the determining factor in industrial and urban growth, transport improvements did

eut costs and were an important factor behind the reduction of turnover time of

capital. Within the city new forms of carrying people were introduced in the middle

and at the end of the nineteenth century. In the mid-nineteenth century the

installation of the omnibus system provided a rudimentary u<illsportation system

which had \ittle effect on the shaping of urban form because of the pedestrian nature

of the city at this time. The de.·elopment of the electric streetcar :,"ler 1890 allowed

br the massive expansion of the built environment through its faster speeds, as 1

demonstrate in Chapter 6.3. Between cities, faster and larger steamships and

locomotives, and more efficient communication systems enabled the greater and

faster flow of goods between regions and widened the markets of fimls that were

able to take advantage of changes of technological and distributional innovatiOl:s.

The formation of new industrial complexes was a\igned with surges in the

construction of the built environment. As capital became more available, industries

could implement the new productior. technologies by constructing buildings with a

different plant layout, or take advantage of new distribution, transportation and

communication technologies. Capital was made available for investment in new

homes as weil as new manufacturing facilities. Recent ideas abou t the relation of

waves of capital investment to the development of the urban built form have centred

40 Isard, "A negleetcd cycle".
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on David Harvey's diseussion of the way capital moves between sectors in the course

of cycles. When an economic crisis occurs in the "primary" circuit of manufacturing,

capital moves into the "secondary" circuit of land and housing:1

As new industrial districts were created on a wave of expansion, they added

a new option in the industrial geography of cities. There was an enlargenment of the

scope of locations that firms couId choose from. As we have seen, new districts

sometimes emerged in areas spatially separate from existing districts, usually as

satellite towns, suburbs, or accretions to the city periphery. These districts usually

differed from the older districts in terms of their scale, technology, labour processes,

and industrial type, as new firms had greater f1exibility to move. New productive

spaces also emerged as outgrowths of oIder districts or extensions of the original

area: the forces underlying their development were often similar to the ones giving

rise to the original district in the first place. New industrial spaces could be created

in existing areas through either the expansion of existing firms or the addition of new

firms by rebuilding the district or by reorganizing its inferior spaces.

Each round of economic change provides a new locationallogic for a district,

only to be made redundant, diminished in importance, or modified in form with the

next set of changes. The development of a new industrial district c10ser to the city

edge, for example, would modify the existing transactional cost and organizational

relationships between firms in the city. Each wave of economic change leaves its

41 D. Harvey, "The urhan proeess under eapilalisrn: a Crarnework Cor analysis" in Dear and Scott
(cds.), Urbanization and Urhan Plann,ng ;n C'pitalisl Society. pp. 91-121.
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imprint upon the landscape. lt does does not necessarily do away \Vith old centres

of production, but is likely to take on different fomls and content. Each indllstrial

district is distinctive. Each new round in the fomlation of indllstrial districts is

associated with a new generation of technologies, industries, and labonr processes.

The construction of new industrial spaces conducive to the creation of ncw,

or modification of existing, social relations are necessary for thc snccessfnl rcalization

of production. The development of new productive relations was allied with new

conceptions of how production was to be organized and the typcs of spaces that

would accommodate this. The creation of new production formats - a direct

consequence of new productive relations - would tal.e on a distinct spatial charactcr.

Over time, as the effects of waves of economic growth or decline piled upon each

other, there would be laid upon the landscape a complex geography of industrial

organization. The newer industrial districts were not necessarily populated by firms

wbich were capital intensive nor technologically advanced. Many of these firms could

remain centrally located due to such considerations of capital invested in the plant,

access to raw material transportation sites, access to particular forms of labour, and

the need to take advantage of face-to-face contacts of the central city. On the other

band, many firms, usually new starts, wouId seek sites in the industrial districts a

distano,; from the core to take advantage of a new labour force and to intensify the

pace of production.

While the restructuring of the technological, labour and organizational basis

of production was responsible for reorganizing the locational coordinates of firms
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and industries, espeeially the viability of the older, more central districts, the uneven

development of industry and the wide array of production formats meant that urban

industry was not redueed to ehoosing between central and peripheral sites.

LocationaI choice can not be reduced to the two types dramatized in the literature

where the large-scale, capital-intensive firm chooses the periphery and the small-

scale, labour-intensive one remains centrally Iocated.

4.4 Industrial Districts and the Built Environment

Montreal has not bestirred herself to take aèvantage of her position.
We have been squabbling over petty local grievances and prejudices
while the trade of a continent was knoeking at our doors ... Local
questions absorb our energies to the exclusion of greater issues, and
our rulers seem unable to grasp the gigantic possibilites of a bolder
policy.H

While manywriters continue to analytically separate productive activities from

the constructior: of the built environment the viability of this conception has recently

been questioned.'J The central concern of each of these writers, although each has

42 C,nadian Journal of Commerce. Decembcr 13, 1889. p. 1037.

4J Agnew. "The devaluation of place in social scicnce"; Bali, "The built environment and the urban
question", "Housing analysïs: time for a theoretieal refocus?". Housing Studie~ 1986, 1. pp. 147-165, and
"Housing provision and comparalive rescareh" in M. Bali, M. Harloe and M. Martens, Housing and Social
Change in Europe and the LSA (London: Routledge. 1988) pp. 7-40; K.R. Cox. "The polities of turf and
the questiou 01 elass" in J. Wolch and M. Dear (cds.). The Power of Geography (Boston: Unwin Hyman,
1989), pp. 61-90; K.R. Cox and A. Mair. "Locality and community in the politics of local economic
development", Annals of the Associa:;"" of American Geographer~ 1988, 78, pp. 307-325 and "Levels of
abstraction in locality studies", Antipodc, 1989,21, pp. 121-132; J.R. Logan and H.L. Moloteh, Urban
Fortunc", the Polit;cal Economy of Place (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1987); P. Marcuse,
"Gentrification, homelessness, and the work proctss: housing markets and labour markets in the quartered
city", Housing SlUdie~ 1989, 4, pp. 211-220; D. Rose, "Home-ownership, uneven development and
industrial change in late nineteenth-century Britain" (D.Phil., University of Snssex, 1984). It should he
noted thatthis practice of separating production from the built environment is present in those writers who
arc interested in the development of urban infrastructures. For example. a recenl review of the
construction of the urban built environment pays no attention to the impaetthat production has upon the
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his or her own different emphasis, is that the relationship betwcen capitalislll and Ihe

built environment is socially constructed. The process of city bnilding is not a linear

one with production giving rise to urban space. As the Montreal cOllllllentator above

suggests, the preoccupation with "local questions" at the expense of Montreal's wider

position were proving to be detrimental to the city's fortunes. But this concern with

"petty local grievances and prejudices" was critical to the growth of cities.

Accordingly, this section will deal with the issue of the Illanner in which nrban areas

develop. The focus will be upon looking past the common misconception that the

internaI dynamics of production is the determining, if not single, cause of

urbanization and re-situate them in a context of the social construction of space.

Over the last decade a number of writers have provided sorne valuable chiCS for a

reassessment of the relationship between production and urban space.

Some perspectives on the making of the huitt environment

Perhaps the most inclusive attempt to create a perspective which limits the

role of productive activh.ies in the creation of urban space has been presented by

Logan and Molotch:" According to them, urban development is "closely

determined" by the conflict between use-values and exchange-values of housing. They

argue, "that ail capitalist places are the creation of activists who push hard to alter

how [land] markets function, how [land] prices are set, and how lives are affected".

structurc of urban space. Sec J.W. Konvitz, M.H. Rose and J.A. Tarr, "Technulogy and the city",
Technology and Culture, 1990,31,2, pp. 284·294.

.. Logan and Molotch, Urban Fortunes.
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In order to pursue these ends, place entrepreneurs form local alliances or growth

machines - coalitions of land agents, other business interests and the state - whieh

"attempt through collective action to create conditions that will intensify future land

use". Further, Logan and Molotch argue that the city is not a consequence of either

an autonomous housing market as perceived by the ecologists nor of the logic of

capital accumulation as stated by Marxists.4S

The critique that Logan and Molotch make of the functionalism which

dominates accounts of urban development, provides an opening for a reassessment

of the relationship between production and urbanization. Perhaps Logan and

Molotch go to the other extreme by making the land market the dominant process

in the creation of urban space. The accumulation process is a decisive organizing

feature of urban development. To subsume it within the activities of land agents and

to treat property markets as the primary process of urban change does not provide

a convincing interpretation of the processes underlying urban development. What we

need instead is to view the organization of production and the organization of land

development as two of the principal foundations of urban development. To better

understand this means a consideration of the mechanisms through which these two

ordering systems are related and how they, in combination, drive urban development.

A number of other writers have taken up this task. M. Bali, Iike Logan and

Molotch, states that almost ail geographic studies have relegated the built

environment to a subordinate position: other processes control the manner in which

4S Logan and Molotch, Urban Fortunc~ pp. 3, 32-34.
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the city is constructed,'6 He presents a perspective which centres aroullli "social

relationships of building provision". These are, "specific scts of historically specific

and country-specifie social relations involved in the creation and use of particular

types of buildings" and are manifest in building cycles, in the role of the statc in

land-use planning and housing provision, and in conflicts bc!ween differcnt agcnts

involved in the construction of the built environment,'7 Bali does not propose an

ail-inclusive urban theory. He merely suggests that the analysis of how the built

environment is created cOIn be linked to the wider concerns of production,

consumption and distribution. For example, production is linked to the qnestion of

the built environnment through both the historically specific social rclations of urban

development and the cOI.struction industry which represents the place of production

of the built environment.

Another approach is that of K. Cox and A. Mair who argue that the

fluctuating fortunes of cities can be elucidated through the concept of local

dependence. This "signifies the dependence of various actors - capitalist firms,

politicians, people - on the reproduction of certain social relations within a particular

territory".48 They see city growth as encompassing more than landed interests.

Capitalist firrnsare subject to local dependence, despite the instability of linkages

and the competitive character of capitalism, through the immobility of the built

46 Bali, ''The buill environrncnt and the urban queslion" and "Housing analysis".

47 Bali, ''The built environrnent and the urban question", p. 448.

48 Loeality and eornrnunity", p. 307.
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environment and the non-substituability of linkages existing at the local leveI. The

local state is also dependent because of its reliance on a local tax base and its

reponsibility fol' long-term investments in infrastructure. At the same time, people

are committed to place because it is there that much of the social action affecting

their everyday life is situated. The dependence of firms, the state and people leads

to the formation of local business coalitions. These coalitions attempt to realign the

internai contours of local communities in such a way that localities can be more

competitive against one another.

What the work of these writers illustrate is that the urbanization process is

overdetermined; the relationship between urban structure and production is not one-

dimensional with production as the driving and essential force. Processes other than

production contribute to the manner in which cilies grow and the layout of their

internai structure. This has a number of important implications. First, cities are

multi-dimensional structures, and the "coanectivt:: tissue" between their various layers

needs to be reconstituted.'9 Cities are not m~re containers for production but have

activities outside of the control of, althougb linked to, the forces of production.so

In other words, cities are socially constructed and have important structures of

49 D. Gregory, "Suspended animation: Ihe slasis of diffusion Iheory" in D. Gregory and J. Urry (cds.),
Social Relalions and Social Struclurcs (London' Macmillan, 1985), p. 328.

50 E.W. Soja, "Regions in conlcxl: spatiality, pcriodicity, and Ihc historical geography of Ihe regional
queslion", Environmenl and Planning D, 1985, 3, pp. 175-190; M. Slorper, ''The posl-Enlightenmenl
chaUenge 10 Marxisl urban sludies", Ellvironmeni and Planning D, 1987, 5, pp. 418426.
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subjective relations which create and reproducc them.Sl That is. urban spacc is mmc

than a blank sheet on which the logical neccssities of capital find their cmpirical

expression. At the same time, the reproduction of the labour force and the successful

accumulation of capital are also centred around the manner in which urban al'eas arc

construeted.52 Lastly, the loeality is the site whcre the preconditions cssentialto the

creation of productive aetivity are formed.

Urban space is one site through which the history of human aetivily operalcs

within structural eonslraints. Interacting with these conslraints are c1ass-bascd forccs

whose actions are bounded by everyday practice al a constricled spatiallevel. For

most this is within the routinized constraints of the local and lhere is a malerial basis

for people to be depcndent upon the immediale environment as people "conslrucl

relationships that are difficult to substitute and therefore difficult 10 replicale

elsewhere".53 Individuals identify with a particular loeality because of job histories,

cultural attachments, and family ties. Manufacturing firms are dependent upon a

specifie city because of, among other things, specialized labour markets, aceess 10

known financial and commercial resources, influence over local couneils, and the

availability of certain educational and technological facilitilies. Overseeing lhe

alloeation of land in which these routinized daily praclices funetion are powerful

51 Cox and Mair, "Lcvclsof abstraction in locality studics"; A. Cochrane, "What a dirfcrcncc the place
makes: the new stmeturalism of loealily", Antipode, 1987, 19, pp. 354-363.

52 D. Rosc, l'Accumulation versus reproduction in the inncr city: 7711! ReCll"f!JIl Criris of tom/oll
rl!llisletf' in Dear and Scott, (cds.), Urbanization and Urban Planning. pp. 339-381.

53 Cox and Mair, "Loeality and eommunily", p. 313.
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groups of agents who "can and do shape the rules of the market system within which

the ostensibly free land competition is taking place".54 To isolate bidding for land,

technology or state policy or sorne other factor as the primary engine of space

formation is to cut down, rather than across, the tissue of place.

Local alliances and the making of the built environm':nt

One entry-point for understanding the relationship between the construction

of the built environment and production is through a discussion of the agents

responsible for the building of cities and their linkages to manufacturing. Within any

city a group of eHtes are, to a large extent, responsible for the development of

complexes of productive space. The emergence of local alliances - class-based

groupings who through collective action attempt to protect and promote their local

interests through the development of place· is critical to the successful realization

of the production and circulation of capital. The five major groups of decision

makers who control the development process - industrial and comme.rcial capital,

land developers, finance capital, the construction industry and the state55 - are

partially responsible for fashioning the locational possibilities and constraints of

manufacturing firms. The interests of local alliance members vary greatly. While

54 J. Fe.gin, "Urb.n real estate speculation in the United States: implications for social science and
urban planning", Intcnlationa! JOUnl'! of Urban and Regional Researeh, 1982,6, p. 40. For an appraisal
of the hislorieal deve!opment of these groups in the United States see M.A. Weiss, The Rise of the
Community Builders: the Ameriean Real Estate Industrv and Urhan Land Planning(New York: Columbia
University Presss, 1987).

55 Fcagill, "Urban rcal cstatc speculation in the United States".
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manufacturers, for example, may not be directly interested in land development per

se they are often deeply concerned with the externalities assodated with the

development of new industrial and housing areas, and with the reconstruction of

existing buildings. On the other hand, not ail land owners are actively involved in

land development or speculation.56

The production of industrial space by these decision makers can be direct or

indirect. Development of land for industrial estates or the r.onstruction of rai1way

spurs are examples of a direct action, while the development of working-class

housing, which leads to the provision of labour power in certain parts of the city, is

an example of the latter. Although people and firms usually operatc individllally, the

environment in which they function is clearly rooted within wider sets of structmed

social relations.

A central property of the formation of urban industrial districts is the

reproduction of capitalist social relations within a bounded territory. As a portion of

capital has to remai:1 immobile for productive activities to take place, local alliances

are continually scrambling to find ways to capture new capital and to defend capital

already embedded in the built environment. In order to avoid place-specific

devaluation of their capital, they promote land development and the construction of

56 Logan and Maloteh identify three types of people assoeialed with land: screndipitaus (passive),
active, and structural (involved in the future). Sec Urban Fortune,," pp. 29·31. Aeenrding 10 A. l-Iaila,
"Four types of invtstment in land and property", Internalional Journal of Urban and Regional Researeh,
1991, 15, 3, pp. 343-365, there arc four types of invtstmenl in land and propeny whieh arc distÎnguished
by the type of agent, the source of capital, the purposc of the investlllent and ilS funelion.
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ncw infrastructurc.57 ln their scarch to sustain the reproduction of capitalist

relations in place, localities becomc the forum for the interaction between social

action, structural constraints, and the physicaI attributes of an area: "places are

defined through social relationships, not through nature, autonomous markets, or

spatial geometry".58 In this context the formation of urban areas and the spaces that

comprise them - industriaI, residential, commercial and financiaI - have a great deal

to do with the attempts on the part of land deveIopers and the construction industry

to maximize profits and;on the part of industria!ists and landlords, to obtain suitable

premises for their activities and to reap profits.

Underpinning the concerted actions, and in most cases deeply implicated in

the activities, of local alliances is the state. The "tate, especially the local one, pIays

an important role as a site of struggle between opposing factions, and as a mediator

between the growth coalition and the rest of the population. The state's role in the

growth process is to coordinate the coalition, to coax business and residents into

accepting a common direction of growth, and to mobilize resources for growth. 59

It thus pIays both a direct and an indirect roIe in the creation of urban space.

Directly, it functions as a planner, generator of infrastructure, and provider of

resources. IndirectIy, it acts as an ideoIogicaI vehicle for the legitimizing land

57 D. \-IalVey, Limit, to Capital (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1982), pp. 419-421.

58 Logan and Molotch, Urban Fortune!!, p. 45.

59 Logan and Molotch, Urhan Fortune!!, pp. 34-37.
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transfers, the opening up of new land, and the maintenance of land values."" At the

same time, local government is active as it faces its own problems of local

dependence. Its reliance upon a local tax base forces it to take a special interest in

the maintenance of the finandal and industrial health of place. TItis involves the

creation of a viable built environment, often in competition with otIter localities. that

will accelerate and expand the circulation of capital. This caUs for the percnnial

remaking of the urban physical fabric.

The continued reconstruction of the built environment is vital to the viability

of the locality and the firm. The establishment and success of local alliances are

critical features underlying the success of industry. The actions of local alliances are

important in a number of ways.

First, they are instrumental in the extension of the field of circulation through

the construction of physical and social infrastructures. The viability of a city is

dependent upon the continued growth of the economic activity taking place there

and the size of the city itself. This physical growth frequently requires annexation of

surrounding areas or the creation of a supra-regional entity such as a metropolitan

area.61 The aim is "the complete transformation of the hinterland into a dynamic

region of industrial and residential expansion" .62 Through land speculation, property

60 Bali, "The buill environrnenl and lhe urban queslion", pp. 458-461.

61 Even if formai annexatian does nollake place lhe sueeess of a city is usually associated wilh the
emergence of a supra-urban administrative body such as a mctropolitan unit comprisillg the inncr city und
lhe surrounding unannexed suburbs.

62 Logan and Moloteh, Urhan Fortunes. p. 182.
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dcvclopcrs altcmpt to incrcasc thcir return from land rents through active control

over land development, housing construction and the building of infrastructure,

usually in unison with industry, financial institutions, and the state.63

Second, the continuaI revolutionizing of the built enviror.ment is necessary in

order to increase the velocity at which capital circulates. Capital must be channelled

into the physical fabric of localities in such a way as to create immediate returns and

to present appropriate preconditions for future growth. These preconditions include

the development of physical and social infrastructures that will be instrumental in the

reproduction of an acceptable and contented labour force, and the necessary physical

entities such as roads, sewerage and electricity lines to entice industry and residences.

Without such facilities there is Iittle possibility that the continued growth of a city

will occur. ln already established parts of the city this involves the maintenance and

remodelling of existing facilities. More often, the continuaI updating or even radical

changes to the built environment are necessary. In the second half of the nineteenth

century the demolition of vast tracts of Paris by Baron Haussmann, the razing of

working·c1ass housing in British cities, and the wholesale destruction of New York's

neighbourhoods by Robert Mo~es are testaments to the drastic measures taken to

reshape the physical fabric of the city.6-l In previously unseltled parts of the city or

63 Logan and Molotch. Urhan Fortune~ Walker, "A theol)' of suburbanization", pp. 402-405.

(Il On daussmann sec A. Suleliffe. The Autumn of Central Paris. The Defeat ofTown Planning. 1850
1970 (Montreal: MeGiII·Queen's University Press, 1971), chap. 1. For Brilish cilies see J.R. Kelleu, The
Impact of RaillVays on Vietorian Cilies (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1969) and Rose
"Accumulntion versus reproüuction in the inncr city·', A discussion of Moses can he found in M. Bcnnan,
AIl1',at is Solid MellS into Air (!"elV York: Penguin, 1988).
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the adjoining fringes the construction, from scratch, of roads, railway lincs, housing,

sewers, electricity and the such like is a fundamental prcquisite for further

development. Just because these preconditions exist, however, does not mean that

urban expansion will occur, but without them it would be impossible.

Third, they establish the basis for the development of industrial districts

through the creation of viable land development processes. Firms, as we have already

seen, by their nature have a number of linkages external ta themselves, mal'" of

which exist at the local level such as markets, labour, raw mate;' ..dS and final

products, as weil as face-to-face contacts. Tc the extent that these linkages are local,

firms are locally dependent. Theil' dependence revolves around the fixed location of

the built environment and the difficulty of substituting the more distant for the local

linkages. The spatial immohility of the local environment in which firms function is

subject ta devalorization, and local linkages are not always stable. A principal Olim

of firms is to minimize this uncertainty within the geographically limited built

environment in which they operate. While they l'an sometimes l'l'duce the

Jependence by renting space instead of building, or by spreading the risks over

several locations, a firm's principal aim, if it has large existing amounts of fixed

capital or if a locality has facilties that cannot be substituted for elsewhere, must be

"in defending or enhancing the f10w of value through a specifie locality".!>5 Local

alliances are responsible for the success or failure of this endeavour.

The active construction of place is, therefore, a fundamental prerequisite for

6S (".ex and Mair, "Locality and community", p. 310.
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successful capitalist growth. Because of this the development of urban local alliances

is cssential to the maintenance of existing industrial districts, the development of

'green fields' for new productive activities, the creation of necessary infrastructure,

the construction of housing, and the building of facilities for the reproduction of the

labour force. Although the different factions of these alliances forge common growth

strategies, there is often intense confFct between them. Their competition usually

revolves around the form that the built environment should take.66 When a decline

in locally-generated resourccs occurs, as a result of the movement of industrial and

financial capital out of the city, this conflict is intensified.

Economic growth creates increased demand for new work sites, the re-

development of existing buildings, and the provisioli of new forms of infrastructures.

The ability of local alliances to provide these facilities, however, is constrained by a

number of factors. Structural redevelopment was hindered by the physical durability

of buildings, the high cost of making improvements, property owners who were

disinterested in making structural changes, imperfections in the market, and

technological barriers.67 The development of vacant land for new manufacturing

districts also faced a set of cOllstraints. A central location was of great importance

for firms for two main reasons. First, the need to be located close to working-class

housing. TIte inability of workers to be able to traverse large distances, especially

before the advent of cheap mass tra.lsit and the reduction in the number of hours

66 13all, "The built environmenl and the urban queslion", pp. 456457 and Harvey, The Limils la
C'pilal. pp. 419421.

67 Rosen, The Limils or Pmvcr. chaps. 2-4.
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worked, greatly restricted the ability of land developers to assemhly new industrial

districts."" TItis was compounded by the fact that a central location was a necessily

to families with more than one wage earner as family members nceded the most

accessible resilience to the largest number of job opportunities. Second, the necd of

businesses for access to the agglomeration ecoaomies lhat were concentrated in the

core. On top of this, the monopoly control exercised by land owners alongside the

barriers set up by governments hindereù the land asselllbly proccss. Great alllounts

of capital, time and cOllllllitment wer~ ueeded for the development of vacant land,

and this was not necessa.rily fortii~oming.

4.5 Conclusion: a Range of Industrial Districts

From titis discussion of the role of divergent productive strategies, the

restructuring of industry and space over tim'~. and the f.ocial construction of the built

environment, it is possible to point to the existence of many different forms of

industriaI districts in the nineteenth and early twentieth-century city. TIte multiple

cross-currents generated by the uneven development of technology, the labour

process and firm organization allowed for the emergence of a distinct array of

industriaI space. The structural forces inherent within the material and social

properties of industries restricted the parameters for the creation of industrial spacc:

for example, the necessity to locate close to transportation routes remained a critical

68 This problem was partially solved by the development of working.elas.< suburbs from as carly '1S

the mid·nineleenth century. Sec Lewis, ''The scgregaled city".
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concern of almost ail fi l'ms. At the same time, production formats functioned within

a socio-political environ ment in which the activities and decisions of a myriad of

actors cou Id establish a variety of locational possibilities. In the nineteenth centuj!'.

rather than one dominant central district, the locational possibilities open to

manufacturers gave rise to a series of industrial complexes which were generated by

powerful economic dynamies and a conflictual politieal and social context regulated

by economic cycles.

The range of manufacturing districts in the nineteenth century can be

iIIustrated by three examples. The first industrial district, exemplified by the central

manufacturing district and characterized by the c10thing industry, was geared to the

short-term fluctuations of industries dependent upon access to the whoJesalers,

jobbers and retailers of the central core, a new immigrant labour force, and simple

technological needs. Such "market-dominated" firms remainedcentrally located, smail

in scale, and labour int,;nsive. Montreal's nineteenth-century c10thing industry, for

example, was organized by the wholesale dry goods merchants. Plugging into the

growing national market, they were able to invest capital captured from their

commercial pursuits into ready-made c10thing production. Through outwork and

contracting they were able to avoid investing in high fixed costs, and to take

advantage of an existing cheap labour force. Theil' overhead costs were kept to a

minimum as there was low fixed capital in machinery and space. In the second type

of industrial district small-scale firms were clustered around a few large-scale firms

which had implanted large chunks of fixed capital into the urban landscape. Once
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established, these large firms generated externalities that actcd as magi:ds to slIlalicr

firms. Ali firms benefited from strong backward and fOlward linkages. As they grew,

large-scale, capital-intensive firms generated their own agglollleration economil's in

non-central locatiùns. In the mid-nineteenth-century, the Lachine Canal area of

Montreal was characterized by the juxtaposition of numerous smaller firms with

more techno!ogically-advanced large firms. Machine shops clllstered close to the

huge Grand Trunk Railway shops and the rolling mills; coopemges alld sawmills

developed close to the harbour. A third industrial district was the 'artisanal' type

where a number of small handicraft workshops serving local markets were located

in the crannies of a largely residential neighbourhood. In the small workshops,

'master' artisans operating within a relatively traditional context elllployed few

workers and Iittle or no machinery and steam power. The Montreal ward of Saint

Jacques was such a district. In 1871, as one writer states, Saint-Jacques "existed as

an almost pre-industrial artisanal enclave in the changing city".69

Without the expansion and restructuring of the spatial chamcter of the city

the expansion of productive activitie& cannot take place. Howevcr, we cannot assume

that the city will grow in the way that industrial capital dictates. Production and the

construction of the built environment a,-c both independent of, and dependent upon,

each other. Toe question is how are they linked? There is little dOllbl that the

relationship is a dialectical one: there is no one-way path in which one gives rise 10

the other. On the one hand, the expansion of productive activities sets into motion

69 Bradbury, "The family economj', p. 74.
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a string of multipliers upon transportation facilities, urban services, housing, and so

on.70 On the other hand, the construction of specific places. both cities and areas

throughout cilies - through the efforts of growth machines is an essential component

in the locational and growth strategies of firms. The building and consumption of the

built environment is shot through with contradictory and conflicting uses. Dimensions

of c1ass and ethnicity, conflict between tht: factions of the financial, industrial and

construction elite, political strategies, and the role of the state ensure that the built

environment is not a mere mirror of production. Furthermore, tht: building and

consumption of the bu i1t environment is generated by the activities of local alliances

who are not only living in the present but whose actions are structured by the past

and who look towards the future. Just because various components of the built

environment may be necessary to production, the reproduction of labour power, and

the circulation of capital, does not mean that it will be built or that the forms that

it will take are self evident.

1 have suggested that one way to untangle the multiple processes underlying

the formation of industrial districts in the city is through the examination of the

spatial implications of production formats, waves of g;'owt71, and the actions of local

alliances. Each industrial district has a distinct set of features (or profile) associated

with it such as a distinct array of production formats; particular forms of land

development; a variety of physical and social infrastructures; and a different relation

70 A. Pr.d, ",. So.li.1 Dy".mics of U.S. Urb.n-Induslri"1 Growlh. 1880-t914. !"l.mret.live .nd
Theorelic.1 Es...,ys (Cambridge: M.I.T. Press, 1966).
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to waves of restructuring over time. Looking at the industrial geography of cities

through the windows of production formats and industrial districts provides a nUlllbcr

of advantages. First, it presents an escape from the dualistic eharacter of, one the

one hand, core and periphery locations, and on the other, large and slllall finns.

Second, it provides some links between the broad generalizations of long-terlll

changes associated with the long wave and the specificity of localities. Third, it

enabies us to ensure that explanation is not reliant upon a single explanatory

framework: that is, it presents an alternative to the view that the economic is the

mainspring of industrial geography. Lastly, it places at centre stage the question of

the relationship between society and space.
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INDUSTRY AND SPACE IN MONTREAL, 1851-1881

5.1. Expansion of Industry in Montreal

It is but a short time ago that Montreal was compelled to depend upon
the workshops of other countries for nearly every mechanical appliance
of which she stood in need. Fortunately, however, this state of things
has passed away, and, at present, not only is this city independent of
almost ail the staples of foreign industry, but is able to make, as weil
as to export, what she was formerly obliged to import and to
consume. 1

While the writer of Montreal Business Sketches was dealing in the every-day

practice of nineteenth-centuryboosterism, there was a kernel of truth to his inflated

praise of Montreal's industrial development. For in the years after the late 1840s

Montreal became an important industrial centre: its industrial, commercial and

financial networks reached out to ail parts of Canada, the United States and other

parts of the worId economy. Before 1850, as an element in the British imperial

division of labour, Montreal was an important commercial city; exporter of primary

goods and importer of manufactured goods from Britain and, increasingly, the

United States. Montreal's role as an imperial entre\Jot did not mean that it lacked

a manufacturing base; as early as the 1820s, it manufactured for local markets,2 and

in the late 18'105 its industry reached out to national and international markets. A

critical factor behind the widening of Montreal's markets was the reorganization of

the city's position within the imperial division of labour. The repeal of the Corn Laws

1Canada Railway Advertising Company, Montreal Business Sketches (Montreal: M. Longmoore and
Company, 1864), p. 1.

2 For a discussion or the importance or manuraeturing in Montreal in the 18205 and 1830s sec R.
Swecny, "InternaI dynamies and the international cycle: questions orthe transition in Montreal, 1821-1828"
(Ph.D. th.sis, McGill University, 1985).
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and the Navigation Act in the 1840s forced merchants to seek other profiHnaking

avenues. 3 From the late 1840s to the early 18705 the world economy expanded

rapidly.' With the dismantling of the colonial system in Canada, the conntry became

increasingly integrated into the wider international economy. From 1850 to 1870

Canada's population rose at an annual rate of more than two per cent and exports

increased l'rom $17 to $67 million.s

Growth of the national economy meant the expansion of a market for

Montreal products. Within close distance of the city, rising demand and growing

productivity of farms in the Montreal plain created demand for the city's importers

and its industrial producers, like Charles-Séraphin Rodier who sold threshing

machines, manufactured at his agricultural implement factory at the Lachine canal

to local farmers with mortgages as security." Montreal's industrialists also captured

a large share of the rapidly growing national demand for shoes, flour, c1othing, sugar

and metal goods. It has been estimated that seventy-five per cent of the shoes

3 J. Hamelin and Y. Roby, Histoire economique du Ouébec. 1851-1896 (Montréal: Fides, 1971); GJ J.
Tulchinsk-y The River Barons: Montreal Businessmen and the Growth of Industrv and TroIl1sportalion.
1837-1853 (Toronto and Buffalo: University of Toronto Press, 1977); J. WiIIis, The Pmeess of I-Iydr:tulie
Industrialization on the L,cbine Canal: Origins, Risc and l'ail (Ollawa: Envimnment Canada, 1987).

• D.M. Gordon, R. Edwards and M. Reich, Segmellled Work. Divided Workers (New York:
Cambridge University Press, 1982), pp. 49-54; E. Mandel, Late Capitalism (London: New Lefl l3ooks,
1975), ehap. 4; R. Walker "The transfonnation of urban structure in tbe nineteentb eenlury .'nd tbe
beginning of suburbanization" in K. Cox (cd.), Urbanization and Conniet in Market Societies (Chicago:
Maaroufa Press, 1979), pp. 165-212.

5 M. Lamontagne, Busines,<Cyeles ln C,nada (Ollawa: Canadianlnstitute for Economic Policy, 19114),
pp. 101-102; Hamelin and Roby, Histoire Economique.

"P-A. Linteau, "Charles-Séraphin Rodier" in Dictionary ofCanadiao Biograpby, (Tomnlo: Univcrsity
of Toronto Press, 1982), vol. Il, p. 763.
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consumed in Canada in 1872 were manufactured in Montreal.? A continent-wide

market emerged slowly after the late 1840s. In 1856, for example, two of the city's

largest fur hat manufacturers exported more than three-quarters of their produce.

With the Civil War (1861-1865~ the sale cf ready-made c10thing expanded greatly te

the United States.8

TIle abiIity of Montreal to penetrate the expanding markets of its rural

hinterland, Uppe'; Canada, and the United States was made possible by larger flows

of capital into industry, transportation and communications. Foreign investment in

many sectors of the Quebec economy such as the railways and telegraph accelerated

industrial expansion.9 The tremendous growth of the railway network. centred in

Montreal, helped break down local markets and created national markets for a wide

range of products. The establishment of the Montreal Telegraph Company in 1847

further tied Montreal's commercial and industrial sectors into a wider market: as

early as 1856 the company's range was over 2,000 miles and connected Montreal to

? Celebration Commillee of the Grand Trunk Railway, Montreal i" 1856 (Montreal: Lovell, 1856);
Hamelin and Roby, Histoire eeonomique, p. 263; J. MeCallum, Unequal Bcginnings: Agriculture and
Economie Development in Ouebec and Ontario Untill870 (Toronto: University ofToronto Press, 1980),
pp. 83-96; G.L. Teal, ''The organization of production and the heterogeneity of the working c1ass:
occupation, gender and ethnicity among c10thing workers in Quebec" (Ph.D. thesis, MeGilI University,
1986), pp 162-198.

8 Celebration Commillcc, Montreal in 1856, p. 46; Hamelin and Roby, Histoire Economique, pp. 76,
268-269; H.C. Pentland, "The role of capital in Canadian economic development before 1875", Canadian
Journal of Economics and Politieal Science, 1950, 16, pp. 457-474; Teal, ''The organization of production",
pp. 162-198.

9 Hamelin and Roby, Histoire economigue; Pentland, ''The role of capital".
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points in Canada and the United States. la These technologies take the form of 'bui1t

capital', built into the landscape and shared by many users. We shall see later in this

chapter the importance of the new materiallandscape in the creation and dcfinition

of productive spaces. Commercial and industrial capitalists have often been presented

as different sets of people with rival interests, and the 'transition' from commercial

to manufacturing capital might be taken to mean a decline in the role of commercial

capital. In the case of Montreal (and, 1 think more generally in North American

citie~ in this period), the two forms of capital nourished each other, and were often

deployed by the same individuals. We sha1l1ater see the active collaboration of the

several forms of capital in the formation of new productive strategies and productive

spaces,

A major actor in the creation of the built capital of railways and te1egraphs

was the state. While the sources and motivation for investment were heavily

commercial and speculative, the state created landscape assets for industry." We

shaH see the importance of these assets, as weil as the importance of state

intervention, in the creation of local productive spaces. It is i nportantto appreciate

the extent to whieh the new national government was dominated by Montreal

eapitalists. In such a context they eould orchestrate the interventions of both the

national and the local state.

tO P. Craven and T. Traves, "Canadian railways as manuraeturers, 1850-1880", Conadian Historieal
Association, Historieal Papers, 1983, p. 254; Pentland, "The role or capital", p. 463; Hamelin and Rouy,
Histoire eeonomiguc, pp. 300-301.

Il T. Naylor. Th~ History orCanadian Busincs.•. 1867-1914 (Toronto: Larimer, 1975), vol. l, pp. 23-27
and chap. 8.
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A third major source was capital accumulated by the Montreal bourgeoise in

the colonial commerce system which was channelled into banking, transportation and

industry. Local m-:rchants, for examplt:, such as Frothingham, Workman, Morland

and Watson deployed capital accumulated from their wholesale hardware businesses

into roIling mills, nail factories and edge tool manufacture. The shift into

manufacturing by some artisans and the arrivaI of immigrant industrialists further

resulted in the accumulation of capital in the city's industry. Particularly important

was the technological know-how and capital brought by British and American

immigrants to sectors such as metal and tobacco.12

By the 18505 the basic structure of a capitalist labour market had been created

in Canada. Two major groups constituted Montreal's first proletariat. Unskilled

famine Irish and skilled British immigrants made up the first group, while French

Canadians who, dislocated from agriculture and the c10sure cf rural industrial

enterprises, streamed into Montreal from the surrounding parishes made up the

other. 13 These groups formed the basis of Canada's first urban-industrial labour

market. Women and children were integrated into the industrial workforce: in 1871,

one third of the Montreal labour force were women, and one quarter of ail boys

12 Hamelin and Roby, Histoire eeonomigue, pp. 369-370; Tulehinsk-y, The River Barons; WiIlis, The
Proccs.. of Hydraulic Industrialization.

13 MeCallull1, Unegual Bcginnings; H.C. PcnUand. ''The devclopment of a eapitalistic labour market
in C,nada", Canadian Jounlal of Economies and Political Scicnce, 1959,25, pp. 450461; B. Ramirez, On
the Move: French-C,nadian and Halian Migrants in the North Atlantic Eeonomy. 1860-1914 (Toronto:
MeClelland and Stewart, 1991), chap. 3; WiIlis, The Proces.. of Hydraulie lndustrialization; B. Young and
J .A. Diekiuson. AShort History ofOuebec: A Socio-Economie Perspective (Toronto: Copp Oarke Pitman,
1988), pp. 104-114.
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between the ages of 11 and l-l were at work."

To summarize, central to the rise of Montreal as the primary industrial

complex of Canada was its insertion into the international economy, its capture of

expanding markets, massive investments in infrastructure built into the landscapt"

and the availability of an industriallabour force. The harnessing of these assets for

manufacturing involved the creation of new production formats for the application

of new manufacturing technologies, new ways of organizing labour and new

distributional methods.

S.2 New Production Formats and Manufacturing Strategies

Great progress in [glass] manufacture has been made in the last ten or
twelve years, blowing by compressed air having greatly increased the
quantity and variety of the work that can be produced while improved
methods of moulding have made possible castings of larger size. 15

In the mid 1840s, Montreal's manufacturing base was based on handicraft

production in small workshops, each operated by artisans who employed a small

number of apprentices and journeymen. There were few machines, little motive

power and the market was predominantly local. In the span of years we are

considering, handicraft production was largely superseded by the new systems of

production which Marx distinguished as "manufacture" and "Iarge-scale industry", as

14 B. Bradbury. "The family eeonomy and work in an int'Uslrializing cily: Monlreal in lhe IR70s",
Canadian Historieal Assoeialion, Histnrieal Papers, 1979, pp. 71-~6; O.S. Cross, "'/'he negleeled majority:
the ehanging raie ofwomen in nineteenlh-century Montreal" in G.A. Steller and A.rJ. Anibi,., (cds.),
The Canadian City (Toronlo: MeCleUand and Slewart, 1977), pp. 255-281; Young and Dickinson, A Shorl
History of Ouebee, p. 124.

15 Canadian Archileet and Builder. April 1895. p. 57.
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the example of glass manufacture implies. Under manufacture. the division of labour

\Vas broken down "into its sepalate components. by specialization of the iustruml'nts

of labour. by the formation of specialized workers and by grouping and l'Ombining

the latter into a single meehanism".16 Under large-SCOlie induslly. a more devcloped

stage, "the instruments of labour are eonverted from tools into maehines".I? There

is !Ittle reason ta believe, ho\Vever, that firms moved steadily and straightforwardly

along a path through successive stages from handicraft, manufacture. and large-SCOlIe

industry. At any given moment, Montreal manufacturers \Vere deploying a variety of

productive strategies, and displayed a considerable range of production formats.

differentiated by scale, degree of mechanization, and social organization. This part

of the chapter presents evidence for the range of formats and the diverse array of

productive strategies allied with them between 1850 and 1880.

Different trajectories ofgrolVth

After the late 1840s the size of the city's industrial base increased greatly, and

with respect ta the size of firms, we see leaps in the average and maximum size from

one decade ta the next. According ta the water tax rails of 1861 there were 631

manufacturing firms inside the city Iimits (Table 5.1). Over the next twenty years this

number doubled: the census of 1881 reports almost 1,300. Growth WOlS, of course,

uneven. As Figure 5.1 indicates there were major differences in the rent values of

16 K. Marx. Capital (New York: Villtage Books, 1977), vol. 1. p. 486.

17 Marx, Capital, vol. l, p. 492.
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TABLES.l

MANUFACTUR[NG F[RMS BY SECfOR [N MONTREAL, 186[·1881

Rentnl Volulltion Census Data
1861 1871 188[

# of Aggregate 1\lenn Medinn # of # of Volue of # of # of Value or
Firms ($) ($) ($) Firl1l5 Employees Produee Firms Employees Produee

($ ,000) ($ ,(00)

Clothing 81 27,956 345 280 238 3,678 4,[63 329 8,573 7,415
Food 84 21,546 256 60 68 849 7,515 96 1,376 12,204
Melal 51 19,858 389 280 105 3,013 3,418 126 3,976 5,099
Leather 102 18,086 177 100 166 5,78[ 6,685 233 6,601 9,986
Transportation 38 14,150 372 66 41 513 569 45 [,604 2,038
Wood 79 12,314 156 80 92 1,209 1,978 120 1,448 2,123
Bevernge 20 10,684 534 125 II 293 757 17 357 1,003 -Chemicnl 21 4,438 211 160 30 185 [,060 40 547 2,294 -J

00
Printing 23 5,160 224 140 45 1,016 837 53 1,549 1,619
Blacksmilh 64 2,842 44 40 49 163 131 49 98 93
Miseellaneous 15 2,520 168 120 61 876 1,036 53 658 958
Non-Metallic 21 2,268 108 100 30 625 577 27 836 732
Rubber 2 2,000 1,000 1,000 1 370 431 2 414 680
Texlile 9 1,920 213 100 18 246 247 17 389 337
Jewellery 16 1,670 104 80 26 140 163 31 218 410
Tobacco 3 950 317 350 17 1,110 1,246 22 2,293 1,637
l'aper 2 120 60 60 1 67 80 17 637 1,068

City 631 148,482 235 100 997 20,134 30,893 1,277 31,574 49,696

Note: 'Ibe construction figures from the 1871 and 1881 censuses have been excluded from the lable. 1 aggregated ail firms
from Ihe rôle d'évaluation for 1861 into sectors, and then matched the census material to Ihe renl data.

Source: Cily of Montreal, Rôle d'évaluation, 1861; Canada, CeHsus of Canada. 1870-1871 (Ottawa: LB. Taylor, 1875), vol. 3;
Canada, Census of Canada, 1881 (Ottawa: Maclean, Rogers and Co., 1883), vol. 3.
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sectors in 1861. As is shown in Figure 5.l sectors with low median rents ($40 to $80)

were blacksmithing, transportation equipment, food, jewellery and wood, while the

clothing, metal and chemical sectors had much higher mcdian rcnts (grcatcr than

$160). As we shaH sel' below, however, the differenccs in seetoral rcnts, whilc

providing us with one eut into the structure of industry, needs to be backcd up by

more detailed analysis of individual industries and firms.

In the wave of economic growth that swept Montreal in the 18505, the leading

sectors of growth were food processing, metal, leather and transportation equipmcnl.

Over the next two decades these sectois would continue to be the engines of

Montreal's industrial growth. These sectors were transformed through the

restructuring of the social organization of production, as a result of some

combination of the introduction of new technologies, and the increasing division of

labour. Moreover, the ability of Montreal's industrialists and merchants to tap the

growth of both local and non-local markets added to the general cumulative proccss.

No single sector dominated. In 1861 clothing accounted for almost nineteen

per cent of rents of aH manufacturing establishments, foHowed by food, metal and

leather.18 In 1881, these four sectors were still the largest in terms of their output,

but rates of growth over the preceding two decades were higher in the printing,

tobacco and paper industries: the number of printing firms doubled (twenty-three in

1861, fifty in 1881), and employed more than 1,500 workers. The tobacco industry

t8 The seetor by rent table (Table 5.1) has a number of problems. The major one is thaL it is
impossible to verify the importance of manufacLuring for individual Cirms in a number of industries. As
many Cirms combined retaîling, importing and manufacturing funetions, it was very difficulttll separate
non-manufaeturing from manufaeturing Cimls.
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FIGURE 5.1
BOX l'LOTS OF MONTREAL MANUFACTURING RENTS BY SECTOR, 1861
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5. Wood 10. Printing

Source: City of Montreal, Rôle d'évaluation, 1861.
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also grew steadily over the period. The paper industry. new in the 18705. hy 1881 hall

seventeen firms employing 637 workers and a million-dollar output.

In food processing. sugar and flour rcfining illustrate one trajel'lory. that of

large fi.xed capital and mechanization. In tenns of value the sugar indnstry was onl'

of the leading sectors by 1871. Montreal had two plants. The larger was Redpath

Sugal', established in 1855 and, for a while, the largest factory in the city. ln 1867 the

two sugar compames together had capital of over $1 111 ilI ion; in 1881 theyemployed

one-third of all food-processing employees and accounted for alInost fourteen pel'

cent of the city', total value of production.19 The fioul' industry was also extrelllely

capital-intensive and five firms accounted for over six pel' cent of thc city's total

value in 1871; in 1866 the four fioul' mills along the Lachine canal Illanufactured

more than 190,000 barrels of fioul', while by 1875 it had incrcascd to almost

395,000.20

Growth sectors were not necessarily linked solely ta the introduction of new

and sophisticated fOnTIS of technology. Growth could occur in other ways. Equally

important was the reorganization of production and the reshaping of the division of

labour. This meant that there were differences in terms of industries' labonr content

19 Celebration CommiUee, Montreal in 1856, p. 40; Canada, Census of C,nada. IRRO-RI (OU:lW:l:
MaeLean, Roger and Co., 1883), vol. 3; Hamelin and Roby, Histoire economi,!ue, p. 263.

20 Canada, Census of Canada. 1870-1871, (OUawa, Taylor, 1875), vol. 3, p. 323. The figures fnr 1866
production come from the report of J.G. Sippell, the Lachine canal's supcrintendenl, in Canad:l, General
Report of the Commissioners of Puhlic Works for the Year Ending 30lh June. 1867 (OtL,w;I; HunIer,
Rose & Co., 1868), Appendix 51, p. 422. The 1875 figure is taken from WJ. PaUerson, Statemenls
Relating to the Home and Foreign Trade of the Dominion of Canada. Also, AIlI,".1 Report of the
Commerce of Montre.1 for 1875 (Montreal: Gazelle Printing House, 1876), p. 91.
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and proccsscs, dcgrcc of lIlcchanization, and extent of fixed and working capital. The

c1assic casc in Montreal is the shoe industry where the intensification of the division

of labour before 1850 laid the basis for the deskilling of artisan shoemaker and for

the burst of mechanization which took place in the 1850s. The making of shoes was

relatively simple: it was the breaking-up of production into an increasing number of

steps that underlay the transformation from artisan shop to the factory.21 Even by

the 1870s whe.1 a small number of firms controlled a large proportion of the

industry's production and n.echanization was highly advanced, "the largest part of the

work on boots is still done by hand".22

Sectors that were undergoing rapid growth did not necessarily follow one

vector of growth. The technological and social character of a sector could be

splintered in such a way that there were many different paths for success. Metal was

an extremely diverse sector. Established in conjunction with the shipbuilding industry

in the second decade of the nineteenth century, the sector experienced dramatic

growth after 1851; by 1881, as Table 5.1 shows, 126 metal firms employed nearly

4,000 workers. The metal sector was highly diverse, ranging from small specialized

machine shops through nail factories, lead pipe firms to large rolling mills. Much of

the growth was based on the expansion of the transportation equipment sector which

21 J. BurgeSS, "l'induslrie de la ehaus.<ure à Montréal: 1840-1870 - le passage de l'artisanat à la
fabrique", Revue d'histoire de l'Amérique francaise, 1977,31, pp. 187-210.

"-- G. Boivin's evidenee in Canada, House of Par1iament, "Report of the Select Commincc on the
causes of the reeent depression of the manufacturing, mining, commercial, shipping, lumbor and fishing
intcrests", Joumals, (Onawa, Maclean, Roger and Co., 1876), Appendix 3, p. 98. BurgeSS, "l'industrie de
la chaussure".
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appeared in the early 1850s, especially the Grand Trunk Rail",a)' shops al l'oinl

Saint-Charles which ",ere Canada's first large-scale, vertically int,'gratl'd productiou

site.!3 In 1854 the plant consisted of locomotive erecting shops. car ,'recling shops,

a smith shop and a foundry, as weil as a number of non-manufacturing buildings. In

1856 a saw mill was added. As the locomotive superintendent obse~ed in 1857, the

shops "have no equal either in extent or in completeness of arrangement on this side

of the AtIantic".2~ While several large and mechanized metal-working finns

developed after 1850, labour remained relatively untransfonned; for example in th,:

foundries and machine shops, skilled craftsmen remained indispensable through their

control over the labour process, and moulders and machinists "tended to work on

their own".2S

The range of sizes of firrns is displayed in Figu re 5.2 which shows the

distribution of sizes of firrns in each manufacturing sectors in 1861, as indicated by

their manufacturing rent values. While nearly one metal establishment in five had a

rent of at least $800 (eight times the city median), one in three was valucd below

$144. In eontrast to this, seetors such as food processing, transportation equipment,

blaeksmithing and jewellery had three-quarters or more of their firms il! the two

23 Craven and Traves, "Canadian railways as manufacturcrs".

U The supcrintendcnt was quotcd in Cravcn and Traves, "C1llrtdian milways as m.1I1ufnclurcrs", p.
270.

2S The quole is from W. Kilbourn, The Elements Comhined: • Hislory of the Steel Cornpnny of
Can.d. (Toronto: CI.rke, hwin, 1960), p. 24. For. discussion of thesc issues with regnrd to Mnntreal
moulders sce P. Bischoff, "La form.lion des traditions de solid.rilé ouvrière chez les mouleurs
montré.l.is: 1. longue marche vers le syndicalisme", L.bourD.e Trav.i1, 1988,21, pp. 9-43 and "Des forges
du Saint-Maurice awc fonderies de Montréal: mobilité géographique, solidarité eommunaulnire cl .elion
syndicale des mouleurs, 1829-1881", Revue d'histoire de "Amérique franenise, 1989,43. 1, pp. 3·29.
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FIGURE S.2
DISTRIBUTION OF SIZES OF RENTS IN SECTORS BASED
ON THEIR MANUFACTURING RENTS, MONTREAL 1861
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4. Transportation Equip. 11. Beverage
5. Wood 12. Cloth:ng
6. Textile 13. Metal
7. Food
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$141-799
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$800 and more

Source: City of Montreal, Rôle d'évaluation, 1861.
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lowest rent categories. For 1871 we can use census data. Although the 1871 Cl'nsus

gives a mean of nineteen workers and capital investment of $10.119 per finn. these

averages hide the large scale typical of some industries and some finns (Table 5.2).

Industries such as sugar refining, flour milling. brewing, engine bnilding, and rubber

were characterized by larger numbers of workers and capital investment. The

locomotive works of the Grand Trunk Railway employed 790 workers in 1871.1• The

Redpath Sugar Refinery which opened in 1855 was made np of a seven-storey briek

and stone refinery, two sugar warehouses, and a series of buildings which eontained

a stable, blacksrnithing, carpenter and tinsmithing shops, and agas warehouse valued

at $160,000.27 In contrast to the large-scale and capital-intensive firms,

blacksmithing, baking and coopering remained unmechanized, small in scale, and

geared to handicraft production. lB With median rents of $40, $40 and $60

respectively in 1861, these three industries were traditional in their manufacturing

practices and relatively unmechanized. Between these two extremes were arrayed the

city's other industries; where different degrees of mechanization, labour forces were

defining features of an industry's and a firm's scale and organizational structure.

In sorne industries there were enormous differences between firrns. The

seventeen largest firms in the shoe industry in 1871 (fourteen per cent of ail

26 Craven and Traves, "Canadian railways as manufacturcrs", p. 266.

27 R. Felloe, Redpalh: lhe Hislory of a Sugar House (Toronlo: Nalural Herilage/Nalurall-!islory Ine,
1992); G. Tulehinsky, "John Redpath" in Dietionary of Canadian Biography (Toronto: Universily of
Toronto Press, 1976), vol. 9, p. 654.

28 Bradbury, "The family cconomy"; Craven and Traves, "Canadian railways as manufncturcrs"; Tcal,
"The 'Jrganizalion of production".
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TABLE 5.2
FIXED CAPITAL AND EMPLOYMENT IN SELECTED

INDUSTRIES IN MONTREAL, 1871

Rubber
Sugar
Engines
Flour
Breweries
Tobacco
Printing
Foundries
Paint

A B
341,423370
194,269 170
61,297 113
47,811 21
45,597 24
21,645 65
21,367 30
17,881 45
16,473 8

Sash and Door
Soap
Boot and Shoe
Furniture
Bakeries
Clothing
Coopering
Blacksmiths
AIl industries

A
10,442
9,194
8,254
5,577
2,572
2,234
1,216

641
10,119

B
25
6

44
11
6

13
7
3

19

•

•

A = mean fixed capital ($) per firm
B = mean number of workers per firm

Source: Canada, Census of Canada. 1870-1871, vol. 3.
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establishments) accounted for seventy per ccnt of cmploycl'S and cighty-t\Vo pl'r l'l'nt

of the shoes produced.'" In some scctors sud! as fur and hats. finns \Vere gencrally

small in size, but certain firms \Vere large. The fur and hat factory of Grl'cn and Son.

established in 1832, employed 177 \Vorkers in 1856 (mainly \Vomcn) and had capital

to the tune of $60,000 invested in its four-storey building in thc heart of Montlcal:'"

One of the factors behind the divergence among industries \Vas the uneven

application of technology, and \Ve shaH sel' that the uneven rate of the introduction

of machinery \Vas in tum related to market options. The introduction of thc

Hungarian roHer process played an important part in the gro\Ving scale and

concentration of the flour industry. The introduction of packing technology from the

V.S. in the 1850s \Vas a strong incentive in the gro\Vth of Canada's meat packing

industry. Large-scale manufacturing \Vas made possible in the rubber industry by the

introduction of the vulcanization and other processes, as weil as new machinery.31

Although mechanical technology created new possibilities for large-scale

production, for the development of ne\V products, for the standardization of

production and for new forms of control over labour, the application of such

techniques was constrained by the extent of markets, their composition, and

29 Burgess, "L'industrie de la chaussure".

30 Cclebration Committee, Montreal in 1856; Canada Railway Adverlising, Montreal Business
Sketches.

31 Canada Year Book. 1922-1923 (Ottawa: Aeland, 1924), pp. 444·446; J. l'ounlain, 'The growth of
tlte local enterprisc: from J.M. Schneider Ltd to tlte Heritagc Group" in 0.1'. Walkcr (cd.), Mllnufllcturing
in Kitchener-Waterloo: a Long Term Perspective (Watcrloo: Deparlment of Geogrnphy Publication Scries
No. 26, University of Waterloo), p. 87; L. Roberts, From Tllrce Men (np: Dominion Rubhcr Company
Ud, nd), p. 15.
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manufacturcrs' expcctations and estimates of the risks involved. Some industries,

such as flour and sugar, through the growing demand for their products, the

rclatively simple character of their production process, and the ease with which their

raw materials could be transformed into finished produets, were able to introduce

new machines rapidly and with little hindrance, but other industries were hampered

by the relatively small extent of the Canadian market. The brass founder Robert

Mitchell told an 1876 Parliamentary Committee that if he cou Id, his company "wouId

make articles by the hundreds where we now make them by only tens or twenties",

but he was greatly limited by the size of the Canadian market.32 For similar reasons,

the machinery making firm of Gardner and Son did not limit their operation to a few

types of machines, but instead "manufactured every variety of machines - steam

cngincs, lathes, saw miII machinery, tobacco manufacturers' machinery, bark-miII,

Ictter-copying presses, ail kinds of machinists' tools, etc, etc".33 In contrast to the

United States where a large and rapidly expanding market enabled manufacturers

to implement productive strategies featuring continuous-processing methods,

Canadian manufacturers were forced to adopt batch production methods and to

continually change machinery ~et-up. Furthermore, Canadian firms also had to

compete with the larger American firms which had weil developed internai

economies of scale and scope. Even firms with the potential for large-scale and

standardized production were forced to rely on a number of lines rather than one.

32 Canada, "Report of the Select Committee", 1876, Appendix 3, p. 149.

33 J.D. Borthwiek, Montreal. its Historv to Whieh isAdded BiographiealSkelehes, With Photographs
of Many of its Principal Citizens (Montreal: Drysdale and Company, 1875), p. 146.
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The dilemma is weil expressed by C.II. NYl' of the ma11lnll'th Ilol'hl'Iaga (\'tton

factol)' in Montreal's cast end in 1876:

ln the United States there are 875 cotton mills. SonlL' of the mills l'rom
the commencement have been running on one style of goods.... Thl'
consequence is that they are able to produce a larger quantity for Il'SS
money. Here we have run on different styles, and thercfore l'annot
manufacture so cheaply."

The problems associated with the small extent of the Canadian market were

compounded by the fragmentation of demand. For examplc. the jewellery industry

was restricted to a luxul)' class of consumers. A major debate in the railway industry

in this period was over the relative worth of cast il'On and wrought il'On wheels, and

of steel tires.35

lt is important in analysing this stage of industrialization, to recognize the

risks involved in mechanization, as these affected the options open to, and ultimately,

the productive strategies chosen by manufacturers. The risks involved reliability and

ease of adaptation to various product lines. Peter Wood, the owner of Montreal's

only cotton factory in the 1860s, wrote to his brother John in December 1869,

1 now have the wadding machine working weil and the grey cottons
never were so weil made as now ... But it seems as tho there is no end
of trouble. This week 1have had my 'mules' (spinning machines) break
down so as to stop the mill.36

Even when the machines were not breaking down there was the problem of the

continuai changes that had to be made in order for the machines to function

34 Canada, "Report of the Select Commiuee", 1876, Appendix 3, p. 130

35 Craven and Traves, "Cnnadian railways as mnnufacturcrs", pp. 275-275 .

36 W.A. Wood, The Days ofJohn Wood. Watehmaker (Hudson: Wood F.mily Archives), pp. 225·226.
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cffcctivcly. G. Boivin, a shoc and boat maker, told the 1876 commiltee, [ifl a man

is making one kind of work he sets the machine ta suit it, but if he has to change it

a dozen times a day to do the other kinds of work, it cannot be so regular". At the

same time, the expense of changing even simple machinery and equipment in

response to changing social conditions could be prohibitive. Another boot and shoe

manufacturer, E. Mullarky, told the 1876 commiltee that to compete in the British

market, "1 must change my lasts and ties and some other things". While he was

interested in exporting his goods he did not "consider that it would be worth my

while to incur that expense for the present".37

The choice of a production format featuring large scale and a high degree of

mechanization meant putting a large working capital at risk, and not ail firms had

access to large chunks of capital. In Montreal the only firms that had access to and

were able to adopt large amounts of machinery were those in growth industries

where the mate rial and social features of the industries provided the potential for the

restructuring of existing labour practices. In sorne cases, as in shoe manufacture,

capital outiay could be small; large fixed capital investment being achieved through

replication of similar machines. In others, a large capital investmentwas needed from

the beginning as machinery was large, specialized and expensive. It should be noted

that even those firms adopting large trains of sophisticated machinery could be, and

often were, characterized by hand labour at several points of production. The

problem of large capital investments was accentuated by the constant up-dating that

37 Canada, "Report of the Select Commiuee", 1876, AppendL~ 3, p. 107.
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sorne firms had to perform if the)' were to rcmain compctiti"c. Takc thc casc of

Redpath Sugar, whose presidcnt George Drummond stated with rcgard to mal'hincry

and the refining process, "[w)e are changing the whole timc, it is impossiblc 10

conduct a busin~ss, such as ours, without an enoml0US expcnditurc constantly in

changes".38 The company also needed capital for expansion of thc plant. Bctwccn

its opening in 1855 and 1880, the Redpath plant was greatly cxtcuded as Figure 5.3

indicates. Over the twenty-five years, the plant expanded from a single c1uster of

buildings between the Lachine canal and Saint Patrick street to the multi-block

premises containing three principal groupings of buildings: the refincry and

associated buildings on the original site; the raw sugar and bone slorage arca

between Montmorency and Richmond streets; and the cooperage c\usler ncxt to lhe

Inner Basin.39

Lastly, difficulties associated with the placing of machinery in a efficient

manner witbin tbe workplace were bindrances to the full development of a firm's

potentia\. The constricted spaces of the core could be difficult for laying-out larger

machines and for the elaboration of the division of labour. Custom-built plants could,

on the other band, quickly become less efficient and possibly even rcdundant with

tbe introduction of new innovations and new divisions of labour. In Pillow and

Hersey's new rolling milI on St-Patrick street "[t)he awkward and dangerous network

of belts and pulleys still restricted the lay-out of the plant and hampered the use of

38 Canada, "Report of the Select Commillee", 1876, Appendix 3, p. 37.

39 Tulehinsky, "John Redpath", p. 654; Feltoe, Redpath, Appendix 4.
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FIGURE 5.3
EXPANSION OF THE REDPATH SUGAR REFINERY

PLANT, 1856-1881
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machinery for moving heavy materials".'o Althollgh the poll'ntial for large-sralt'

production under new forms of social organization \Vas availablc in mid-rentllry

Montreal, the ability of firms and industries to take advantage of it was limited by

an array of difficulties associated with the implementation and day-to-day use of

machinery, the raising of capital for investment in fixed capital outlays and the extent

of the market.

New production formats allowed for a more finely segmentcd labour force

through differentiation by gender, age and ethnicity. With the coming of a new bllrst

of industrial expansion after the 18405 it is, in the words of one writer, "reasonable

to suppose that increasing numbers ofwomen were employed in ... factories from the

1850'5 or possibly earlier".'1 By 1881 women and children accounted for two-thirds

of the Montreal rubber industry, more than eighty percent in clothing, sixtYpercent

in tobacco, and forty percent in shoemaking.'2 The fact that half or more of the

work force in industries such as clothing, shoes, tobacco, textiles, and rllbber were

women and children was due to sorne combination of the introduction of machinery,

the reduction of the craft workers' control over production, the widcning of the

division of labour and the search for cheap labour.'3 Although there were large

40 Kilbourn, The Elements Comhined, pp. 14-15.

41 Cross, "The neglected majority", p. 265.

42 Caleulated Crom Canada, Census. 1881, vol. 3. l'or a discussion oC the position oC women and
childrcn in Montrcal's work force in the ninctccnth ccntury sec Cros.'i, "A ncglcctcd lIIiljorily''. pp. 265·268.

43 For studies oC thesc combinations in Montreal sec Ilradbury, 'The Camily economy", 1'1'.74.76; J .
Fcrland, "'In scarch of the unbound Prorncthcia': a comparative vicw of womcll's aclivisllI in Iwo Quchcc
industries, 1869-1908", Labour/Le Travail, 1989,24, 1'1'.11-44; M. Payeue-D"oust, '"l'he Monlre"i garlllent
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diffcrcnccs in the gender balance of the labour force of industries, there was also a

highly segmcnted division of labour by gender and age within firms. In Peter Crosby's

Dominion Type Foundry, for example, the more difficult tasks in the making of font

mattrices were left in the hands of a small number of men, while a few boys and

about fifty girls performed the more mundane and unskilled jobs such as breaking

off the "jets" and smoothing the surfaces:· The cotton factory of Frederiek Harris

produced denim c10th with seventy workers, mainly women and children, on

machinery such as willows, pickers, carding and drawing machines, spindles and

10oms.H While Montreal's industry was divided by gender and age, various studies

have shawn that Montreal's economy was differentiated along the lines of ethnicity.

French-Canadians and Irish constituted the bulk of workers in the unskilled and

semiskilled sectors of industry while the British and Arnericar.s dominated the skilled

sectors:6

A variety ofproductioll formats

A consequence of the risks and limitations associated with industrialization

in Montreal in this wave of capital accumulation was the existence of a variety of

industry, 1871-1901" (MA thesis, MeGill University, 1986), pp. 100-110.

•• C.,nada, "Report of the Select Committcc", 1876, Appendix 3, p. 85; Canada Railway Advertising,
Montreal13usines.. Sketehe~ pp. 18-19.

• SG. Tulehinsk)', "Fredriek Warren Harri~' in Dietionarv ofCanadian Biography(Toronto: University
of Toronto Press, 1976), vol. 9, p. 367.

.6 Cross, "The negleeted majority"; Bradbury, ''The family eeonomy"; Kilbounl, The Elements
Comhined.
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production systems. As 1 suggested in Chapter Three there \Vas no single trajectory

of growth that firms could follow. Montreal's production system \Vas splintered along

many lines. Despite the burst of growth that the city enjoyed starting in the late

1840s, the restructuring of old trades and the expansion of others took on a variety

of formats that was shaped by an industry's ability to implement new fOrIns of

machinery, to instigate different labour practices, to establish new work forces and

to connect to outside markets. The adoption of these formats in Montreal revolved

not only around the material side of an industry - leather, wheat and sugar beets

were more amenable to mechanization than were iron bars - but also to the social

organization of production and the problems related to the implementation of

machinery. The ability of Montreal metal manufacturers, for example, to organizc

the labour process was constrained by the power of skilled metal workers. While

shoe manufacturers were able to do away with ali-round, skilled shoemakers and

replace them with unskilled 'operatives', the limited extent of the market reduced

their ability to implement the types of internai economies of scale and scope that

were common in American factories.

Four production formats were important in this wave of growth. The first,

which 1 ca)) the milling format, was associated with the food processing industries of

flour milling and sugar refining. While firms in this format tended to be large and

relied on the investment of large chunks of capital into the expansion and

remodelling of the plant and the introduction of new technologies, they employed

relatively sma)) numbers of workers. The technological bases of the transformation
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of grains and raw sugar into flour and refined sugar were weil known by the 1850s

and the process of manufacturing was relatively simple. The ability of 'milling'

manufacturers to capture a large market depended on volume output made from

non-local raw materials for a relatively large and standardized market.

A second type of production format was where firms undertook production

which revolved around a series of intricate technical and labour processes. The

working of the material was difficult and manufacturers relied upon a great deal of

precision and skill. Although machinery was common, it was used within the context

of the craft system and 'untransformed' labour.47 Markets tended to be highly

differentiated and few employers had substantial control over the market, although

sorne were able to corner certain specialized niches within the industry. The amounts

of capital that were invested in individual firms varied. In sorne cases, large amounts

of capital were invested such as in the city rolling mills, usually by merchants who for

a variety of reasons were attempting to integrate the distribution and production

ends of the industry. In other cases, capital investment was small: artisans working

themselves up to masters and firms specializing in small or varied markets were

unable to develop large-scale capital structures. Important examples of this type of

production format in Montreal after 1850 were certain branches of metal-working

as weil as glass and printing where an array of firms made a vast number of products,

much of them under craft conditions within the factory system.

47 By untransronncd labour is IIlcant that whilc industrialisls controllcd thc capital and madc thc
financial and distributional dccisions or thc finn, workcrs rctaincd control ovcr thc labour proccss and
rclicd on traditionalmcthods or production. Scc Gordon ct al., Scgmcntcd Work, pp. 79·94.
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In contrast to these two types were man)' firms from the clothing. shoe. rnbbl'r

tobacco and biscuit trades where labour-power was quickly transfonncd from being

vested in a skilled worker to a 'specialized \Vorker', \Vhere simple fonns of

mechanization created a large army of machine operators. In each of these

industries, sorne form of technological change around the middle of the centnry

transformed the way production took place: vu1canization in rubber; the se\Ving

machine in shoe-making and c1othing; and machines in tobacco and biscuits \Vhich

replaced skilled labour \Vith machine operators. Furthermore, in these industries the

product was easily transformed; the introduction of machinery to turn c1oth, tobacco,

rubber, leather and flour into mass market products being a relatively easy

procedure.'8 One consequence of this was that skilled or male labour \Vas replaced

by that of women and children as a means to cheapen costs. The market \Vas often

differentiated and seasonal. While machinery remained simple and inexpensive, the

result was that entry into the trade was fairly easy as firms become less reliant on

skilled labour and needed little capital to start up.

A last example of a production format was the one where artisanal production

methods and culture continued to play a major part. Although many trades were

under attack - from merchants investing in manufacturing and from artisans who

48 By this 1 do not mean that the skilled workers did not fight to maintain their control over
production. As J. Cumbler in Working Oass Community in Industrial America: Wnrk, Leb"re and
Streggle in Two Industrial Cities. 1880-1930 (Westport, Conn.: Greenwood Press, 1979) has shawn for lhe
Lynn shoemaking industry the transition from artis.1nal to eapitalist production was a dimcult and
eontentious proeess. Nonelheless, in many respects, shoemakers were fighting a lost baltle: the nalure of
the industry, the inlent of the manufaeturers and the wider eontext of economie change wou Id l'rovc to
he tao strong. It should he noted thatthis production format includes only ecrtain firms in the mcnlioned
industries. In c10lhing and shoemaking for examplc, a small number of firms were empluying large
numhers of workers undcr the conditions descrihed here.
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became manufacturers - several trades managed to main tain craft traditions. Bakers

by the end of the ccntury still laboured under similar conditions to those of fifty

years earlier; cabinet-makers working in smal1 workshops of the 18705 and 18805 still

used the old tools of the trade.

ln the period 1850-1880 industry in Montreal underwent massive changes.

Thesc changes took the form of increasing firm scale, the introduction of new

industries and the fundamental restructuring of old ones, and the introduction of a

wide range of technologies, skill opportunities and production systems. While the

period saw a dramatic growth of large and mechanized firms in Montreal, it cannot

be said that the Iarge-scale factory dominated the industriallandscape. We have seen

the existence of a wide range of production formats differentiated along the lines of

scale, capital-intensity, mechanization, labour, and organizationaI structure. The

industriaI changes were associated with the reshaping of the city's industrial

geography. The new economic configurations established new Iocational possibilities.

Il is to Montreal's industrial geography that we now turn, to examine the new

productive spaces.
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5.3 Restructuring of Urban Space

1 was much struck with the continued rapid growth of this now great
northern city. Built as it is almost wholly of stone along the extl'nsive
and massive quays which line the bank of the river. and in the business
portions, Montreal makes a dignified, indced, an imposing effect. The
beholder for the first time, unless marvellously \Vell up in his
geography, is surprised to find so large and so complete a city.'"

The writer's comments in 1868 described a new phenomenon. Although he

does not mention manufacturing at all, his description hints at the tremendous

change in the city's physical infrastructure which accompanied industrial growth.

Large flows of investment into the built environment, orchestrated by the city's

economic elite, were instrumental in the development of new productive spaces.

Sorne of the more important features of the new physical fabric created by the

collaboration of different capital fractions and the state were the expansion of the

harbour, restructuring of water supply, and a reorganization and differentiation of

housing stock. These changes were not simple responses to well-articulated demands

of industrialists, but arose l'rom the actions of local alliances, and the different forms

of capital represented in them. Construction and redevelopment of the urban fabric

would ultimately allow for the implantation of new industries, new technologies, new

forms of industrial organization, and new living habitats. To iIIustrate this a brief

discussion of the city's harbour and water supply will be presented, followed by the

consideration of the development of new residential spaces.

49 A comment from a visilor la Monlreal in 1868 quolcd in Monlreal: The Meleorolis (Monlreal: The
Gazelle Printing Company, 1907). p. 15.
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New illfrastmctllres

ln 1830 the government of Lower Canada, under intense pressure from

Montreal's merchants, established the Harbour Commission of Montreal in order to

organize the financing and to supervise the construction of the new port facilities.

The objective was to undermine the advantages of their counterparts in other cities

along the Saint-Lawrence and Hudson rivers. AIthough the intent of the Harbour

Commission was to increase MontreaI's share of the continent-wide fIow of raw

materials and manufactured goods, an unintended resuIt was the creation of a

physical structure that supported the expansion of Montreal industry. In 1842 the city

had less than one mile of piers and a channel to Quebec that had a depth of twelve

and a half feet and a width of seventy-five. With the boom of the late 18405, "les

travaux effectués ... ont doté Montréal d'un système de quais qui rivalise avec celui

des ports américains".lo Over the next three decades waves of investment into the

port resulted in extensive construction: by the end of the 18705 there were four miles

of piers which handled one and half millions tons of cargo, and the dimensions of

the channel had been extended to twenty-five by three hundred feet. ControIIing the

Commission and supervising its work were a small number of men who represented

the city's most important business organizations and who had interests in aIl facets

of MontreaI's business world: men such as John Young had interests in the railways,

telegraph companies, shipping, insurance, and banking and represented the western

50 Hamelin and RobYt Histoire cconomiguc, p. 22.
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section of the city at city hal1.51

Another important aspect of thc reproduction of the city's labour forel" finns

and productive spaces was the development of an adequate \Vatel' supply. For the

fi l'st half of the nineteenth century. water supply in Montreal grew fitfully and as

conditions dictated; a comprehensive system was not put in place until the la te 1850s.

While water companies throughout North America were forced by a growing

population and problems of sanitation to implement new schemes and to cxtend their

coverage, a primary concern was fire protection. Manufacturers, like owners of large

commercial properties, were concerned with the impact of water supply on fire

insurance costs. For municipalities, a chief concern was the maintenance of a viable

built environment for economic and property interests and the rcduction of the cosls

incurred after a fire.52 In Montreal a private water company was established in

1801; but it was purchased by the city in 1845 as "private management of the water

supply of a city is always more or less unsatisfactory", and made substantial new

SI R. Blanchard. L'Ouesl du Canada francais: Montréal ct sa region (Montréal: Beauchemin, 1953),
1'1'.247-249; P. Brouillard. "La Commission du Havre de Montréal (1850-1896)" in Société historique de
Montréal, Montréal: Artisans. Histoire. Patrimoine (Montréal: Fides, 1979), pp. 83-102; Hamelin and
Roby. Histoire eeonomique, 1'1'.106-110; J-c. Marsan, Montreal in Evolution (Montreal: MeGill·Queen's
University Press, 1981), pp. 170-172; G. Tulchinsky and 13. Young, "John Young" in Dietionary ofCanadian
Biography (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1972), vol. 10, pp. 722-728. ln lhis period the Harl"ur
Commission was, for the most part, controlled by anglophones. Of the fifly-scven nominations Iletween
1850 and 1896, two-thirds were anglophone. The nineteen francophones did include important memhers
of Montreal's business elite such as J-L. Bcaudrywho was part of a group eonsisting of William Workman,
Thomas Cramp and A-M. Delisle, and who was involved in the Monlreal and l3ytown Railway Company,
the Jacques-Cartier Bank and the New City Gaz Company. Sec Brouillard, "La Commissinn du Havre de
Montréal", pp. 91, 96.

S2 L. Anderson, "Water-supply", in N.R. Bail (cd.), l3uilding C"nada: a Hislory of Puhlie Wnrks
(Toronto: University of Toronlo Press, 1988), pp. 195-200.
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invcstmcnts. lJ The grcat firc of 1852 which destroyed a large part of the water

system as weil as morc than 1,100 houses (about fifteen per cent of the housing

stock) provoked construction of a new water system.5
' Based on a plan drawn up

by Thomas Kecfcr, the new waterworks which was opened in 1856 consisted of a four

and a half mile aqueduct that begun above the Lachine Rapids and ended below the

Rapids at Pointe-Saint-Charles. In 1859 a new reservoir with a capacity of threl'

million gallons was put into service at what is now Saint-Louis Square. Very quickly,

h:>wcver, increased demand could not be met by the antiquated system, and at the

end of the 1860s a steam-driven pumping system was installed, while another crisis

led to further investment and the creation of a new scheme ten years later.55

The example of the Harbour Commission and the takeover of the water

system by the city iIIustrate the importance of local growth machines allied with the

state in the reshaping of Montreal's landscape. As the city grew tbere was a growing

demand for the creation of heavier-duty infrastructures, which in tum relied upon

the investment of large lumps of capital. As the private sphere was unable or

unwilling to finance these infrastructures, the various levels of the state, because of

53 W.D. Lighthall, "City govemmcnt" in A. Shortt and A.G. Doughty (cds.), Canada and ilS Provinces
(Toronto: Glasgow, Brookc and Co., 1914), vol. 15, pp. 309-310.

54 Procédés du Comité général de secours nommé par les citoyens de Montréal pour venir en aide
aux victimes du grand incendie des 8 ct 9 Juillet 1852 (Montreal: John Lovell, 1853) and Second rapport
du comité exécutif du Comité de secours de Montréal présenté au Comité de secours le 18 oelobre 1852
(Montréal: La Minerve, 1853).

55 Anderson, "Water.supply", pp. 202-203; A.E. Doucet, "History of the Montreal Aqueducl", The
Journal of the Engineering Institute of C.,nada, 1921,4, 12, pp. 601-605; Lighthall, "City govemment", pp.
309-310. The Iinancing of the new reservoirs was the reason for ereating the new 'water tax' roll from
whieh 1 draw the rent data for 1861 and 1890.
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their access to large amounts of capital, bct'amc thc major pl'lwidl'r of critit'al

infrastructures. Just as importantly, the state coordinatcd in frastllll'tu l'al dl'\'<' lopnll'n t

through its control and mobilization of resources, its supcrvision of tlll' idcologil'al

content of the debates surrounding and the ru les of the groups t'ontrolling

infrastructures, and its choice of which aspects of urban growth it should intelvene

in. One unintended effect of the state's involvement in the provision of physil'al

infrastructures was the creation of new built environment assets which manu factu ring

firms would treat as economies of agglomeration. Expansion oi the harllour was a

necessary prerequisite for the establishment of firms that were reliant on either thl'

supply of raw materials or markets at a distance. The severa! rounds of investment

in port facilities by the anglophones who controlled the Harbour Commission were

directed to the western, mainly English speaking, part of the city. Thc construction

of the new piers where the waterfront met the Lachine canal and the waves of

investment in the Lachine canal (1843-1848 and 1873-1884) were critical factors

attracting firms to that part of the city.56 The growing demand for water by private

households, commercial establishments and manufacturers; the risks and costs

associated with the danger of fire; and the inability of private companies to providc

a workable and comprehensive water system insured that municipalization and

extension of the water system would become a paramount concern of the business

elite. The commercial and industrial bourgeoise who were involved with the Harbour

Commission and the water system were part of a small but tight local alliance who

56 R. Passficld, "Walcrways" in BalI (cd.), Building Canada, pp. 119, 128.
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wer~ responsible for pushing for the extension and up-dating of the city's physical

infrastructure.

f/ousing and land developmc/lt

At the same time as local alliances with the support of the state were forging

new and redeveloping existing infrastructures, a growing population was placing a

strain on Montreal's housing stock. Expansion of the population - it more than

doubled in the thirty years from 57,000 in 1851 to 140,000 in 1881 - implied a

tremendous growth in the built volume and the land devoted to housing. While the

land and housing development processes as such are not our subject here, it is

essential to recognize their importance as they were critical features of the making

of manufacturing spaces.

In the first place, there was the challenge of housing a fast-growing, wage

labour force. In nineteenth-century Montreal, housing supply lagged behind

population growth. As early as the 1850s, a severe shortage resulted from the effects

of industrialization, rapid immigration and devastating fires. As in most other cities,

investment in housing tended to lag behind other sectors because housing was seen

as risky, the turnover of capital was slow, and most house-builders could not compete

in money markets with commercial and industrial investors. In response to the

increasing demand Montreal's housing industry implemented Iwo important changes.

These were the penetration of capitalist features into the construction (new mass

production techniques and a new division of labour) and financial sides (institutional
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and corporate investments) of the business: and the developmcnt of a ncw form of

buildings - by the building cycle of 1866 to 1880 the mlllti-family dwclling had

replaced the single-family dwelling as the most common type.~7

With the expanding physical size of the city the problem of the jOllrlley to

\York became pronounced. Many workers' families were caught in the pincers of the

need for access to the jobs opportunities in the core and the dismal housing

conditions of the inner city. As more and more workers were integratcd into wagc-

labour, as families became dependent upon more than one income and as hours of

work were long, workers' households were forced to minimize their jourllcys to work.

Many writers have pointed out that the response to this situation was for working-

c1ass families to live in the belt of cheap housing surrounding the city core.SM The

desirability of a central location was reinforced by the lack of a suitable mass

transportation n.:twork; the horse streetcar was unable to provide cheap and efficient

transit, thus contributing to a tightly packed central city populated by the working

and middle classes. In Montreal, broad swathes of housing throughout the inner city

were taken over by working-c1ass families. Another response to the challenge of the

lengthening jcurney to work, inexpensive but crowded central housing, low wages,

and general job in5~curity was for wc.rkers to look for cheap housing on the

57 D.a. Hanna, "Montreal, a city built by small builders, 1867-1880" (l'h.D. thesis, McGili University,
1986), pp. 13-14, 77-85: l'-A. Linteau, R. Durocher and J.c. Rollert, Ouebec: il HistnrY. 1867-1929
(Toronto: Lorimer, 1985), p. 158.

S8 A. Prcd, ''The intramctropolitan location of AiTICrican rr-nufacturillg", Annlll~ of the As.t;Oci'ltion
of Ameriean Geographers, 1964, 54, pp. 165-180; D. Ward, Ci j~s and Immigrants (Ncw York: Oxford
University Press, 1971), ehap. 4.
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periphery close to where new manufacturing firms were being established. As early

as 1861, a large number of workers were living in the fringes of the city in wards

such as Saint-Ann, Sainte-Marie and Saint-Jacques.59

1l1e population and physical growth of the city were translated into a

segregated and fragmented urban space as new c1ass formations appeared, the ethnic

balance changed, and the housing market took on new forms (Figure 5.4). By 1861,

the city's social geography was characterized by c1ass and ethnic segregation. By the

18505, the wealthy anglophones had moved to the mansions and single-family

dwellings of the newly created bourgeois district of upper Saint-Antoine that

encircled the southern slopes of Mont-Royal, while the rich French-Canadians lived

in little pockets extending north from Viger Square north along Saint-Denis and

Berri streets. Although the inner city became increasingly working c1ass as the

bourgeoisie moved out to the city periphery, large numbers of the working c1ass

were living in the newly constructed duplexes on the western and eastern fringes of

the city close to new concentrations of manufacturing. Although most job

opportunities for women and children remained in the light, consumer goods

industries located in the city core60
, work could be found, for example, in the rubber

and tobacco factories that were being established in the East End after 1850.

Clustered within these broad working-c1ass residential patterns were groupings by

59 Hanna, "MonIreal, a city built by small builders"; R.D. Lewis, The segregated city: class residential
patterns and the developmentofindustrial districts in Montreal, 1861 and 1901",Journal of Urban History.
1991, 17,2, pp. 123-152.

60 Cross, "The negleeted majority", pp. 265-268.
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ethnicity: the Irish were concentrated in the western districts of Griffintown and

Goose Village; the east ~nd was largely French-Canadian; and the British working-

c1ass tended to reside in the industrial districts in the west. Sandwiched between

these two polarized c1ass districts was a 'buffer' district which contained ail segments

of Montreal's population.61

The rapid growth of Montreal after mid century created opportunities for

developers and builders involved in the construction of infrastructures and housing.

An expanding population meant il jump in land values, and a speculator, through

correct timing, could cream handsome profits as the increase in land priees and

demand burst across the urban terrain. By taking advantage of the opportunities

open to them, land speculators were able to focus their activities to produce the

greatest differentials, and so pocket the greatest profit. The building of the middle-

c1ass district of Côte à Baron after 1860; the opening up of the northern working-

c1ass suburb of Saint-jean-Baptiste in the 1870s by the real estate company of David,

Rivard, Laurent and Drolet; and the growing involvement of large-scale real estate

companies in the financing and construction of housing throughout the city are ail

evidence of the speculators' ability to take advantage of industrial and urban

growth.62

61 D. Hanna, "The new lown of Montreal: creation of an upper middle c1ass suburb on Ihe slope of
Mount Royal in the mid-nineteenth eentur1" (M.A. thesis, University of Toronto, 1977) and "Monlreal,
a city built by smalI builders", pp. 11-122; Lewis, "The scgregaled city"; P. Thonlton, S. Oison and Q. Thuy
Thaeh, "Dimensions sociales de la mortalité infantile à Montréal, au milieu du XIXe siècle", Annales de
démographie Historique 1988 (Paris: Société de Démographie Historique, 1989), pp. 311-312.

62 R.S. MarshalI, ''The developmenl of "La Côte à Baron"" (Paper wrillen for Ihe Sehool of Urban
Planning, McGilI University, Augusl31st, 1983); J-c. Roberl, "Ferdinand David" in Diclionary of Canadian
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Ali of these factors generated a rather special characteristic: great profits

could be achieved by coupling several circuits of capital (land, housing and indnstrial

space), and creating 'spatial packages' or bundles of locational assets. The

development of manufacturing districts - both in the core and elsewherc in the city -

depended upon the creation of a viable built environment. Therc was, for cxample,

opportunity to create workshops, factories, and housing for workers close togcthcr

and at the same moment, likewise a 'main street' for their spending such as in the

industrial district of Saint-Anno The stringing together of different groups of capital

in the east-end resu'ted in the emergence of an important working-class industrial

district that ran along the business street of Notre Dame in Sainte-Marie ward and

the suburb of Hochelaga. There was profit to be made in jointly creating expensivc

housing and a fancy shopping street such as Sainte-Catherine street in Saint-Antoine

ward. Elsewhere, the city's elite from ail segments of the economy was involved in

redeveloping docks, warehouses and railway facilities.

5.4 Old Montreal and the Outer Core: Agglomeration and Productive Strategies

One feature of the burst of industrial growth after mid-century was the

restructuring of Montreal's industrial geography. The purpose of the rest of this

chapter is to examine in sorne detail the evolving spatial division of manufacturing

within the context of three broad areas: 1) OId Montreal and the Outer Core; 2) the

Biography (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1982), vol. 11, pp. 235·236; M. Cay", "Sévère Riv"rd"
in Dictionarv of Canadian Biography (Toronto: University of Toronlo Press, 1982), vol. 11, pp. 755·756;
Hanna, "Montreal, a city buill by small builders".
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East End; and 3) the West End. With the growth of new forms of industry and the

rcorganization of old oncs, the city's geography became more complex. As 1 shall

show, thesc three areas differed from each other in terms of their scale, and type of

industry, the combination of productive strategies, and the timing of development.

In this section 1 examine the central manufacturing complex composed of Old

Montreal and the Outer Core and show how the dynamics associated with a diverse

range of productive strategies were important in creating the distinct industrial

geography of and a powerful set of agglomeration economies underlying these

districts.

In 1848, on the eve of the great surge of industrialization, 'Old Montreal', the

original walled core of the city, contained half of the city's business enterprises and

two-thirds of total business rents.63 While the banks, warehouses, and the offices of

merchants, newspapers, shipping companies, lawyers and notaries were located in

Old Montreal, the district was also an important manufacturing node. We cannot

readily identify which nor how many of the district's business establishments were

manufacturing, but 1 estimate fewer than 200. Most of them must have been small

handicraft or family firms producing goods for the local market or merchant-

manufacturers who imported, for their retailing or wholesaling activities, as many,

if not more, goods as they manufactured. The modest character of the firms in Old

63 The business data for 1848 refers ta ail fomls of economie aetivity - manufaeturing, financial, retail,
commcrcial and construction. The data cornes from a report presented ta Fonds F.C.A.R. Québec entitled
"Partage social ct partage de l'espace à Montréal, 1847 à 1901" by D. Hanna (Geography Department,
McGiII University, 30th June, 1986). Throughout this study Old Montreal is made up of the two cells 75E
and 76E, is bounded by the St-Lawrence river, McGiII, Lagauchetière and Visitation streets, and consists
mainly of the city's East, Centre and West wards.
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Montreal is evident in the fact that 56-l of the 787 establishments (sc\'enty-one per

cent) combined a place of work and place of residence.

Gver the next few decades, Gld Montreal would experience great changes,

notably, for our purposes, the growth and consolidation of small and medium-scale

manufacturing firms. While Gld Montreal remained an important industrial space,

despite the development of new ones in this period, it was characterized by a specifie

array of productive strategies. In order to assess the manner in which the productive

space of Gld Montreal developed 1 shall outIine two important facets of its growth:

the existence of small and medium-scale firms from a large number of industries

which had special links to the economic context of the district; and the special

opportunities and restrictions of its built environment. These two faccts largely

account for the distinct industrial profile of the central core in this period.

As Table 5.3 indicates, the 270 manufacturing firms in Gld Montreal in 1861

accounted for more than forty-two per cent of the city's fimls and thirty-seven per

cent of total manufacturing rent While its median rent was above the city average

($120 compared to $100) the mean rent was lower ($202 compared to $235): the

central core had more than its share of small and medium firms.'>l

Agglomeration economies, production formats and locational assets

Two important features of industrialization in this period were the breaking-

6-l As most of the lirms that eombined retailing or importing with manufacturing wcrc locatcd in Old
Monlreal, the distriet's share of manufaeturing is probably ovorstated.
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• TABLE 5.3
MONTREAL MANUFACTURING FIRMS BY DISTRICT, 1861

DISTRICTS FIRMS RENT RENT PER FIRM
# % Aggregate % mean median

Old Montreal 270 42.8 54,472 36.7 202 120

Outer Core 227 36.0 36,068 24.3 159 60
St-Antoine 144 22.8 29,006 19.5 201 100
St-Lawrence 55 8.7 5,558 3.7 101 48
St-Jacques 28 4.4 1,504 1.0 54 38

West End 94 14.9 49,694 33.5 529 200
Lachine 40 6.3 38,532 26.0 963 550
GriffintowlI 53 8.4 11,062 7.5 209 120
St-Henri 1 0.2 100 0.1 100 100

East End 40 6.3 8,248 5.6 206 44

• Ste-Marie 40 6.3 8,248 5.6 206 44

City 631 100.0 148,482 100.1 235 100

Source: City of Montreal, Rôle d'évaluation, 1861.
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up of the chain of production into different productive units, and the creation of ne\\'

industries and new branches. As firms became more specialized, they became

increasingly reliant upon external economies through which they could lessen their

costs. Instead of internalizing within the firm ail fu nctions necessary for the

completion of a commodity, many firms externalized production. The emergence of

external economies was associated with an expanding division of labour between

production units and within individual factories. As 1 noted in earlier chapters the

rise of external economies grew out of a number of problems associated with

standardization and specialization of production. In severaI Montreal industries -

cIothing, printing, shoemaking and carriage making - the inability to standardize

production because of market instabilities such as the vagaries of fashion or seasonal

changes; the need for certain tasks to be performed under conditions of specialized

knowledge or skill; and problems of matching different parts of the production

process within the same plant in an optimal manner forced manufacturers to

externalize parts of production to other firms.65 As the division of labour intensified

and more and more specialized firms came into existence, the vertical and horizontal

linkages between them intensified accordingly. In the nineteenth century, for

example, the small cIothing contract shop performed a number of tasks that were

uneconomical for the larger manufacturing wholesaler to undertake in the inside

65 N.A. Phelps, "Exlemaleconomies, agglomerationand nexiblc accumulation", Tra'lSaetions.lnslitute
of British Geographer~ N.S., 1992, 17, pp. 3546; AJ. Scolt, "Production .'Ystem dynamies and
melropolitan development", Urban Studies, 1982, 19, pp. 111-142; M. Storper and R. Walker, The
Capitalist Imperative: Territory. Technology and Industrial Growlh (New York: Basil B1ackwcll, 1989),
pp. 79-83.
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shop"", and lawycrs and printers provided legal and printing services for

manufacturers and governmenl.

The proliferation of external economies and the associated growth of vertical

and horizontal linkages between firms and industries were critical to the eontinuing

importance of Gld Montreal as an industria1 district after 1850. The development of

externaI economies does not by itself, however, lead to the concentration of

economic activity within the same area.67 In Gld Montreal a specifie bundle of

locational assets that preceded the full-scale industrialization after 1850 partly

accounts for the clustering of a wide range of manufacturing firms into a tight

economic cornplex. These firms generated and took advantage of a particular set of

agglomeration economies unique to the district. Gld Montreal was the centre ofmost

of the city economic functions. It was core of the imporl/export business, with most

of the city's merchants, importers, brokers and accountants having their businesses

along the main arteries such as Saint-Paul, Notre Dame and Saint-Jacques streets.

It was also the centre of the city's, and Canada's, financial system: along the small

stretch of Great Saint James street between Place d'Armes and Saint François Xavier

street were located the main offices of the City Bank, the Bank of Montreal, the

Banque du Peuple, the City and District Savings Bank, and the Montreal Savings

66 Payeue-Daoust, ''The Montreal gamlent industry", pp. 105-11. Similar events were occurring in
other North Anterican cities. See S. Fraser, "Combincd and uncvcn development in the men's clothing
indnstry", Busines-. History Review, 1983,57,4, pp. 522-547; E.K. Muller and P.A. Groves, ''The changing
location of the c10thing industry: a link to the social geography of Baltimore in the nineteenth century",
Maryland Historical Magazine, 1976,71,3, pp. 403-420.

67 Phclps. "E.xtcnml cconomics", p. 37.
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Bank. Old Montreal was also the nexus of thc city's communications nctwork: the

Montreal Telegraph and the Vermont and Boston Telegraph companies, for examp1c

had their offices in 01d Montreal; as did the Board of Trade, the Board of Arts and

Manufactures, numerous shipping and freight companies and agents, and the

prestigious bourgeois clubs. Old Montreal was surrounded by extensive

transportation facilities that connected it to the world markct: on its southern edge

it was bounded by one of the most extensive harbour facililies in North America,

while on its western perimeter was the Grand Trunk Railway's termina\. Public

services were the best in the old city: water supply, docks, strcet paving and fire

protection. A great variety of buildings provided flexible spaces for finns of ail sizes.

It had the best access to the labour force of the entire city. In short, the fact that Old

Montreal was the original core of the city meant that it had historically been the

focus of most of the business and ancillary functions, and presented to manufaeturers

a set of locational assets that could not be rivalled. Intensive rounds of construction

took place in this period, piling new floors upon existing structures and creating

entirely new buildings. The result was the expansion of the floor space available to

manufacturers, merchants and retailers. By introducing new machines, a more

intensive division of labour and new ways of organizing production and distribu tion,

manufacturers were able to achieve increased output, greater productivity, the

employment of more workers, and reach much wider markets.

Illustrative of the medium-sized, proprietary firm that took advantage of the

agglomeration economies of the core is the furniture business of Owen McGarvey.
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five years afler his arrivai from Ircland in 1838, McGarvey opened a paint, ail and

glass store and by the 1850s he had established himself as a furniture manufacturer.

The chairs were machine-made at L'Assomption (a village forty kilometres from

Montreal), hand-finished at his Montreal factory which was attached to his retail

store where the chairs were sold. McGarvey's strategy was to manufacture a variety

of styles from the plainest to the most expensive and fashionable, and to sell in large

quantities directly ta local customers who were attracted by the expensive and fancy

decor of the store.'"

Garvey exemplifies the manufacturers who utilized the particular types of

spaces available in Gld Montreal. An immigrant, he worked and saved and was able

to establish a small retailing store which sold unfinished, imported chairs in the local

market. To bypass the difficulties associated with importing, he established a

manufacturing concern that supplied his retailing store. He could produce common

and medium c1ass furniture (at L'Assomption), and fancy and custom-made lines (at

Montreal), while directly taking advantage of the district's centrality, networks of

fashion information, and the full range of craft skills. Throughout the second half of

the nineteenth century, the combination of manufacturing and retailing was an

important strategy that when allied with other productive strategies enabled a

'" E. Collard, "Owen MeGarvey" in Dielionarv of C.,nadian Biographv (Toronto: University of
Toronto Pres.•• 1990), vol. 12. pp. 624-625. C.,nada, Report of the Roval Commis..ion on Ihe Relations of
C.'pital and Labour. Evidence - Ouebee (Ottawa: Queen's Printer, 1889), vol. 3, pp. 726-727. The case of
MeGarvey weil illustrates one of the melhodologiea1 problems assoeiated wilh using the lax rails. 1did nol
eolleel MeGarvey fromlhe 1861 rails because he was nollisled as a manufaelurer even Ihough his faelory
was attached ta Ihc store. He probably was enumerated as a merehanl or furnilure relailer, and Iherefore,
nol eligible for inscrtion in my data.
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number of manufacturers located in Old Montreal to take allvantage of the growing- - -
local market. So important WolS the type of space created in Olll Montreal for this

mix of manufacturing and retailing that McGarvey, in the ISSOs, when his business

had outgrown its premises, relocated to a six-storey building still Olt the very centre

of the city core Olt the corner of McGill and Notre Dame streets (Figure 5.5).

While McGarvey's furniture business is an example of an individu al finn

taking advantage of the locational assets of the core, Old Montreal's devc10pment

was built upon the consolidation and concentration of several industries that were

highly dependent upon and were able to exploit the opportunities available there.

While Old Montreal contained manufacturing fi l'ms from 0111 industrial sectors

functioning in Montreal, it had particularly large shares of clothing, printing, leather

and jewellery firms (Figure 5.6). Associated with the range of industries in Old

Montreal was a diversity of ways of organizing production. While we have few

available descriptions of manufacturing firms, we l'an ascertain some idea of this

diversity through a breakdown of the rent structure of the district. In Table 5.4 1

divide the establishments in the important industries of Old Montreal and the

surrounding districts into two categories of rent, small (~ $40) and large (~ $350).

In conjunction with what we already know about the structure of these industries and

the available firm descriptions, we l'an glean some clues as to the type of production

strategies that firms were undertaking.

One of the formats common in Old Montreal was that employed by the

artisan who performed handicraft techniques with one or two workers in a small
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FIGURE 5.5
OWEN MCGARVEY STORE AND FACTORY, 1891
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FIGURE 5.6
LEADING SECTORS IN OLD MONTREAL AND l'liE OUTER CORE

BY TOTAL RENT AND NUMBER OF FIRMS, 1861
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• TABLE 5.4
RENT CHARACTERISTICS OF SELECTED INDUSTRIES IN

OLD MONTREAL AND THE OUTER CORE, 1861

SHOE PRINT· JEWEL· CLOTH· FUR& CARRIAGE BAKING FURNI·
MAKERS ERS LERS ING \lAT MAKERS TURE

Old Montrelll
1. 8912 5 140 1 258 8478 8742 850 3 218 2588
2. 43 12 12 27 29 6 23 t7
3 7 6 10 8 3 3
4. 4 3 1 4 2 Il

Suint-Antoine
1. 2982 380 8336 2000 980 1604 2224
2. 17 3 20 4 13 20 15
3. 12 2 2
4. 5 1 3 6 4

SuÎnt-Lllwrence
1. 120 20 440 932 912
2. 2 1 6 13 6
3. 1

• 4. 3 4 3

Sllint.Jllcques
1. 36 24 134 212 32
2. 1 1 4 4 1
3.
4. 1 3 2 1

Note. Large and smllll arc defined as more than $350 and less than $40 respectively. These
categories correspond to the upper and lower quartiles of the rent distribution in 1861.

1. = Total rcnt ($)
2. = Number of firms
3. = Numbcr of '"rge firms
4. = Number of small firms

Source: City of Montrell', Rôle d'évlliution, 1861

•
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workshop tucked away in a less busy side strecls. In the wood indllstry. for examp1e.

coopers, wood turners and CaIvers plied thcir lrade in small workshops wilh rcnls

ranging from $30 to $100. Another stralcgy was undertakcn by mcrchanls or artisans

who combined manufacturing and retailing at the same location: Ilsllally

manufacturing was perfomled in the back of their relail premises or Ilpslairs. This

group included confectioners, clothing manufaclurers, cuslom shoe-makers, prinlers.

gunsmiths, and jewellers, operating at various scales. For example, on Ihe firsl Iwo

floors of Cassils and Cameron's hoopskirt manufactory were located the salesrooms

for the crinoline dresses that they made on the upper IWo floors.O
" In the Ihire!

form, prevalent in the clothing industry, merchant manufacturers gave ontwork 10

households elsewhere in the city and surrounding rural areas, but kept within the

premises sorne of the more critical steps of the production process such as cutting

and designing. The wholesale clothing firm of McFarIane and Baird, for example,

employed 1,000 workers in conditions where "a very large amount of work is

accomplished by outside help", and where eleven cutters, some male tailors working

by hand, and thirty women working on sewing machines worked 'inhouse'.711 Finally,

relatively large factories utilizing machinery and a detailed division of labour

comprised the last format and included firms in the printing, shoemaking, clothing

and metal-working industries. Take for example, John Henderson's fur factory on

Notre Dame street, one of the largest firms in 1861 with a rent of $1,100, where fifty

69 Commercial Sketch of Montreal and Ils Superiority as a Wholes.,le Market (Montreal: Chisholm
and Dodd, 1868), p. 18.

70 Commercial Sketch, p. 23.
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hands made fur hats for both the Canadian and export markets7l or the foundry of

Charles Garth where "nuf11erous engines, boilers, etc" produced plumbing goods for

the local market." At the wholesale manufacturers' factory of Findlay and

McWilIiaf11s "the spirit of goaheadativeness has turned its attention" to the

manufacture of candies and confections, "and the consequent effect is the

introduction of machincry that simplifies, and with twenty-five rapidity, accomplishes

the work." In their four-storey factory they had a highly detailed division of labour

both in terms of the physicallayout of the plant and the gender structure of tasks.73

As the last format indicates while Old Montreal was dominated by small and

mediuf11 firms that serviced local markets and pursued traditional productive

strategies, Old Montreal did have a number of firms which employed new productive

strategies that required extensive space, new layouts, and access to new sources of

motive power. Indeed, one of the most important changes occurring to the built

envirolimr.nt of Old Montreal after mid-century was the creation of a modern

environment in which a wider range of firms couId f1ourish. This did not mean that

large-scale, highly-capitalized forms of manufacturing - such as Redpath Sugar and

the Grand Trunk shops - were a substantive component of the core's structure, but

the growing division of labour, the installation of machinery, and the development

71 Commercial Sketch, pp. 18-19. The high rent and rclatively smallnumber ofworkers employed at
l-Ienderson's fur works is unu.'U.I, apparently dislorted by the retailing funetion that was attaehed to the
manufaeluring plant.

72 Celebration Committee, Monlreal in 1856, p. 45.

73 Commercial Sketch, pp. 37-39. The quole is from p. 37.
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of large premises were part of Old Montreal's productive spacc." Largc-scale boot

and shoe manufacturers, trunk makers, cloUtiers and hatters operated a highly

divided work process and utilised machinery in three or four-storcy buildings,

especially in the western part of the district. A c1assic example of a centralized

industry was leather-making, especially shoemaking which was characterized by a

highly developed division of labour, simple mechanical systems, rapidly changing and

unstandardized products, and f1uctuating markets.7S Like most other industries of

the day there was a great difference in the scale of shoe fi l'ms. In 1871 a small

number employed a substantial number of the city shoe workers and produced the

vast amount of the city shoe production.76 Nonetheless, large shoe manufacturers

Iike Arnes, Millard and Co. which in 1864 was located in a four-storey building

"divided into numerous workshops, ail of which are supplied with modern [steam-

powered] machinery of the most approved patterns" coexisted side by side with

smaller manufacturers and custom shoe makers.n Most of the larger firms were

located in Old Montreal and the adjoining Saint-Antoine district (Figure 5.7). TIte

7~ As wc shall sce in the following scetions of this chapter, othcr induslrial districts wcre dcvclopcd
to accommodate the large lirm.

75 For a discussion of the Montreal shoe industry sce J. Burges.~:'Work, family and cOll1munity:
Montreal's leather craftsmen, 1790-1831" (Ph.D. thesis, Université du Québec à Montré"I, 1986),2 vols.
and "L'industrie de la chaus.crnre"; J. Ferhmd, "Evolution des rapports sociaux dans l'industrie canadienne
du cuir au tournant du 20e siècle" (Ph.D. thesis, MeGiII University, 1985).

76 ln 1871 live lirms - Charles Falardeau, George James and Co., Ames, Millard and Co., Smith,
Cochrane and Co., and G.L. Rolland· each employed more than 350 workers while four employed more
than $200,000 in capital. Sec E. Martel.. "L'industrie à Montréal en 1871" (Maitrise cs Arts, Universilé de
Québec à Montréal, 1976), pp. 46-47.

n "Manufacturing industry of Montreal", Gazeue, July 27, 1864.
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FIGURE 5.7
TIIE LOCATION OF SHOE, PRINTING AND CLOTHING FIRMS IN

OLD MONTREAL AND THE OUTER CORE, 1861
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result was that the core was the home of

nearly 200 different kinds of boots and shoes.... 500 sewing l1Iachinl's.
75 pegging machines, 30 sole-sewers, 30 sole-cutters. - besides large
numbers of dieing machines, heeling machines - also machines for
eyeletting, punching, skiving, rolling, &.78

Alongside the shoe makers were a wide assortl1lent of other leather manufacturers:

leather hat manufacturers like McDowell and Atkinson had sunk $16,000 into the il'

plant and were employing 100 workers, sevcnty-five of whol1l were wOlllen.7'l

Another centralized industry was that of printing, its ccntral location

depended upon it providing products and serviccs to othcr busincsses, rather than

to final·demand consumers (Figure 5.7). Printers were able to take advantage of thc

nearness to business clients, face-to-face contacts and swift mcssenger services for

orders, proofs, and deliveries. Printing in this period was extrcmcly divcrse: both

within the two major branches· printing and publishing - and betwcen thcm. As one

writer has commented, in printing "[i]l existe semble-toi! dans cette activité des

entreprises artisanales, des manufactures, mais aussi des entrcpriscs dont

l'organisation relève à la fois de la manufacture et de la fabrique".80 ln contrast, the

publishing side of the industry was undertaken in larger and more mcchanizcd

premises.81 Printers in this period were extremely flexible manufacturers: many

developed a combination of capacities for performing large and small jobs. An

78 Patlerson, Slalemenls ... t873, p. 40.

79 Celebration Commitlee, Montreal in 1856, p. 46.

80 Martel, "L'industrie à Montréal", p. 79.

8t Martel, "L'industrie à Montréal", pp. 78-80.
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excellent example is that of John Lovell. Apprenticed to a Montreal printer in 1823,

he gained a great deal of experience by working in a number of printing

establishments over the next thirteen years. \Vith his own printing house after 1836

he established a large and diverse business. His suecess was due to the mechanization

of his plant - his installation of a steam-powered printing press in 1847 caused great

consternation among printers - and the organization of the firm - he spread his risks

through a combination of job and commissioned printing while specializing in Iines

such as directories, gazetteers and school books; long-term contracts with various

state bodies; and gaining access to the rights for foreign books.82 With 147 workers

and capital of $80,000, Lovell had the largest printing establishment in Montreal in

1871.83 Most firms did not have the type of security and wide-spread access to a

number of different printing markets that Lovell did, and were reliant on immediate

access to the major printing users of the day - lawyers and notaries, merchants,

transportation companies and government offices. Accordingly, the printing industry

formed two specialized c1usters in the central core: next to the major retailing and

the main financial and legal streets of Notre Dame and St-James and, further east,

on the streets close to the administrative and legal core of the city.

The c/othing industry: productive strategies and central spaces

The industry which best illustrates the complexity of the ûld Montreal

82 G.L. Pnrker, "John Lovell" in Dictionnrv of Canadian niography (Toronlo: University of Toronto
Press, 1990), vol. 12, pp. 569-574.

83 Martel, "L'industrie à Montréal", pp. 78~79.
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manufacturing district and the overlapping of different productive strategies is the

c10thing trade which as many writers have pointed out before is the c1assÏl' l'entre-

seeking industry.84 As Hiebert has shown for the Toronto c10thing industry in the

first decades of the twentieth century the garment trade was an extremely innovative

industry which superimposed technological change upon important distribntional

changes and an intensive and advanced division of labour. The Montreal garment

industry after 1850 was no different. It was a highly innovative and advanced

industry, and its central location was due to the way that c10thing manufacturers took

advantage of centrality and fused it with the changes that they implemented to

technology and labour practices. The centralization of c10thing production in the city

core l'an be traced back to the early nineteenth century and even with the

tremendous changes wrought to the industry over the course of the century there

would be little change to its locational pattern. These changes started as early as the

1820s when, despite the small scale of firms and the reIiance on traditional tools,

c10thing was reorganized through an increasing division of labouT. Masters and

mistresses began to separate themselves from production and take on a purely

supervisory and coordinating roll'. Work also became increasingly divided into

84 A number of studies of the c10thing industry from the mid-nineteenth ccntury up to lhe present
day have shown the importance of a central location. P.G. Hall, "The location of lhe c1nthing Irades in
London, 1861·1951", Transactions. Institute of British Geographers, 1960,28, pp. 155-178; D. Hieberl,
"Discontinuity and the emergence of Oexible production: garroenl production in Toronto, 1901·1931",
Economic Geography, 1990, 3, pp. 229·253; E.M. Hoover and R. Vernon, Analomy of a MClropolis, pp.
59·69; Muller and Groves, ''The changing location of the clothing induslry"; AJ. Scoll, "Industrial
organization and the logic of intra.metropolitan loeation, III: a case study of lhe women's dress induslry
in the Greater Los Angeles region", Economie Geography, 1984, 60, 1, pp. 3·27; G.P.F. Slced, "Location
factors and dynamies of Montreal's large garroent complex", Tiid,",hrift voor Economische en Sociale
Geografie, 1976, 67, 3, pp. 151·168 and "Standardization, seale, incubation, and inertia: Montreal and
Toronto elothing industries", Canadian Geographer, 1976,20,3, pp. 298·309.
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diffcrent dcgrccs of skill.85 Thc intensification of the division of labour led to the

cmploymcnt of largc numbcrs of women and children as employers attempted to

rcduce production costs through the lowering of wages.86 In the years after 1850 the

division of labour was intensified and the industry became mechanized. The main

cost itcms of the clothing manufacturer were materials and wages. The most

successful way to reduce costs was through labour, as the possibilities of reducing

material costs were small and largely out of the clothing manufacturer's control. By

the second half of the nineteenth century, most firms, both large and small, had

developed a detailed division of labour further divided by skill and gender. The basic

division of labour consisted of cutting, sampie making, operating, basting, finishing,

pressing, buttonholing and cleaning, each step being divided along lines of skill and

gender.87 Superimposed upon, and in sorne cases restructuring, the division of

labour was the introduction of a series of technoIogical innovations. The most

important was the introduction of the sewing machine after mid century. While the

sewing machine remained relatively unchanged over the course of the century it

transformed the clothing industry as it allowed manufacturers to replace skilled

workers with less skilled workers, and spurred the intensification of the division of

85 M.A. Poutanen, "For the benefit of the master: the Montrealneedle trades during the transition,
1820·1842" (MA thesis, MeGilI University, 1985).

86 For a general discussion of the integration of women inlo Montreal's manufaeturing scetor sce
Cross, ''The negleeted majority".

87 Payelle.Dnoust, ''The Montreal gnrment indust!)''', pp. 1()().102.
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labour.&! The advantages of the machines as contemporaries saw them l'an he

discerned from a description of the sewing machine department of McFarlane and

Baird. "In one large room thirty sewing machines arc in operation humming their

Iively rattIe incessantly, weariness to their metal sinews is a thiug unknown, their

needle never lags, no romantie musings surround them"."" The popnlarity of the

sewing machine in Montreal, besides its obvious cost and labour advantages, was

related to the availability of spare parts, convenient locallllachine servicing, and the

massive advertising campaign implemented by the sewing-Illachine Illakers. Eveu the

most diffieult and skilled part of the production process was mechanized by the carly

1870s when steam-powered cutting machines were introduced into the city's c10thing

factories.90

The widespread application of an intense division of labour and the

introduction of machinery in the c10thing industry after 1850 did not mean that

garment firms followed a similar trajectory of growth. In Montreal in the second hall'

of the nineteenth century the c10thing industry was characterized by at least tluee

88 Fraser, "Combined and uneven development", p. 526.

89 Commercial Sketch, p. 23. Anothcr intcrcsling aspect of titis quotulion arc the auv;:lIIt;:lgcs,
implicitly statcd, of the machines aver the "wcarincss" and "romantic musings" of the workcrs.

90 Payetle-Daous~ ''The Montreal garnlent industry", p. 90-99. From an carly date Montreal had a
sewing machine manufaeturing company and in 1871 it had three which produced more than $250,000
worth of machines. For a discussion of the development of the sewing machine industry sec D. Hounshell,
From the Ameriean System to Mas.. Production. 1800-1932: the Development of M'"1uraeturing
Teehno10gy in the United States (Baltimore: John Hopkin Press, 1984), char. 2.
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different productive formats.9
\ The first was the small shop which, after 1850,

continlled to dominate in terms of number of establishments. Sorne of the small

establishments were cllstom shops catering to a local elite market, while others were

making ready-made clothing for the working class. The small shop was greatly

represented among men's tailoring (suits, overcoats, pants and jackets) and women's

clothing: firms with less than fifteen workers accounted for 139 of the 179 firms in

these two clothing branches in 1871.n

Aiso in this period, a small number of firms performed 'inhouse' production

which featured a large number of machines, a highly developed division of labour,

and a sophisticated system of distribution: they were particularly to be found in the

men's furnishing branch (shirt, collar, cuffs, and ties). Examples of this include John

Aitken's shirt factory in 1856 which employed more than 300 women, S.B. Scott's

shirt factory where 100 men and women used ten sewing machines in 1856, and

Cassils and Cameron in 1868 employed more than 100 women in the making of

hoopskirts in their four-storey building on Recollet street.93

A third productive format was the organization of outwork by wholesale

manufacturers. One writer has stated that in this period "true factory production was

almost non-existent" as many Montreal manufacturers "had the bulk of their goods

9\ Studies of the c10thing industlY in other mid-nineteenth-century eities, whieh highlight the wide
range of production fomlats arc Hall. ''The location of the c10thing trades" and Muller and Graves, ''The
changing location of the c10thing industry".

92 Martel, "L'industrie à Montréal", p. 56; Payelle-Daoust, ''The Montreal garment industry".

93 Celebration Commillee, Montreal in 1856, p. 46; Commercial Sketch, pp. 18-19.
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made up in the rural villages beyond the city"."' According to anolher,

the garments were eut on the premises of the who1csale dOlhing
house, tied into bundles with the linings and trimmings, and sent out
into the country to be made up, Fanners for miles around the
populous centers would drive in to the towns, carrying homes the
bundles of eut garments and these would be put togelher at home,
being brought back a week or so later when the payment would be
made on the basis of so much pel' garment.95

In 1874 H, Shorey testified that of the 700 workers he employed, most worked at

home while he hired about seventy "inside who prepare work to go out." These inside

workers tended to be cutters. At William Muir's plant, which had a similar ratio of

inside and outside workers, the cutting was done by "a knife which culs the c10th by

steam, so that four cutters will do the work of from t\Velve to fifteen."'''' The division

of labour here was very pronounced: men did the cutting in the factory while women

and children performed the sewing tasks at home. Many of these firms employed a

large \Vorkforce. In 1871 the six largest firms employed forty pel' cent of the city's

c10thing workers and forty-three percent of c10thing production.97 These firms

continued to grow over the period: in 1883 Shorey was adding an additional storey

9' Payeue-Daous!, "The Montreal gannent industry", p. 105.

95 R.P. Sparks, "The gannent and c10thing industries", Manual of the Textile Induslry of '-:lIlada, 1930
(Montreal: Canadian Textile Journal Publishing Co., nd.), p. 109.

96 Canada, "Report of the Select Commiuee on the Manufaeluring Interesls of the Dominion"
Journals of the Hou," of Commons 1874 (Ouawa: LB. Taylor, 1874), Appendix 3, pp. 23, 36. The puuing
out system would last weil into the end of the nineteenth eentu'Y, although ilS importance dcelined in
reverse proportion to that of the eontraet system whieh by the 1880s Was becoming one of lhe major
organizational forms in the elothing industries. Sec Payeue-Daoust, "rhe Molllreai garment indust'Y", pp.
105-1\0; F.R. Scott and H.M. Cas.sidy, Labour Conditions in the Men's Clothing Indu.stry (Toronto:
Thomas Nelson and Sons Lld, 1935), p. 2; Teal, "The orgaoizalion of production", pp. 162-198.

97 Martel, "L'industrie à Montréal", p. 57-58.
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to his mallJ building and had bought the building next door and he employed

somewhere between 3,000 to 4,000, many of whom were "engaged in the many small

faetories of the firm in the neighbouring towns and villages, and even as far as the

city of Quebec, where much of the work is done". As was pointed out the, this dual

system - of skilled workers in the main building and putting-out to the countryside -

combined "the advantages of cheap labour with the skill of first-class cutters and

labor-saving machinery."98

Despite the fact that the Montreal clothing industry featured a range of

productive strategies, with very few exceptions in the thirty years after 1850, the

industry was concentrated in Old Montreal, and to a lesser extent in the surrounding

Outer Core (see Figure 5.7)." This is not surprising because, as other writers have

pointed out for other cities, a principal reason behind the centrality of the clothing

industry was the fact that it functioned under a vertica!ly-disintegrated system of

production.100 The clothing industry was dependent upon a highly evolved system

of external economies: there may have not been a great deal of physical flow of

materials between clothing firms - at least in the period before the advent of the

contract shop - but the information flows in terms of priee signaIs, the latest design

98 Canadian Joumal of Commerce, Marc!130, 1883, ?p. 1040-1041. [ assume that by "small factories"
the IVriter lVas referring ta the homes of the women who did the sclVing.

.. As weil as the 1861 figures which indicate the dominance of the central area - Old Montreal had
two-thirds of the city's c!othing establishments and total rent - Payette-Daoust states that most elothing
fim!s in the sccond haIf of the nineteenth centul)' were located in the city centre. Sec "The Montreal
garrnent industl)''', p. 58. The exceptions were the small women's dressmaking shops.

100 Sec Hall, ''The localion of the c!othing trades" for a discussion of this in the nincteenth-centul)'
London garrnent industl)'.
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and materials, proximity to retailing outlets, and access to a large and di\'er~e labour

force were critical factors for an industry dependent upon the rednction of labour

eosts, and the vagaries of seasonal fashion and priee changes."" As one writer put

it, "fashion is a stern dictator and those who faithfully follow her Illany vagarics

require a somewhat plethoric purse to stand the pressurc".IO! Both Illanufacturcrs

and consumers were under constant "pressure" to keep up with thc changing

character of the industry. Manufacturp;s not only had to change thcir lincs four

times a year to keep up with seasonal changes, but they had to nlake constant

adjustments to stay abreast of changing fashions. While firms like that of Cassils and

Cameron had turned to the production of crinoline dresses which had "becolllc a

staple of trade" by the 1860s, many manufacturers had to switch their productivc

strategies because of the "consequent discardment of the weighty and Illultitudinous

skirts" that had previously reigned supreme.103 Moreover, externalization of

production took place as entry into the industry was easy because capital investment

pel' worker was very low; the barriers to knowledge about the industry were

permeable; space requirements were easily filled; and machinery was small and easily

101 Hall, "The loeatior. of cJothing trades", pp. 173-174; Sleed, "Locatinn faclors and dynamic~'. pp.
153-155. For an excellent description of thesc agglomeration economies in a related indu.tl)' sec l'.
Scranton, "An exceedingly irregular business; structure and process in the Paterson silk induSll)', 1885·
1910." in P. Scranton, (cd.). Silk City. Studies on the Paterson Silk Indust'Y. IR('()·1940 (Newark: New
Jersey Historical Society, 1985), 1'1'.35-72.

102 Commercial Sketch, p. 18.

103 Commercial Sketch, p. 18.
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moved. Il
J.l llle intensification of external economies in the c10thing industry

continued to occur, despite the faet that "from 1850 mass sewing and mass cutting

revolutionized the industry teehnically and economically", and meant that there

would be "!ittle change in the existing small-seale organization" of c10thing firms. los

llle small-scale character of the c10thing industry was a critical factor behind

its c1ustering in the core of the city. While on the one hand, the bounded character

of agglomeration economies - at least in terms of inputs - may have played \ittle part

in the location of the industry, on the other, the package of locational assets

represented in the form of Old Montreal was a powerful force behind the industry's

centralization. While we do not know how much of the raw material was obtained

from the nascent Canadian textile industry, some of which was located in Montreal,

or imported from the United States and Britain, none of the major textile

manufacturers were located in the vicinity of Old Montreal. Of course while cloth

continued to come through the harbour and remained in the hands of importers, a

central location would have been an important consideration, especially as the type,

cost, qua!ity and amount of c10th available were important production considerations.

Nonetheless, as Hall points out, materials - as weil as fuel and power - were a small

part of total production costs and probably had !ittle impact upon manufacturers'

locational decisionslO6
, and the fact of the pedestrian scale of the city and the

104 Steed, "Loeatioo factors and dyoamies", p. 152.

lOS Hall, ''The location of the elothiog trades", p. 1.66.

106 ''The location of the c10thing trade~" pp. 162-163.
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labour-intensive character of the industry raise questions ahollt the importance of

proximity to raw material suppliers.

More important were the factors of the market, labour and production spacc.

The importance of the market lies not in the cost of gelling clothing ta market but

in the numerous linkages between producers and consumers. As one writer has

stated, "because of the importance of individual fit and the capricious and

unpredictable trends of style, close and frequent contact with the market is

imperative."lo7 Montreal's clothing market was comprised of several suu-sections.

Custom-made clothing makers needed to be in close proximity to the city's clite and

middle class, most of whom worked in or had easy access ta the city core. The

market for wholesale ready-made goods was not the final consumer, but the

wholesale houses, ail ofwhich were located in Gld Montreal. As the primary retailing

centre in this period was along Gld Montreal's major thoroughfares, the market for

retai! ready-made clothing was in the dry goods and clothing stores along streets such

as Notre Dame.

The elasticity of the spatial boundary of the labour market - reaching out to

the city's rural districts - would have acted to redu, , the importance of the core as

a location for firms, especially in light of the fact that labour constituted the largest

single cost; thus it couId have been equally "rational" to have set up shop close to the

low-skilled labour source. Despite this, however, manufacturers remained in the core

50 as to be close to skilled workers (cutters and pressers) and because the costs of

ur; Hall, "The location of the e10thing industry", p. 163.
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transporting the material and the sewn goods to and from the rural households were

either undertaken by the sewing families themselves or constituted only a fraction of

a firm 's total production costs.'08

Equally important was the range of flexible work spaces available in the core.

Most clothing firms did not require large, complicated and extensive work areas: they

needed little space to house machinery; the through-flow of materials was relatively

unsophisticated; and stocks of raw materials and finished goods were, because of the

nature of demand, kept at a minimum. The core contained a mixture of different

work spaces from which different clothing manufacturers could choose from such as

stores along Notre Dame and Saint-Paul streets for the custom shops and the

merchant tailors, and three to four-storeywarehouse structures for the larger inhouse

and putting-out manufacturers. Lastly, adding to the ability of clothing firms to

remain in the core was that as a great amount of production was put-out, firms were

able to pass on the costs of overhead and machinery to workers, thus allowing the

flrms to bear the higher costs of a central location and the agglomeration economies

that were centred there.

Adaptation and conversion of the buitt environment

Gld Montreal was composed of structures inherited from the past; which had

to be perennially adapted and re-adapted to the demands of the present. The city's

Io..'i Eviùence thnt the Canners carricd the costs of transport.(!tiuu is in the abave quotcd statement by
Sparks, 'The garment and c10thing industries", p. 109.
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mercantile history had frozen in place a series of buildings whil'h under the forl'cs

of industrial capitalism became the \Varehousc-manufacturing district, an idcntifying

feature of most North American cities in the second half of the ninetecnth

centurylll'>, and the focus of a great variety of firms from a large array of indust'·ies.

While vertical in construction, Montreal's warehouse district provided a series of

advantages to the small to medium manufacturer of the mid century: a range of

spaces from the small garret to the large multi-story building; a corresponding

diversity of rents; and close proximity to other firms. Many finns combined retailing

and manufacturing in the same location, and Gld Montreal's primacy as citis retai!

centre enabled the merchant/manufacturer to capture the local market while

overseeing the several tasks at a single location. Nonetheless, the development of the

fixed built environment to meet the evolving needs of manufacturing, not to mention

other economic functions, entailed a great deal of structural reconstruction that, for

a number of reasons, \Vas frequently difficult to mee!. These include the physical

durability of the buildings themselves; the high cost of making improvements; the

desire of property owners to put immediate gains ahead of longer range or high-risk

benefits; the existence of market imperfections; and technological barriers to

redevelopment. ll11

Despite the difficulties associated with restructuring the space of Gld

Montreal, there was an on-going process of converting space from pre-industrial to

109 Ward, Cilies and ImmigranL';, chal'. 3.

110 C.M. Rosen, The Limils or Power: Greai l'ires and Ihe Proces.s or City Growlh in America (New
York: Cambridge University Press, 1986), chal" 2.
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industrial use. This included introducing new technologies and methods to buildings

to raise them from the three to four-storeys in 1850 to nine to twelve-storeys by the

1880s; widening old and building new streets; and laying down of new infrastructures.

To illustrate sorne of these processes the reconversion of the land of the Hôtel-Dieu

and the Grey Nuns' hospitals will be briefly presented.

In 1860 the Hôtel-Dieu which had since 1644 occupied a large section of the

block bounded by Saint-Sulpice, Notre Dame, Saint-Jean Baptiste and Saint-Paul

streets in the city's Centre ward moved to the city's northern periphery at Pine and

Sainte-Famille streets. 11l Immediately the land, which remained the property of the

Hôtel-Dieu, was converted to commercial and manufacturing uses. This took place

in two stages: the remodelling of the physicallayout of the land - the building of De

Bresoles, Le Royer and Saint-Dizier streets in the space vacated by the hospital; and

the building of a series of five to seven-storey warehouses to accommodate a variety

of economic activities. As Figure 5.8 and Table 5.5 indicate, by 1881 forty-one

warehollses had been constructed and were occupied by a range of commercial

(hardware, groceries, grain) and manllfacturing (cigars, rubber, electro-plating,

mirrors) interests. Covering an area of more than 100,000 square feet, in 1881 the

buildings were valued at almost half a million dollars and generated, according to the

III Mars.,n, Montréal en Évolution, p. 72. Il should he noted that lhe move of the Holel Dieu to lhe
norlhern fringe sel off a process of land subdivision and middle-class housing construction after 1860. Sec
Marshall, "The dcvcloprncnt of "La Côte à Baron"",
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FIGURE 5.8
Ci-IANGES '1'0 THE HOTEL DIEU LAND IN OLD MONTREAL.

1852·1881
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Source: W. Mckenzie, Map of the City of Montreal Showing the Latcst
Improvements. 1852; Goad, Atlas of the City of Montreal. 1881; City of Montrcal,
Rôle d'évaluation, Centre ward, 1881; Lovell, City DirectolY, 1881.

1
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TABLE 5.5
THE OCCUPANTS OF T/IE /lOTEL DIEU WARE/IOUSES, 1881

trader
storage -

storage Importer, china, glass, etc
storage Paper goods
factory Wholesale clothier
yard Merchant, hardware

faetory Cigars
storage Rubber goods
storage China, glass, etc
storage Hardware
storage Merchant, fruit
storage Unknown

O&S Importer, European wines
factory Trunks and leather bags
O&S Agent, Canad:t Thread
factory Mirrors and mouldings
factory Unknown
office Importer, grain
factory Electro-pl:tters
0&5 Importer, dry goods
0&5 Merchant, h:trdware

English hardwmeO&S

SAINT-DIZIER
22 G. Fischcl & Co.

24-26 Canada Rubber Co.
28-30 J.L. Cassidy
32-34 B. & H. Thompson
32-34 Vipond, McBride

36 C.H. Gc"dingly

DE BRESOLES
2·4 B. & Il. Thompson

6 vae.mt
8 Giberton & Co.
10 J. Everleigh & Co.
12 Rankin, Beallie
14 D.llogg
16 M. Dexter
16 Alberie DeLaet
18 Simpson, lIall & Miller
20 Lamarche, Prevost
22 T. PhilIips
1-3 J. Vermelle
5-7 i\. Belanger

9-11 vacant
\3-15 J.L. Cassidy
17-19 Canada Paper Co.
21-23 O'Brien, Kiernan

27 Benny, McPherson

•

office Merchanl, china, glass, etc
factory Wholesale clothier
office 5tationary and paper goods
0&5 Wholesale dry goods
storage Drugs

SAINT-PAUL, NORTH SIDE BETWEEN SAINT-DIZIER AND SAlNT·SULPHICE
329 C. Lacaille 0&5 Merchant, fruit
333 J.M. Forlier factory Cigars
335 Canadian Rubber Co. 0&5 Rubber goods
337 vacant
339 J. & L. Cassidy
343 J.i\. McKedie
345 Alex Buntin & Co.
347 I-Iodgson, 5ummer
351 Kerry Watson

•

SAINT-SULPHlCE, EAST SIDE AND NORTH OF DE BRESOLES
53 J. Watson 0&5 Agent, hardware & cuUery
55 H. Jonas & Co. factory Colourings and essences
57 H. Ascher 0&5 wholesale tobacconist
59 R. McKenzie office civil engineer

0&5 = office and storage.

Source: City of Montreal, Rôle d'évaluation, 1881, Centre Ward. Lovell, Montreal Citv Directory, 1881.
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role d'évaluation, more than $21,000 in rcn t."~

A similar process was at work furthcr to thc south by the waterfront: in the

early 1870s the Grey Nuns moved their convent and hospital to a new location at

Dorchester and Guy streets. 1lle Grey Nuns quickly cOll1l11issioned the building of

a nUll1ber of warehouses, which along with the old hospital, werc rcntcd out to a

number of commercial and manufacturing concerns. lIJ As is shown in Figurc 5.9

and Table 5.6 the change was as drall1atic as that which took place at the Hôtel-Dicu

land. In the area bounded by McGill, Youville, Comlllon, Port and Foundling streets

- most of which was owned by the Grey Nuns - a varicty of IIIcrchants and

manufacturers moved into the many-storeyed warehouses that wcrc built.11I ln

contrast to the Hôtel-Dieu land, and representative of the specializcd sub-districts

of Old Montreal, the major occupiers of the buildings were produce, provision and

coal merchants, as weil as other activities dependent on the waterfront for thcir

livelihood. In 1881 the Grey Nuns owned almost 100,000 square feet of land with

buildings valued at almost half a million dollars, which generated more than $21,000

of yearly rent.

One dimension of the restructuring of industry at mid-century was the

112 The data was gathered from W. MeKenzie, Map of the citv or Montreal Shewing the L.'test
Improvemenls. 1852 (Montreal: 1852); C.E. Goad, Atlas or the City nr Montreal Fmm Special Surveys
and Official Plans ShuwÎllg Ali Buildings and Names of Owners (Montreal: C.E. Goad, 1881-1890) and
from Ville de Montréal, Rôle d'évaluation. 1881 for Centre Ward.

113 G. Goliger, "Le Cours St-Pierre", Habitat, 1982,25,4, p. 36.

114 MeKenzie, Map or the City of Montreal; Goad, Atlas of the Cilv of Montreal. 1879; Ville de
Montreal, Rôle d'évaluation. 1881 for West ward.
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FIGURE 5.9
CIIANGES '1'0 'l'liE GREY NUN LAND IN OLD MONTREAL,

1852-1881
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Source: W. Mckenzie, Map of the City of Montreal Showing the Latest
Improvements, 1852; Goad, Atlas of the City of Montreal, 1881; City of Montreal,
Rôle d'évaluation, Centre ward, 1881; Lovell, City Directo!)'.
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TABLE 5.6
THE OCCUPANTS OF THE GREY NUN WAREHOUSES. 1881

Mercantile Aclivities

No. or Rent
Firms ($)

Produce and Commission Merchants
Coal Merchants
Merchants (Other)
Traders
Warehousing

Total

Il
4
Il
3
2

31

5,640
1,590
4,070

420
1,600

13,320

• Manuracturing Activites

No. or Rent
Firms ($)

Boot and Shoe Factories 3 3,200
Factories (other) 6 4,420
Offices of Manufacturing Firms 3 2,700

Total 12 10,320

Grand Total 47 24,440

Note: Grand total includes three firms with rent of $800 that
could not be classified and one vacant office with no rent.

Source: City of Montreal, Rôle d'évaluation, 1881, West ward.

•
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intensification of Old Montreal as a manufacturing district. We have seen growth in

the number of firms and a consolidation of the existing attributes of the district. It

became the primary location for industries with specifie characteristics and needs.

Small and medium-scale firms operating under handicraft and manufactory

conditions predominated; although the district's array of transportation and

communication facilities were important factors behind the existence of some larger

firms in a variety of oUler industries. Nonetheless, the inherent contradictions of

growth - the small area, increasing rents, inadequate buildings and competition from

financial and commercial functions - made it impossible for ail such firms to find

places to establish their manufacturing operations. There were answers to these

problcms, most notably the construction of more spacious or higher buildings.

Heights of buildings were severely limitedYs To meet the demand of firms and

industries for central agglomeration economies, new industrial districts were

developed, as we shall now see.

GrolVth of the OUler Core

While the problems leading to the overcrowding of Old Montreal limited the

availability of manufacturing sites for a number of firms there arose by 1861 a

secondary zone which offered many similar advantages. Encircling Old Montreal was,

what 1 cali, the Outer Core zone. It was made up of three separate districts - Saint-

115 Thcse limitations includcd the inability of stone and wood ta withstand the strain of vertical and
horizontal extensions; the unavailability of eheap structural steel until after the introduction of the
Bes.o;emer process in the mid 1870S; and the slow development of engineering and architectural methods
and technologies which could ulilize existing changes. Sec Rosen, The Limil. of Power, pp. 26-29.
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Antoine, Saint-Lawrence and Saint-Jacques - which together accounted for a thinl

of firms and a quarter of manufacturing rents. lIO This was a tremenduns illl'rease

from 1848; for example, at the early date, Saint-Antoine had unly twenty-eight

business establishments of ail kinds for a rent of $2,456 while in 1861 there were 144

manufacturing establishments worth more than $29,000, ail situated in the southern

belt which later became Saint-Antoine South ward.!" The Outer Core specialized

in the manufacture of food (mainly baking), beverage, clothing, leather, wood and

carriage products (Figure 5.6). In 1861 most of the firms and the rent were clustered

in the Saint-Antoine district, particularly the larger iirllls in leather and clothing,

while the two slllaller districts specialized in the slllall-scaie handicraft shop in the

food, beverage and wood trades. This zone was an extension of the central core in

terms of the sectors represented, the size distribution of firms, and the concen tration

of particular productive formats. This was especially truc of Saint-Antoine, whose

manufacturing district extended along the main thoroughfares (Notre Dame and

Saint-Antoine streets) leading from Old Montreal. The firms settling in these districts

took advantage of agglomeration factors that made Old Montreal attractive to a host

of inter-related firms - access to information and credit, supplier and buyer firms, a

wide selection of labour skills, and an anay of flexible spaces.

116 Although the development ofthese areasgoes baek ta the pcriod preeeding the fneus of lhis study,
the aim of this section is ta highlighl sorne fcatures of lheir post-185D growth. For a discussion nf the carly
development of Saint-Lawrenee's arlismlal growlh sec A.M. Stewart, "Seltling an 18th·ccntury fauhourg:
property and family in the Sainl-Laurent suburb, 1735-1810" (MA. lhesis, MeGiI! Universily, 1988).

117 Il should he noted thatthe spatial boundaries of the various divisions of lhe city helween 1848
and 1861 arc not always the same. The 1848 districts arc based on ward boundaries whilc thc 1861 nncs
arc made up from a grouping of cells supcrimposed upon the cily.
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One industry that found the Outer Core of exceptional importance was the

manufacture of carriages. It iIIustrates the economic processes underlying the success

of the district. Although there was a growing division of labour in carriage-making

in this period, like the early stages of the transformation of the shoe industry, this

did not involve mechanization. Carriage-making was still done by hand, ana

mechanization had to wait to the 1870s. As in the United States, "[i]n 1865 a

woodworker used augers, chisels, and a maul to eut tenons by hand, ... the

[dashboard] trimmer ... used needle and awl. In 1865 every step in buggy-makingwas

donc by hand".118 So advanced was the division of labour that even the small

carriage shop had to have at least one blacksmith, painter, wood·worker, and

trimmer if it was to be successtul. ll9 Firms were still relatively smail in scale and

aceess to a central location was essential if firms were to compete with one another

and gain the services necessary for successful production. In 1871 thirty-five carriage-

making firms employed !ittle over $120,000 in capital, while twelve of them employed

only two or three workers each. Only one firm - N. and A. Larivière's Canada Coach

and Sleigh factory - used steam power. As Martel states, "l'industrie artisanale

domine cette production qui semble destinée au marché local."120

As Figure 5.10 shows the carriage-making and ancillary trades were

118 E.P. Duggan, "Machines, markets and labor: the caITiage and wagon induslry in lale-nineteenth
cenlury Cincinnati", Busines.. [-(jstON Review, 51, 3, 1977, 1'.310.

119 W.W.Johnson, Sketches of the Late Depres..ion: its Cause, Effeet and Les.~ns With a Synoptieal
Revicw of Leading Trades During the Past Decade (Montreal: J.T. Robinson, 1882), p. 143.

120 Martel, "L'industrie à Montréal", pp. 91-92. The quole is from p. 92.
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FIGURE 5.10
THE LOCATION OF CARRIAGEMAKING FIRMS IN OLD MONTREAL

AND THE OUTER CORE, 1861

• l:'lIt"J'1" M'II.,"
• WI1C"'''''hJhl
o 5'l<llJIt~t

Source: City of Montreal, Rôle d'évaluation, 1861.
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conccntratcd in th l'CC major districts of the city. The most important clustel' was in

Saint-Antoine along the major thoroughfares leading out of Cid Montreal - Craig,

Saint-James and Notre Dame streets - and surrounding the Grand Trunk Railway

terminal. Bcre they had acccss to a good range of buildings, off-the-streetcustomers,

the elite market which worked just to the east and Iived just to the north of the

cluster, and the large carterin~ jJopulation whieh frequented the railway terminal.

The carriage shops of Saint-Antoine were in constant competition. By 1856 Manin

Gravelle had invested $12,000 and was employing ten men at his carriage works on

St-Antoine street, where "improvements ... are constant and marked, owing to the

great competition, which also renders the profits very 10w".12l Suppliers of wood,

leather and paint, as weil as sub-contractors such as blacksmiths and wheelwrights

were readily accessible in the surrounding and central area, and carriage makers

acknowledged the advantages of being close to the centre where they could most

easily discern changes of fashion and reach the largest markets.

The primary artery of the Saint-Lawrence district and the city's only north-

south business street and thus its route north to the rural hinterland was Saint-

Lawrence street. 122 ln 1861 this street was the focai point of the small

manufacturing area that was the northern extension of CId Montreal. At this date,

it had only fifty-five manufacturing firms and less than four pel' cent of the city's

total rent. foïrms were very smail (a median rent of $48, equivalent to a three or four

121 Cclcbration Committcc, Montrcal in 1856, pp. 46, 47.

\"_. Stcwart, "Scttlïng an 18th·ccnlnry faubourg".
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room fiat) and made food. beverage and wood products predominant!y. In Saint-

Jacques, likewise, most firms were small (for example, two-thirds employed less than

five workers in 1871). steam power and machinery were rare. and "prodnction was

largely artisanal or at a handicraft stage". t:!J But even here a few larger industrial

firms had been established such as Withall and Hood's soap and candie factory in

1850. One of ils !Wo buildings had three storeys and was 100 feet long. In 1856 they

used steam power in the annual production of 20,000 boxes of soap and 10,000 boxes

of candIes, all of which were consumed in Montreal and QlIebec.m

The new spaces encircling the traditional manllfacturing and commercial core

of the city were created under the same forces which gave rise to manllfacturing in

Old MontreaL Even though the three districts were distinguished from each other

in tbeir industrial mix, tbey formed a manufacturing complex which offered firms

many of the same advantages that were available in the city core. This point should

not be pushed too far; there were sorne important differences be!Ween the districts.

Saint-Jacques, for example, was the refuge of a small group of French-Canadian

artisans who still clung, as much as they could, to the traditional forms of production.

The development of Saint-Antoine and Saint-Lawrence as manufacturing districts,

on th~ other hand, was more closely tied to the overspill of firms from üld Montreal.

Here a wide variety of firms employing a wide range of productive strategies were

established.

123 Bradbury, ''The family eeonomy", pp. 73-76. The quote is from p. 74.

124 Celebration Comminee, Monlreal in 1856, p. 49.
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5.5 The East End: a Mid-Nineteenth-Century Industrial District

The centralization of smail and medium-scale firms in the city core and the

surrounding area was only one dimension of the city's industrial geography at mid

century. As 1 mentioned in Chapters Two and Four, most discussions of nineteenth

cel:tury urban structure focus upon the centraliza.tion of firms in the city core. The

importance of the central area has been confirmed for the case of Montreal. A large

share of the city's firms and rent were c1ustered in the heart of the city - Old

Montreal - and the surrounding Outer Core zone in 1861. While the central zones

accounted for four-fifths of firms and three-fifths of rents, we must not neglect the

more peripheralmanufacturing spaces. In the dramatic spurt of industrialization of

the 1850s an entirely new set of productive spaces was created to permit the

deployment of new productive practices and the intensification of existing ones.

These included substantial new industrial districts which were physically and socially

'distanced' from the city core. In Montreal in the period after mid century two non·

central industrial districts can be identified: the West End and the East End. The

purpose of this section is to describe some features of the industrial growth of the

East End and to show how it differed from the central manufacturing complex and

the large industrial district in the west.

The begillnings of an indllstrial district

Of the two most distant industrial zones evident in 1861 (see Table 5.3) the

smallest was located in the East End. Its development was slow and steady, and
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stretched back to the late eighteenth century. As carly as 1782 Thomas l.oid

established a brewery at Saint-Mary's Current ano petty cOlllmodity pradurers and

a few manufactories clustered around itY.I ln 1785 John Molson beeame sole

proprietor of the brewery and over the years established a number of other

manufaeruring enterprises (a distillery, a ship yard, and a foundry).'ln Despite the

importance of the brewery ta the city's econolllY, industrial growth was slow. Aftcr

1800 a number of ship yards operated ta the east of Saint-Mary's Currcnt. By the

1820s we count a brewery, Iwo distilleries and a foundryl27, in 1851 scvcntccn

manufacruring establishments. ' :!8 At mid-century the only large ones werc Molson's

brewery, distillery and foundry. There were a few manufactories and small factoric~:

a clay pipe works, a saw mill, and Iwo rope walks. The rape walk of John Conversc

was one of the larger firms. The original works, established in 1825 on Parthcnais

street, by 1839 extended ta "1,200 feet in length, the greater part (900 feet) Iwo

staries high, and another portion three staries." ln the same year an additional

building was constructed which by 1856 was a four-storey structure, forty by sixly

feet. In these buildings, up ta fifty hands using "patent" and "appropriate" machincry

propelled by a steam engine transformed 150 ta 250 tons of Russian hemp annually

125 M. Denison, The Barlev and the Stream: the Mol""n Story (Toronto: MeCle!land and Siewarl,
1955), ehap. 2.

126 Denison, The Barley and Ihe Stream; C. SouL)'-Roy, "Le quartier Sle·Marie" (Maitri,., cs arlS,
Université Quebéc à Montréal, 1977), pp. 23-28.

t27 Denisen, The Barlev and the Stream, chaps. 2,4 and 5; SouL)'·Roy, "Le qu:ortier Sle·Marie", pp.
23-28; Tulehinsky, The River Barons, pp. 206-208.

128 The data for Ihe number of firms after 1851 cornes from the rôle d'évaluation.
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into "diffcrent kinds of cordagc".129 On the fringes of the district were brick yards,

lime kilns and a small tannery, forced to the city edge by their noxious character.

While a small and embryonic industrial base had developed over the course of the

early nineteenth century, according to one writer, "à l'aube de la seconde moitié du

XIXe siècle, le quartier Ste-Marie est véritablement devenu le territoire presqu'

exclusif de la famille Molson"Yo While Sainte-Marie's growth continued to be

dominated by the Molson and a few other families its economic activities and

population were concentrated in the southern part of the ward, c1ustered along the

major thoroughfares parallel and perpendicular to the river. This smail c1uster was

located at the junction of water (the Saint-Lawrence river) and land (Papineau and

Notre Dame streets) networks that were important factors behind the development

of the small industrial districtY' At mid century few streets had been laid out and

the district was made up of a mixture of wealthy and working-c1ass housing. The

area's infrastructure was non-existent except for a small section of sewer pipes that

serviced the Moison c1uster of enterprises.132

Over the following decades, Sainte-Marie was to become an example of the

129 The description for 1839 cornes from N. Bosworth, Hochelaga Denieta or the Earl. Historv and
Present State of the Cily and Island of Montreal (Montreal: William Greig, 1839), p. 179. By 1856 the
Parthenais faetory was "idle" and a new plant had been built at Saint-Gabriel Loeks in the west end. Sec
Celebration Comminee, Montreal in 1856, pp. 40-41.

t30 Soney-Roy, "Le quartier Ste-Marie", p. 28.

131 Soucy-Roy, "Le quartier Ste-Marie", pp. 23-25. Notre Dame street atthis time wus known as Saint
Mary slreet. Throughoutthis study 1 refer to it as Notre Dame.

132 Soucy-Roy, "Le quartier Ste-Marie", pp. 10-13.
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early development of suburban industrial installations, their nuckation of new

productive spaces, and the perennial restructuring and emergence of new productive

spaces in every surge of growth of the city. By 1861 a small number of fil1l1s had

been drawn by the magnet of the industrial cluster located at Saint-Mary's Ciment:

smail manufactories and factories were producing vinegar, soal', brooms and

crackers. The l'orly manufacturing finns were clustered along Notre Dame street

which ran parallel to the river (Figure 5.11).

The industrial make-up of the East End in 1861 differed l'rom that of core

zones. East-End finns tended to be either small or very large: thirty one (out of forty

finns in 1861) had rents less than $150, while tluee - Molson's brewery, Molson's

distillery, and Canadian Ruboer - were among the largest firms in the city. The

district was polarized between a large number of small and heterogenous handicraft

shops and manufactories serving a local market and a small number of mechanized

factories of national stature.

The most significant addition in the 1850s was Canadian Rubber in 18531JJ
,

an excellent illustration of the type of large scale and technologically advanccd firm,

setting up in the periphery, and creating new productive practices. In 1856 it housed

158 workers in l'ive buildings worth more than $55,000. In 1861 its rent was valued

at $1,200 per year. By 1871 the number of workers had risen to 370 and it was

producing almost 650,000 pairs of rubber boots and shoes annually.'3' The founders

133 ln 1861 Ihe company was known as Ashley Hibbard's ruhbcr company.

13' Celebralion Committee, Montreal in 1856, p. 39; M. I3cllavanee and J·O. Gronorr, "Les structures
de "espace montréalais l'époque de la Confédération", Cahiers de géographie de Québec, 1980,24, p. 21.
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FIGURE S.l1
LOCATION OF MANUFACTURING FIRMS IN SAINTE-MARIE,

1861 AND 1881
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Source: City of Montreal, Rôle d'évaluation, Sainte-Marie ward, 1861 and 1881
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of the firm included Ashley Hibbard who had been a "prime mo\'er" in lhl'

construction of the Montreal, Portland and Boston Railroad, and Edwin Chaffeewho

had been a pioneer manufacturer in the United States and was responsible for one

of the major innovations in the rubbe - manufacturing process. From the oulset, the

company had experience in both the +.ransportation side, the crude rubber coming

from Brazil, and in the manufacturing side. They imported experienced rubber

workers from the United States and found a plentiful supply of chcap local labour

in the form of women and children. In the 1860s Hugh Allan took control and

incorporated the company.13l

For the most part, however, the finns operating in the East End were small

manufactories and handicraft shops. These firms employed few workcrs, were small

in scale, had not subdivided the production process to any substantial degree, and

served local markets. The enterprises and most of the ward's workers still c1ustered

around Molson's brewery on Notre Dame as the transportation and communication

networks in the ward were still unsophisticated.'36

Consolidation and growth in the 1870s

While the East End did not participate l'ully in the long boom after the late

1840s, it took off in the 1870s as older firms - Molson's Brewery and Canadian

Rubber - expanded, as severallarge-scale mechanized firms with elaborate divisions

135 Roberts, From Titree Men, ehaps. ) to 3.

136 Soucy-Roy, "Le quartier Ste-Marie", pp. 28.34.
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of labour settled in Sainte·Marie and further east in the new industrial suburb of

Hochelaga. They c1ustered at the intersections of Papineau, Parthenais and Dézery

streets with Notre Dame street (Figure 5.11). There was a doub\ing of the number

of factories from seven in 1861to fourteen twenty years later. In 1881 they include

Adam's Tobacco factory ($2,500 rent), Dominion Oil Cloth ($1,800), William Yuile's

glass factory ($1,600), Barsalou Soap ($1,600), Canada Thread ($900), and the

Victoria Straw Works.137 The straw works, estab\ished by W.C Ravenhill and John

Molson in 1876, was located in Old Montreal (Fortification street) where they made

straw hats, but they promptly subdivided their plant and opened a bleachery in the

eastern section of Sainte·Marie in 1877. In the following years they moved both t",e

hat manufacture anù bleaching operations to the new premises on Papineau

street.138

Associated with the burst of industrial development before 1881 was the

growth of the district's population. From \ittle over 10,000 in 1861 it had more than

doubled ovcr the next twenty years, reaching 22,700 by 1881. This growth was made

up mainly of rural French Canadians: they increased from sixty-nine to eighty-one

per cent of the ward's population in this period.139 The development of the French-

CanadiancharacterofSainte-Marie, "correspondantà une période d'appauvrissement

137 The Molson closcd their distillery in 1867. Sec Denison, The Barley and the Stream, chap. 12.

138 The information about Victoria Straw was oblained from a careful perusal of Lovell's city
directory for the period. Dcspite the linancial backing of the Molson family, the straw company went out
of business in 1884 with liabililies of almosl $100,000. Sec Canadian Journal of Commerce, February 8,
1884, pp. 184·185.

139 Soucy.Roy, "Le quartier Ste-Marie", Tables 3.1 and 3.4, pp. 68, 83.
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du quartier, classera de plus en plus les grandes familles bourgeoises qui avaient

marqué le quartier, dont la famille Molson".!'" The worsening housing conditions

and standard of living of Sainte-Marie workers was related to, on the one hallll, the

low wages that most of them received, and on the other, the land development

policies of the major landowners. These owners happened to be the major employers

such as Molson and Macdonald who built an inadequate number of houses, most of

which lacked basic sanitary facilities. 14t The construction of new housing was

accompanied by the opening of new streets and the extension of existing ones, and

the creation of several new institutions - parishes and schools - to service the growing

population.142

While Sainte-Marie continued to grow, both in temlS of its industrial base and

its population, another eastern area experienced a substantial amount of industrial

growth in the 1870s. The newly emerging village of Hochelaga to the east of Sainte

Marie, was initially settled by the Montreal bourgeoisie who built expensive homes

on the river, but in the 1870s, it was transformed into a complex and relatively

complete industrial space. The population quadrupled (from a thousand to more

than 4,000). As in Sainte-Marie, most were working-c1ass French Canadians who

worked in the large factories established in the 1870s such as the Macdonald tobacco

factory, the Eastern Abattoir, B.J. Coghlin's railway supplies, the workshops of the

140 Soucy-Roy, "Le quartier Ste-Marie", p. 42.

t41 Soucy-Roy, "Le quartier Ste-Marie", ehap. 4.

142 Soucy-Roy, "Le quartier Ste-Marie", pp. 13-18.
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Quebee, Montreal, Ottawa and Occidental Railway (which later became Canadian

Pacifie), and the cotton factory of Victor Hudon. Hudon, who accumulated capital

through his earlier career as a Montreal wholesale merchant, like the other

manufacturers was attracted to Hochelaga by the prospects of cheap and abundant

labour, access to the river for coal, and two new factors - provision by the

municipality of a twenty-year tax exemption and the appropriate infrastructure, and

access to the Canadian Pacific Railway terminus on Notre Dame street. The cotton

mill built in 1874 at the corner of Notre Dame and Dézéry streets was a five-storey

structure, 215 by 80 feet, and was worth $200,000 (Figure 5.12). On the first floor

was the repair workshop and the storeroom for finished products; the second floor

contained 300 looms; the third and fourth floors had 18,000 spindles for spinning

cotton; and the final stages of manufacturing took place on the top floor. The looms

and spindles were powered by a 600-horsepower steam engine. When working at full

capacity the firm employed 600 workers. These employees, many of them women and

children, worked in a highly regimented work setting where continuous-processing

machinery dictated the pace of work.143

Another example of the importance of the East End for the establishment of

large firms employing new continuous-processing productive strategies is the

143 Sec Atelier d'Histoire Hochelaga·Maisonneuve De fil en aiguille: Chronique ouvrière d'une
filature de coton à Hochelaga en 1880 (Montréal: n.p., 1985), Borthwiek, Montreal, p. 143, and R.E.
Rudin, "Victor Hudon" in Dictionary ofCanadian Biography (Toronto: University ofToronto Press, 1990),
vol. 12, pp. 455-457 for descriptions of Hudon's Iife and the mill. An analysis of the consequences of the
nature of work in the textile mills sce J. Ferland, "Syndicalisme 'parcellaire' ct syndicalisme 'collectir: une
intreprétation socio-technique desconfiitsouvriersdans deux industries québécoisc, 1880-1914", LabourlLe
Travail, 1987, 19, pp. 49-88 and "'In search of the unbound Prometheia....
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FIGURE 5.12
THE HUDON COTTON MILL, 1882

Source: C.E. Goad, Victor Hudon Cotton Mills. Hochelaga, Montreal
(Montreal: Goad, 1882), Special Survey No. 30.
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Macdonald tobacco factory. Throughout the nineteenth century, with one important

exception, the Montreal tobacco industry was located in the central core. The

demand for small workshops close to the centres of finance and wholesaling, as in

the industries 1 touched upon in the previous section, was a critkal factor in the

success of the most tobacco manufacturers. W The only exception to the centrality

of tobacco firms was William Macdonald's tobacco factory in the East End. In 1858,

at the age of twenty-three, Macdonald established a small tobacco factory on Water

street on the eastern boundary of the Gld Montreal. Within the space of ten years

he had created the largest tobacco firm in Canada: by the late 1860s the five-storey

building contained machinery and utensils valued at nearly $40,000, while in 1871

Macdonald had capital to the value of $250,000, employed 550 workers, and made

more than half a million dollars worth of tobacco products.145 In 1874, to

accommodate expanding demr!nd and to create a new productive space for

production, Macdonald built a new factory at the corner of Ontario and Iberville

streets on the Sainte-Marie and Hocàelaga boundary. Built on an eight acre lot, the

144 Tobacco manufacturcrs wcre reliant on thc ",holesaler for their raw tobacco leaf, most of which
was imporled from the Uniled States and Cul·a. Very few manufaeturers couId afford to have "Special
Agents", as one large manufaclurer did, who bought leaf for them direetly frG'" the tobaceo.growing
districts of Virginia, North Carolina and Kentucky. Decisions about whén the bcs. lime to buy tobacco leaf
and how 10 finance it could be most easily made through the gossip and knowledge channels of the central
core. For many firms a small wor<shop whieh couId accommodate five to twenty workers, some work
tables and perhaps a few mouIds, was to bc found in the core. The centre was also closc to the
transportalionnetworks that were necess",)' for shipping the tobaeeo and cigars to the surrounding towns
and the largcr cilies throughout C1nada.

145 G. Pinard, Montréal: son Histoire, son Architecture (Montréal: La Presse, 1987), pp. 284·290;
"William Macdonald", Maelean'~ June 1959, pp. 24·25, 32, 36,38,40-41. For a description of the Water
slreet faetory sec I-I.B. Small, The Produets and Manufactures of the New Dominion (Ottawa: G.E.
DesbaraL<;, 1868), p. 147. The information for 1871 is from Canada, Manuscripl Census, Industrial
Sehedules, 1871.
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area of the factory's l'ive floors was l'ive and a hall' acres. \Vhilc the mo\'e farilitated

the installation of more than double the machinery that had been in the \Vatel' street

factory, another important element to the move was the reorganization of the

internai production space. I
'
6 As the company stated in 1877, the new building was

"planned and erected for this particular business, and with a view to economy of

labour and perfection in manufacture; with system apparent in every department, and

such perfeet organization throughout.,,1.7 Even if we take this description with a

grain of salt, the obvious attention to the internallayout of the plant appe;'.''', 10 be

genuine. The typical downtown warehouse plant that they had formerly occupied was

unable to provide the type of space that the company needed. Alongside the concern

with the rationalization of space and production in the factory, Macdonald also split

production l'rom management. While production took place at the Ontario factory,

the administrative concerns of the company were carried ou t at his office in the heart

of the old city. By 1877 there were 1,100 empluyees in the new Macdonald factory,

making up hall' of the city's total tobacco labour force. l
,"

At a time when most tobacco manufacturers sought a central location, one

firm was able to break with this spatial constraint. Despite the large amount of fixed

1.6 While it would be interesting ta know if lhe maehinery that was being installed in the Ont",in
plant was a new type, it is not possible ta diseem from lhe sources that 1 have been able tn find.

1" Globe and Mail, 20 April, 1877. There was also a eoncern for the Iighling nf the factnry • ln cul
down Iighting cosIs; and with fire prolection. Macdonald had .'Urfered irom serious fires in lhc pasi and,
despile lia novel mcthod ... in the construction ta makc the building lire proof or as ncarly as possible",
the eompany was ta suffer from more in the future .

t.8 Globe and Mail, April 20, 1877.
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capital in his Wakr street factory, Macdonald pulied up and moved to the very cdge

of the built-up part of the city. He was able to do this through a combination of the

advantages of the East End and the installation of continuous-process machinery, the

employment of cheap female and child labour, the capture of a particular segment

of the tobacco market (Cavendish tobacco), and the use of specialized agents for

purchas'ng r,lW materials. From an early date, Macdonald was able to shift his plant

from the congested core area to a 'green field' site on the city periphery where new

forms of plant rationalization could be introduced. In other words, a new set of

productive praetiees were established and a new set of spatial milieus created that

accommodated and 01150 shaped these new practices.

In the years following the late 18405 the eastern portion of the city

experienced bursts of industrial growth. The large-scale firms that were established

there in this period acted as magnets to a host of smaller firms. This c1uster in turn

formed around much earlier constellations of industry that had been in existence

since the late eighteenth century. The ease of Sainte-Marie provides evidenee that

conflicts with the pieture drawn by writers such as Scott who emphasize the

concentration of production in the city core; by the mid-nineteenth century the

eastern part of the city at Sainte-Marie had a weil developed industrial base that

became more firmly fixed with the influx of firms in the 18705. While the early

industrial development of the area was controllp.d by one family, after 1850 the

establishment of an array of firms from a variety of industries which had been

attracted by the condi:'ions already created in the early stage of growth. led to the
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emergence of a diverse industrial district. The firms that madc up thc cmcrging nc\\'

and diverse industrial ~tructure of Sainte-Marie (rubber. textiles, tobacco. and soap)

had several characteristics in common: mechanization, a segmeuted and large labour

force, a significant number of female and child workers, national and international

markets, and large premises. These large firm; found in Sainte-Marie and Hochelaga

a suitable environment for production. Freed from the confines of obsolete physical

structures and the production relations of the core, they established new production

formats in a new productive space. While the provision of cheap and adequate

housing was not forthcoming for a large tlllmber of the district's families, the laying

down of basic infrastructures for inùust:y went full steam ahead. Furthermore, land

development was controlled by the employers. The Molson family, William

Macdonald and others who owned large tracts of land in the ward were able to direct

the timing, type and conditions of housing (hat was built. "9 Lastly, this new

productive space was not fully determined or oceupiecl by large enterprises. It

contained a diverse array of workshops, manufaetories, and smaller faetories. The

East End was a growing industrial zone where a particular array of productive

strategies together developed with the formation of a particular productive spacc.

5.6 The West End: New Productive Strategies and the Growth of an Industrial
District

While the eastern portion of the city had to wait to the 1870s beforc therc

t49 Soucy-Roy, "Le quartier Ste-Marie", p. 109.
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wou Id be significant industrial growth, the western district of the city emerged as an

important industrial zone by the carly 1850s. To demonstratc the importance of this

district within the Montreal context and to illustrate the wide range of productive

strategies associatcd with industrial growth, 1will provide a detailed discussion of the

municipal ward of Saint-Ann which was the focus of industrialism in the West End

in the tluee decades following 1850.150 This examination of Saint-Ann provides

evidcnce that urban peripheral industrial districts were in existence from as early as

the mid-nineteenth century. This suggests that the explanation for the growth of

industry on the periphery needs to extend past the arguments advocated by the

transportation and transactionai perspectives. The answer lies, it wiII be argued, in

the manner in which a number of features interlocked. These include cyclical change,

new technology and new industries, flows of fix.:d capital, linkages, and

organizational structure. The hroad range of possibilities and constraints under which

firms operated - in other words a variety of productive strategies. created a diverse

array of locational choices. The conc/ .• tration of production in the city core is but

one case. 1 wiII show in this section that a configuration of forces in the

mid-nineteenth century also created the possibility for the development of another:

the industrial suburb.

One such industrial suburb was that of Saint-Anno As Table 5.3 shows, the

West End in 1861, while only having fifteen per cent of the city's manufacturing firms

150 1 have published mueh of this material as "The developmenl of an carly suburban industrial
district: the Montreal ward of Saint-Ann, 1851-1871", Urban Historv Review, 1991. 19, pp. 166-180.
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accounted for more than a third of its rent, most of which WilS 10 be found in Silinl-

Ann. The West End had the largest averilge ($529) ilnd mediiln ($200) relols of illl

the :wnes in Montreal. From the mid 1840s to 1861 the area grew quilc dramalically.

In 1848 the same areH had only thirty-one firms, most of them small in sizc and

opetating under handicraft conditions.1S1 The growth over the next ten to fifleen

years took two major paths. Firs!, and this distinguished the western part of the city

from ail others, was the emergence along the Lachine canal of il substantial number

of large-scale, technologically-advanced firms trom a select group of industries. The

second path was the profusion of a large number of smaller firms emp\oying a variely

of productive strategies.

Early development of Saint-Ann

The twenty years following the depression of the 1840s were extremely

important ones in the industrial history of Montreal, a central element of the city's

rapid growth being the development of manufacturing alongside the Lachine canal

in Saint-Ann's ward. While Saint-Ann's economy in the late 1840s was primarily

artisanal, the ward's industrial and spatial character was very quickly transformed in

the following decades. This was not lost on contemporary observers. One stated that

"[a] walk along the banks of the Lachine canal and the St. Gabriel Locks, will convey

to the observer a forcible impression of the extent -and importance of the factory

lSl The number is taken from the 1848 rôle d'évaluation.
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interests of the City".m After the 1840s a technologically-advanced, hydraulically-

based, energy-intensive fonn of production was superimposed upon small-scale

artisanal production, which led to a reorganization of the ward's social character.

Concomitant with this industrial transformation was a reorganization of its

geography, as the Lachine canal on the fringe of the built-up area became the locus

of the new form of production introduced with the broad burst of growth that

occurred after the late 1840s.153

The redevelopment of the Lachine canal in the mid 1840s and the

technological revolution of the boom starting in the late 1840s, transformed the

nature of Saint-Ann's industry. Prior to this, petty commodity production was the

over-riding feature of the ward's manufacturing concerns. Table 5.7 indicates the

antecedents of industrial capitalist production, the early introduction of machinery

and steam power. As early as 1831, the Montreal Gazette claimed that Griffintown

"has more machinery in operation within its limits than any other portion of

Montreal".m The Eaglc Foundry, for example, had an assortment of turning lathes,

grind stones, and trip hammers, ail powered by an eight horsepower engine. The

other firnls employed machinery and steam power. The census taken in 1842

151 Commercial Skeleh, p.S.

153 For the important ehangesat the canal sce L. MeNally, Waler Power on the Lachine Canal. 1846
1900 (Ouawa: Parks Cmmda, 1982); Tu!ehinsky, The River Baron~ WiIlis, The Proee55 of Hydraulie
1ndustria lization.

154 1.6 July, 1831. Grirrinlown, just west of the city core, was laid out between 1815 and 1830 by
Thomas MeCord. Il was the only fully developed part of Saint-Allll bcfore 1851 exeept for a small
population of Irish immigrants that scnled alongside the north bank of the canal adjacent to Griffintown
in the 1840s. Sec WiIlis, The Proees.. of Hvdraulie !ndustrialization, p. 96.
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TABLE 5.7
FACTORIES IN SAINT-ANN, 1831-1856

1831 18·12 1851 1856

FOOD Flour mills 4 4 .\
Linseed oil 1 2 2 1
Smut mill 1
Brewenes 2 2 -,
Sugar re[inery

METAL Foundries 2 2 6 7
Nail 1 2 3 4
Machine shops 2 4
Engine works 1
Threshing machines 3
Edge tool works 2
Seale works

CHEMICAL Soap 1 2 3 3
Varnish works 1

LEATHER Tannery 1

• OTI-IER Comb manufaetory
Orga" nanufaetory
Rubber factory
Clothing factory
Tobacco factory
Roofing material
Carriage factory

TEXTILE Rope works
Cotton faetory

WOOD Saw mills 3 (,

Stave factory 1
Chair factory 1
Lasts factory 1

TOTAL 12 16 24 49

The list is doubtless incomplete. Dow brewery which was established in the [irst decade uf the
eighteenth eentury, for example, is missing. The listings for 1851 and 1856 do not include the
numerous petty commodity produeers such as bakers, coopers, blacksmiths, saddlers and wheelwrights.

Sources: Montreal Gazette, 16 July, 1831. City of Mùntreal, Rôle d'évaluation, Saint-Ann ward, 1851
and 1856.

•
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cnumcrated sixteen manufacturing establishments in Saint-Ann, one third of the

whole city. In the eleven years since 1831, if the census is to be believed, there had

been little change to the number and type of 'modern' firms operating in the ward.

What the newspaper report and the census enumerators fail to tell us is the extent

to which artisanal production was taking place at this time. They provide information

only for firms operating under 'factory' conditions, although it seems likely that the

small artisan shop, employing a journeyman or !wo, was the principal form of

production before the late 1840s: as one writer has stated Saint-Ann was

characterized by a "small and individualized craft system of production", with an

embryonic industrial base centred on machinery and steam power. lS5

The trallsformation of Saillt-Anll's indus/ly after mid cenllllY

From 1847 the City of Montreal rôle d'évaluation makes it possible to present

a more balanced picture of the area's industry. What it shows is that from these early

beginnings, where factory production was a secondary component of Saint-Ann's

manufacturing base, that the district would experience tremendous changes in the

scale, type and locatioll of industry. In order to demonstrate the changing industrial

structure and geography of the area 1 collected rentaI tax valuations for ail

manufacturing firnls in the ward, at five-year intervals from 1851 to 1881. From these

data, it is possible to present a detailed picture of the individual firms operating in

each of the time slices, their location, and their scale (rent). For cIues to the

155 WiIIis, The l'roees., of I-Iydraulic !ndustrialization, p. 168.
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production formats in operation and the particular work-spares huilt in these

intervals, 1 have relied upon descriptions of firms and industries l'rom secondai)'

studies and contemp0\"iIlY sources such as newspapers, government reports ami

booster literature.

One feature of Saint-Ann's industrial transformation al'ter the late 18-\Os was

the dramatic growth in the number of manufacturing firms. As Figure 5.13 shows,

l'rom 1851 and 1881 the number of firms in the ward tripled. Each decade showed

a significant increase in the number of firms except the depression decade of the

1870s. Median rentalso tripled (l'rom $60 in 1851 to $180 in 1881), but the aggregate

increased more than ninefold, indicating, even when allowing for inflation, the

importance of larger-than-average firms. The distribution of sizes is shown in Tablt:

5.8. In 1851 more than eighty-seven per cent of all firms had rents below $300, in

1881 only sixty-one per cent. The most dramatic change took place bctween 1851 and

1856: small establishments (rents under $100) were stable in number, but their

relative importance diminished (sixty-two to forty-two per cent), while the number

of establishments paying very large rents increased.

The maps in Figure 5.14 show the location of all manufacturing firms in Saint-

Ann in 1851 and 1881, and we see the development of the Lachine canal area

relative to Griffintown. 156 Enterprises such as Bartley and Dunbar's St. Lawrence

Engine Works, located at the basin of the Lachine canal, were responsible for the

156 Althoogh the workshops of the Grand Trunk Ra,lway were loeated in Saint-Ann they were nnt
assessed during this period. They have been exeloded from the empirieal analysis here. In.later yea" the
shops had the largest rent of ail industrial establishments in the city and prnbably did inthis perind a. weil.
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FIGURE 5.13
SAINT·ANN MANUt'ACTUR1NG FIRMS BY RENT, 1851·1881
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1851 63 60 173 10,912
1856 101 120 338 34,152
1861 125 130 400 49,940
1866 142 144 429 60,874
187l 175 144 438 76,700
1881 179 180 506 90,496

Source: City of Montreal, Rôle d'évaluation,
Saint·Ann ward, 1851·1881
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TAilLE S.S
~IANtJFACTURING FmM SIZE IN SAINT-ANN. ISSI-ISSI

Rent ISSI IS56 IS61 ISM, IS71 ISSI
($) Nil % Nu % Nil % Nil '" Nu '" Nil ,..", .' "

0-99 40 63 43 43 51 41 55 .lI) h~ .'1) hll .\.,
100-299 15 24 25 25 29 23 34 2·\ ·\2 2·\ .(1) 27
300-799 4 6 21 21 2S 22 34 24 ·12 2·1 37 21
800-1599 3 5 8 8 10 8 12 8 1·\ 8 " 12
1600 + 1 2 4 4 7 6 7 5 l) 5 Il h

Total 63 100 101 100 i2S 100 142 1110 175 100 179 lm

Source: City of Montreal, Rôle d'évaluation, Saint-Ann ward. 1851-1881
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dramatie growth in the western part of the ward. Their 160 men and apprentiees

manufactured boilers, engines, iron and brass castings, and millwork. Their factory,

valued at $1,000 in 18)6, included a smithy, boiler shop, foundry, pattern shop, and

finishing shop. The centrepiece of Redpath 's Sugar Refinery, also a canal site, was

a seven-storey stone and brick edifiee that could produce 6,000 barrels of refined

sugar monthly (see Figure 5.15).157 As one report noted,

The buildings form a magnificent pile of stone and brick. The main
erection measuring one hundred and sixty feet in length, by forty-four,
of the saane height, exclusive of the boiler house, and eharcoal kilns.
The whole being by far the largest manufacturing erection in the
city.I!"

A year after its opening in 1855, the mammoth building had a rent of $4,000.

contained a large amount of machinery and employed 100 emplo:"~es.159 By 1871

with more than a quarter of a million dollars sunk into the plant, the company

employed Iwo hundred and Iwenty workers in the manufacture of sugar valued at

more than $2.5 million.160 In the same year, 790 workers were employed in the

Grand Trunk Railway shops in Point Saint-Charles where they built locomotives,

freight and passenger cars, as weIl as railway parts such as castings, boilers, springs,

iron wheels, lamps and axles. 161

157 Celebralion COll1l11iUee, Monlreal in 1856, pp. 40, 43-44.

158 Monlreal Witnc"~. Mareil 7. 1855 quoted in Feltoc, Redpath. p. 46.

159 Feltoe, Redpalh. p. 50.

160 Canada. Mannscripl Census. Industrial schedulcs, 1871.

161 Cravcn <HuJ Tri.lvcs. "C'lIHldian railways as manufacturcrs". po. 255.273.

..
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FIGURE 5.lot
LOCATION OF I\IANUFACTURING FIRl\IS IN SAINT-ANN. IS51 :\;\iD ISSI
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FIGURE 5.15

VIEW OF THE REDPATH (CANADA) SUGAR REFINERY, CIRCA 1856
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Tulchinsky estima tes that about thirty faetories were established in the ward

bctwcen 1847 and 1854, $2 million was invested and 2,000 jobs were created. 16' The

impetus was the large investments made by outside entrepreneurs and loans extended

by Montreal banks. Entrepreneurs were responding to the new market opportunities.

William Allen's chair faetory, for example, produced "chiefly for home consumption",

his chairs were "fast superseding those of American manufacture"; and the threshing

machine manufacturer, B.P. Paige, stated, "there is increased demand both for home

consumption and export".163 Skilled labour from Britain and the United States, and

unskilled labour from Ireland and the countryside surrounding Montreal also

stimulated development. Take the case of the cotton cloth factory of F.W. Harris

loeated at St. Gabriel locks. In the manufacture of "seamless bags and denims" Harris

employed seventy workers, "nearly ail women and children". The moulders employed

in Saint-Ann's foundries whose work "require(d) great skill" were essential to the

manufacture of castings. The sugar boiler at the new Redpath refinery was brought

in from an American refinery.l<" Moreover, the state offered industrialists

something more than what Tulchinsky has termed "beneficent encouragement"; it

heavily subsidized the reconstruction of the Lachine canal to permit the generation

16' TI R' Il 018le 1VCr arons, p. __ .

163 Celebration Commillee, Montreal in t856, pp. 42, 48. Despite the growing extent of the market,
many manufaeturers were Iimited by its size. The foundry of Ives and Allen were foreed "to keep a large
variety of manufactures ... instead of eonfining themsclves to a few articles." Sec Canada Railway
Advertising, Montreal Bnsiness Sketehe'!, p. 37.

16-1 Cclebration Commiuee, Montreal in 1856, p. 40; Canada Railway Advertising, Montreal Busines..
Sketches, p. 36. Fehoe, Redpath, p. 48.
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of more than 8,000 horse power. loS

Despite the increasing size of firms. Saint-Ann's industrial structurc was

characterized by a diversity of seale, industry. and technologieal organization. Evcn

when large capital investments were f10wing into Redpath 's Sugar Rclïncry or

Gould's Flour mill, a large number of smail and medium-size fi l'ms dotted the ward's

landscape. The variety of scales is shown in Table 5.8. In 1871, for examplc, ahnost

forty pel' cent of the ward's firms had rents less than $100, forty-cight pel' ecnt

between $100 and $799, and thirteen pcr cent over $800. Thc dcvelopmcnt of

large-scale firms in leading sectors did not discourage the growth of smaller firms.

The coexistence of smail and large were in fact inseparablc aspects of thc

development of Saint-Anno

Another feature ofSaint-Ann's inclustry was the diversity of industries. Fifty-thrcc

(eighty-four pel' cent) of the ward's firms belonged to the food, metal, ehemical, and

wood sectors in 1851, while only 126 (seventy pel' cent) did thirty years later.

Although these sectors' share of the aggregate rent remained steady over the period

(around eighty pel' cent), there was increasing diversity. Many new firms in other

industries sprung up. Textile, boot and shoe, broom, clothing, and tobacco factories

became increasingly more common as the period drew on. They were, howcvcr,

generally smaller in size than those in the dominant secters. Even the four major

sectors were characterized by great variety; in the food sector in 1871 the flour mills,

165 Tulchinsky, The River Baron!!, pp. 228·231. Sec also McNally, Walcr l'nwcr on the Lachine Canal;
WiIlis, The Process or Hydraulic Industrialization. The watcr-powcr figure cornes rrom l'allcrson,
Statcmcnts ... 1868, p. 120.
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brcwcry and sugar rdincry had a mcan rcnt of ovcr S4,000, whilc the thirtecn

bakcrics and confcctioncrics avcraged only $107.

ln this pcriod thc watcr and stcalll powered Illills replaced "the various artisan

boutiqucs and manually-powercd shops as the more technically advanced form of

cntcrprisc".IM Ocspitc this, thc various establishments in Saint-Ann also exhibited

various dcgrccs of mcchanization, and alternative technologies. The metal industry

in 1861 is a good examplc; its forty-two firms that made up the industry had a

Illodcst mcdian rent of $160. At one end of the spectrum, foundries, naiI factories,

rolling Illills, lcad pipe Illakers, and threshing machine manufacturers were large and

cmployed newer technologies and different forms of labour. In 1855 Thomas Peck's

na il and spike factory at the Lachine basin had six large and nine smaIl naiI

machines, a slitting machine and two spike machines. At J.O. Bigelow and Nile's and

at the Holland and Ounn naiI factory (both were located a few metres from Peck's),

there were in operation thirty and thirty-four nail machines respectively.167 By 1871

the five naiI factories along the canal were producing ninety per cent of Canadian

output. Their success can be attributed to technological advances and vertical

intcgration. In order to manufacture the naiI plate, two of the nail manufacturers in

the late 1850s built rolling mills, whiIe introducing puddling furnaces in the early

1860s. By 1864 the new rolling mill of Holland and Sons, located just down the canal

from their naiI factory, was fitted up with a 100 horse-power steam engine, four

166 WiIIis, The Proees.< of Hvdraulie lndustrialization, p. 51.

167 C.,nada, Report of lhe Commis.<ioners of Public Works for the Year Ending 31st Deeemlter. 1855
(Torouto: Lovell, 1856), Appendix 31.
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puddling fumaces and scvcral "powcrful" rollers.'''' 111e skilled employees in Robert

Scott's Edge 1'001 works in 1856 worked with a vast assortment of machiues: trip

hammers, polishing frames, auger lathes, grind stones jammers, a friction wheel, an

oval lathe a cireular saw, a wood polishing machine, and a lip strapping

machine.'69

At the other end of the spectrum wc find nineteen blaeksmiths aud an

assortment of spike makers, machinists, platers, lock makers, scale makers, and file

cutters, ail small in scale, relying to varying extent on hand work. They occupicd

specialized market niches, acted as suppliers or sub-contracted to I<lrger firms. Take

blacksmithing, for example,

[I]a grande majorité des enterprises forgent des clous et des fers-à
cheval, d'autres fabriquent aussi des outils pour tailler la pierre, des
haches, différentes ferrures pour les maisons: des tarjettes, des
poignées de portes et des ferrures de charpentes, mais auusi pour les
voitures et les bateaux.17O

The blacksmithing shop was small in size: forty-one of the city's forty-nine

establishments in 1871 had capital of less than $2,500 while the average number of

employees was four. 17I In contrast to the multitude of small, hand-working firms

were those that built up more sophisticated organizational structures.

'68 "Manufacturing lndustry of Montrcal", Montreal Gazeue, July 26, 1864.

169 McNally, Water Power on the Lachine Canal, pp. 66-77. For a description of the manufacture of
nails in Peek's factory sec Montreal Business Sketches, pp. 9-12, for Seau ,;cc C1Ilo1da, Report of the
Commissioners of Puhlie Works ... 1855.

170 Martel, "L'industrie à Montréal", p. 82.

171 Martel, "L'industrie à Montréal", pp. 81·82.
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An example of an early vertically-integrated firm \Vas Augustin Cantin's

Montreal Marine Works. m Cantin learnt the ship-building trade through service

in a number of Montreal and New York ship yards. In 1841 he started his own yard

near the Canal Basin, which failed Iwo years later. In 1846 he reopened, this time

Olt a new ship yard further along the canal Olt Saint-Gabriel Locks. In 1850 Cantin

expanded the yards and with an investment of $10,000 built a new dry dock. At this

date he 01150 began to export steamships, aIthough the vast share of his products

remained the domestic market. By 1856 his new shipyards covered more than

fourteen acres and consisted of Iwo basins, a saw mill and an engine foundry where

between 200 and 250 hands had made seven steam and a number of smaller vessels

in the preceding year. Cantin had a vertically-integrated, and large, shipyard capable

of performing nearly 0111 the operations required for the production of ships. Much

of the lumber needs of the company were obtained from the saw mills with their

water-powered upright and circular saws. In the other departments the workers

operated lathes, planes and lia great variety of ether machinery" with the aid of a

twenty horse-power condensing beam engine. 173 Cantin also had draughting and

modelling rooms where plans for the ships could be drawn up. Cantin's ability to

create a sprawling ship yard where 0111 the necessary parts of the steamships could be

constmcted is a testament to the growing sCOlie of industry Olt mid century.

172 Celebration Comminee, Montreal in 1856, p. 41; Tulebins.'}', The River Baron~ pp. 208-210 and
"Augustin Cmltin", Dietionary of Canadian Biography (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1990), vol.
12, pp. 158-159.

173 Celebration Committee, Montreal in 1856, p. 41.
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Nonetheless, Cantin had not fully captured the ship business. Thnl' were a numbn

of marine engine foundries and saw mills - like the Eag1c Fou ndry and Shearn's sash

and door factory - which either subcontracted out direct!y to th l' ship yards or tLl

buyers, or provided materials for the ship yards.

The wel1-deve!oped character of techno!ogy in other industries is also evident

among the firms established in Saint-AIlII. In the wood-processing iiOJustry, Canada

was more technologically advanced than that of thc United StatesY' James

Shearer's sash and door factory located close to Redpath's relïnery produeed doms,

sashes, blinds, mouldings, and architraves with "ingenious machinery" which "do very

much of the work", A feature of the Grand Trunk shops was the constant up-dating

of and experimentation with new machines and new fonns of shop organization. m

The manufacture of putty and paints in the chemical factory of Lyman, Clare and

Company was "performed by powerfu1 machinery".176 ln 1855 the Lyman, Clare

finn employed a vast array of machines and equipment: rol1ers, chasers, power

presses, power pumps, strainers, drug chasers dye wood-cutter, circular saw, paint

mixer, putty mill and a triturator. The Commissioners of Public Works report of 1856

indicates that the firms along the Lachine, without exception, cmployed a wide

variety of modern machinery.177

17' MeNally, Water Power on the Lachine Cnnal, p. 77.

175 Craven and Traves, "Canndian raHways as manufaeturers", pp. 273·279.

176 Cclebration Committee, Monlrenl in 1856, p. 42; Montrenl Business Sketches, l'. IS.

177 Canada, Reoort of the Commissioners of Puhlie Works ... 1855.
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By 1881 Saint-AnIl can be described as a complex of linked, diverse, and

horizontally disintegrated firms. Linkages extended within industries and between

industries and firms of different sizes. John McDougall's foundry manufactured

railway car wheels that found their way to the Grand Trunk Railway shops in Point

Saint-Charles.!'8 Coopers provided barrels and kegs for all trades, and blacksmiths

applied their skills in carriage-making. Shearer's sash and door factory built its

mouldings and much of its other woodwork for steamship builders. George Brush's

Eagle Foundry manufactured nearly all the steam engines used in the vicinity's

steamers. In 1876, George Drummond told a government committee that the

Redpath Sugar indirectly employed at least seventy-five workers in such trades as

coopering and carting besides the 300 employees in the refinery proper. l79 In the

construction of his refinery, Redpath ordered cisterns from the Rogers and King

foundry, 11,000 settling mouIds from the Rodden foundry, and boilers from Bartley

and Dunbar's engine ShOp.lBO

Saint-Ann's firms were not only connected by direct linkages: the existence of a

diverse labour force also played a major role. In the thirty years following 1851, the

178 M. Milot, "John MeDougaU" in Dietionarv ofC.1Oadian Biography (Toronto: University ofToronto
Press, 1990), vol 12, pp. 620·621.

179 C.1I13da, "Report of the Select Commillee", 1876, Appendix 3, p. 37; MeNaUy, Water Power on
the Lachine Canal, p. 78; Celebration Commillee, Montreal in 1856, p. 47. The other foundry that
produeed enginos for steamships was St. Mary's in the east end. It went out of business with the advent
of the eanal's faetories.

IBO FeUoe, Redpath, pp. 41, 47, 48.
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ward's population nearly tripled from 7,455 people to more than 20.000.'" The \'ast

number were employed in the surrounding factorics and workshops.'S: ln \861. and

for the rest of the century, more than ninety per cent of ail household heads were

manual workers. 183 The ward had concentrations of workers in skilled occupations

sueh as machinists, moulders and coopers. A large number of these skilled \Vorkers

were from Britain and the United States. There was also a large number of unskilled

workers: labourers accounted for more than one-third of the ward's household heads.

To the north of Saint-Ann, in the southern part of Saint-Antoine, there were also il

substantial numbers of workers. A large number were French Canadians.'H4 With

this large and varied labour pool to draw on, an essential component of production

was met.

The changing indus/rial geography of Saint-Ann

The radical changes taking place in the industrial character of Saint-Ann went

hand in hand with the reorganization of the location of industry. Although

Griffintown had been the traditional manufacturing core of the ward, in the

\81 A.H. Conter, ''The origins nf a working-class district: a pnrlmit of Saint-Ann's w"rd in the 185001',
(Undergraduate paper, MeGiII University, 1976), p. 4.

182 B. Young, ln Ils Comorale C"paeitv: the Seminary nf Montre,,1 as" Business Institulion, 1816·
1876 (Kingston and Montreal: MeGiII-Queen's University Press, 1986), p. 139; Conler, 'The origins of "
working-class district".

\83 Lewis, ''The scgregated eily", Table 3, p. 143.

\84 Bischoff, "Des forges du Saint-Maurice", pp. 19-24; D.B. Hann" "nd F.W. Remiggi, Montre,,1
Neighbourhoods (Canadian Association of Geographers, May 1980), pp. 5·6; Lewis, ''The scgregated cily".
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mid-1840s a new set of firms - larger and more capital-intensive - would locate on

the rllral fringe of both the ward and the city. At the time of the redevelopment of

the canal in the mid-1840s the land of the Saint-Sulpician seminary bordering the

Lachine canal was still being used for "the leasing of pasture, the sale of farm

produce, and the use of farm workers and horses to haul firewood".18s According

to the Royal Commission of 1887 looking into the leasing of water power at the

Lachine canal, "at the date (1851) of the lease of the power aL. (Saint-Gabriel) lock,

it was at the outskirts of the city".I86

In the first years of the recovery from the depression of the 1840s the

industrial face of Saint-Ann was transformed. The establishment of large-scale mills,

first at the canal basin and later at Saint-Gabriellocks, created an industrial district

that mirrored the break with the pre-industrial past. It was during the early years of

the 1850s when the shape of the new geography was created. 187 The ward's sixty-

three firms of 1851 were concentrated in Griffilltown. As Figure 5.16 indicates,

Griffintown's forty-six firms (seventy-three per cent) accounted for almost half of the

ward's total rent. They were generally small in scale, although sorne larger

establishments such as Brush's Eagle Foundry ($800) existed. Along Notre Dame

185 Young, ln Ils Como....te C'pacity. p. 133.

186 C1nada. Report of the Royal Commission on the Leasing of Waler Power. Lachine Canal
(Ottawa: Maclean, Roger and Company, 1887), p. 7.

187 ln arder ta capture this geogrnphy, aIl firms were assigned ta one of three areas. Griffintown is
the part of Ihe ward easl of MeCord slreet. The Canal area is the zone along the canal and includes Saint
Gabriel Loeks as weIl as Mill, SI-Patriek, and subsidiary streelS running close ta the cana\. The Noire
Dame area aceounlS for aIl the businesscs along Notre Dame street.
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FIGURE 5.16
SAINT.ANN l\IANUFACTURING F1Rl\IS UY AREA, Ill51-1ll81
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street, the major commercial artery, were a dozen smallmanufacturing firms catering

largely to a retail trade: two bakeries, two saddlers, a:ld four cabinet makers. The

western part of the ward along the canal was yet little developed. In the west end lay

Cantin's ship yard, while a flour mill, a foundry, and two nail factories were located

on Mill street. What is cf interest, as it points to future developments, is that these

firms werc larger and more technologically advanced than other firms in the city.l88

The Canal area over the next five years underwent a massive infusion of

capital investment and jobs. From five firms with an aggregate rent of $3,000 in 1851,

the area had twenty-nine firms with an aggregate rent of $21,960. Ils share of the

ward's total rent rose from twenty-eight per cent to sixty-four per cent. Firms such

as Montreal Rubber ($800), Ostell's saw mill ($1,040), Redmond's foundry ($600),

and Redpath Sugar ($4,000) appeared, and existing firms expanded: rent on Gilbert

and Bartley's foundry rose from $280 to $1,000, on Gould's Flour mill from $1,200

to $3,000, and on Peck's nail factory from $320 to $960. As a result, the median rent

for establishments along the canal rose to $500, more than four times the city

median. The Canal area, however, was not homogeneous: large flour mills, foundries

and nail factories dominatf~d the landscape along Mill street, while at the Saint-

Gabriel locks firms were smaller and more diversified.189 Nonetheless, the

establishments along the Lachine canal can be distinguished from those of

188 McNally, Wator Power nn the Lachine Canal, pp. 22-23.

169 For a IllOre detailed description of the factories sce McNally, Water Power on the Lachine Canal
and WilIi.. The Proce". of J-1ydraulic !ndustrialization.
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Griffintown and Notre Dame bv their seale and organizati<'n.'·"- .
This dramatie burst of industrialization was not to bl' rl'pl'ated. In thl' twenty-lï\T

years following 1856 there was a steady growth in the number of finns and VOlllllll'

of rent, but it was never to l'quai the development in the previous lïw )'ears. The

Canal area, however, remained the locational core of the eity's large-sl'ale and

technologically-advanced firms.'9\ Although its share of the ward's total l'l'ut

declined to just over half by 1881, the number of firms located there inl't'eased. and

their scale of operations remained large relative to Saint-AtlIl and the rest of the L'ity.

There was remarkable continuity in the Lachine area du ring the period. Nearly ail

the 1856 firms were still there in 1871. While some remaiued as they had in 1856.

others changed hands. The initial development had centred on a few industries,

mainly flour milling, metal and woodworking, but by 1871 had diversified: large-scale

chemical, textile, leather, and clothing mills dotted the banks of the canal.

Underpinning the large-scale industrial growth in the Lachine area was the

construction of a built environment amenable to the new economic order. Central

to this was the leasing of hydraulic sites along the canal by the governmcnt and the

opening of land for development - for industry and for housing - by the Saint-

190 A few studies have shawn that cncrgy-intcnsivc, large-seale omIs wcrc the dominant ones on the
periphery after 1890. These include E.P. Erickson and W.L. Yancey, "Work and residence in induslrial
Philadelphia", Journal of Urban History. 1979,5, pp. 147-182: E.E. Prall, Industrial Causes of Congestion
of Population in New York City (New York: Columbia UniversilY Pre"", 1911); P. Scranlon, "l3cyond
anecdotes and aggregates: the pallern of industrial decline in Philadelphia textiles, 1916·1931", Anlipode,
1986,18, pp. 284·310; G.R. Taylor, Satcllite Cities: a Siudy oflnduslrial Suburbs(New York: D. Appleton
and Co., 1915); F.W. Viehe, "Black Gold Suburbs: tbe influcnce of Ihe eXlraetive industry on the
suburbanization of Los Angeles, 1890·1930", Journal of Urban Hislory. 1981,8, pp. 3·26.

\91 For a description of Sainl-Ann's induslry from the 1871 eensus sec Beliavancc and Gronoff, "Les
structures de l'espace monlréalais, pp. 380·381.
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Sulpician scminary. In 1844 the governmcntcommissioned a plan to lay out hydraulic

lots at the Canal Basin close to where the canal emptied into thc Saint-Lawrencc

River. By 1856, twenty sites had been leased, mainly to metal and milling concerns.

In 1851 the five lots at Saint-Gabriellocks, further down the canal, were leased as

a wholc to John Young, a grain and wholesale merchant, and Ira Gould, a miller

who through their finTI, the St Gabriel Hydraulic Company, "made immense profits

by converting what had becn intended as a right to use restricted amounts of canal

watcr into a licence to use virtually unlimited quantities". They were shortly joined

as partncrs by John Ostell and Jacob DeWitt. Gould, Ostell and DeWitt were ail

active in manufacturing along the canal. They subdivided the original five lots into

twenty and subleased them to other manufacturers. l92 Peter Redpath, for example,

in late 1853 obtained the land for his refinery from both the Seminary and from

Ostell, who happened also to be the plant's architect. 193 Not only were Young and

his partners interested in controlling the land around the canal, they also financed

the establishment of other manufacturers. In 1853, they extended a fI,OOO cash loan

to Frederick Harris to help build a three-storey cotton mill at Saint-Gabriel's

lock.194 By 1856 most of the new, large-scale firms of the previous ten years were

built at Canal Bank and Saint-Gabriellocks.

192 Tulehinsl)' and Young, "John Young", p. 723; MeNally, Water Power on the Lachine Canal, pp.
17-18.

193 Felloe, Redpath, p. 39.

194 G. Tulehinsl)', "Frederiek Warren Harris" in DietionalV of Canadian Biographv, (Toronto:
University of Toronto Pres.>;, 1976), vol. 9, p. 367.
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The success of the Icascd lots alongsidc thc canallargcly dcpcndcd upon th l'

ability of the governmcnt to main tain the quality of thc canal's structurc and to

expand the f10w of water into the canal as dcmand incrcascd. Thc rcports of thc

Commissioner of Public Works indicate that extensive work was undertakcn to kCl'P

these two critical features up to scratch. In IS59, for example, John Rosc, thc

Commissioner, wrote that,

such is the increase in machinery, and the use of watcr, by thc mills
established on the line of the canal, that it is very much fcarcd, whcn
the river l'ails again to ils ordinary level, there willnot bc a sufficicnt
supply of water to keep themall going. 195

During 1860 the demand for water increased by twenty-fivc pcr ccnt and Lachinc

superintendent, John Sippell complained of having difficulty keeping up the water

levels.196 Throughout the period the government was actively finding ways to ensurc

that the canal's manufacturers had access to adequate water. The state also pumped

a great deal of capital into the other componenls of the canal. Betwecn the Union

and 1881 it spent anywhere between $10,000 and $35,000 a year on basic repairs.

More importantly was the money poured into new construction work such as building

new locks, supply weirs and basins, deepening and widening the canal and the basins,

and other work. Table 5.9 shows that in the forty-one years following the Union

almost $7.5 million was poured into new construction. This came in waves: du ring

the 18405, a decade which included the extensive enlargement of the mid-1840s, more

195 Canada, General Report of Public Works for the Year Ending 31st Decembcr. 1859 (Qucbec:
Thompson and Co., 1860).

196 Geoeral Report of the Commi...ioners... 31st December, 1860.
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TABLE 5.9
CONSTRUCTION EXPENDITURE ON THE LACHINE CANAL, 1840-1889

Years

1840-1848
1849-1856
1857-1873
1873-1883
1883-1889

1840-1889

Total Expenditure
($)

1,404,437.58
552,644.83
286,451.02

5,879,886.12
634,978.88

8,758,398.43

Annual Mean
Expenditure

($)

156,048.55
69,080.60
16,368.63

587,988.61
105,829.83

175,167.97

•

•

Source: "Report of the Commissioners of Public Works" in i)
Journals of the Legislative Assembly of the Province of Canada,
1841-1859 and ii) Sessional Papers, 1860-1878/79; "Annual
Report of the Minister of Railways and Canals, Sessional Papers,
1878/79-1889/90.
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than SI.4 million went into the canal, for an average of SI56,OOO, Oyer the next

quarter of a eentury (1849-1873) there was a lull in construction, little more than

$830,000 being spent on new works over the twenty l'ive years. In the last hall' of the

1870s and the early 1880s, however, a massive works program was undertaken worth

almost $6 million, for an average of more than hall' a million dollars a year. By 1883

when the work of enlargement was finished, the canal had been reeonstrueted in a

variety of ways: l'rom the building of new locks, the enlarging and deepening of old

as weil as building of new basins, to the construction of a new entrance ta Montreal's

harbour.197

At the same time as the government was leasing lots along the canal, the

seminary, forced by the Ordinance of 1840, was selling off its Saint-Gabriel domain .

The seminary's first strategy was to sell subdivisions to manu'facturers. Although this

was generally unsuccessful, and they eventually turned ta housing subdivisions, the

sale of seminary land to the Young clique in the early 1850s resulted in the

expansion of the hydraulic locks at Saint-Gabriel locks.'" The industrial

development that occurred along the Lachine Canal did not trigger immediate

full-scale residential development. The opening-up of the Saint-Gabriel Domain by

the Seminary of Montreal for residential construction al'ter 1854 added some housing

south of the canal. Between 1854 and 1874, 439 individuais bought lots. Most of

1'7 "Report of the Commissioners of Public Works" in the Joumalsor the Legislalive Assemhly or the
Province ofCanada for the years 1841-1859, in Ses.<ional Papers, 1860-187811879, and 'The Annual Report
of the Minister of Railways and Canals" in the Sessional Paper~ 1878/1879-188911890.

1.8 Young, In Ils Commate Capacity, pp. 131-142; MeNally, Waler Power on the Lachine <':am.I, p.
39.
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them were Irish who worked in the surrounding industrial establishments. l99

Berore the breaking-up of the seminary land, Griffintown remained the

residential core of the ward's population. In 1850 most of the ward's population of

7,455 resided in wooden shaeks east of McCord street. Over the next decade the

district's population grew to more than 16,000. To accommodate this growth, twenty-

rive new streets were added in the ward in the years 1851-1857 alone, and the areas

of Point Saint-Charles and the western portion of the ward became settled.2
°O

Sprinkled throughout the fringe of the ward workers built, as a way to keep down

eosts, 160 iIlegal houses.2ol In 1861 only thirteen per cent (341 households) lived

south of the canal. Although this had increased to 1,443 households by 1881, most

of the population increase occurred during the housing boom of the 1870s.2
0

2

The growth of industry along the Lachine canal during the boom years

following the depression of the 1840s was a major break with the past. Firms were

large in scale, energy-intensive, incorporating new organizational structures and

labour processes, and utilizing modern machinery. They also located in a new part

of town. The development along the canal represented a major change from the

concentration of industry in the core area. A decisive element in the formation of a

199 Young, ln Ils Comorale CapaeiIV, pp. 138-141.

200 Conter, "The origins of a working-class dislriet". pp. 4-6.

201 Hanna, "Montreal, a eily built by small builders", pp. 30-31.

202 Hanna and Remiggi, Montreal Neighbourhoods, p. 3; S. Oison, "Partage social and parIage de
l'espace à Monlréal, 1847-1901", Rapport d'étape, prescnled 10 the Fonds F.C.A.R. (Geography
Dcpartment, McGilI University, 31 Janvier, 1986), pp. 13,46.
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new industrial district was the availability of the Lachine canal's hydralllic power

after the mid 18405. The raIe of the state and the activity of land developers and

manufactllrers were also instrumental in making the indllstrialization of the canal

possible. At the same time, rising land prices and the scale of operations of the new

firms must have played a raIe in the manufacturers' decisions. We must not,

however, view these decisions outside of the processes at work at the intel'llational

and nationallevels. Tlle growing internationalization of the worId economy, changes

wrought in technologies, the scale of capital investments, and the strategies of

Montreal's merchants to overcome the crisis associated with the dismantling of the

colonial economy were important factors in the creation of industry along the

Lachine canal. Throughout the l'est of the century Saint-Atlll wouId remain an

important industrial area of Montreal. It wouId, however, decline in relative

importance as new productive relations and new productive spaces such as

Saint-Henri and Maisonneuve became ascendant.203

203 G. Lauzon and L. Ruellard, 1875/Saint-Henri (Montréal: Sociélé historique de Saint·Henri, 1985);
P·A. Linteau, The Promoters' City: Building the Industrial Town of Maisonneuve. 1883-1918 (Toronlo:
Lorimer, 1985).
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CHAPTER 6
INDUSTRY AND SPACE IN MONTREAL, 1871·1918

6.1 A New Industrial Front

Under the National Policy Montreal's manufactures have thriven and
increased, attracting a great industrial population and giving
employment to thousands of people in their own country.t

Historically, commercially and financially, Montreal is to-day the
metropolis of Canada and one of the most magnificent cities on the
American continent.2

Indicative of Montreal's power as the industrial metropolis of Canada by the

last decades of the nineteenth century was the factory and generating plant of the

Royal Electric Company which heralded the new age of electricity. From a small

beginning in 1884, when it employed twelve workers and $50,000 capital, it had by

1897 developed a plant "equipped with the latest and most modern machinery

capable of building the largest electrical machinery in the world, and is now at work

manufacturing generators, each of nearly 3,000 horse-power capacity". The energy

was generated at the Richelieu Rapids at Chambly, and brought twenty-eight

kilometers to Montreal.

The advent of the electric current from Chambly will create new
conditions in the city of Montreal. The low price at which electric
current can be then supplied will permit its use in many directions not
1I0W considered. Its use for illumination will naturally become greatly
increased, but the greatest advantages from it will accrue to
commercial interests. Motive power will be available at rates which will
not only render it profitable for present users of steam power to

t Montreal Gazelle, July 15, 1890, p. 3.

,
- Montreal Board ofTrade, The Board ofTrade lIIustrated Edition of Montreal (Montreal: Guertin

Printing Company, 1909), p. 1
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abandon it, but numerous new industries will be attracted to and
established in the commercial metropolis of Canada, where, in addition
to the many other advantages, it possesses power that will be
inexpensive to the manufacturers as if they were located directly npon
sorne water fall.3

During the convention of the Federated Canadian Mining Institution in Feburary

1897 hundreds of visitors crowded into Royal Electric's works to view the vast array

of large and gleaming turbines, generators and other equipment. Electricity was the

symbol of the new industrialism and a refleetion of the broad front of growth

associated with the long wave of the 'Second Industrial Revolution'. As William H.

Browne, the company's general manager, told the visitors, "the successful progress

of the Royal Eleetric Company is a component of the increased commercial

prosperity of the City of Montreal, and through the use of its manufactures the

Dominion will obtain similar advantages".' With such companies, Montreal was in

the forefront in the production of electrical equipment and of control of the

country's hydro-electric power.

Despite the expansion of the electrical industry, Montreal's growth between

1881 and 1918 was marked by shorter cycles of boom and bust. While the 1880s had

been boom years and Montreal's industry had grown rapidly, the 1890s proved to be

a decade of depression. The panic of 1893 and the ensuing four years of recession

3 The C,n,dian Engineer, April 1897, p. 364. In 1901 the various eleetrieal campanies in Monlreal
were merged ta form the Montreal Light, Heat and Power Company. Two yeors later Ihe company signed
a contraet with the Shawinigan Waler and Power Company, which had a large hydro-elcelricity piani on
the Saint-Maurice river, ta supply the cily wilh eleclricty. Thus, in Ihe first few years of the twenlielh
century the large-scale deveIopment of hydra-power in Montreal bec,me reality. A fascin'Iing ,ccounl of
Ihesc companies can be found in J.H. Dales, Hydroeleclricity ,nd Indnslrial Developmenl: Ouehec, 1898·
1940 (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1957), chaps. 3-5.

, The C,n,di,n Engineer, M'l'ch and April, 1897. The quole is from March, p. 338.
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led to the massive restructuring of industry. Many firms went bankrupt, firms

consolidated, competition intensified, and profit rates fell. In an attempt to

counteract these problems many manufacturers sought new technologies, better

distribution networks, more secure markets, more stable production conditions, and

a vision of a new industrial order. By the late 1890s Canada was emerging from the

recession, and the development of the Canadian West, together with the emergence

of growth industries such as pulp and paper and aluminium which were related to

the benefits promised by hydro power were seen by the state and ail fractions of

capital as avenues upon which a new Canada couId be built. Prosperity reigned for

fifteen years except for a recession lasting from the fall of 1907 to the end of 1908.

Another recession in 1913 combined with the difficulties associated with the war

occasioned, yet again, a reorganization of the Canadian economy.s The broad front

of economic expansion that followed the mid-1890s crisis was based on an ideological

sense of long-range opportunities and the development of vast new markets hitched

to the technical and organizational restructuring of industry. Alongside these changes

was a restructuring of Montreal's industry, which had a decisive impact upon the

city's productive spaces.

One dimension of Montreal's growth in this period was the creation of new

industries and the reorganization of traditional ones. A principal feature of the

restructuring was the introduction of new technology. Implementation of faster and

5 J. Hamelin and J·P. Montminy, "Québec 1896-1929: une deu..ieme phase d'industrialis.,tion" in F.
Dumont, J. Hamelin, F. Harvey and J·P. Montminy (cds.), Idéologues au Canada francais, 1900-1929
(Québec: Les Presses de l'Université Laval, 1973), pp. 15-19; P-A. Linteau, R. Durocher and J.c. Robert,
Quehec: a Historv, 1867·1929 (Toronto: Lorimer, 1985) pp. 308·321.
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more sophisticated machines increased greatly throughout the industrial speetrum,

contributing to the transformation of sectors and the creation of a new set of

structures that firms had to contend with. Between the 1880s and the end of World

War 1 the introduction of new machinery in the metal, glass, tobacco, and chemical

industries, among others, changed the way that production was organized, and

provided manufacturers with new ways of controlling labour. In the metal and

transportation equipment sectors, for example, introduction of more intricate

machines together with scientific management undermined traditional artisanal

methods that had shaped the industries.6 So intense were the changes to the

technological basis of industry, especially in the new growth sectors such as clectrical

appliances, that not to keep up with the changes meant failure. W.H. Browne, the

manager of Royal Electric, told the company's shareholders at their annualmeeting

in 1899 that in the electric industry

inventive genius was so prolific that the plant or apparatus for
manufacturing electricity soon became so obsolete. Hence, during the
existence of this company, $1,800,000 of equipment had become
useless, or superseded by improved machinery and methods.7

Another strategy was more sophisticated management of labour. Al'ter the

1880s firms increasingly began to substitute managerial control and direction for the

informaI methods that had dominated previously. This had a dual effec!. First,

6 C. Heron, "The erisis of the eraf!sman: Hamilton's metal workers in the carly twenlieth eentur)"',
LabourlLe Travailleur, 1980, 6, pp. 7-48; W. Roberts, 'Toronto metal workers and the second industrial
revolution, 1889-1914", LabourlLe Travailleur, 1980,6, pp. 49-72. The metal and transportation seetnrs
will be looked at in sorne detail in Chapter 6.2 and 6.5.

7 The C1nadian Engineer, August 1899, p. 112.
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machinery was used to direct the labour process to a much greater degree than in

the pasto and second, as work become more segmented, the workplace increasingly

became more bureaucratic.8 For example, after a big strike among cigar makers in

the summer of 1901 the larger manufacturers introduced the R.I. Williams system

into their factories. Through implementing "a specializing and departrnentalizing of

labor", the intention behind this system was to bring ail existing technological

innovations within a rationalized and restructured division of labour; to allow for

greater productivity through the mixing of hand labour and equipment; and to give

greater control to management over each production step.9

Many firms were increasing in scale as industries were restructured to meet

the new demands of national and international markets. The growing scale was not

a new phenomenon for as early as 1881, fifteen per cent of Montreal's firms

employed more than seventy per cent of the city's industrial workers. but after the

1890s it took on a new importance.10

The increased scale and mechanization of firms was associated with the

reorganization of the production process. A critical feature of this reorganization was

the advent of eJectric power as the major energy source for industry. By the early

8 A.D. Chandler. The Visible Hand: Ihe Managerial Revolulion in Ameriean Business (Cambridge.
Belknap Press, 1977); R. Edwards. Contested Terrain. The Transformalion of Ihe Workplace in the
Twentielh Centurv (New York: Basic Books, 1979). pp. 23-36; D. Nelson. Managers and Workers: Origins
of the New Faclory System in Ihe United States (Madison: University ofWiseonsin Press, 1975). pp. 3-11.

9 C,nadian Cigar and Tobacco Journal. May 1901. pp. 209-210. This syslem involved systemalizing
the division of labeur bctween bundling and ralling. alongside the use of wrapper dies, suction tables aud
a header•

10 Cauada. Ccusus of C,uada 1891 (Onawa: Dawson. 1897). vol. 4, p. 283.
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twentieth century the "smail steam engine [was] ... seriously threatcncd" as l'1ectric

motors were able to provide better quality, better distribution nctworks, and rcduccd

costs. ll Manufacturers adopted electric motors at the expense of the steam enginc

to achieve better regulation of speed, savings in power supply, and grcatcr cflïcicncy

of floor space. As firms changed from "group" to "unit" drive, they achieved greater

flexibility of and a decentralization of the power source. 12 The application of

electricity to manufaeturingwas not an easy matter, and for at least twenty years (the

1880s and 1890s) there were constraints on the wide-spread diffusion of the eleetrie

motor to industry. Most pressing was its high cost, solved only with the introduction

of eentralized power generationY In Montreal this took the shape of the Montreal

Light, Reat and Power Company, formed in 1901. In plants built to acconll11odate

steam engines, the switch to electric power was not urgent nor even advantageous. "

Large-scale industrial use of electricity in Montreal was initiated in 1898 when

Dominion Cotton replaced its old steam equipment with electric powerl5
, and by

1911 more electric motors than steam engines were being used in the industrial

II F.M. Kimball, "Small Electrie Motors", Canadian Manufacturer, September 15, 1905, p. 33.

12 Kimball, "Small eleetric motors", pp. 33-34.

t3 R.B. Du Bo[[, "The introduction o[eleetric power in American manufaeturing", Economie History
Review, 1967,20,3, pp. 509-518; Nelson, Managers and Workers, pp. 21-22.

H Du Bo[[, "The introduction o[ electrie power", p. 509; Nelson, Managers and Workers, pp. 21-22.

15 J.1. CoClper, Montreal, a Brief History (Montreal: MeGiII and Queen's University Press, 1969), p.
113; Dales, Hvdroelectricity. p. 103.
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establishments of Quebec as a whole. 16 Meanwhile, a number of electrical apparatus

firms were established snch as Royal Electric (which became the Northern Electrical

and Mannfacturing Company Ltd. in 1895) which manufactured telephones,

switchboards, fire alarms and other electrical apparatus in its William street factory

which had a rent of $40,000 in 1912, making it one of the largest manufacturing

concerns in the city.

The consolidation movement was to have an important impact upon

Montreal's industrial landscape. In Canada between 1900 and 1929 there were 505

consolidations involving 1,068 enterprisesY A House of Commons Select

Committee in 1888 found that there were combinations in the sugar, biscuit, and

rope and twine industriesY Over the next thirty years the size of an increasing

number of the city's firrns such as Dominion Textile, Canadian Vickers and Canada

Sugar grew. The f1agship plants of Dominion Textile - the Hudon and Merchant

Manufacturing mills - were located in Montreal. The Dominion Rubber Company

(the old Canada Rubber Company) grew from the smaIl company established in 1854

in Montreal's east end, to a trans-Canada one with six other plants spread

16 Of the 4,203 steam engines in use in Quebee in 1911, mare than 3,000 were used by the butter and
eheese, and log produets industries. Thus, very few urban firms used steam engines. Canada, Census of
Conada. 1911 (Ottawa: Parmalee, 1913), vol. 3, pp. 158-163.

17 J. Smueker, IndustoaHzation in Canada (Searborough: Prentiee-Hall, 1980), Table 7, p. 88.

18 Canada, "Report of the Scleet Committee ta investigate and report upon alleged eombinations in
manufactures, trade and insurance in Canada", Jou",als of the House of Commons, 1888 (Ottawa:
Maclean, Rogers and Company, 1888), appendix 3.
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throughout Quebec and Ontario. l9 Rationalization of the large finn took lIIany

forms. In the case of the Canada Cement Company (1909). tlll' chief objective was

to devise a new organizational structure which wouId "rcgulate the distribution of the

manufactured product."~oHowever. the ability of large-scale firlIIs to introdllee ncw

technology, to control labour, to acquire suitable raw materials. and to reglliate

distribution couId not be taken for granted.~1

The increasing rationalization of Montreal's industry was fuelled by foreign

investment, especially capital from the United States. During the sel~ond Imlf of the

nineteenth century most capital flowing into Canada was British portfolio capital

which went into building railways.22 Now, American firms, through direct

investment, were opening manufacturing operations in Canada to get around tariff

barriers, to capture lower manufacturing cosls, and to "preempt poten tial rivais in a

market adjoining the United States".23 By 1897 American companies had invested

19 L. Roberts, From Three Men (np: Dominion Rubber Company, nd).

20 W.R. Houston, Annual Financial Review, November 1909, p. 77.

21 M. Gertler, "The Iimits ta nexibility: eomments on the Post-Fordist vision of production ;lIld iL'
geography", Transactions. Institute of British Geographers, N.S. 1988, 13, pp. 419-432; C. Sabel and J.
Zeitlin. "Historical alternatives ta mass production: politics, markets and technolob'Y Înninele';nth-celllury
industrialization", Past and Presen!, 1985, 108, pp. 133-176; R. Walker, ''Technologieal determinism and
determination: industrial growth and location" in M. Castells (ed.), High Teehnolo!!Y. Space and Sociely
(Beverley HilIs, Sage, 1985), pp. 226-264 and "The geographica1 organizalion of produetiOlH'Ystems",
Environment and Planning D, 1988, 6, pp. 377-408. The difficulties lhal nrms had in introducing
technologieal and organizational changes will be examined in Chapler 6.2 in the conlext of Montre;,I's
cotton industry.

22 Linteau, Duroeher and Robert, Ouehee, pp. 336-337.

23 G.D. Taylor, "Charles F. Sise, Bell Canada, and the Amerieans: a study of managerial autonomy,
1880-1915", Cana~ian Historical Association, Historieal Pape~ 1982, p. 30.
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;35 million (US) into Canadian manufacturing (excluding pulp and paper). Some of

the firms established in Montreal by 1897 include the silk manufacturer Belding Paul

(1875), Singer Sewing Machines (1883), American Tobacco (1888) and General

Electric (H!92). By World War l, investment from the United States into Canada's

manufacturing had increased greatly, reaching $100 million (US) dollars, still

excluding plllp and paper), and the new firms in Montreal and its environs inclllde

United Shoe Maehinery (1902), Allis-Chalmers(1904), American Locomotive (1908),

and Ameriean Can (1908).2'

These changes to the economic environment did not develop without a

response from labour. Throllghout North America a strong heritage of worker

resistanee deeply affected the contours of capitalist development2S
; Montreal was

no exception.26 This occurred in at least !wO ways: confrontation at the point of

24 M. Wilkins The Emergence of Multinational Entefiri..: Ameriean Business Abroad from the
Colonial Era to 1914 (Dmbridge: Harvard University Press, 1970), Table VIl.l, p. 144.

2S J. I30dnar, Immigration and Industrialization (Pittsburgh: UniversityofPillsburgh Press, 1977); F.G.
Couvares, The Remaking of Pittsburgh: Qass and Culture in an Industrializing CilV. 1877-1919 (Albany:
The State University of New York PreS!', 1984); J.T. Cumbler, Working Class CommunilV in Industri"1
America: Work. Leisure and Struggle in Two Industrial Cities, 1880-1930 (Westport: Greenwood Press,
1979); A. Dawlcy, C1as., and CommunilV: the Industrial Revolution in Lvnn (Dmbridge: Harvard
University Press, 1976); D. Montgomery, "Whosestandards? ',Vorkersand the reorganizationofproduction
in the United Staes, 1900-1920" in D. Montgomery (ed.), Workers' Control in America (Cambridge:
Dmbridgc University Press, 1979), pp. 113-138; and R. Price, "Theories of labour process formation",
Joun.al of Social Historv, 1984, Fall, pp. 91-110. For Dnada see G.S. Kealey, Toronto Workers Respond
to Industrial C'pitalism, 1867-1892 (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1980) and "Work control, the
labour process, and nineteenth-century Dnadian printers" in C. Heron and R. Storey (cds.), On the Job:
Confronling the Labour Process in Dnada (Kingston and Montreal: McGill-Queens Univcrsity Prcss,
1986), pp. 75-101; B.D. Palmer, A Culture in Conflict: Skilled Workcrs and Industrial Dpitalism in
Hamilton, Ontario. 1860-1914 (Kingston and Montrcal: McGill-Queens University Press, 1979) and
Working-Qass Emerience. The Ri.. and Reconstitution of Cnnadian Labour, 1800-1980 (Toronto:
BuUer\Vorth, 1983).

26 For a listing of strikes in Montrenl in the beginning of the period see J. Hamelin, P. Larocque and
J. Rouillard, Répertnire des grèves dans la province de Québec au XIXe siècle (Montréal: Les Presses
de l'Êcole des Hautes Etudes Commerciales, 1970). For a discussion of \Vorker resistnnce in the coUon
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production and the devclopment of trade unions. Working·c\ass solidarity devcloped

unevenly due to differences in the structure of workplaces. the ethnic ;1I\d gcndcr

composition of the labour force, and the location of jobs within the city. Workcrs

also had to face employers who, despite their own diffcrenccs, were united on thcir

opposition to the open shop, the union labour and collective bargaining.27 At the

same time, however, cornmon interests arising from conflict with employers and the

cyclical nature of the economy solidified and reinforced working-c\ass organizations

and communities. In Montreal the result was periods of quiescencc punctuatcd by

bursts of strike activity and the different rates of union organization bctween

industries. Between 1875 and 1894 there were eighty-eight recorded strikes in

Montreal, while there were 287 listed strikes between 1901 and 1921.28 Strike

activity was particularly strong in sorne industries: the shoe and cotton industries

accounted for thirty and twenty-one strikes respectively.29 There were also

differences in the issues raised by workers. To take two examples. In 1890 the 100

and shoe industries see J. Ferland, "Syndicalisme 'parcellaire' et syndicalisme 'collectil': one inlreprétalion
socio.technique des conllils ouvriers dans dcux industries québécoises. 1880-1914", LabourlLe Travail,
1987, 19, pp. 49-88 and "'In search of thc unbound Prometheia': a comparalive view of women's aclivislll
in IWO Quebec industries. 1869-1908", LabourlLe Travail, 1989, 24, pp. 11-44. For a discussion of
unionization after mid century in the melal industry see P. Bischoff, "La forma lion des tradilions de
solidarité ouvrière chez les mouleurs montréalais: la longue marche vers le s)'ndie.1Iisme (1859-1881 J.
LabourlLe Travil, 1988,21, pp. 9-43.

27 For a discussion of this for Montreal see T. CopI', The Analomv of Poverty. The Condition of the
Working-Class in Montreal. 1897-1929 (Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 1974), chal" 8 'lIld J. De
Bonvillc, Jean-Baptiste Gagnepeti!. Les travailleurs montréalais il 1.1 fin du XIXe siècle (Montréal:
l'Aurore, 1975), chal" 5.

28 CoPI', The Anatomy of Poverty, chal" 8; De Bonville, Jean.Bapliste Gagnepetit, p. 172.

29 Ferland, "Syndicalisme 'parcellaire' et syndicalisme 'collectil''', Appendix.
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weavers at the Globe Woollen Mills in the East End

struck because they could not live on what they were receiving. They
were paid by piece work, and at the old rate of wages (five cents per
yard) they could make $1.25 per day, but they now allege that last fall
they were reduced a haU cent per yard, and now another cent has been
taken off.30

In the same year there was great deal of discussion about the length of the day. At

a meeting that took place under the auspices of the Trades and Labour unions,

speakers called for the establishment of the eight-hour day, arguing that it would

lead to a reduction of crime, pauperism and drinking; solve unemployment and

incrcase consumption; and allow workers to send time on self-education.31 Lastly,

there werc great differences in the intensity of strike activity by years. While the first

years of the twentieth century were quiet, 1903 was "one of the most conflict-ridden

years in the history of Montreal", with long strikes of tramway and electrical workers,

longshoremen and building labourers. There were in this period strikes in a number

of manufacturing industries such as tobacco, the railway shops, textiles and

c1othing.32

30 Wilhin lhree days the strike was "lenninated, the men resuming work on the ternIS suggested by
the employers". They had lost because, in the words of the mill's manager, "[t]he mill would not close" as
he "would would have lillie diffieulty in supplying the places of the strikers" and he "[a]Iready .. had half
a dozen applications". Monlreal Gazelle, Marcll 18, 20, 21, 1890.

31 Montreal Gazelle, April 28, May 6 and 7, 1890. One speakerwent on ta quote the "Montreal poet",
Jill1ll1Y Howley,

1sec a glorious coming day,
When toirs truc SODS must have fair play,
Shorter hours and beller pay
Ily holding weil together.

Sec Montreal Gazelle, April 28, 1890.

32 The Anatoll1v of Povertv, ehap. 8. The quole is from p. 130.
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The broad front of economic development that swept through Montreal after

the depression of the 1890s brought in its wake a new industrial order. While this

new order did not involve a transfomlation of the structural natnre of capitalisl1l, il

was associated with a change in the way that capital was used. Corporate firl1ls, l1Iany

of them American, operating new and intricate forms of machinery with new

production processes and new forms of labour became an important avenue of

manufacturing growth. By the turn of the century a new indnstrial order - composed

of new energy sources, new technologies, changes to the labour proeess, new

organizational structures, and more complex fimls - was a central feature of

Montreal's economy. Increasingly, firms of large scale, employing large amounts of

capital, large numbers of employees, and mass production techniques, came to play

a larger part in the functioning of the city's industry. While this was certainly one

feature of the city's industrial structure, it was not the only one. Just as important

was the diversity in terms of scale and production formats between and within

different sectors. From the small-scale forge of the blacksmith who still worked

under artisanal conditions to the giant 'satanic mills' of the textile industry in which

large numbers of women and children laboured under harsh and authoritarian

conditions, the ways in which production was organized were numerous. Structural

limits imposed by technological optimums, limits to the construction of a distribution

network, the structure of the market, the nature of the product, the ability to control

labour and the relationship between industries placed severe constraints upon

individua! firms.
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6.2 Diverse Industries, Scale and Productive Practices

Today Montreal is the centre of the cotton manufacturing of Canada;
the great proportion of sugar consumed in Canada is refined here; the
!argest paint mills arc here located. Its mills produce iron and steel
bridges, ad °tructural work which finds a market throughout the
Dominion. His the leading centre of the boot and shoe industry. The
country's entire white lead industry is to be found here. It is the chief
producer of rubber goods, and the production of nails still remains a
large and important industry. It has wallpaper, oil c1oth, sewing
machines, typewriter, telephone, electrical apparatus, glass, jewellery,
ready-made c1othing, tinware, trunk and many other of the largest
industries of Canada.33

The breadth of MontreaI's industrial structure for 1890 is shown in Table 6.1.

Still dominant were the labour-intensive, Iight, consumer industries Iike clothing,

food, wood, leather and printing. These five sectors together accounted for over half

of the firms (775 of the city's 1,352 firms, or fifty-seven per cent) and half the rent

($368,286, or forty-nine per cent). They tended to be small to medium in size, mean

rent for a sector running from $391 for c10thing to $555 for food. This industrial base

still rested upon a cheap labour pool: displaced artisans, women, children, unskilled

immigrants from the countryside and from Europe. Heavy industries such as primary

metal and transportation equipment were important nevertheless. While Montreal

did not have the range and size of metal-producing industries as some centres such

as Hamilton, it had an impressive set of rolling milIs, foundries, nail factories, and

machinery makers, and it was the centre of transportation equipment manufacture

in Canada. The Grand Trunk Railway shops remained the largest manufacturing

establishment in the city ($24,000 in 1890).

33 Montreal: The Metropoli. (Montreal: Gazelle Printing Company, 1909) p. 166.
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TABLE 6.1
MANUFACTURING FlRMS BY SECTOR AND RENT, MONTREAl. IN911

Sector A B C D Sectur A Il C Il

Clothing 109,999 281 391 200 Jewellery 16,080 3.1 487 4tHl
Metnl 107,134 142 754 400 Ruhber 13,700 1 13,700 1.1.700
Food 88,179 159 555 160 Paper 13,370 13 l,OlS 700
Wood 66,622 129 516 250 Misccllnneous 12,528 olS 261 145
Textile 64,451 29 2,222 450 Non-Metnllie 9,850 20 ·N2 .1\5
Trnnsportntion 60,031 74 8ll 150 B1ncksmithing 7,033 97 7.1 hO
Lcnther 56,214 109 516 200 Elcclrical 6,274 6 1,046 ·t!2
Printing 47,272 97 487 200 Pctrolcum 888 1 NH~ S~S
Tobnceo 26,170 33 793 280 Unknown 2,660 12 222 m
Beverages 26,110 34 768 200
Chemicnl 22,744 34 669 380 City Total 757,309 1,352 5hO l\lO

A = Total rent ($); B = Number of firms; C = Mean renl ($); D = Median renl ($)
~lh_ ld\l~b '1.\Sb :zoo;c.o,

Scctor Key

•

•

<.-

']

..

Source: City of Montreal, Rôle d'évnluation, 1890.

1 lllncksmilhing
2 Trnnsportatiun I~quip.

3 Food
4 Clothing
5 Lenther
6 Printing
7 l3everage
8 Wood
9 Tobnceo

10 Non-Metnllie
II Chemienl
12 Jewellery
13 Metnl
14 Textile
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Despite the impressive growth in firms and total product since 1861, there had

been liule change to the make-up of manufacturing. As Table 6.1 shows, the

dominant sectors are still the same. Clothing, food and metal sectors grew rapidly

and still accounted for the largest rent totals and number of finns. cther sectors

such as leather grew very slowly. Sorne sectors continued to grow, such as printing,

textiles and chemicaIs, while others emerged as significant sectors for the first time,

such as paper and electricaI.

Another element of the growth of industry in Montreal was the diversified

nature of the size of finns and industries. IndustriaI scale ranged from the smaU

blacksmithing shop doing repair work on carriages and boilers and doing contract

work for other industrial establishments, to the giant sugar refinery or textile mill

along the Lachine canal. The smallest finns (Iess than $100) consisted mainly of

blacksmith shops, cabinetmakers, job printers, and family bakeries. The next group

at the city-wide median ($200), is weil represented among metal finishing, clothing,

and boot and shoe establishments. In the middle category, we find the larger

c1othing, food, metal fabricating and leather finns. The top two categories contain

the largest twenty per cent of the finns in 1890: the huge railway shops, the cotton

mills, the sugar and flour refineries, the rolling mills and several other metal-working

establishments. Figure 6.1 shows the largest twenty finns in Montreal in 1890.

While sorne firms and industries were able to maintain control over markets

and their profits through monopoly techniques and government support, the ability

of others was greatly Iimited by the difficulties associated with the implementation
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FIGURE 6.1
nVENTY LARGEST ~l-\NUFACTURING FIRMS IN MONTREAL, IS')O

1

~
o 1 2. kM

Source: City of Montre.. l, Rôle d'év..luation, 1890; Saint-Henri, Rôle d'év..luatinn, 1890; Sainte
Cunégonde, Rôle d'évaluation, 1890; Côle S..int·P..uJ, Rôle d'év..lu:llion, 1895.•

Compllny
J. Grand Trunk Railway
2. Hochelaga Collon (Hudon)
3. Merchants Manufacturing
4. Canadian Pacific
5. Canadian Rubber
6. Canada Sugar Refinery
7. Macdonald, W.C.
8. L'Union des Abattoirs
9. Moison, J.H.

10. Montreal Rolling Mills
1J. Dow Brewery
12. L'Union des Abattoirs
13. Ames, Holden
14. Hochelaga Cotton (St.Ann)
15. Ogilvie (Glenora Mill)
16. Peck, Benny
17. Chanteloup Foundry
18. Willams Manufacturing
19. Ogilvie (Royal Mill)
20. Robertson Lead

Producl
railway cars
cotton
cotton
railway cars
rubber wear
sugar
tobacco
meat products
brewed drinks
iron products
brewed drinks
meat products
boot and shoes
cotton
flour
nails
brass goods
sewing machine
flour
lead piping

Rent
24,000
20,600
16,928
15,000
13,700
10,150
9,550
9,066
7,270
7,194
6,680
6,000
5,000
4,800
4,720
4,500
4,400
4,170
4,000
3,850

Districl
Lachine
Maisonneuve
St·Henri
Ste-Marie
Ste·M..rie
L..chine
Sle·M..rie
St·Henri
Ste-Mnrie
SI-Henri
St-Antoine
Ste-M..rie
SI-Antoine
Ste-M..rie
L..chine
Lachine
Old Monlreal
St-Henri
L..chine
Griffinlown
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of new technologies, the transformation of the labour process, and the expansion of

markets. Where production required the application of heat, and involved chemical

rather than mechanical methods, there was greater potential for mass production

techniques.J' At the end of the century a modern chemical industry emerged,

characterized by high-volume and continuous processing of complex chemicals; larger

plants and capital, more sophisticated machinery, standarized production, hierarchical

managerial structures, and laboratories for research and development,JS This was

also possible in cigarettes, grain, soap and canning, so that in these industries

continuous-process machinery permitted a larger output, a smaller labour force, and

a reduction of the skills required. ln other industries the possibility for mass

production was sevcrely curtailed despite the application of new machinery and new

sources of energy. ln the c1othing, leather and wood industries, for example, the

possibility of accelerating the velocity of production was constrained by the nature

of the product and the way that the product was transformed.

The result was that there were major differences between and within

industries in terms of their organizational structure, and accordingly, their scale.

Despite the widespread effects of the burst of economic expansion in the years after

the late 1890s, there was no single trajectory of growth among industry. Rather than

a dualistic structure of large and small, proprietary and corporate firms, there arose

J' Chandler, The Visible Hand, pp. 240-244.

J5 D. Dyer and D.B. Sicilia, "From commodity to speciality chemicals: cellulose products and naval
stores atthe Hercules Powder Company, 1919-1939", Business and Economie History, 2nd Series, 1989,
18, pp. 59·60.
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out of the different possible combinations of production a wide variety of productiVl'

strategies. Tables 6.1 and Figure 6.2 provide some evidencc of these differences. The

median rents of sectors ranged from $300 or more (electrical, textile, lIIetal and

chemical) to less than $175 (food, transportation equ ipmcnt, and blaeksmithing). l'hl'

mean rents highlight the differences between sectors evenlllore sharply. While there

was great variation between sectors, there were also significant differences within

them. As we see in Figure 6.2, some sectors, notably textile, metal and chemical.

consisted of firms in ail categories of sizes, while others, like beverages, had a

polarized structures: in this case it refiects a mu ltitude of small aerated water lIIakcrs

and beer bottiers, and a smail number of big breweries. In some sectors - food,

transportation and blacksmithing - smaller firms predominate. In the food sector, for

example, the flour and sugar mills loomed next to the medium size vincgar

manufacturer and the small family bakery.

In other words, production formats varied within and between industries.

Although independent artisanal production, to a large extent, had disappeared from

the industrial scene by the late nineteenth-century, the hold-outs of artisanal

production were blacksmithing work, amongst others, and a great many firms in

furniture, food, printing, and metal still operated in the context of 'proprietary

capitalism'. In the very largest enterprises, like the Hudon Cotton mill and the Angus

shops of Canadian Pacific, control was centred in the hands of a managerial

hierarchy answerable to stockholders and a board of directors. Between these two

extremes were a large number of firms from nearly ail manufacturing sectors which
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FIGURE 6.2
DISTRIBUTION OF SIZES OF RENTS IN SEcrORS BASED
ON TIIEIR MANUFACTURING RENTS, MONTREAL 1890

Source: City of Montreal, Rôle d'évaluation, 1890'.

Sectors

Rent Sizes

1. Blacksmithing
2. Transportation Equip.
3. Beverage
4. Food
5. Leather
6. Printing
7. Clothing

8. Wood
9. Non-Metallic

10. Tobacco
11. Chemical
12. Metal
13. Jewellery
14. Textile

$2,000 and more

$300-$1,999

$0-$299
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functioned according to some mixture of differcnt productive stratl'gÏl's. which

produced several production formats.

Since production fonnats \Vere differentiated with respect to labour.

techno10gy, marketing strategies, and access to financiug, 1 shaH, through an

examination of t1uee industries, provide illustrations of the diffcrcnt production

fonnats that \Vere open to manufacturers betwcen 1880 and thc cnd of World War

I, and draw out the contrasts \Vith the early period. We shaH scc that thc cntcrpriscs

in each line adopted differentand new strategies of integration. Cotton is an cxamplc

of a highly capitalized industry utilizing continuous-processing mcthods of production

and a large, unskilled \Vorkforce. The metal industry, in contrast, exhibits a \Vidc

range of productive strategies. Last1y, baking was characterized by differenccs among

the bread-making, confectionery, and biscuit branches.

Cotton and a large-seale, eontinllolls-proeessing strategy

One of the most important industrial sectors 111 Montreal at the cnd of

nineteenth century was that of textiles. As Table 6.2 indicates, the city's textile sector

consisted of twenty-nine finns ranging from the mammoth Hudon cotton mill of the

Hochelaga Manufacturing Company with its rent of $20,600 to the small stocking.

bedding and sail makers with rents under $100. The most important segment of the

textile industry, and the the one that 1 shall analyse here, was that of cotton

manufacture. Although Montreal's firs! cotton mill opened in 1853, it was not until

the 1870s that the foundations of the textile industry were fully laid in the city with
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TABLE 6.2
MONTREAL TEXTILE, METAL AND BAKING SECTORS, 1890

Number of Total Mean
Firms Rent ($) Rent ($)

A. Textile Cotton 3 42,328 14,109
Woollen Products 3 6,500 2,167
Bags and Rope 7 8,733 1,248
Dyeing 3 1,050 350
Qu ilted Goods 4 1,050 262
Canvas Goods 3 680 227
Other 6 4,110 685

Total 29 64,451 2,222

B. Metal Rolling MiIIs 4 16,194 4,049
Edge Tools 5 7,402 1,480

• Foundries 49 48,432 988
Tin Working 10 6,946 695
Boit, Nuls & Dies 8 5,210 651
Boilers 5 2,620 524
Agricultural Tools 5 2,400 480
Wire Working 5 1,810 362
Safes & Scales 9 2,870 319
Machine Shops 26 5,880 226
Other 16 8,370 523

Total 142 107,134 754

C. Baking Biscuits & Crackers 13
Confectionery 48
Bakeries 63

6,904
18,948
7,300

531
395
116

Total 124 33,152 267

•
Source: City of Montreal, Rôle d'évaluation, 1890
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the establishment of the Hudon mil! in 1873. Atthc timc it was huilt, thc lludou mill

was one of the largest factorics in the city and continucl! ta hc for thc rcst of thl'

century.36 TIle opening of the Hudon mill was followcd by thc t'l"cation of Iwo olhcr

large cotton mills in the early 1880s. Merchants Manufacturing and St. Annc's

Spinning were established by a number of Montrcal's dry goods mcrchants and

bankers to reduce dependence upon British supplies of basic collan lincs. Growth

in the cotton industry was further accelerated by "thc greatcr cconomy in production

due to the employment of new and improved machinery", the increased cxploitation

of labour, and the adoption of the National Policy which imposed a twcnty ta thirty

pel' cent tariff upon textiles.37 By the early 1880s the capacity of thc Canildiiln

cotton mills was far greater than domestic demand, bu t they cou Id not mcct British

and American competition in the international market. Even in the nationalmilrket,

Canadian manufacturers could not compete in fancy lines with American and British

firms which were "unassailable" because of the latter's access to cheaper labou rand

fuel, colossal chunks of capital, and their fiml control of world markel~.3" ln 1885

in an attempt to solve the problems of over-capacity and intense competition the two

36 J.O. Borthwick, Montreal. its History to Which is Added l3iographical Sketches. wilh Photographs
of Manv of ils Principal Citizens (Monlreal: Drysdale and Company, 1875), p. 143; R.E. Rudin, "Victor
Hudon" in Diction,,! of C1nadian l3iographv, (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1990). vol. 12, pp.
455-457.

37 Canadian Journal of Commerce, Oetobcr 14, 1887, p. 705; Ferland, '''In scareh of Ihe unbound
Promelheia"', pp. 24-29. An insighl into the effeels of lhe increasing pres,ure applied lo lahour ean he
asscsscd from the issues leading to strikes. [n 1880 the stated reasons why more than 500 Wollten went oul
on strike at the Hudon colton mill wcrc "la brutalité de certains contrcmailrcs ct des irrégularitics dans
le l'aiment des salaires." See Hamelin cl al., Répertnires des grève& p. St.

38 C1nadian Journal of Commerce, Octobcr 14, 1887, 1'.705.
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Montreal cast-cnd collon factories of St. Ann Spinning and Hudon Cotton

amalgamated to fonn the Hochelaga Manufacturing Company.J9

In the financial crisis of the mid 18805, manufacturers found that the problems

facing the industry were many and that they were difficult ta solve.

It is ta the multiplication of small mills, the overproduction in certain
lines, the expensive and often incomplete system of management, and
the senseless competition in values, that the existing conditions of this
important industry must be ascribed.'o

Manufacturers were forced ta experiment with running on "short time", a short-term

palliative Olt best, but this WOlS unsuceessful.'l More successful was the introduction

of new machinery (such as the high-speed gravity spindIe and the automatic loom),

and the intensification of labour (through higher speed of work and allocating more

looms to each worker).'2 ln the early 18905, Andrew Gault, dry goods merchant and

David Morrice, a commission agent, cognizant of the early attempts to deal with

over-production and price competition engineered Iwo sets of mergers. In 1890 they

formed Dominion Cotton Mills from a merger of Hochelaga Manufacturing and six

other firms. The logic of the consolidation was pointed out at the shareholders'

meeting in December, 1890:

The purpose of the arrangement is to increase profits by diminishing

39 B. Austin. "Managillgmarkcting in a commoditics manufacturing firm: Dominion Textile", Business
and Economie J-listorv, 2nd Series, 18, 1989, pp. 168-177 and Canada, Report of the Royal Commission
nn the Textile [ndustrv (Ouawa, Patenaude, 1938).

40 C:llladian Jnurnal of Commerce, January 23, 1891, p. 161.

41 Canadian Journal of Commerce, August 15, 1890, p. 306.

42 l'crland, "'[n scarch of the unbound Promethcia"', pp. 29-41.
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the l'ost of mangement and by diversifying produt'tion. or rathl'r hy
limiting each mill tLl a particu\ar line of goods ... Ail the mills brought
thus under a central management are to be run continous\y to their
full capacity, a fact of considerable importance in relation to the L'Ost
of production, one or two being employed exclusively on goods for the
Magog print mill, while others will engage in the manufacture of grey
collons for China. '3

By 1891 Dominion was made up of eleven different plants, and the next year, Gault

and Morrice together with an American bankcr and ma!lIlfacturer, merged seven

other firms into the Canadian Coloured Collons Ud. with a subscribed capital of $5

million." This was an allempt to bring production under centralized control:

Dominion would concentrate on bleached, unbleached and pl'Ïnted goods, while

Canadian Coloured would spedaliz 'n the manufacture of raw stock and yarn-dyed

fabrics. The two newly consolidated firms accounted for nineteen of the twenty-six

cotton mills in Canada and approximately seventy per cent of the maehinelY. That

experiment identifies the new features of the production format of the cotton

industry: a speeialized production in each firm and in each mill, with continuous mns

of basic lines; control concentrated in the hands of small group of Montreal

financiers who played no part in the production of the coml1lodities; and

management-labour relations modelled upon the large integrated mills of Lowell.

Problems persisted, despite the making of a strategy emphasising high volume

output of basic collon lines and careful ,;oordination of ail the clements in the

production line. Thus, in 1905 the textile owners again resorted to consolidation. The

'3 Montreal Go>.elle, December 13, 1890, p. 2.

" COllodion Journal or Commerce, Mareil 4, 1892, p. 406 alld March 18, 11\92, p. 502.
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Dominion Textile Company was made up of four of the largest cotton firms in

Canada, including Dominion Cotton, and it aecounted for half of the industry's total

cqllipment. The intent of the merger was to reduce costs through rationalization of

production facilities and economies in management and purchase of raw materials.

Each mill was to be "assigned particular lines ... instead of turning out the same

materials, overlapping in their production".'5 Dominion's strategy was to intensify

prodllct simplification through the standardization of lines by plants. Added to this

was, like the earlier amalgamations, an attempt to reduce costs through large

fJurchases of raw materi?' and the r~duction of management costs. Finally, the

rationalization of production was continued through the closing down of peripheral

plants, sllch as in Windsor, Nova Scotia and Moncton.'6 Throughollt this period the

Montreal plants - Merchants, Hochelaga and St Annes - remained the principal

plants of Dominion. At the same time, fhancial control remained in the hands of a

select group of stockholders residing in Montreal. The overall strategy was cne of

mass production with the emphasis upon high-volume production, control over

competition, increased pressure on labour, and careful management practices.

,"fetai and the diversity of productive strategies

Montreal was as successful in metallurgy as it was in textiles. According to

one contemporary writing in 1888,

45 Canadian Manufacturer, January 6, 1905. p. 28.

46 Austin, "Managing marketing"; Canada, Report of the Roval Commission on the Textile Induslrv.
pp. 3 t·39.
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[i]n the department of heavy iron work, the city of Montreal stands
unrivalled in the Dominion, and has the best of facilities for
manufacturing. The advantages of abundant cheap fuel and excellent
transportation facilities by rail and water, both for rel'eiving the ra\\'
material and delivering the manufactured article, arc used to th l'
fullest extent.'7

In contrast to the textile sector with its concentration on cotions and mass

production, the manufacture of metal products took place in a wide variet)' of finns

within different production formats. Huge rolling mills at the Lachine Canal

averaged over $4,000 in rent, while the small machine shops averaged $226 (Table

6.2). These differences resulted from the numerous paths open to entrepreneurs as

a result of the intricate character of the industry. ln Montrcal as elsewhere in North

America the metal industry was populated by numerous small-scale firms weil into

the twentieth century despite the transition to new technologies and new energy

sources, and the development of corporations after 1890. Indeed, the metal industry

was the crucible for many of the technological and organizational changes that were

to transform industry and undermine skilled labour's control over production in the

first decades of the twentieth century, but the transformation did not occur

overnight.,a Despite the new ways of organizing production and the introduction of

new technologies, many of the ways of production were to be maintained for many

years. This is especially true in the foundry where "skilled workers [wlould not be

'7 The Commerce of Montreal and ilS Manufactures (Montreal: l3ishnp Engraving, 1888), p. 145.

,a For Montreal sec I3ischoff, "La formation des traditions" and W. Kilbouru, The Elements
Comhined: a Historv of lhe Steel Companv of Car",da (Toronto: Clarke, 1rwin, 1960). Detailed discussions
orthese issues for oliler parts of North America can be found in Chandler, The Visihie H'lIld, pp. 258-272;
Heron, l'The crisis of the craftsmal1"; Roberts, "Toronto mclal workcrs", p. 50.
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redllced from artisans to machine tenders" lIntil at least World War 1.'9 In Montreal

rolling mills skilled workers tendcd to have a great degree of autonomy "particularly

in thc finishing works whcrc each had control of the care and production of his own

machine".50 In the machine shop, skillcd machinists practised their trade on a vast

assortment of machinery.51 While the years after 1890 saw an increasing

ccntralization of capital into a few large-scale corporations such as Stelco and

Canadian Car, manllfacturcrs of metal products continued to practice a wide range

of productive strategies. According to J. SoItow the metal-working section of the

industry was characterized by different forms of small business: those which operated

on the fringes of industries dominated by large-scale finns; those serving as a

"satellite" to one large concern; and those which occupied a niche and competed

through product differentiation. These finns tend to be differentiated from large

firms through their access to finance, owners' direct control over production, serving

local markets, non-standardized production, and product differentiation.52 At the

turn of the century, Montreal's metal industry was characterized by a vast assortment

of firms, differentiated in tenns of scale, technology, labour process and markets.

Table 6.3 shows the production fonnats of four Montreal metal finns. The

'9 Roberts, ''Toronto metal workers", p. 50.

50 Kilbounl, The Elements Combined, p. 24.

51 Heron, "The crisis of the eraf!sman", p. 10.

52 J.H. Sollow, "Origins of small business and the relationship belWeen large and small finlls: metal
fabrieating and maehine!)' making in New England, 1890-1957" in S.W. Bruehey (cd.), Snmll Business in
Ameriean Life (New York: Columbia University Press, 1980), pp. 192-211.
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TABLE 6.3

PRODUCTIVE STRATEGIES IN SELECTED METAL FIRMS

•

Montreal Rolling
Mills

Glasgow Lead
Works

Dominion Brass
Works

John Cannon
Blacksmith

1871
Employees 262 28 18 2 v'
Fixed Capital ($) 500,000 200,867 21,000 2,850

IJ
0

1890
Employees 625 60 25 3
Rent ($) 7,194 3,850 350 40

Finance external internaI internaI internaI

Prodllcts rolled iron lead pipe car fittings diversified

Capacity high/fixed fixed variable variable

l\'larket Exten t Canada Canada local local
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Montreal Rolling Mills utilized large amounts of fixed capital obtained from sorne

of the most powerful merchants, manufacturers, and financiers of the day. In their

Sainte-Cunégonde mill, a large labour force producted iron bars and sheets for the

Canadian market. Standing in contrast to this path are the "independent" producers·

the Glasgow Lead Works of James Robertson, the Dominion Brass Works, and the

blacksmith shop of John Cannon, which operated at smaller capacities, with smaller

work forces. They aimed at more specialized markets, or, like Cannon, did a variety

of repair and contract work for other firms. To illustrate the different strategies that

Montreal's metal firms undertook an examination of a number of firms will be

provided.

TIle rolling mills are the best example of the large-scale, technologically

developed firms catering to a national market at the tum of the century, and an

examination of Pillow and Hersey shows one path taken by metal firms in the

nineteenth and early twentieth century. Its origins go back to a small nail workshop

opened by John Bigelow in Saint-Lawrence ward in the 17905. Using "primitive"

American nai! machinery, Bigelow manufactured eut shingle nai!s through a

combination of hand and machine labour. By 1839 the Bigelow firm, now called the

City Nail and Spike Works, had twenty employees operating five nail-cutting

machines. He was one of very few producers in Canada, and most nails were still

imported from Britain (wrought nails) or the United States (large eut nai!s). In the

early 18505, attracted by the motive power generated by, and the advantages of being

part of the newly forming industrial nucleus at, the Lachine canal, Bigelow moved
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his operations to the Canal Basin. The new factory in 1856 had thirty water-powen:d

nail machines, two spikc machines, employed sixtY(fifty men and ten boys), produced

25,000 tons of nails and spikes annually, and had a rent of $600.'"

About this time a number of nailmakers constructed their own ro\1ing mills,

notably Mansfield Holland's nail factory on Mill street, the l'eck na il factOlY (1861)

and the Montreal Rolling Mills (1863). Introduction of rol1ing mill tcchnology was

a critical step in the substitution of machine power for labour powcr. As one writer

has stated, metal manufacturers in Montreal in this pcriod werc intent on using "as

much machinery as possible ... to take the place of Jabor, which was scarce."54 The

new system of supplying puddled iron cut costs of shipping, eut waiting timc for

shipments, and gave better control of the quality of iron bars. The greater range of

iron allowed diversification of the finishing trades."

While Bigelow did not build his own rolling mill, III 1863 hc acquircd the

Mansfield Holland mill and took on as partners John Pillow and Randolph Herscy

who took over the firm at his death in 1868 and renamed it Pillow and Hersey. By

1871, Pillow and Hersey were employing 157 workers and a capital of $150,000 ta

53 Kilbourn, The ElemenL. Comhined, pp. 4·10; Celebration Committee of lhe Grand 'l'runk Railway,
Montreal in 1856 (Montreal: Lovell, 1856), p. 44; Report of the Commis..ioner of Puhlie Works, Journals
of the Legislative As...mblv of the Province of Canada, 1856. There is a discrepeney hetweenthe numher
of machines reporled by the two lauer publications. 1 have taken the number reported hy the Report,
whieh is significanlly lower than the other publication.

54 WJ.A. Donald, The Canadian Iron and Steellndustry (Boston: Houghlon Mimin, 1915), p. 60.
Il should he noted that Donald must be referring ta skilled labour as low-wage, unskilled workers we,e
p1entiful in Montreal.

55 J. WilIis, The Process of Hydraulic Industrialization on the Lachine Clmal: Origi"•• Ri,", and rail
(Ottawa: Environment Canada, 1987), pp. 368-369.
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producc goods valucd at $225,000.s6 With the expanding market and increased

compctition, thcy found it ncccssary in 1872 to build a second rolling mill on Saint

Patrick strect, a fcw blocks along the canal from their first plant. By 1881 the

company was paying rent of $1,600 on the Mill street property and $1,840 on the new

plant on Saint-Patrick street. They specialized in the supply of hardware, in particular

nails and spikes, for the construction and railway trades, as weil as carriage and farm

machinery bolls, furniture tacks and glaziers' points.57 Rationalization was

introduced in the form of specialization by plant: Mill street concentrated on the

manufacture of nuls, bolls and tacks, while at the Saint-Patrick plant the company

produced horse shoes, nails and spikes. Further specialization took place with the

opening of an office and warehouse on Saint-Peter street in the heart of Old

Montreal, close to the financial district. Growth in the 18805 was slow, but, as one

writer claimed, in 1886, Pillow and Hersey was the "Iargest and most prominent in

this specialline of manufacture in British North America."58

The depression of the 18905 hit the Canadian iron and steel industry very

hard. As railway construction slowed down, rural Canadians continued to move to

the United States, immigration to Canada fell, and foreign competition intensified.

By the late 18905, Pillow and Hersey's iron and steel producls were selling at fifty

eight per cent lower than in 1873. To cope with the situation firms were

56 Canada, Manuscript Census, Industrial schedules, 1871.

57 Kilboum, The Elements Combined, p. 14.

58 Industries of Canada: City of Montreal (Montreal: GazeUe Printing, 1886), p. 108.
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restructuring.s9 One strategy, common to many industries. \Vas to 1'01111 a

manufacturers' association in order to control priees. By \893 an assot'iation in whidl

Hersey was a prime moyer gained satisfactOlY control of the industl)'. For ten years

it was able to keep price~ artificiaHy high by ensuring that recalcitrant mem\lers \Vere

kept in Hne by fines, special forms of competition, and pooling agrecmcnts.'" l'il1ow

and Hersey al50 modified and updated their machinery in the 1890s.l\l By 1900

Pillow and Hersey had machines making 2,000 lbs of two and a hall' inch nails in ten

hours, four times what the machines of the 18805 were able to produce. These

machines had the effect of de-skilling labour and reducing labour eosts since a single

operator and two helpers could l'un ten machines. Pillow and Hersey were at the

forefrontof technological innovation; G.P. Clapp, the firm's superintendent, was one

of the major inventors of changes to the machines.62

The long-terrn problems of the nail and roHing mil! trades, however, cou Id not

be solved by controlling priees, the pooling of markets, technological change and

rationalization of production. In the 18905, Pillow and Hersey altempted,

unsuccessfully, to sell the company to their major competitor, and in 1902 they were

59 Kilboum, The Elemenl.< Combined, 1'1'.16-17; Donald, The Can:ldi:lnlron :lIld Sleellndustry, l'p.
120,245-249.

60 Donald, The C.,nadian Iron and Steellndustry, pp. 245·249.

61 Pillow and Herscy had always been a teehnologiealle:lder. In 1875 Pillow :lnd Herscy built lhe lirsl
wire nail machine in North America. By the mid 1880s, after a dee:lde of joekeying for suprem:ley, wire
nails beeame the dominant predue!. One reason for the sueees.< of Ihe wire m.il W:lS Ihe Ill:lny eh:lnges
made to the maehinery.

62 The Canadian Engineer, July 1900, pp. 54·55.
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Sllcccssful, sclling the finl1 to Montreal Rolling Mills in exchange for $500,000 worth

of stock.·' Three years after the sale, the mill had three trains of rolls (nine, t\velve,

and eighteen inch) and ninety-six cut-nail machines produeing 25,000 gross tons of

bar iron and steel, 100,000 kegs of cut nails, 80,000 kegs of railway and pressed

spikes, and 5,000 tons of bolls, nuts and tacks.&! In 1910 the mills merged with other

Canadian iron and steel firms to forrn the Steel Company of Canada. From the small

workshop operated by John Bigelow in the 1790s, the company that was to become

Pillow and Hersey in the 1860s was at the end of the first decade of the twentieth

century part of a much larger corporate entity that had spread its tentacles

throughout Canada.

The creation of large corporate giants such Dominion Textile and Stelco did

not do away with either competition nor other smaller firrns. While price competition

was greatly reduced, the larger firrns sought large market shares through such devices

as advertising, rights to foreign patents, more efficient distribution networks and

'cost-efficiencies' at the point of production. At the same time, another path was

through the accumulation of savings and prior experience in other firrns which then

were invested into the creation of small and medium firrn. The differences resulted

from the numerous paths open to entrepreneurs because of the intricate character

of metal manufacture, which in turn were associated with the uneven development

of technology, the different character of the labour process, and the extent and

63 Kilbourn, The Elements Combined, p. 17. Montreal Rolling Mill. also aequired tbe Hodgson Iron
and Tube Company in the same year.

&! Canadian Manufacturer, January 6, 1905. p. 21.
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nature of markets. Small metal finlls \Vere often internally financcd. hut in this

period they turned increasingly to joint-stock companies. They often opcrated in

tandem with, but sometimes in completely different spheres from, the corporations.

They could serve large firms, in a formaI contracting situation or informally hy

picking up market slack in times of expansion. They could also attend to markets

that were too small or too unprofitable for the mass-production aud continuous-flow

methods of large corporations. An identifying feature of the smaller firms was their

proprietary character. The flexibility of fi l'ms operated and owned by 'practical men'

with years of experience and geared to the production of a one line for a particular

market was a critical ingredient of success in the metal industlY. These lïl1lls, most

often serving a regional market, catered to the demands of firms in other industries

as weil as those in the metal industry.

One of the most flexible fOTl11s was the blacksmithing shop. Blacksmiths

utilized few pieces of machinery, the forge still being the common piece of

equipment. The blacksmith's shop was small in size: Montreai's ninety-seven

blacksmithing establishments had an average rent of $73, weil below the city average,

and employed fewer than three workers pel' shop. Work changed from day to day,

as they perfoTl11ed simple repair jobs or contracted ou t to forge the metal railings for

carriages and general ornamental work. They were threatened by the fact that many

of the large establisr:nents were constructing their own blacksmith shops.

Between the blacksmith shop at one end of the spectrum and the rolling mills

at the other was a great array of firms. Most individuais in the metal, or allY other,
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industry inlate-nineteenth-cenlury Montreal, did not possess large amounts of capital

nor did they have access ta leading members of the bourgeoisie and their financial

support. Sorne were able ta start 'in a small way' and build themselves a substantial

fortune. In 1857, at the age of twenty-six, Robertson came to Montreal to establish

a warehollse and retail branch of the Scottish lead pipe finn, Alexander, Ferguson

and Lonnie. A year later, he went into partnership with William Brown. Success

came quickly. After five years he was able to buy the finn out with the .E4,OOO

($16,000) he had saved, and he continued as a dealer in plumbers' supplies. At the

back of the warehouse on Queen street in Saint-Ann ward he promptly built a small

foundry for the manufacture of lead pipe, and employed twelve workers and steam-

driven machinery. In 1869 he extended his product line by adding the manufacture

of saws of ail kinds; in 1871 he employed almost fifty workers who produced lead

piping and saws to the value of $156,000. By the 1870s, competition from local and

foreign firms forced Robertson ta add new \ines such as lead traps and electric wire

coverings, and open other factories and warehouses in Toronto and Baltimore. Over

time, he brought in his four sons who retained control after his death, and turned the

firm into a joint-stock company. Robertson's success resulted not only from his

business acumen, and his ability to capture an expanding market, but also from his

control of a specialized product line.65

Most entrepreneurs had to settle for a more moderate sustenance. Even if

65 The Canadian Engineer,January 1901, p. 187; P. Bischorfand Robert Tremblay, "James Robertson"
in Dietionary of Canadian Biography (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1990), vol. 12, pp. 900-901.
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they possessed financial or manufacturing wizardry there \Vere a number of strul'tura1

features which militated against great expansion: the relati\'cly smal\ sizt' of tht'

market, the great distances involved in the receiving and shipping of gomb, tht'

difficulty ot technological change, and competition from Britain and thc United

States to name a few. TIlIIs while it appears that the National Poliey made possible

the rapid expansion of industry, there were a series of barriers that limited the

growth of individual firms. TIle tariffs associated with the National Policy were as

responsible for the creation of small firms in new industries as they were for the

development of large-seale eorporations.66

The railways gave strong impetus to the developmen t of the local Illetal

industry. The demand for switches, frogs, springs, axles, fittings and genera\ castings

provided an avenue for individual entrepreneurs to aehieve a reasonable eompeteney.

The one hundred and fifty employees of BJ. Coghlin 's fou ndry in the east end

produced springs and axles for railway cars while the Vulean Iron Works on the

other side of town, with twenty-four employees in 1888 manufactured frogs, switches

and diamond crossings for the Canadian railways.61 Dominion Metal, establishcd

in 1838 by Charles Garth as a coppersmithing firm, working on plumbing, braziers

66 Il should be noted that other factors were responsible for the devclopmenl of smaller nrms. Philip
Scranton in Proprietarv Capitalism: the Textile Maoufacturc at Philadelphiil. lXOO·IXXS (New York:
Cambridge University Press, 1983) found that many of the Philadelphia textile manfaclurcrs left husiness
as soon as they acquired a "competeney". Whether this is truc for Montreal is not the eoncern of lhis
thesis, but it does add another, albeil a dimeult to document, dimension to industrial organi,ational
structure.

61 Special Numbcr of the Dominion lIIustrated Devoted to Montreal. the Commercial Melropol;s of
Canada (Monlreal: Sabiston Lithographie and Publishing Company, 1891), p. 73; Industries of Canada,
p. 114; The Commerce of Monlreal, p. 145.
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and baths. In its first years, the firm grew slowly. By 1856 it employed forty men and

twelve boys and annually pl'Oduced output valued at between $60,000 and SI20,000.

With the oprning of the Grand Trunk Railway shops in the 1856, Garth anticipated

expansion to "tenfold its present importance"."" And the finn did grow. This was

partly due to the skill and expertise of his sons, who through experieace in other

firms and by capturing a large share of the brass work for the railways, were able to

expand the original foundry and build a new one in the 1880s. In 1863, Charles' son,

Henry at the age of t.wenty-three started worked at the Toronto finn of Carpenter

and Company, hardware merchants. He stayed there for five years when he joined

the family firm under the control of his brother Charles. In 1875 he beeame a

partner and took over control of the company with his nephew John three years

later.69 By 1890, the Garths were paying a rent of $1,600 at the original foundry at

the corner of Craig and St Lawrence streets, while for the smaller one in the east

end it was $800. Other firms were able to build a viable business through specializing

in prodllets for the railway trade.

Other sectors stimulated the metal industry. Dominion Brass Works,

established in 1860 was located in the heart of the metal industry district of Montreal

- Griffintown - in a three-storey building. Its speciality was steamship work, but, to

insure that il would not become too dependent on the ship trade, it also

manllfactured brass products, copper work and fittings for plumbers and gas smiths

"" Celebration Commiuee, Monlrcal in 1856, p. 45.

69 Canadian Archilecl and I3uilder, January 1897, p. 21; Snecial Numbcr of Ihe Dominion, p. 45.
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in i15 foundry. George Bush's Eagle Foundry manufactured nearly ail or the cngincs

for the area's ste amships.70

Diversity was a sound strategy given the small sizt; of the market and this, as

in the case of the founders H.R. Ives and Company, "obliges them to keep a large

variety of manufactures .. , instead of confining themselves to a few articles."" Ives

started off in 1859, producing small hardware, but ran into difficulties because the

"struggle to find a market ... was had and prolonged". Accordingly, in 1868 "business

operations were entered upon a more extensive scale by the manufacture of stoves".

Twelve years later the firm added the manufacture of barbed wire to thcir product

lines.72 Ives' strategy was to maintain a great assortment of products to furnish the

uneven and fluctuating demand that resulted from a market small in scale. This did

not mean that there was no rationalization of production: as one of the largest metal

firms in the city, he was able to split production into two workshops. At Griffintown

was located a general foundry, as weil as pattern, machine and finishing shops where

the firm made bedsteads, railings and crestings. In the foundry three heavy cranes

and an elevator facilitated the work of the 200 workers. Ives opened in 1881 a plan t

producing hardware and stoves on the South Shore at Longueuil. Large orders, such

70 For Ihe Dominion Brass Works see Commerce of Montreal, p. 117. For Ilrush sec Ceiehmlion
CommiUee, Montreal in 1856, p. 47. By the 1890s Brush had expanded into other Iines sueh as lI1ilJ and
mining engines.

71 Canada Railway Advertising Co., Monlre,l Busine5-' Sketches ',Vith a Descriplion of lhe City of
Montreal. Ils Public Buildings and Places of Interest (Montreal: M. Lo"gmoore and Co., 18(4), pp. 37.

72 AJ. Bray, Canada Under the National Policy: Arts and Manufaelures, 1883 (Montreal: The
Industrial Publishing ~mpany, 1883), p. 126.
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as the 1,000 tons of heavy castings made by Ives for the newly built St. Lawrence

Sugar Company in Montrcal's east end, would certainly have helped the city's

foundries produce SOIllC rationalization into their plants, but the fact remains that

demand was fluctuating and uncertain.73 They were only able ta do this as they were

one of the largest metal firms in the city.

Baking: mechanized and artisanal productive strategies

Baking exhibited quite different productive strategies from metal and cotton.

ln 1890 the 124 baking establishments had a mean rent of $267 and a median rent

of $120 (Table 6.2). Even within this set there were differences, as we shaH see from

a number of examples. The industry can be divided into three distinct branches:

bread-making, confectionery and biscuits. Of the 124 firrns, sixty-three were bakeries,

most of them very smaH, with a retail shop fronting the street and the bakery in the

rear. They employed on average seven workers and paid a rent of $116, about the

equivalent of the owner's upstairs dwelIing.74 Even the largest in 1890 paid a rent

of only $300. Among the obstacles ta the development of large, mechanized bakeries

was the perishability of the goods, which limited the geographical range of the

market. There were technical problems with "hot spots", continuous processing, and

73 The Commerce of Montrenl, pp. 44-45; Industries of Cnnndn, p. 105.

74 The employec ligures nre from Cnnadn, Mnnusoript Ccnsu~ Populntion sohcdule:;, 1891, rcels T
6405 to T-6410.
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the quality of raw materials.75 By the end of the centnry the making of hrt'ad had

not changed from what Martel found in 1871. "La plupart des entrepri~e~ ... sont de

petites entreprises ayant peu de travailleurs, un stock de capital minime ct \lI\

énergie manuelle. Nous pouvons les qualifier d'artisanales".7.

To achieve a large scale, bakers had to integrate horizontally, nsnally into

confectionery. This was the strategy of James Aird, who in 1888 was employing

thirty-five workers in the baking of thirty-five types of bread as weil as candies and

cakes in a two-storey building, fifty feet by fifty feel. The bakery had thrcc brick

ovens and one "continuous oven". Even a large establishment snch as Aird's with a

rent of $700 in 1890 did not do business with the trade but directly served 1,500

families and catered to off·street clients.77 Comparable in its trajectory was the

bakery and confectionery of James Griffin founded in 1857 in a "small way" in St-

Lawrence district. By the late 1880s, he was manufacturing in a three-storey plant,

twenty-four feet by sixty-five feet with a rent of $800. The store was located on the

ground floor, while baking was undertaken in the basement, and the manufacture of

candies and confecdonery took place on the second floor.7"

Firms principally involved in confectionerywele larger, more mechanized than

75 l. MeKay, "Capital and labour in the Halifax baking and eonfeetione!)' indusl!)' during lhe lasl half
of the nineteenth eenlu!)''', LabourlLe Travailleur, 1978,3, pp. 50-57.

76 E. Martel, "L'industrie à Montréal en 1871" (M.A.lhesis, Université du Québec à Montréal, 1976),
p.33.

77 The Commerce of Montreal, p. 127.

78 The Commerce of Montreal, p. 57.
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bread baking, but still severely restricted by the size of their markets. As J. Othick

points out, one segment of the confectionery industry, cocoa and chocolate, was

rcady for mass production long before there was a mass market.?· The larger

cstablishmcnts were utilizing more space for a sideline in catering. Hall and Scott,

for cxample, "leading caterers and confectioners of the city", supplied confectionery,

cakes and pastrys for parties and entertainments. Their four-storey premises on

Saint-Catherine Street, for which they paid a rent of $1,500, consisted of a bakery in

thc bascmcnt with the other floors being used for a store, showrooms, and banquet

hall. Only one floor of the building was actually used for manufacturing, with the rest

being used for distributian.80

The manufacture of crackers and biscuits took place in decidely larger and

more mechanized firms. While bread making was an occupation "which demands a

great amount of muscle and nimbleness" and where there was "very little machine

work ... [c]racker making is a more mechanical and less free-hand process."81 As

early as the mid-nineteenth century, the biscuit industry was using machinery,

subdividing the labour process, and utilizing nation-wide distribution networks. By

the end of the century, it had achieved a significant degree of vertical integration,

had turned to finance capital to underwrite expansion and was serving international

79 J. Othick, "The cacao and chocolate induslry in the nineteenth cenlury" in D. Oddy and D. Miller
(cds.), The Making of the British Diel (London: Croom Helm, 1976), p. 79.

80 Industries of Canada, p. 147.

81 "Bread-Making", Conadian Jou",.l of Commerce, October 23, 1885, pp. 816·817.
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markets.52 In the mid ISSOs crackers were made on an assembly line whcre, e\"cn

before the crackers reached the oven, machines and other equipment mixcd, thinned.

lengthened, dusted, and stamped the dough.8J Walter Paul, a Montreal gl'Ocer, told

the ISSS Parliamentary Select Committe on Alleged Combinations that among the

biscuit manufacturers, "machinery has been perfected so that they can turn out

enormous proportions to what they used to".8-I One such fiTin was Viau and Frère

which, with a rent of $2,040 and 200 employees, was the city's largest biscuit and

baking establishment in 1890. Ils four-storey building on Notre Dame street in Saint-

Jacques ward manufactured biscuits, confectionery and self-raising f1our. The

company employed a forty horsepower steam engine and patented machinery "les

plus perfectionnées". Il possessed a 700 acre farm on the eastern limits of the city,

where thirty cows furnished milk daily for the company's biscuits.5l On the other

side of town, the Lang Manufacturing Company with 100 employees and a rent of

$1,300 manufactured plain and fancy biscuits in a building 140 by 63 feet. These

biscuits were sent throughout Eastern Canada.56 A smaller establishment was A.

Truteau's factory on Dorchester street in Saint-Jacques ward. With a rent of $460

82 McKay, "Capital and labour'; T.A.B. Charley, "Nutrition, tcchnology and the growth of lhe British
biscuit industry, 1820-1900" in Oddy and Miller, The Making of the Modern British Diet, pp. 13·25.

83 For a detailed description of the making of crackers sce "Brcad-Making", Canadian Journal of
Commerce, 1885, p. 817.

ll-I Canada, "Report of the Select Committee ta invcstigate and report upon alleged comhination~',

p.132.

8l K.G.C. Huuemeyer, Les intérêts commerciaux de Montréal ct Québec ct leurs manufaclures - 1889
(Montréal: Imprimerie de la GazeUe, 1889), p. 126.

56 Industries of Canada, p. 172.
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and fourteen employees he still employed "des machines brévetées", and was able to

cxpand its production in good times to a national market. The company was also

concerned with the flow of goods through the plant: "[Ile local occupé est vaste et

commode et disposé de manière à faciliter toutes les opérations de manufacture et

de commerce que cette maison dirige". Like Viau, Truteau attributed his success

partly to the fact that he owned a farm from which he obtained high-quality raw

materials.81

6.3 Industrial Spaees, 1871-1918

At your feet spreads out the city proper - with its wildemess of spires,
domes and towering structures, its miles of wide tree-adorned streets,
its wonderful harbour, and its numerous outlying towns or suburbs,
that foml one harmonic whole.88

In these modern days there is a marked tendency to specialities in ail
general branches of manufacture, and by thus confining the efforts to
one special branch, better work can be done and cheaper than when
the operations are extended over a larger field.89

Specialization of workers in the workplace and specialized roles for individual

plants required specialization and subdivision of productive spaces, to achieve

efficiency in the organization of space. While Montreal may not have been "one

harmonic whole" there was a distinct specialization by space and within industry: the

division of labour and of industrial structure was translated into a spatial division of

81 HUllemeyer, Le. intérêt. cnmmereiaux, pp. 139-t40.

88 Montreal Board of Trade, The Board of Trade IIlu.trated Edition, p. 1.

89 COlllmerce or ~1ontrcal, p. 122.
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labour. Differences in types of industry. their sizes and their modes of operation

generated an even more segmented industriallandscape. and this mcant nltimatcly

that the physical infrastructure of the city \Vou Id be remodelled.

Electricity and spatial divisions of labour

A dramatic example of this process was the introduction of electric power. 1t

perrnitted internai reorganization of a factory, since unit-drive electric motOl's

facilitated a horizontal plant layout and more efficient f10ws of materials. and

allowed for the expansion of and greater mobility within the built-up area of the city;

it allowed for a rearrangment of Montreal's spatial division of labour. But these

changes could be achieved only by electrification of the entire city. The production

of electricity is an example of the integrative processes underway and thcir spatial

impact, and we wi11look at three aspects: supply of electric powcr, thc tramways, and

e1ectricity and industry.

The supply of electrical current to the city datcs from 1884 with thc

establishment of the Royal Electric Company. Throughou t thc 1880s and 1890s Royal

Electric obtained a number of contracts from the city, and it electrified a large part

of the city - il extended its range of arc street lighting, and introduced arc lighting

into commercial establishments and incandescent lighting into homes90
- and by

1904 was servicing an area which stretched fourteen miles along the waterfront and

90 Dales, Hydroelectrieity, p. 102. C. Hague, A. J30lduc and D. L,,,ouehe, Quéhee. Un siècle
d'electrieilé (Montréal: Libre Expression, 1979), chap. 2.
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three to four miles inland.·1

In addition to street, commercial and domestic lighting, the application of

electricity to the urban communication network was critical to the development of

new productive spaces. The incorporation of the Bell Telephone Company of Canada

in 1880 heralded a new age of intra-urban communications. Having a monopoly

almost from the beginning, it grew dramatically92 - within eight months of

incorporation it had acquired telephone licenses, plants and goodwill of several

Canadian and United States companies and in 1882 it boasted that it had "purchased

ail other existing Telephone interests in Canada".·3 While the telephone and electric

power companies led to a rewiring of the city, they also were responsible for the

reorganization of productive spaces: the power company became an important source

of electric power for the electric streetcar and for industry, while the diffusion of the

telephone led to the possibility for the separation of the head office from the factory

91 Another indication or the growing scale or Royal Electric is that in 1890 there were 1,287 arc lamps
connected ta the company's circuits; this had increascd ta 1,666 by 1895 while five years 1ater in had
reached 1,859. The load carried by the company's arc and incandescent lamps increascd firty-nine times.
See The Canadian Engineer, January 1904, pp. 27-30. ln the early part orthe period the eleetrieal industry
in Montreal was extremely competitive. Many other clectrical campanies - sueh as J.1. Craig's Phoenix Co.
whieh sccured the contracls ror Iighting the suburbs or Saint-Henri, Sainte-Cunégonde and Côte Saint
Antoine in the late 1880s - were attempting ta grab a piece or the region's electrical market, although by
the beginning or the lwentieth century the Montreal, Light, Heat and Power had gained monopoly control.
See Hague, et al., Québec, ehap. 3.

92 Between 1885 and 1918 the company's asscls rosc rrom $1,635,111 ta more than $50 million, while
the number or subscribers increascd rrom 9,614 ta more than 300,000. Sec Bell Telephone Company or
C,nada, Annual Report, 1885 and 1918.

93 Bell Telephone, Anoual Report, 1880 and 1881.
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and the instantaneous linking of the differcnt parts of thc city'" The purpose of the

lines in this period was to facilitate business; vcry few rcsidcnces had telcphones (in

1915 less than four pel' cent), which, as Bell saw it, whcre mcant to link business mcn

to their offices.95

Another important effect of electrical innovation was thc electrification of thc

city transit network. The Montreal Street Railway Company which had bccn

providing horsecar services since 1861 initiated the electrification of its systcm in

1892. From thirteen miles of electric track at the end of 1892 the system cxpanded

to eighty in 1895, two hundred and ten in 1907 and two hundred and sixty-two in

1918.96 This expansion paralleled events elsewhere in North America and was

possible for a number of technical reasons. The trolley permitted the expansion of

the capacity to carry passengers; it doubled the speed of the streetcar and thus at a

single stroke quadrupled the area that the intra-urban transportation network could

reach; and it couId ascend moderate grades more easily, ail of which enabled the

94 For example, as early as 1881 Bell had laid a line from MOlllrealto Lachine for lhe use of the
manufaelurers on the Lachine Canal. See Bell Telephone, AIIIlUal Report, 1881. The use of lhc lelephone
grew slowly over this penod. By 1915 there were only 51,201 stations in the city, more than half uf whieh
were connected to busincsscs. Sce M. Martin, "Communicalion and social forms: the developmenl of the
telephone, 1876·1920", Antipode, 1991, 23, pp. 309-311.

95 Bell's development of a telephone system in these years was based on provision of services for
business and the bourgeois areas. While telephone Iines crosscd working-class districts, only a few, and
expensive to use, public telephones were built for the working class. Martin, "Communic;lliun and social
formll

•

!l6 R.M. Binns, Montreal's Electnc Streetcars. An IIIustraled Histnry of lhe Tramway Era: 1892 tn
1959 (Montreal: Railfare, 1973), p. 98. The Montreal Street Railway Company relied on its electric power
from both il own supplies (in 1894 il operated Iwo steam planls wilh aggregate capacily of bclween 3,5CXl
and 4,000 horse power) and by conlraeting out to Royal Electrie and other companies. By 1910 it supplied
itself wilh 15,000 horse power and purehased 13,000 from olller eompanies. Sec Dales, Hydroeleetrieily.
p.103.
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streetear eompanies ta provide more frequent, comfortable, and cheaper service.97

ln Montrcal the extrcmely low wages that prevailed reduced the ability of the masses

ta use public transit.9
" Even after the introduction of special "workingman" tickets

in 1892 thc trolley was still inaccessible ta the majority of workers.99

The rapid expansion of the trolley lines radiating out from the city core ta the

distant pcriphery initiated a fundamental restructuring ofurban space: theyexpanded

the frontiers of the city by integrating adjacent suburban and rural areas into the

central city; they made possible the growth of commercial and industrial activities on

the fringe; they were partly responsible for a boom in construction activity, as weil

as raising land values throughout the city, especially parallel ta the trolley lines; they

reinforced and accentuated existing patterns of residential segregation; and they

increased the separation of place of work and place of residence through the

lengthening of the journey ta work.100 As 1 noted above the possibility of a large

number of workers having access ta the trolley in Montreal was probabJy quite Iow.

Another reason for this Jay in the fact that many workers who lived on the periphery

97 J .1'. McKay, Tramwavs and Trollcvs: the Ri.. of Urban Mass Transit in Europe (Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 1976); P.O. Muller, Contemporarv Suburban America (Englewood Cliffs:
Prentice-Hall, 1981), pp. 30-38.

98 Comments throughout the nineteenth century from various sources and the evidence presented by
COPI', The Anatomv of Povertv, p. 31 for the lirst decades of the twentieth century indicate that low wages
wcrc a major fcature of Montrcal's labour market

99 D. Cross, ''The neglected majority", p. 261.

tOO K.T. Jackson, Crabgras.< Frontier: the Suburbanization of the United States (New York: Oxford
University Pres.<, 1985); l'-A. Linteau, "Canadian suburbanization in a North American context: does the
horder make a difference?", Jaunlal of Urban History, 1987, 13, pp. 252-274; Muller, Contemporarv
Suburban America, pp. 30-38; s.n. Warner,Streetcar Suburbs: the Proces.< of Growth in Boston. 1870-1900
(C.,mbridge: Harvard University Press, 1878).
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were already close to their place of work. In l'\'laisonneuve, for example. it al'pears

that a large part of the industrial workforce lived close and walked to the

factories. 101 The trolley was not used for freight transportation until weil into the

twentieth century. As late as 1907 the question ofwhether ta allow the street railway

company the right to move commercial goods throughout the eity was being

debated. 'OZ

Alongside the eleetrification of the streetcar system was the introduction of

electricity into manufacturing. Although electric lighting was installed in severai

commercial and manufacturing establishments from an carly date - the Grand Trunk

shops in 1880, the North Shore Railway Co. in 1881 and the Bank of Montreal in

1882 - the first major industrial user of electricity for powering machinery was the

Dominion Cotton Mills which in 1898 decided ta replace its antiquated stcam power

system with electric power. Dominion Cotton contracted out ta the Montreal Light,

Reat and Power Company and its twenty-seven electric motors wcre driven by 3,412

horsepower.103 The decision ta introduce electric power had scveral advantages for

101 P-A. Linteau, The Promoters' Citv: Building the Induslrial Town of Maisonneuve. 1883-1918
(Toronto: Lorimer, 1985), chap. 6. Evidence from citics such as Sicelton, Pittsburgh, Philadelphia and
Detroit shows that a large segmcnt of the working c1ass, bath nativc and immigrant, lived close ta its place
of work. Sec Bodnar, Immigration; Couvares, The Rcmaking of Piltshurgh; E.P. Erickson and W.L
Yaneey, "Work and residence in industrial Philadephia", Journal of Urban History. 1979.5, pp. 147-182;
O. Zunz, The Changing Face of Ineguality (Chicago: thc Universily of Chicago Press, 1982).

lOZ The reasoning bchind the presentation of a resolulion by lhe Montreal Builders' Exchange ta cily
council was that there was "increasing difficully in seeuring carters ta expediliously handle freighl" and
the "Iaek of suffieient eartage faeHilies" in the city. Sec Canadian Architeet and Builder, July 1907, p. XJI.

103 The Canadian Engineer, January 1904, pp. 27-30; Dales, Hydrneleclricily, p. 103; Hogue, ct al.,
Ouebec, pp. 25-26. Although Hague et al. state that in 1893 Royal Eleelric distrihuted power ta fifly-threc
establishments whieh had installed electric molors, they do not providc information ahout which type nf
establishmcnts thesc were. See p. 42.
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Dominion Cotton.

Considering the interest and depreciation on a steam plant, the cost
of the rentai electric power was no more than steam would have cost.
... [Moreover1ail that could reasonably be expected in the way of
flexibility, centralization of control, reduction of attendance, and
minimization of stoppages together with ability to make up for delays
by running any desired section overtime was accomplished. ll)4

Other factories were to follow suit. The two large railway car factories built in the

cast end after 1900 - the Locomotive and Machine Company of Montreal and the

Angus Shops of the Canadian Pacific Railway - both installed their own electric

power generators and purchased power from the utility company. 105 Because of the

cheapness of electricity compared to steam power (about fifty-five per cent) and

other advantages the demand from industrial users for electric power grew

dramatically after 1900 as manufacturers began to substitute electric motors for

steam engines. Il)6 By the second decade of the new century electricity had became

the predominant power source in manufacturing.107

At the same time, the electrification of the city considerably extended and

ID' Dales, Hvdroeleetricilv, p. 103.

IDS Dales, HVdroelectricilV, p. 103.

106 J.A. Burnett, "The eost of industrial power", The Journal of the Engineering Institute of Canada,
1923, 6, 3, pp. 140-141.

107 Dales, Hydroeleetricitv, pp. 112.113. The eensus provides sorne revealing statisties. In 1901 the
572 eleetrie molors in use in Quebcc's manufaeturing scetor generated less than ten per cent of the
provinee's molive power; ten l'cars later the number of matars had inereascd ninefa1d (ta 4,939) and
aeeaunted for almast Imlf of the harse power generaled in manufaeturing, rising ta more than twa-thirds
by 1927. C.1Il3da, Cen,'Us of Canada, 1901, vol. 3, Table VI, pp. 100-105; Canada, Consus of C.,nada, 1911,
vol. 3, Table VI, pp. 158-163; Canada, Manufaeturing Industries of the Province ofOuebee, 1931 (Ottawa:
Dominion Bureau of Statisties, 1933), Table 10, p. 24. Thesc figures prabably ulJ(ierestimate the degree
to whieh eleetricity was uscd in Mantreal's manufaeturing firms as many of the rural and small town firms
uscd n grenter amount of stcant and watcr power.
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deepened the hierarchy of locational adyantages ayailable to finns. A larger sL'1ection

of superior and inferior sites emerged within the city. One l'ole nf the trolley and the

telephone was to enable those fimls that had the potentialto moye manufacturing

facilities out of the city core to take adyantage of the extension of the urban

perimeter. This occurred in two ways. First, as large firms integrated a number of

different processes under one roof they were able to increasingly do without the

agglomeration economies of the core, and thus had greater potential to moyc from

the core to new locations in the expanded city serviced by the new power and

telephone facilities. With the moyement to new ways of organizing production, new

work spaces within the firm and within urban space became an important componcnt

of economic viability. The greater yelocity and scale of the work process demanded

the reformulation of the locational choices of firms and industries. The cheapcr land

prices of the periphery coupled with the larger expanses of available land (for the

initial building and for later expansion) made industrial deyelopment in the suburbs

an extremely attractive option to those manufacturers able to free themselves from

the ti~s of the more central business districts. The rearrangement of the internaI

structure of the firm could only be realized if there was a restructuring of factory

spao::e. Often times this was only achieved on a new site on the periphery. The long

term result was that the possibilities of locational choice was greatly extended for

those firms that couId implement changes in the internaI structure of the finn; and

the greater range of locational choices was made possible by the extcnsion of the

urban network brought about by the trolley and the telephone.
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Second, the elcctrification of the city expanded the perimeter~, of the urban

labour market. The reorganization of the labour process fragmented work relations

and this became implanted upon the urban landscape. The increasingly segmented

character of the labour force freed manufacturers from dependence on skilled labour

and created new labour demands. At the same time, the expansion of unsl.:lIed

lahour made workers a much more replaceable commodity. The development of a

more flexible labour market facilitated the firm's locational possibilities. For

example, managers of the increasing number of large firms were able to further

differentiate activities over space. One method was through the separation of the

head office from the factory as the telephone reduced the importance of face-to-face

contacts within and between firms. Another was by taking advantage of the creation

of working-c1ass districts that were incorporated, by the extension of the urban

sphere opened up by the trolley, into the potentiallabour markets of new firms that

were established on the periphery. Although 1 have not found any evidence for

Montreal, it has been argued that suburban workforces before World War II tended

to ~e paid 1ess than more centrally-located ones and were also less likely to be

organized, either in terms of c1ass-based community participation or labour

organizations. The development of satellite communities on the urban fringe also

isolated workers from one another. 108

108 The argument that lower wages were assoeiated wilh distance Crom the city COre goes as Collows:
"wage raies arc likcly to be high where the demand for labor is high rela.' .' to (spatially-determinale)
''Upply, and they arc Iikely to be low where demand is 10w relative to supply. Sec AJ. Scott, ''The spatial
structure oC melropolitan labor markets and the IheOl'Y "C intra-urban pIani location", Urban Geography,
1982,2, l, p. 6. There has been Iittle rescareh on the urban geography oC labour prolest despile Gordon's
assertions about lhe relalionship belWeen labour aetivity and deeentralization. Cumbler's sludy oC Fall
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The scale, local alliances and lielV social spaces

While the physical structl're of Montrcal undcrwcnt dramatic changcs, thc

city's population of Montreal and its environs grew greatly betwccn 1881 and 1911

(Table 6.4). The city increased from 140,247 in the former ycar to ahnost half a

million in the latter. In 1911 it was the ninth largest city in North Amcrica. ll'"

Associated with the massive growth that was taking place in Montreal and the

surrounding area was the reorganization of the city's housing market (Figure 6..3).

In this period Montreal experienced two major building booms. The fi l'st from 1886

to 1893 saw, at its peak in the lat!' 1880s, a thousand new dwellings beil.J constructed

each year. The depression of the 1890s slowed building considerably. Il was 1101 lUI Iii

1905 thai il ncw boom was underway, one that was to last until 1912. At ils peak,

almost 3,000 new buildings were being constructed. IlO The dramatic growth of

Montreal and the reorganization of its housing stock would Ilot have been possible

without the concerted efforts of two key institutions: the state and land proll1oters.

One of the important l'oIes of the state was the channelling of large chunks

of capital into and/or the legitimization of the monopolization of critical

River, Rhode Island and Lynn, Massachusetls, howcver, provides some clues. 1LI l'ail River lhe seallering
of tcxlile mills across the city's periphery after 1890 created separale neighbourhoods in which groups of
workers were isolated from one each other and socializing took place locally. In conlrasl, facto ries in Lynn
remained centrally located and the resuhing p""pinquity ofwork and residence of the majority of workers
created strong community and organizational bonds. Sec Working Clas.. Cnmmunily.

109 The city's tremendous growth in the first decade of the new century was pMlly lo do with interlli.1
population growth and wilh the massive wavc of annexation that accu l'l'cd belweell 1905 and 1910.

\l0 Two things should he noled here. Firsl, thesc ligures refer ta ail building constructinn and second,
that each residential structure is not equivalent to a household as most residential slruetures eontained
\wo or more dwelling units.
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TABLE 6.4
MONTREAL AND SUBURBAN POPULATION, 1881-1911

1881 1891 1901 1911

Island of Montreal 191,840 276,810 360,156 554,175
City of Montreal 140,247 216,650 267,730 470,480
St-Henri 6,415 13,413 21,19~ 30,335
St-1ean Baptiste 5,874 15,423 26,754 21,116
St-Cunégonde 4,849 9,291 10,912 11,174
Hochelaga 4,111 8,540 12,914 26,980
Lachinc 2,406 3,761 5,561 10,699
Notre-Dame-de-Grace 1,524 2,305 2,225 5,217
Wcstmount 884 3,076 8,856 14,579
Côtc St-Louis 751 3,537 10,933 37,000
Outrcmont 307 408 1,148 4,820
Maisonneuve 1,226 3,958 18,684

Note: the population of towns and cities have been inc1uded after they were annexed

• by Montrcal.

Source: Canada, Census of Canada, various years.

•
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FIGURE 6.3

MONTREAL, 1901
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infrastructures. As wc saw in Chapter Five the flow of state funds, sueh as into quasi-

public institutions as the Montreal Harbour Commission, provided the basis for the

eontinued importance and the development of new nodes of eeonomie activity. At

tlie local level, the extension of long-term contracts to private utility companies

allowed for companies such as the Montreal Street Railway Co. and the Montreal

Light, Heat and Power Co. to acquire de Jacto monopolies in the Montreal regi,mal

market"!, while at the national level, the monopoly of other utilities such as the

telephone, despite a parliamentary inquiry in 1905, "was not directly challenged. 1I2

Furthermore, the city councils of Montreal and the surrounding industrial suburbs

such as Saint-Henri also allowed unregulated and uncontrolled development to take

place through a general Jack of planning.1l3 Throughout the nineteenth and early

"1 Ailhough il achieved a regional monopoly of the transit system (it absorbed ils suburban rivais
the Montreal Park and Island Railway Company in 1901, and the Montreal Island Belt Line Railway
Company in 1907), th~ Montreal Street Railway Co. remained 10eked into a non-cxpansion poliey whieh
pilted it against land developers, eommuters, the city and suburban couneils. The former, who saw
expansion of the trolley nelwork as a shaky financial proposition, fought the demands of the building
industl)' and con.,lmers for traek extensions and beller service. For a general discussion of the polities of
tramway and urban growth sec C. Armstrong and H.V. Nelles, "Suburban street railway strategies in
Montreal, Toronto and Vancouver, 1896-1930" in G.A. Stelter and A.FJ. Artibise (cds.), Power and Place.
Canadian Urban Development in the North Ameriean Context (Vancouver: University of British Columbia
Press, 1986), pp. 187-218. For an examination of the relationship belween the tramway company and a
municipality sec Linteau, The Promoters' CilV, pp. 87-96.

112 l' l "CI 1 F S·" '5ay or. mr cs .. ISC, p.....

113 For a discussion of cily planning sce 1'.1. Gunton, ''The ideas and policies of the Conadian
planning profession, 1909-1931" in A.FJ. Artibisc "nd G. Steller (cds.), The UsabIc Urban Past: Planning
and Politics in the Moden! Canadion Cilv (Toronto: Macmillan, 1979), pp. 177-195; N. Hanson, ''The
emergence and devclopment of zoning contro1~ in North Ameriean munieipalities: a critieal analysis"
(Paper.; on Planninng and Design, No. 14, Depanment of Urban and Regional Planning, University of
Toronto, 1977); and W. Van Nus, ''Towards the city efficient: the theol)' and praetiee ofzoning,1919-1939"
in Artisbise and Steller (cds.), The Us.,ble Urban Past, pp. 226-246. For greater detail on the Montreal
area sec CopI', The Anatomy of Poverty. chap. 5; C. Ouellet, "Les élites municipales ct la municipalisation
de Saint-Henri ct Sainte-Cunégonde. 1875-1878" (Unpublished paper, Université du Québec à Montréal,
1982); and La Société historique de Saint-Henri, Portrait d'une ville. Saint-Henri 1875-1905 (Montréal:
La Société historique de Saint-Henri, 1987), pp. 5-13.
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twentieth centuries the only formaI land-use controls introduced by municipalities

dealt with fire and nuisance industries. Even by the end of \Vorld \Var 1. in Montreal

according to the town planner James Ewing,

we find, owing to unregulated and uncontrolled dl'velopml'nt, '"
factories springing up promiscuously ail over the place and spreading
in their neighbourhood ugly, malodorous and grimy conditions, forcing
up the l'ost of land but depreciating residential values with thl'
inevitable consequence that buildings fall into disuse, decay and
delapidation, and the foui reeking cankerous sium is crl'ated.""

When the actions and inactions of the state are allied with the demands of local land

developers the result is to create a land market whose internaI irrationalities

produced a segregated urban fabric by class and ethnicity.

Land promoters were one of the most powerful forces shaping the ml'tropolis

through their control over land and their connections with local government. In the

Montreal suburb of Notre Dame de Grâce for example, the roll' played by the

municipal government alongside the extension of the trolley along Sherbrooke street

after 1907 was responsible for the building of a middle-class, white-collar,

anglophone suburb. The suburban government built up a substantial infrastructure,

installed essentil'l services, and established by-Iaws which restricted the type and l'ost

of housing that were to be built. In Maisonneuve a similar set of circumstances was

obvious with land developers and civil' leaders laying down a systematic array of

policies around land development, infrastructure and services, but, different from

Notre Dame de Grâce, developing an industrial policy based on a widespread

Il. The Journal of the Engineering In.titute of Canada, Deccmber 1921, p. 413.
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advcrtising campaign and financial inducemcnts to manufacturers. Saint-Henri and

Sainte-Cunégonde, like Maisonneuve and in contrast to middle-class suburbs such

as Notre Dame de Grâce, We~tmount and Outremont, established a set of municipal

policies which favoured business interests over those of their residents. ilS

The timing of the construction of new spaces was closely linked to the

electrification of the city and its surrounding districts. The electrification of

Montreal's transit system was associated with the building boom which started in the

late 1890s and extended into the first decade of the twentieth centuryY6 By and

large, this spurt of building activity was confined to the periphery of the City.117 The

opening of n~w peripheral housing developments, sorne of which took place in

middle-class districts such as Westmount, Outremont and Notre Dame de Grâce,

provided extensive tracts of cheap working-class housing in areas such as Saint-Jean-

Baptiste, Saint-Louis de Mile End and Maisonneuve. Large development companies

were the active force behind these developments: the Park Realty Company had

3,000 lots for sell in their "Park Avenue Extension" in 1908; the Kensington Land

Development Company along with the Park and Island Railway Company were

ilS W. Van Nus, ''The role ur the suburban govemment in the city-building process: the case orNotre·
Dame·de·Gracc, Ouebec, 1876-1910", Urban HistoN Review, 1984, 13, 2, pp. 91·103; Linteau, The
Promoters' City: Ouellet, "Les élites municipales"; J·P. Collin, "La Cité sur mesure: spécialisation sociale
de l'espace ct autonomie municipale dans la banlieue montréalaisc, 1875.1920", Urban Bistorv Rcvicw,
1984, 13, l, pp. 19·34. The ,"1I1le pattem was evident elsewhere in North America. See Jackson, Crabgrass
Fronticr and Wanlcr, Strcetcar Suburb,!{.

116 D.B. Hanna, "Montreal, a city built by small builders, 1867-1880" (Ph.D. thesis, McGiII University,
1986), p. 9.

117 GJ. Levine, "Clas.<, ethnicity and property transrers in Montreal, 1907-1909", Joumal or Historical
Geography, 1988, 14, 4, p. 368.
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powerful forces behind the development of Notre Dame de Gràce West; and the

Rosemont Land Improvement Company was the principal developer in the building-

up of Rosemont.1I8

Despite the expansion of the city boundaries, however, suburban housing was

out of reach of a portion of the working c\ass. One reason was that a great deal of

employment continued to be found in the city core. As many working-c\ass families

were dependent upon more than one ir.come, and the price of the trolley was too

high given the family j,lcome, a large number of families WOlS unable to move to the

urba'1 fringe, despite the fact that in Montreal "the majority of tenement tenants

[are] paying far more for their two f100rs than people in Toronto pay for a 'self-

contained' home and a bit of garden".l1·

For ail of that, working-c\ass families continued to move to the periphery. In

sorne cases they moved into housing built by the formai construction industry. In

other cases, workers built their own housing. At the turn of the century, Kt'nsington

at the western extremity of Notre Dame de Grâce was a shack town of "cheap, one-

storey wooden houses"; Italians in Mile End were building their homes out of

discarded material and adding on as means allowed; while in 1911 Dr. E. Pelletier,

the province's Health Council secretary, reported that Montreal ll:-d peripheral

"assemblages de cabanes et de hangars construits en planche, couverts de papier-

liS Canadian Areh;leel and Builder, Mareil 1908, p. 15; Cnoper, Monlreal, pp. 126-128; M. Choko,
Crises du logement à Montréal ()860-1939) (Montréal: Albert Saint-Martin, 1980), p. 58.

11' Canadian Areh;leet and Builder, Deeember 1892.
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goudron, retenu avec de fer blanc".120 In the northern part of the city, alongside the

lines of the Montreal Park and Island Railway Co.,

city mechanics are buying bush lots, clearing the sites and building
houses for themselves. Forty or Fifty humble dwellings, erected close
together in one spot, resemble more a clearing in the backwoods than
the embryonic suburb of a great city.l21

However, the ability of the housing and land markets to satisfy the demand

for the working class must not be overstated. The availability of cheap and decent

housing, both in the inner city and the new suburban developments, was not

extensive. t22 Nonetheless, a significant share of Montreal's working-class population

lived on the city periphery and in the newly-developed suburbs. l23 These working-

class districts were differentiated along the lines of class and ethnicity. The influx of

large number of imm:zrants after 1890, coupied with the way that they were

integrated into the labour force laid the basis for for the segmentation of the urban

milieu. While sorne commentators argued that Montreal's inner-city siums, among

the worst in North America, were dnc lo the conce'1trations of immigrants, most

120 Van Nus, "The role of the suburban govemment", p. 97; B. Ramirez, "Montreal's !talians and the
socioeconomy of seulement: sorne historical hypotheses", Urban History Review, 1981, 10, pp. 39-48;
Pelletier quoted in Choko, Crises du Logemont, p. 25.

121 EJ. Chambers, Suburban Montreal as Seen From the Routes of the Park and Island Railway Co.
(Montreal" Desbarats, 1895). p. 36. For a diseussion of working-class self-builders sec R. Harris, "A
working-class suburb for immigrants, Toronto 1909-1913", Geographieal Review, 1991,81.3, pp. 318-332.

122 T. Copp. The Anatomv of Povertv, chap. 5.

123 Wilhinlhe city in 1901 peripheral wards sueh as Sainle-Marie, Sainl-Gabriel and Hochelaga were
overwhelminglyworkingelnss. Sec Lewis, ''The segregaledcity", Table 3, p. 143. The surrounding industrial
districts sueh as Saint-Henri, Sainle-Cunégonde, Lachine and Maisonlleuve whieh togelher aceounled for
more thon 40,000 people were also largely made up of working-class families. Sec Canada, Census of
Cnnada. 1931 (OUawa: J.O. Palenaude, 1933), vol. 2, Table 12, pp. 52-53.
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immigrant groups coalesced around a number of residentialnodes, both in Ihe l'Ore

and elsewhere.12< ln the late nineteenth century, Italian settlements developed

around five nuclei, two of them in the west (Goose Village) and easl (Telreaultville

area of Hochelaga) of the city. By World War 1an extensive Italian settlement in Ihe

north end along the Canadian Pacific tracks in Mile End had developed so as to

have "use of free cultivable land in the city outskirts" and to be close to the Angus

car shops, the city's largest employer of Italian labour. 125 Likewise, thc Ukrainians,

most of whom worked in the metal sector, had important settlements close to Ihe

Grand Trunk shops in Pointe Saint-Charles and near the Angus ShOpS.126 As these

examples suggest, many of the working-class suburban districts before World War 1

were a mix of housing and industry: starting in the 1870s towns such as Sainl-Henri

and Sainte-Cunégonde became industrial suburbs, Lachine developed an industrial

base from the 1880s, Maisonneuve in the 1890s, and the area to the north along the

Canadian Pacific tracks by the beginning of the war.m As 1 show in later sections

m Forexample, one observerwriting in the Canadian Arehitect and Builder, June 1907, p. 90, slated
that Montreal's siums were the worst in Canada beeause of the heavy stream of immigrants in ,'Ummer,
the existence of sejourners who only stay for a short time, and the oldness of the huildings. Anolher writer
stated that because of "speeulators and wire pulling" suhurbanization was expensive and thus increascd
pressure on the inner city. Sec Canadian Arehitect and Builder, Deeemher 1892.

Ils The quote is from B. Ramirez and M. Del Balzo, ''The Italians of Montreal: from sojourning la
setllement, 1900-1921" in R.F. Harney and J.V. Scarpaci (cds.), Linle llalies in North America (Toron la:
The Multicultural Society of Ontario, 1981), p. 75. Sec also J. Boissevain, The Ilalians of Monlreal
(Ouawa: Infonnation Canada, 1970), pp. 1-4; Ramirez, "Montreal's Italians".

126 C.H. Young, The Ukrainian Canadians (Toronto: Thomas Nelson and Sons, 1931), pp. 114-125.

t27 The development of industrial suburbs in the nineleenth cen!Ury composcd, in lhe large parl, of
the working class was not unique to Montreal. Detroit was surrounded by areas sueh as Dearhorn,
Highland Park and Hamtramaek, while Toronto was ringed by the induslrial suhurhs of West Toronto
Junelion, New Toronto and Swansea. Sec Zunz, The Changing Face of lnegualily and D. lleehy,
"Industrial strategy and manufacturing growlh in Toronto, 1880-1910", Onlarin History, 1984,76,3, pp.
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of this chapter, towns like Maisonneuve, Saint-Henri and Sainte-Cunégondegrew up

around a large work force (Illainly French-Canadian) and early clusters of

Illanufacturing firllls, and by the end of this period were some of the most important

industrial districts in Canada.

6.4 The Changing Industrial Geography of Old Montreal and the Outer Core

In Chapter Five it was shown that a distinct spatial division of manufacturing

had emerged in Montreal by as early as 1850: a heavy concentration of firms in the

central core and the appearance of important non-central nuclei in the West and

East Ends. In this section 1 tum to an examination of the changing industrial

geography of Old Montreal and the Outer Core between 1880 and 1918, emphasizing

the continued diversity and the changing shares of industry in the two zones.

In 1890 production was still heavily centralized. Old Montreal and its adjacent

districts (the Outer Core) still accounted for seventy-two per cent of aIl firms and

about half of manufacturing rents (Table 6.5). Although this was a fall from 1861,

the decline occurred solely in Old Montreal: its relative share of firms and rent

dropped to about a quarter, although in absolute figures its manufacturing rent

increased threefold. The Outer Core, especially Saint-Antoine, experienced

tremendous growth betwen 1861 and 1890, its proportion of manufacturing rents

increasing from one quarter to one third.

199-232.
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TABLE 6.5
MONTREAL !\IANUFACTURING FIRMS BY DISTRICTS, 1890

District
FIRMS

No. % Total
RENT

% !\Ican Med ian

Old Montreal 379 28.0 182,905 24.2 483 300

Outer Core 600 44.4 242,070 32.0 403 200
St-Antoine 355 26.3 190,640 25.2 537 280
St-Lawrence 123 9.1 32,350 4.3 263 150
St-Jacques 119 8.8 18,280 2.4 154 100

West End 225 16.6 215,694 28.5 959 240
Lachine 68 5.0 92,740 12.2 1.364 310
Griffintown 67 5.0 41,360 5.5 617 300
St-Henri 88 6.5 80,834 10.7 919 150

East End 142 10.5 109,940 14.5 774 120
Ste-Marie 127 9.4 87,260 11.5 687 120

• Maisonneuve 10 0.7 22,150 2.9 2,215 90

City Total 1,352 100.0 757,309 100.1 560 200

Note: included in the city total but excluded from elsewhere in the table are
sixteen firms (with combined rent of $8,590) that could not be allocated to
existing districts.

Source: City of Montreal, Rôle d'évaluation, 1890; Saint-Henri, Rôle
d'évaluation, 1890; Sainte-Cunégonde, Rôle d'évaluation, 1890; Côte
Saint-Paul, Rôle d'évaluation, 1895.

•
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The relative decline of Olel Montreal

From the 1880s, the enhanced attraction of Old Montreal for finance and

retailing made it relatively less attractive as a manufacturing location for a number

of industries. 'nIe expansion of banking and insurance reflected the importance of

Montreal as a regional and national financial centre, and their new multi-storeyed

and specialized buildings were not suitable for many manufacturing activities.

Population growth and increasing demand for products facilitated the development

of retailing in Old Montreal. Although the new department stores were locating on

Saint-Catherine street cIoser to the high-rem neighbourhood to the north, Old

Montreal saw a proliferation of dry goods merchants and specialized retail outIets,

which were made accessible through the convergence of horse car and the electric

street railway facilities at Place d'Armes. The growth of these activities spurred the

priee of land, and squeezed out many of the smaller manufacturers, as weil as many

of the larger ones. With the changing character of industry came the restrictions

imposed by the need for new plant layouts to facilitate the faster circulation of

capital through the firm. The attraction of the warehouse district decIined as more

and more firms turned to a horizontal layout rather than a vertical one. A last

pressure, the separation of office from that of manufacturing functions, led to

growing service sector employrnent in Old Montreal at the expense of blue-collar

jobs. Many of MontreaI's firms had by 1890, and increasingly in the following years,

divorced office activities - accounting, buying and selling, executive functions, etc 

from manufacturing. Many of the large manufacturers we have discussed - the flour
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companies of Ira Gould and the Ogilvies, Canada Sugar and Canadian Rubber - had

large factories in the east or west end of the city, but now located their offices iu Old

Montreal close to the financial establishments of Saint·James street.

The contillued diversity of Dld Montreal

Despite these pressures the central core remained a source of manufacturing

growth, and between 1861 and 1890 the number of finns in Old Montreal inereased

forty per cent (from 270 to 379). The area was still characterized by diversity, and

by concentrations of clothing, jewellery and printing firms, although its importance

as a centre for these trades had dec!ined (Figure 6.4). With a third of the city's finns

and forty-two per cent of its rent, Old Montreal remained an important locus of the

city's clothing and ancillary industries. Much of the clothing industry still remained

rooted to the core as it depended upon agglomeration economies of aIl types. The

one hundred "hands" of Robert McNabb's Montreal Whitewear factory manufactured

"innumerable designs and varieties of novelties" in aprons, blazers, coloured shirtings,

flannel underwear, ladies blouses, infant'sand children's underwear, nightrobes, caps

and shirts". In aprons alone, "their asssortment ... ranges from the cheapest cotton

to the finest lace and satin, embracing about 100 varieties". Likewise, E.A. Small and

Company made "every style of goods, from the lowest classes up to high class goods

which heretofore had been only procurable of custom make, and were never

attempted in ready made !ines." These goods were made-up in a six-storey building

on Saint-James street where hundreds ofwomen were employed on "several hundred
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FIGURE 6.4
LEADING SECTORS IN OLD MONTREAL AND THE OUTER CORE

BY TOTAL RENT AND NUMBER OF FIRMS, 1890
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sewing machines with the latest improvements".'~s While the \Ville rangs of

products and styles forced clothing firms to find a central location so as to eut down

on production costs induced by the constant changes, many firms \Vere still reliant

upon the putting-out system. As weil as the hundreds working in his Montreal

factory, Smail also had "several hundred in the surrounding districts who do their

work at home."129 As E.J. Chambers noted in 1903, this was still common practice:

[t]he Montreal wholesale clothing houses have availed themselves of
... extremely industrious and very adept neeùlewomen ... and, ,< :t

result, thousands of farm houses throughout the province of Qu .: ·;c
may now be described as brancll wcrkshops of the great Montreal
distributing houses. 130

By the end of the century, however, despite Chambers' claim, rural out-work was on

the wane as supervision of home workers was difficult and besiùes they were

generally unskilled and the transporting of raw mate rial and finished goods was

cumbersome.131 One solution was the development of pI:tting-out in districts

adjacent to Old Montreal such as Saint-Jacques where greater supervision and lower

circulation time could be implemented. Another solution was the development of a

new form of production - contract work. By 1900 sub-contracting had taken over

128 For McNabb scc Canadian Journal of Commerce, November l, 1889, p. 772. The informalinn fnr
Small comcs from Canadian Jnurnal of Commerce, April 29, 1887, p. 963 and Special Numher nf 111<:,
Dominion IlIustratcd, p. 45.

129 Special Number of the Dominion llIuslrated, p. 45.

t30 Chambers, The Book of Montreal, p. 171.

131 M. Payet:e-Daoust, "The Montreal garrnent industry, 1871-1901" (M.A. thesis, McGill Universily,
1986), pp. 105-110; F.R. Scott and H.M. Cassidy, l.abor Conditions in the Men's Clnthing Induslry
(Toronto: Thomas Nelson and Sons Ltd., 1935), pp. 1-2; G.L. Teal, "The organization of production and
the hcterogcllcity of the working class: occupation, gcndcr and cthnicity llmong clnthing workcrs in
Quebec" (Ph.D thesis, McGill University, 1986), chap. 3.
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from pulting-C'ut beeause contractors were able to produce superior work, they

specialized in a partieular type of product, and could better supervise the work

process. The growth of the contract shop was tied into the Jewish immigration

beginning in the 1880s.1l2 The requisite for contract shops included a small degree

of capital to buy the necessary machinery, properly trained labour, and the exercising

of "the m0st rigid economy in material and the utmost closeness in buying". By the

late 1880s.there had developed in Montreal a number of"small skilled manufacturers

who depend on their Iivelihood upon the execution of sorne particular branch for the

large wholesale houses or factories" such as jersey and mantle braiding, f10ssing of

men's shirts and childrens' wear, machine button-hole making, ostrich-feather dyeing

and curling, and the making of braids. 133

Supporting the continued importance of the central core as a manufacturing

district was the reconstruction and expansion of critical infrastructures. Although the

remaking of the harbour had hardly ceased since the 1840s, the period at the turn

of the century was one characterized by sorne fundamental changes. In 1898 Israel

Tarte, the Public Works Minister, initiated a major redevelopment of the harbour,

completed by World War I. Between 1896 and 1914 the federal government

funnelled more than $32 million into harbour improvements, mostly in the area

112 Payette-Darlust, "The Montreal gannent IIIdustry", p. 107; J. Rouillard, "Les travailleurs juifs de
la confection à Montréal (1910-1980)". LahourlLe TravailkJr, 1981182,81'.1. p. 255.

133 Calladiall Joumal of Commerce, August 3, 1888, pp. 212-213. Il should be noted that even atthis
date many of these contract shops were under attack from the large inside shop. For example, the same
writer stated thatthe bu!iness of the machine button-holer was "slowly dcparting" bccause the large finns
"now mit thcir own machines and 110 longer scnd thcir work out to be donc." Jersey braiding, on the oUlcr
hand, had ceased to exist in Montreal bceause of the flood oC braided jerseys Crom Gennany.
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bordering Old Montreal. This included the construction of a seawall to keep out

f1oods, and more quays; the building of fourteen permanent steel and connete

storage hangars between 1904 and 1908 and another seven between 1911 and 1914;

the replacement of ant;quated floating grain elevators by two fixed ones; the taking

ovel', rationalization, and extension of the railway tracks which criss-nossed the

wharves; and the building of a large dry dock, a coal tower, a saw mill, a tloating

crane and the buying of new tug boats. Thus, by the beginning of World War l, the

harbour had undergone sorne massive changesY' Similar expansion of the railway

system also provided physkal facilities 1")1' centrally-located manufacturers. Take the

Canadian Pacific Railway for è::a:-:.1\1k. On the western and eastern boundaries of

Old Montreal were the company's two passenger terminaIs - the Windsor and Place

Viger stations respectively - which, in tum, were linked to the Sortin and Hochelaga

freight yards and the Harbour CommissiC'r.er tracks strung along the harbour

front,13S

The impact that the reconstruction of the physical structure of the central

district had upon the viability of Old Montreal was reinforced by the continued

existence of an important set of agglomeration economies. Despite the increasing

number of people moving to the suburbs, the central districts of Montreal were "one

134 R. Blanchard, L'Ouest du Canada francais: Montréal ct sa rcgion (Montréal: Beauchemin, 1953.
pp. 279-280; M.T.S. Casey, "The use of the power for port facilities", The Engineering Journal, 1924,7,
7, pp. 486-488; F.W. Cowie, "The great national port of Canada. Features of the important extension work
in progcss in Montreal harbour", The Clnadian Engineer, Janua!)' 18, 1912, pp. 178·183; l'-A. Linte,lU,
"le dévcloppment du port au début du 20e siècle", Historical Papees, CanacJiOlJl Historienl AssociiltioJl.
1972, pp. 181-205.

135 "A notable group of railway terminais', The Canadian Engineer, Septemher 23, 1915, pp. 403·404.
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of the most densely populated areas, outside of New York city, on the

continent".'36 While the harbour and railway facilities were strung out to the south,

ringing üld Montreal to the north were vast stretches of working-class housing were

workers of different ski Ils and nationalities had immediate access to the finns of the

core. 1J1

Prilltillg ill Otd MOlltrellt

Printing provides an illustration of the forces which sustained the centra)

agglomeration node. Despite tremendous changes in its social and organizational

structure, the industry remaincd in üld Montreal. lJS A centra) feature of the

indllstry was the growing differences between newspaper publishing, and book and

job printing. From the 18505, a growing market and capitalization in the newspaper

brancll pennitted the intrc,~ .Iction of new technologies and a more e)aborate division

of labour. At mid century a number of technologiea) factors were critica) in the

newspaper branch of the industry:he rotary press; the steam-powered cylinder

machine which replaced hand feeding by machine feeding; the cheapening of

newsprint due to innovations ir; which paper was made fi l'st from straw, and later by

wood plllp; and the arrivai of the telegraph. In the 18705 the Bullock press, using the

136 C.n.di.n Architect .nd Builder, November 1892.

lJ1 R.mirez, "Monlre.I's It.Ii.ns and the socioeconomy of sctUement"; J. Seidel, "The development
.nd soei:11 adjustment of the Jcwish eommunity in Montre.l" (MA. thesis, McGm University, 1939);
Young, The Ukrail1ain Canadial1s.

138 ln 1890 Old Montreal eont.ined two-thirds of the printing firms of the city and almost three
quartcrs of ils rcnt.
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stereotyping process, rcplaced the "old blanket shect" with thl' "quarto pagl'" and

al10wed publishers greater spccd and greater tlexibility in the prmluclion prol'ess.

White the rotary press heralded the dcskilling of pressmen, the introduction of '.he

linotype machine in the 1890s, in which one machine which did the work of t'ive

workers, became the major innovation which did away with the skilled character of

typesetters. 139 The linotype machines of the Linotype Co. established close to the

printing area of the city in 1891 were quickly instal1ed in ail of Montreal's major

publishing houses by the end of the century, and the smal1er oncs by 1910.1
''''

Under intense waves ofmechanization, the increasing subdivision of tasks, and

the battle for control of the labour process, clashes between workers and proprietors

were an important facet of the trade. Thus in 1890 when the Montreal Hcm/cl was

having "problems" with their printers, the publisher stated that he would suspend

publication for a month rather than give in to the strikers and threatened that "labor

saving machinery [typesetting machines] will be next in order".141 Priïlters had

139 J. De Bonville, La presse guéheeoise de 18841. 1914. Genèse d'un média de masse (Ouéhee: Les
Presses ciel'Université Laval, 1988); C. Bruce News and lhe Southams (Toronlo: Macmillan, 1968); D.
Fetherling, The Rise of the Canadian Newsnaper (Toronto: Oxford University Press, 1990), pp. 28-30;
Kcalcy, "Workcontrol"; P. Rutherford, A Victori.m AUlhnrily: the n"ilv Prcs.ç in I.ale Ninclccnth-('..cntury
Canada (loronlo: University of Toronto Press, 1982).

t'O De Bonville, La presse guéhecoi" pp. 104-105. For example, 17/0 MolllrclIl SllIr inlrodueed
fourteen machines in 1895 and LlI Presse had twelve hy 1900. For a description of the company ,md the
linolype proeess sec Fastus, An Epoeh in Printing. hy Faustus: Oeing the Firsl Mauer Set on lhe First
Linotype Machine Manufactured in Canada (Montreal: Linotype Company, 1892).

141 Canadian Journal of Commerce, June 6, 1890, '1'. 1078. The hislory of strikes in the prinlÎng
industl)' goes back to as carly as lhe 1860s when ail of Monlreal's l'l'inters exeepl for two newspapers
struck for higher wages; sec Hamelin cl al .. Répertoire des Grèves, p. 22. They also list olher ineiJenls
on pp. 45, 69, 76.
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always bccn an clitc work force, litera te, informed and organized. W They were able

to adapt to the inroads by owners and managers to their control over production by

making concessions to the introduction of machinery.

Despite the changes to the work content, the increasin; capitalization of the

industry, and a history of confliet, ail types of printing establishments could be found

in ûld Montreal, ranging from the small book a!ld job printer such as A. Carmel

with a rent of $100 in J890 to the large printing and publishing house such as

Gazette Printing which printed the Tory-English newspaper, The Montreal Gazette

with a rent of $2,000 (Figure 6.5). üld Montreal's printing industry contained a large

array of productive strategies, the variety was endless. Take the lithographie branch

for example. Within a stone's throw from eaeh other were some of the largest

lithographing companies in the country. The Sabiston Lithographie and Publishing

Company whieh oceupied four floors of the Gazette Building at the corner of Craig

and Saint-Francois Xavier for a rent of $1,500 in 1890 employed a wide range of

skills and labour. As weil as editors and print composers they employed art designers

and engravers in their artists' departrnent; skilled photographers, zinc etehers and

plate mounters, as weil as eighty-three unskilled "oFeratives" in their third-floor

bindery and pressmen in their first-floor pressroom.1'l While they speciaiized in a

variety of printed products, the Canada Bank Note Engraving and Printing Company

did engraving on steel, wood and ~èone, chromo-lithographiag, the new "artotype"

l'Z W. Roberts, ''The last artis.1ns: Toronto printers, 1896-1914" in O.S. Kealey and P. Warrian (cds.),
Es"."s in C.1Iladian Working C1.s.. Historv (Toronto: MeClelland and Stewart, 1976), pp. 125-142.

l'l Dominion lIIustrated Christmas Number, (Montreal, 1889).
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process; they printed bank notes, debentures, bills of exehange, postage stamps. maps

and books; and worked espeeially for agricultural and railway interests. Till'ir large

double building (rent of $1,500) on Craig street near St Lawrence operated its

presses on steam power and eontained the "finest geometric lathe in America."'"

The nation's largest lithographer was the Burland Lithographie Company with a six-

storey building at Bleury and Craig. In the late 1880s their 140 workers operated

machines powered by a forty horsepower steam enginc and manufactllred, among

other things, papers, cardboard, playing cards, tin type mats and photo mOllnls."~

In contrast to these large factories was the engraving establishment of J.H. Walker,

who worked only on wood, with a l'l'nt of $80. Walker, like the larger establishments,

was rooted to the central location, by the fact that he catered 10 "Ihe double

demands of the bookmaker and the merchanl" and engraved "for publicalimls and

business houses."1'6 While most printf'rs and publishers in this period worked solely

in the printillg trade, sorne were vertically integrated. Jean-Baptiste Rolland, who in

1842 opened a book store on Saint-Vincent street, quickly added job printing and

bookbinding facilities, and in 1881 set up a paper mill at Saint-Jérome to supply

cheap paper for his printing establishment in MontreaL'47

As weil as being an important printing centre, Montreal was heavily involved

1" Industries of Canada, p. Jl2.

145 Industries of C",,,da, p. 170.

146 Industries of C",,,da, p. 137.

147 Industries of Canada, p. 119; P..A. Linteau, "Jcan..I3aplislc Roll;lIlc.l" in Dictinnary or Canadi"l1
Biog"Jl!rl. vol. 11 (Toronto: University of Toronto Pres.<, 1982), pp. 765·766.
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FIGURE 6.5
LOCATION OF PRINTING AND CARRIAGEl\1AKING FIRMS IN

OLD MONTREAL AND THE OUTER CORE, 1890
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Source: City of Montreal, Rôle d'évaluation, 1890
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in publishing. Ils newspaper houses were the largest establishments in the l'rinting

industry as a result of the massive changes that had begun at mid cenlury and

continued throughout the second half of the nineteenth century. The lechllD!ogical

factors, alongside the greater distribution methods and the transformation of the

market from one geared to serving a small commercial elite to one catering to .lIt

urban mass market, pushed the newspaper industry into a large-scOlie, mechanize,1

form by the 1860s. 148

Despite the large scale, the conflict between labour and capital, and the rapid

growth of the newspaper houses, Gld Montreal remained the home of ail the city's

newspapers. Even when the buildings became too small to contain all the new

machinery, the newspaper only moved a short distance away. Berl' was an industry

that conforms to the type that were supposedly beginning to leave the city for the

suburban areas or surrounding towns.The need to be close to the "communication

economies" of Gld Montreal, the ease of distribution, and the prestige of a central

location were powerful attractions for the newspapers. 149

Expansion and diversification of the Olller Core

Well before 1890, Gld Montreal had lost ils position as the primary

manufacturing centre of Montreal. The relative rlecline in importance of Gld

148 Rutherford, A Victorian Authoritv.

149 An example of the preslige can bc gleaned from lhe altention pa id ta thc lypes or slructures whcrc
the newspaperwere housed. In 1914, The Printer and Publisher stated thatthc l'remises or the newspapers
"dcpict rare architectural bcauty hithcrto restrictcd to bal1ks and financiol1 institutions", Ouotcd in De
Banville, La pre..", guébccoise. rn 60, p. 145.
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Montreal was paralleled by the increased importance of the Outer Core by 1890. Of

the "121 firms that were added ta the city's 1861 total of 631, half located in the

immediate surroundings of Old Montreal. In 1890 the outer core accounted for 600

(or forty-four per cent) of the city's firms and a third of the rent. Together the three

districts of Saint-Antoine, Saint-Lawrence, and Saint-Jacques had the greatest mass

of manufacturing firms in the city. It also had a selection from ail parts of the rent

spectrum and industries. While the Outer Core's firms tended to have a large

proportion of small and medium firms there was still a substantialnumber of larger

firms: for example, there were nineteen firms with rents of $2,000 or more. Examples

are pharmaceutical factories such as that of Davis and Lawrence on Saint-Antoine

street where in their four-storey building "every modern improvement that would

facilitate the business has been adopted, such as steam elevators, hand railways,

machines for bottle washing, bottle filling, bottle corking, etc". George Barrington

made 200 lines of trunks, valises and satchels with "equipment [that) is entirely new"

and the five-storey building "embodies every modern improvement for the perfection

of their work."IS0 There was a wide range of smaller firms, such as the family

owned bakery, blacksmithing shop and saddlery which served local markets,

employed one or two workers, and had a low degree of capitalization, and the larger

shoe and metal-working factories.

While the Outer Core became the home of many different industries, it aIso

had important concentrations of several sectors such as c1othing, tobacco, Ieather,

150 Commerce of Monlreal, pp. 168.169: Canadian Joumal of Commerce, May 3, 1889, pp. 754.755.
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and ta a lesser extent, printing firms that were leaving the ccntral distril't. '1'0

demonstrate this two examples will be presented. The l'irst cxamplc is that of a finll,

the jewellery firm of M. Cochenthaler. In the late 1870s he established himscll' as a

manufacturer and dealer in watches, jewellery, plated-ware, c1ol'ks and diamonds in

the heart of the financial district on Saint-James street. In 1906 he moved l'rom

Saint-James ta the core of the new retail district of the city at Saint-Catherine at the

corner of Metcalfe. He was fitting up his new premises with the latest style of

fixtures, and much al'ter the pattern of the jewellery stores on Fil'th Avennc, New

York." In the basement there was a "modern factory" where skilled workers were

employed on "sorne very modern machinery".151 As firms snch as Cochenthaler

were pushed out of or had reasons for leaving Old Montreal, such as convenience

ta a wealthy and fashionable c1ientele, locations in the surrounding districts becilIllc

increasingly attractive. Within walking distance of the l'inancial, rctailing and

wholesaling activities downtown, finns in the outer core wonld have paid lower rcnts

and still had relatively good access to a city-wide labour force.

While the case of Cochp.nthaler provides an illustratior of one firm 's rcasons

fN moving l'rom Old Montreal to the Outer Core, th .. example of cigarmaking

presents a different perspective on mobility between the two zoncs. In Chaptcr 5.5

the Macdonald Tobacco Co. was presented as an example of a large-scalc,

mechanized finn which sought a new type of productive space in a location far [rom

the city core. While Macdonald was able to to break the ties which bound it to the

151 Industries of Canada, p. 112; Montreal Gazette, May 8, 1906, p. 7.
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centre, Illost tobacco firms found it difficult ta relinquish the advantages and ta free

themselves from the constraints of Old Montreal. This was especially true for cigar

firms where the demand for workshops and buildings close to the centres of demand,

finance and wholcsaling, as in other industries 1 have touched upon in this study, was

a critical factor in thcir survival. It was pressures such as reliance on wholesalers for

raw Icaf, the need for small workshops, access to transportation facilities and

distributors that compeIlcd cigar firms to remain rooted to a central location. As late

as 1890 most cigar establishments were to be found in Old Montreal (Figure 6.6).

Titis had changed by World War 1; the Outer Core had become the primary

manufacturing complex of the Montreal cigar trade. The rationale behind this can

be iIIustrated thraugh an examination of Iwo cigar finns.

As was typical in the cigar industry, L.O. Grothé Iearnt the trade through an

apprenticeship with a local cigar company. Starting off on his own in 1877 in a small

shop on Notre Dame street in the heart of Old Montreal he expanded quickly. To

accommodate this growth he moved just around the corner to a new premise on

Saint-Peter street in 1888. 152 Very soon, however, the limitations of a central

location drave Grothé to seek a new factory space elsewhere. In 1901 a series of

meetings were held with tht: council of the northern suburban m,micipality of Saint

Louis de Mile End who granted him a $16,000 bonus.153 Although for reasons 1

have not been able to decipher the company did not move north. Five years later,

152 Canadian Ci.ar and Tobac.o Joumal, Mareil 1906, p. 53.

153 Canadian Ci.ar and Tobacco Journal, Scplcmbcr 1901, p. 437.
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however, Grothé bought 22.000 square feet of land in the Saint-Laurl'nt distril'I on

Ontario street between Saint-Lawrence and Charles Borromml'l' (now Clark) strl'l'ts

where he built "[olne of the largest and finestcigar factories in Canada". FiVl' floors

high, it contained more than 100,000 square feet of floor space: the first floor used

for offices and storage, while the rest of the building was devoted 10 l-igar

manufacture.'5' The new factory was geared to expanding production. Two piet'es

of evidence ilIustrate this. First, it was able to accommodate a much large numher

of workers - the work force increased from 300 at the old Saint-Peter plant to 600

on Saint-Lawrence. Associated with this was a massive increase in rent: il l'ose from

$750 in 1890 to $8,000 in 1916. Second, it was built with the flow of material and the

greater efficiency of labour in mind. One writer in 1913 exclaimed th'lt the new

factory "is celebrated for the economic arrangement and splendid equipment ... !I.

visit to their plant constitutes a Iiberal education in modern cigar manufacturing

methods."155 As the industry was not mechanized major slllvival taetics were

speeding up production and a more intensive exploitation of labour through greater

specialization of tasks and greater speed of the transfer of time between tasks. The

new factory of Grothé was built to maximize this process.

The largest cigar manufacturing firm of the period was that of S. Davis and

154 The qunle is from Cmlllùiill1 Cigar ami Tnhacco Jourmll, JUlie 190fi, p. 19. Sec also in the SiHIIC

journal. Febura'Y 1906, p. 43; Mareil 1906, p. 53; and G. Pinard. M.'ntréal, son hisloire, son arehileelnre
(Monlréal: La Presse. 19R7), pp. 96-101.

155 Canadian Cigar and Tohacco Journal, Fchur:uy 1913. p. 59.lt should he nnted tlmt cigarrnilking
was nol a rnecbanizcd lrade unlil the 1920s. Ils growlh was buill upon a bighly evolyed teehnieal division
of labour. Titus, the rcfcrcncc 10 cquipmcnt in the quotc prohahly rcfcrs 10 lIIoulds, a simple piece nf
wood in which the cig;u WélS slmpcd.
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FIGURE 6.6
LOCATION OF TOBACCO FIRI\lS, 1890 AND 1916
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Sons, established in the 1850s, and which like Grothé was to move from Old

Montreal to the Outer Core at the turn of the century. In 1884 il fire at his factory

in Old Montreal forced Davis to find new manufacturing space. He purchased an old

church property and, as Grothé was to do t\Venty years later, built a seven-storey

factory in the Saint-Laurent district, complete with steam eIevators, six telephones,

and new equipment. ll" In 1895 the Saint-Laurent factory was taken over by

Amcrican Tobacco Company and Davis moved to a new location in Saint-Anno Two

years latcr hc movcd again, this time to the Saint-Antoine district. The five-storey

premises there presented the firm with "facilites which \Vere impossible in the old

quarters" such as much more space for the 800 workers, a greater segmentation of

the differcnt tasks, the chance to "fit the offices with every modern improvement",

and to be close to the company's box factory in the Saint-Laurent district. 1S7

Another fire in 1905 which destroyed this factory enabled the company to seek

"Iarger and more suitable" premises.1l8 In 1906 a new factory further west in the

Saint-Antoine district had f100r space ofmore than 40,000 square feet and contained

the typical requirements of a large-scale cigar factory of the time: an electric goods

elevator running from top to bottom and specialization of jobs by f1oor. What makes

the Davis company even more interesting is that the second f100r of the building was

156 Canadian Journal of Commerce, January 18, 1884, p. 76; Commerce of Monlreal, pp. 104-105;
a.Tulehins')', "Samuel Davis" in Diclionarv ofCanadian Biogranhv (Toronlo: University ofToronlo Press,
1990), vol. 12, pp. 228-229.

157 Canadian Cigar and Tobaeeo Jou","I, March 1898, p. 69.

158 C.,nadian Cigar and ToiJaeco Jou","I, January 1906, p. 59.
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"entirely shut off from ail communications with the other factory [ihe l'l'st of the

buildingl, practically making two factories under one roof.""" Housed on thl'

second floor was the Cuban department where skilled, immigrant ham! rolkrs madl'

high-priced 'Havanas'. They had to be kept separate l'rom the other 800 workers as

they were more able and more Iikely to strike and make demands upon the

company.l60 Accordingly, "[t]he Cuban factory is reached thl'Ough an entirely

separate entrance, a separate staircase being provided for the employees of this

branch".161

The two examples of Grothé and Davis illustrate the changing industrial

geography of the central zones. By the tum of the century, the importancc of Old

Montreal for cigar manufacture was on the decline. This was because the expansion

of firms, the need to restructure the internaI layou t of the factory, and the need to

introduce new pieces of equipment forced many cigar manufacturers to seek new

premises, away l'rom the traditional cigar manufacturing centre of Old Montreal, in

districts such as Saint-Antoine and Saint-Laurent. Unlike the tobacco firms of

Macdonald, as we saw in Chapter Five, and Imperial Tobacco, as wc shall sec in the

last section of this chapter, the cigar firms did not move to locations too far out from

the city core. Instead, they built new premises in the Outer Core where land was

cheaper, larger amounts of floor-space was available, and where they still had access

119 Caoadiao Cigar and Tobacco Journal, March 1906, p. 65.

160 The workers in the Cuban department had been sueh trouble for the company lhal in 1901 Ihey
threatened ta move it ta Toronto. Canadian Cigar and Tohaceo Journal, August 1901, p. 395.

161 Canadian Cigar and Tobacco Journal, Mareil 1906, p. 65.
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to transportation facilities and the wholesalcrs and jobbers of Old Montreal. While

Davis and Grathé were the pioneers in the move 'uptown' they were soon to be

followed by other cigar firms.

Carriage-making and the Olller Core

While the mobility of finns and industries throughout the central zones was

an important clement of the core's industrial geography in this period, the Outer

Core remained the centre of the city's carriage-making industry, although there had

been tremendous changes to the character of the North America industry. Beginning

in the 1870s, handicmft production was replaced by economies of scale as the hand-

crafted carriage gave way to the machine-made carriage. By 1900 mechanization was

so dominant that the blacksmith was the only worker not employing machinery. The

primary impetus behind mechanization was the reduction of production time and the

minimization of costs: the twinning of labour to the machine was so succesful that

in the late 1890s the cost of a carriage was almost one-sixth the priee of a similar

product in 1865.162

Despite these changes the Montreal carriage industry remained small in scope

in temlS of both its total output and the internaI scale of firms compared to other

North American centres such as Cincinnati and Toronto. Indeed, competition from

Ontario was so intense that a Montreal carriage manufacturer was talking of fonning

162 E.r. Duggan, "Machines, market., and lahor: Ihe earriage and wagon induslry in lale-nineleenlh
eenlury Cincinnati", Busines., HistorY Review, 1977,51,3, pp. 309-312.
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a local combine to fight iL'·" The small scale of the industlY. hOWl'Vl'r. did nol

impede the ability of carriage-makers to manufacture a \Vide range of carriages. At

the 1892 World exhibition E.N. Beney displayed nineteen types of ea.'Tia;;cs incllllling

Victorias, landaus, T l'arts, phaetons, spiders and clarence traps ail of whÏL'h \Vere

manufactured at his "extensive factory" on Mignonne street in Saint-Lawrenn'

district. l
'"

In the last decades of the nineteenth century Montreal's carriage trade grew.

From fifty-one establishments employing 349 workers and prodl1cing carriages valued

at $345,640 in 1871, the industry had grown to seventy-one fil'lns. 687 workers and

$881,060 worth of output. At the same time, the amount of capital invested in the

city's plants expanded. Although no capital figures are given for industries in the

1871 census, the Quebec figure is $522,015. By 1891 the figure for Montreal alone

is $1,045,617.165 Although the number of workers and amount of capital invested

in firrns grew quite rapidly in this period, the city's firms remained small. The city's

sixty firrns only averaged $383 in l'l'nt, while its median was $150. TIll' largest finn

in 1891, N. and A.C. Lariviere's factory, employed only sixty workers and paid $2,800

163 The Canadian Engineer, September 1894, p. 157.

1'" Canadian Journal of Commerce, September, 1892, p. 493.

165 The 1871 and 1891 figures come from Canada, Ccnsus of Canada. 1871, vol. 3 'lIId O"",da,
Ccnsus of Canada. 1891, vol. 3. The Montreal figures inc!udc those from the City of Monlreal and
Hochelaga Couilly. Allhough Montreal remained lhe centre of large-scale carriage making, il did Jose
companies ta other towns. In 1890, for example, the Guarantcc Carraige Manufacturing Company was
lured from Montreal ta Granby by a fifteen year lax exemplion and an exeellenl site (alongside lhe Ccnlml
Verrnonttracks and hydraulie power). Equally important was lhatthe lown's mayor and several "leading
men" had subscribed in the company's stock. Montreal Gazelle, Friday, Ocloher 17, 1890, p. 3.
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in rent, while two other firms paid rents of SI, 150 and S900.1
(,('

Over the periml there was little change to the location of the earriage-making

industry. As in 1861 a large number of the eity's earriage firms (thirty-seven out of

sixty) still remained in a thin zone stretehing throughout the Outer Core and

eneircling Old Montreal, while another eight were in the eastern part of Old

Montreal next to Saint-Jacques (Figure 6.5). The small-scale chamcter of the

individual firms militated against firms seeking more peripheriallocations, especially

as markets, for the most part, remained centrally located and splintered in terms of

carriage types. Reinforcing the central location was the need for a certain type of

building structure. Most of the larger firrns operated in three to four-storey

warehouse buildings where the f10w of production could proceed in a continous

manner, and different departments occupied different f1oors. For example, take Felix

Mercier's four-storey carriage factory with a rent of $900 on Notre Dame street

between Bonsecours and Barrack streets. Starting at the top was the wood shop

where two separate processes took place, the preparation of pieces of the carriage

(panels, framework, e;ears) and the assembly of the body after the pieces had been

seasoned for about ten days. In the blacksmith shop, the body was ironed after it had

been assembled. This was followed by the painting, varnishing and trimming of the

carriage in the paint and trimming shop. Lastly, there was the final assembly of the

166 The emplayment ligures given here arc laken [rom lhe 1891 population manuscripts o[ lhe
Canadian census whieh indicale lhe numbcr o[ workers an individual employed.
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carriage on the first f100r. 1o' Machincry was uscd in ail of thc largl'r lïnns, Ikranl

and Major's with twenty-four mcn made 1ight carriagcs at thl'ir thrcc-storl')' factol)'

on Sainte-Catherine street "pourvucs de machines les plus modcrncs pour pl'nncttrl'

aux hommes de fournir le travaille plus fini possible."I'" Being locatl'd in thc oulcr

core meant having greater accessibi1ity to the agents and warerooms of thc various

trimmings manufacturers (leather, wood mouldings, and rubber) that were localed

in Old Montreal, and the metal shops and saw mills in Saint-Ann in thc wcst and

Sainte-Marie in the east. For example, E.N. Beney, as weil as having a carriage

factory, was an extensive dealer of carriage suppies and was located in the heilrt of

Old Montreal at the corner of Saint-Paul and De Bresoles streets. \-lis 35,000 square

fcet warehouse was not only a showroom for the carriages made at the Mignonne

street factory, but was also a supply house for ail types of carriage, harness ilnd

saddlery supplies.169

While manufacturing activities remained rooted to central locations, there was

another thread to the industrial geography of Montreal at the end of the centllry.

The process of industry moving to locations other than the city core, that was noticed

as early as the 1840s and was firmly in place by 1861, had consolidated by 1890.

While the industrial districts created in the spurt of expansion at mid century became

increasingly less attractive to manufacturers, new ones, further out from the city core,

167 The Commerce of Montreal, p. 83. Fnr a fuller descriplion of Ihe production proee",,",e Dugg'lII,
"Machines, markets, and labor', p. 316.

168 HUllemeyer, Les intérêts commerciaux, p. 131.

169 Special Number of the Dominion lIJustraled, p. 42.
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were being developed. It is to thcsc industrial districts that 1 now turn.

6.5 The East End: New Manufaeturing Forms and New Districts

llle growth of manufactories in and around Hochelaga su burb has
given sorne impetus to real estate in that vieinity, and owners have not
been slow to plan, map and subdivide in the most attractive manner
for purchasersYo

In Chapter Five it was noted that the industrial development of the East End

started from small beginnings in the 1780s and grew sIowly in the following 100

years. The 1870s surge of growth firmly established the East End as an important

industrial node within Montreal's spatial division of labour. Over the next forty years

there was tremendous enlargening of the area's industrial base as the original core -

Sainte-Marie - beeame more elaborate, new additions were made in Hochelaga, and

a new industrial district - Maisonneuve - rose to prominence. The purpose of this

section is to eonsider two aspects of the East End's growth in this period: the

emergenee of a significantcluster oflarge-scale plants utilizing an array of productive

strategies and the development of Maisonneuve as a important shoe-making district.

In 1890, 142 firms - over one-tenth of the city total - were situated in the

eastern portion of the city, most of them in the Sainte-Marie district (Table 6.5). The

East-End's share of firms and rent, between 1861 and 1890, rose from six to more

than ten per cent, and just less than six to over fourteen per cent respectively. Rent

structure was still highly polarized, with a high proportion of the zone's firms having

170 Canadian Jounlal of Commerce, January 3, 1890, p. 20.
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rents of less than $300, and a large proportion having rcnls of $2,000 or 1ll0rl', 1n

other words, the ubiquitous smal\ handicraft and family finn cxistl'd ncxt to a l'l'\\'

very large firms. The Sll1al\ firms serving the loealll1arket inclnded the t\\'cnty-thrl'l'

bakeries and confectioueries which ranged in l'ent l'rom $30 to $180. Othcrs snch as

the nineteen blaeksmithing shops and the three beer bottiers supplied 10l'al

manufacturing establishments. The large finns of 1861 conlinued 10 grow: Canadian

Rubber in 1890 paid a rent of $13,700 and employed more than 1,000 workers in

their Notre Dame street faetory with a four-storey bu ilding, 800 by 60 l'ccl, consisting

of 200,000 square feet, where the machinery was driven by engines capable of

drawing 1,200 horse power (Figure 6.7),'1'

Aside l'rom this building, they have their engine amI boiler honses,
wash and drying rooms, varnish and cement house, and heaters, also
a three-storey repair shop, 40 x 100 feet, in which a large staff of
machinists, carpenters, steamfitters, etc., are constantly employed.m

A description of rubber shoe manufacture provides some idea of the vasl and

intricate series of steps involved in the transformation of raw rubber. The making of

rubber shoes - the company's main product - consisted of a number of steps: some

of the departments are shown in Figure 6.7. Al'ter the washing of the crude rnbber,

the rubber is left to dry for two to three weeks and then sent to the mill reom. The

mil! room was actually two different departments: the first is where the rubber is

steamed into a plastic state and vulcanized; the second where the rubber is relled

171 Souvenir Numbcr of the Montreal Daily Star Rcv;,cwing the Various Financial and C:ommcrcial
Inlerests Represcnted in the City of Montreal (Montreal: Henning and Camp, 1890). p. 45; The Dominion
IIIustmted, Deeembcr 7, 1889, p. 359.

172 The Dominion IlIuslmted, Decembcr 7, 1889, p. 359.
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FIGURE 6.7
SOME VIEWS OF THE CANADIAN RUBBER COMPANY, 1889

;~

A. The Canadian Rubber Company

~"
B. Sorne departments of the Canadian Rubber Company

Source: The Dominion IIlustrated, December 7, 1889.
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into pure sheets or onto either wool or cotton lining.s. l'hl' shccts arc tl1l'n sl'nl to

the cutting room where they arc eut and passed on the "shocmakcr" who Cl'ml'nts

them together on a las!. The shoes arc then varnished, loaded onlo iron cars and

wheeled into the "heaters" where they are transfonned from a plastic staIl' to 1'lIbllL'1'.

Lastly, they are taken to the packing room. As one writer says, wilh eehoes of Adam

Smith, "a rubber shoe, like a pin, has to pass through a great llIany hands bcfme

finalIy finding its way into the markets." The manufacture of rubber shoes then was

a high-volume, continuous process work format where hundreds of "opl'ratiws"

minded the belts, rolIers, calenders, racks and cars, although some "bottll'nl'cks" likl'

the heating process required the attention of "experts" who had to set and conlrollhl'

heat to acquire the correct degree of mate rial change. 17J Artel' 1890 the company

continued to grow: in 1907 its rent reached $15,900, in 1912 $54,000.

New forms of manltfactlln'ng and constellations of indllslly

Alongside the expansion of older firms, the East End became the recipien t

of a new set of firms l'rom a select group of industries that employed new forms of

manufacturingand were attracted by the l'articulaI' features of the eastern productive

space. The Standard Shirt Company Ltd. is an illustration of a finn which came

seeking the advantages of a peripheral location in the East End. In 1903 it had

offices and a factory on Delorimier street where it employed 1,200 workers. The five-

173 The Dominion lIIustrated, Decembcr 7, 1889, p. 359; l'oolwear in Canada, Mareil 1913, pp. 103
104..
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storey structure, custom-built for the company, had five acres of floor space, and

(laid a rent of $7,500 (1907), and the construction of a new building more than

doubled that rent by 1912 ($19,600). The company operated its own power plant with

generators for the lighting and electric power. Smail electric motors powered even

the most difficult part of the ciothing production process, the cutting up of the fabric,

by operating electric knives. ils policy was

to keep up with the times in the matter of equipment, and a large
amount is expended each year in the renewal of plant and installation
of maehinery specially manufactured and adapted to the needs of the
particular departll1ents.m

Standard Shirt had broken with the agglomeration econoll1ies of the core. It no

longer had to rely on the intricate linkages which kept other garment makers rooted

in the inner city. As one writer stated, "[a]1I the products of the company are made

on the prell1ises, and they are not dependent on any one else for any part of their

manufactu re". 175

Another firll1 that sought a peripheral location was Colin McArthur's

wallpaper factory. A Scot who learned the trade in Glasgow, McArthur moved to

Montreal in 1879, and entered business with J.e. Watson at his Montreal Wallpaper

Factory in Saint-Ann ward. In 1884 McArthur established his own business in the

east end, at the corner of Notre Dame and Voltigeurs. In 1890 he possessed a four-

storey plant, 225 feet by 35 feet, with a rent of $1,500, and fifty employees. In the

114 Chambers, The Book of Montreal, p. 192.

175 Chamhers, The Book of Montreal, p. 192.
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basement \Vere engine rooms. storage for raw stock and l1lallufa,'tuH'd nll"l1l. ()n th,'

first floor could be found the offices, the stock and p;\l'king Hlll11lS. and the

departlllent wherc ski lied workers made the hrass pattern roli<'rs for printing patll'ms

on the wallpapcr. On the sccond floor wert' manufaetutl'd tht' Illntl' Cllmn1<ln

wallpapers - "regular", "mctallic", and "mica". The company \Vas ahi<' to makt' ht'\wt't'n

5,000 and 6,000 rolls of regular a day, and, hecause of the lnnger drying prnet'55, nnly

2,000 rolls of lIletallic. These types \Vere made by five printing machines, pmvt'I'l'd

bya twenty-five horsepo\Ver engine. While the \Vallpaper business had in earlit'r days

depended upon illlported skilled labour, "improved machinety" I];\d by ISlJO replaeed

hand labour on the cOllllllon \Vallpapers. Only for thc most expensive \Vallpapers \Vas

hand work lavished: on the top floor, skilled \Vorkers \Vcre capable of making 100

pieces a day.176 The firm continued to gro\V, to 130 workcrs (1903), and a rent of

$3,500 (1907).177 The Goad Fire Insurance Atlas of 1915 indicates that new

buildings had been added: two new storage sheds, a colour room and a separate two-

storey building that housed the company's office and warehouse. The work process

of the original building had been reorganized accordingly: the fi l'st and second flaars

were now entirely devoted to colouring, while the upper twa floors were far

printing. 178 A third example is the Barsalou saap factory. Established around 1875,

the company manufactured toilet and laundry soap using a technalogical process,

176 W. Atherton, MOlltrelll. 1534-1914 (Montrelll: Craig, 1914), pp. 466-469; Commerce of MOlllreil',
pp. 128-129; HUllemeyer, Les intérêts commerciilux, p. 170.

177 Chambers, The Book of Montreal, p. 226.

178 Goad, Fire (Ilsurallee Atlas, August 1915, vol. 3, plllle 106.
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which thcy purchascd for $10,000, that not only reduced the odour of the

manufacture of the soap but also greatly reduced manuallabour: the new machinery

turncd out 6,000 pounds of soap, a weck's work by hand, in an hour and half. 179

One clemcnt of thc growth of productivt sp:lce in the East End was the large-

scale finn cmploying modern machinery from a number of different industries.

Anothcr, was the implanting of several constellations of particular industries.

Construction of the Canadian Pacifie car shops in Hochelaga in 1883 acted as a

magnet 10 firms with eilher direct linkages or with similar production formats such

as a roHing mill, three foundries, a boiler maker, an engine works and two railway

supply companies. Around the Hudon mill, which employed 1,275 workers and

opcrated 1,580 looms and more than 65,000 spindles in 1901, we see the emergence

of a smaH textile node primarily made up of large, mechanized firms employing

hundreds of workers and catering to a national market. l80 A second large cotton

miII (Saint-Ann Spinning) was established in 1882, which in 1890 had a rent of

$4,800, and in 1901 had 417 looms and almost 21,000 spindies operated by 475

workers. 181 These two large cotton miIls were accompanied by oil cloth ($2,300),

Ihread ($1,200), wool ($2,500) and bedding ($100) factories. The Dominion Oil Cloth

179 J. I3cnoit, "Joseph B:l:--"iiou" in Dictionarv of C11mdian Biographv. vol. 12, pp. 62-64. Barsalou is
an excellent example of a membcr of Montreal's bourgeoisie who was involved in a wide spectrum of thc
city's affairs: real estate through his commission mcrchant and auctioneering company; other
manufacluring firms (Canadian Rubbcr, Dominion Oil Cloth); finance in the form of the Royal Canadian
Insurance Company; and polilics lhrough his allempls to become a Montreal councillor, and his long run
as mayor of Maisonneuve.

180 W.R. Houston, AllIlUal Financial Review. 1901 (Toronto: Briggs, 1902).

181 Houston, AllIlUa\ Financia\ Review. 1901.
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factory on Parthenais street. established in Isn grew slowl)' at firsl. prol!ucing noor.

table and carriage cloths for the Canadianmarket, but expamkd rapidly at the lum

of the century, its land area quadrupled between 1890 and 1907, and its rent gn'w

eight fold ($2,300 to $15,800), then to $26,200 in 1912 (sel' Figure 6.S). The finn

branehed out into new product Hnes, especially linoleum and cork carpel. In 1903 il

had a paid up capital of $500,000 and employed 200 workers, mainly French

Canadians.18Z Another textile firm whieh employed a large number of workers aud

a large stock of machinery was A.F. Gault's Excelsoir Woollen Mills. ESlablished in

1898, by 1903 it was "among the most complete [mills] of thdr killli in Ihe cou nlry",

employed 200 workers and was "equipped with ail the most modem and up-to-dale

machinery for producing the most desirable qualities of worsleds, eoalings and Ihe

finest class of tweeds". 183

Among the wholly new enterprises and productive formats of Ihe carly

twentieth century were two large transportation equipment firms. They gave a

tremendous boost to the East End and generated a new type of productive space al

a new urban scale. l81 In 1903 Montreal Locomotive and Machine Shop buill a piani

in Longue Pointe, and the next year the Canadian Pacific Railway complcted ils ncw

18'- Chambers, The Book of Montreal, p. 188.

183 Chambers, The Book of Montreal, p. 180.

181 While the impact of thesc rirms upon housing construclion in the East Ellu willllni he uiscusscu
here it shoulu be noteu that it was ellormous. For example, one writer ill rcferellce ln lhe Huunn allu
Saint-Ann coUon mills exclaimed that "the growth of Hochelaga unuer Ihe illOuellce nf Ihesc lurge
manufactories is truly remarkable", while Ihe conslruetion of the Angus shnps stimulated a huge lanu
development project in the "Propriéte Préfontaine" to lhe cast of the shops in Maisonlleuve. Sec Callauiall
Journal of Commerce, November 16, 1883, p. 401 and La Patrie, JUlie 26, 1909, p. Il.
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FIGURE 6.8
THE DOMINION OIL CLOTH COMPANY, 1906
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Source: C.E. Goad, Dominion Oil Cloth Company Ltd. (Montreal: C.E. Goad,
1906), SUl'Vey No. 263.
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shops. the Angus shops. As with the Grand Trunk shops at Point Saint-Char1cswhich

when built in the 1850s were the largest manufacturingsitc in Montreal. the two new

car shops in the East End were to play a similar roll' in the eastern part of the city

after 1900 The two differed from existing firms in the East End in tenns of size. the

layout of their plant, and the logic of the production process, while providing the

model for other companies such as Canada Cement and Imperial Oil, that were to

be built on the eastern edge of the city in later years.

Montreal Locomotive built one hundred locomotives in its first year of

operations and ultimately expanded to a capacity of tluee hundred a year. The plant,

with capital of $1,000,000 and the installation of machine tools worth $300,000, was

designed to manufacture machines as weil as structural work - steel buildings, bridges

and roof trusses. It started off as a Canadian financed firm, but in carly 1904 it was

bought out by the American Locomotive Company who wanted an entry into the

Canadian market because with nthe duty against them they were unable to do any

large amount of business with Canada.n'8S Like other consolidated transportation

equipment manufacturers, American Locomotive was seeking to capture the growing

global marketl86
, and Montreal was the perfect location for access to the Canadian

railway companies.

Montreal Locomotive was established as one of the largest firms in Monl.real

and had a rent of $75,000 and covered seventy-four arpents (or twenty-five hectares)

185 The Canadian Enginee[, April, 1903, p. 110, Novembcr 1903, pp. 314-316; Canadian
Manufaelurer, Mareil 1904•

'86 Chandler, The Visible Hand, p. 359.
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in 1912. Ils layout and the amount of capital sunk into machines and equipment were

impressive. Table 6.6 shows the dimensions of shops and equipment at the end of

1903. As the riverside site was important for such heavy work the company built its

own wharf and piero To ensure a good negotiating position for the best priee in

electric power, they built their own power plant and bought only "surplus power"

from the Montreal Light Heat and Power Company.

Even larger were the Angus shops in the northern reaches of the East End.

Their creation involved twin projects - creation of a new industrial space and the

complete renewal of a productive space twenty years old. The Hochelaga shops, built

in 1883, on Delorimier street for the manufacture and repairs of freight and

passenger cars and locomotives had become inadequate as the Canadian Pacifie

demand for rolling stock increased, and encircled by factories and housing, they

could not expand. When the Angus shops were opened in 1904, Canadian Pacifie

c10sed down the Hochelaga shops and parcelled the land into factories and

warehouses: Carter White Lead, with a rent of $3,500 in 1905, Deering ($2,500),

Metal Shingle and Siding Company ($2,000), Canada Stove ($1,800), and Canadian

Bronze ($1,800). With a 260 acre site the new shops differed from earlier finns in

their generous use of land. They were part of a railway system that was "weil inserted

in !he urban texture of Montreal through a dozen installations that responded to

precise criteria of division of labour and operational efficiency."187

187 B. R.mirez, "Brier encounters: [t.lian immigrant workers and tlte CPR, 1900-1930", L.bourlLe
Travail, 17, 1986, pp. 11·[3. A brier description or tlte Canadian Pacifie Monlreal system can be round in
Tite Cllnadian Engineer, September 1915, pp. 403-404.
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TABLE 6.6
INVENTORY OF THE SHOPS OF THE MONTREAL

LOCOMOTIVE AND MACHINE CO.• 1903

SHOPS
A

DIMENSIONS MACHINERY & EQUIPMENT

•

Machine

Foundry

Boiler

Erecting

Smith & Forge

Pattern

Power House

420 by 132 - llO-ton electric travelling crane
- 26 jib cranes

220 by 65 - 1 15-ton crane
- steel pressure blower

380 by 67 - 1 20·ton electric travelling crane
- hydraulic accumulator

340 by 60 - 2 sets of standard gauge tracks
- 2 6-ton electric travelling cranes

340 by 66 - number of air-hoist jib cranes

109 by 63

105 by 71 - 4 250-hp boilers
- 1 Corliss compound condcnsing enginc
- 400-KW direct current gencrator
- 2 air compressors

B
OTHER MACHINERY & EQUIPMENT USED THROUGHOUT THE SHOPS

Source: Canadian Engineer, November 1903, pp. 314-316.•

electric motors:
lathes:

planes:
screwing:
other:

100 (from 5 to 60 hp)
Draper crank-pin; double head axle turning; tripled geared
engine; wheel turning; wheel.
48 inch iron; Pond.
staybolt; boit.
vertical miller; boring and turning mill; slotting machincs;
car wheel boring machine; traverse head shapcrs; hydraulic
wheel presses; frame slotting machines; boilcr platc bcnding
machines; heading and forging machines.
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The purpose of the Angus shops was the maintenance, repair and construction

of rolling stock for the Canadian Pacific national system, and there was a separate

building for the manufacture of switches, frogs and sundry other railway supplies. l
""

ln its first ten years, the Angus shops turned out more than 79,000 freight wagons,

2,000 passenger cars, and 1,300 locomotives, half of them being made for the

company itself. '89 llle layout on the ground reflects the vertical integration of

Canadian Pacific manufacturing: the plant was made up of three sets of workshops.

The first was comprised of freight and passenger car shops, a planing mill, cabinet

shop, truck shops, car machine shops, wheel foundry and dry kilns. The second set

included a machine shop, erecting and blacksmithing shops; and the third set of

buildings - a smithy and a grey iron foundry - supplied materials for ail the shops.

These various buildings were laid out to expedite the f10w of materials. "The main

point to be considered in the arrangement was, ..., the economical and direct

handling of the material from the raw state to its incorporation into the finished car

or engine".I!lO

The layout of the plant and its integrated manufacture were matched with a

new set of productive relations. The new relations of production are most apparent

with the implementation of scientific managerial methods of production control after

1907. Rationalization was stimulated by the increased demand for rolling stock, the

1"" The Canodion Engineer, Moreh 1904, pp. 72.73.

IS9 R. Nahcut, "Une expérience canadienne de taylorisme: le cas des usines Angus du Canadien
Pacilique" (Maitrisc en histoire, l'Université du Québec 0 Montréal, 1984), Tables XII ond XIII, p. 59.

190 The Conodion Engineer, Mareil 1904, p. 73.
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need to decrease costs and a strike in 1908. To cope with these pressul'l's.

managementsought to speed up production, and ensure control of labour. The oll1l'r

forms of labour control and methods for speeding up production were proving to be

inadequate for the vast, sprawling shops that contained forty departments. ln 1908.

the American expert on factory rationalization, Henry Gantt made an extensive study

of the shops and came up with two principal recommendations. The first called for

greater coordination and a more efficient integration of the various parts of the

plant. To that end, Canadian Pacific established a central planning office to

coordinate the flow of materials bet:ween and within departments. Gantt's second

recommendation was reorganization of the production proeess by l\1eans of

"instruction cards" to assign tasks, specifying the manner in which production wou Id

proceed and the time required to execute a job. This gave management the ability

to assess more precisely the value of piece work and to find new ways of speeding

up production.191 Productive practices were transformed, and in 1913 the shops

were enlarged and reorganized in such as way as to "reduce labol" to a minimum."

The equipment of each and ail of these buildings, and the shop
methods, even including the fire and police protection, the courses of
instruction to the apprentices, the dining hall, library and recreation
facilities are ail matters that have been worked out to a scientific and
sound business basis.192

There was "very systematic routing of material and of operations", and "a decided

191 NaheUI, "Une expérience canadienne de taylorisme", chap. 3.

192 The C1nadian Enginccr, January 21, 1915, pp. 176, 174.
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uniforJnity in the arrangement of machinery".1?3 The acid test was, of course, the

reduction of costs. In the years following the introduction of Gantt's

recommendations the number of days that it took to construct a locomotive was

reduccd from eighteen to fourteen. I?'

Maisonneuve and the restructuring of the shoe industry

Another perspective on the making of productive space in MontreaI's East

End before World War 1can be found through a discussion of the development of

Maisonneuve, "The Pittsburgh of Canada".l95 Maisonneuve provides an excellent

example of the intersection of state, land development and manufacturing interests

in the making of a productive space. The rise of Maisonneuve to industrial

prominence was based upon !wo piIlars: a systematic industrial policy to attract firms

and the creation of a "model" working-c1ass district. Intimately involved in both were

a set of individuals who, taking advantage of the growing need for new industrial

space associated with the boom after 1896, integrated land and industrial capital

within the sphere of state control.

A cornerstone of Maisonneuve's growth was a systematic policy of industrial

growth based on the implementation of municipal subsidies in the form of tax

concessions and cash grants, and the installation of infrastructures. From the town's

193 The C.,nndinn Enginecr, Scptembcr 2, 1915, p. 329.

194 Nahcut1 "Une expérience canadienne de taylorisme", p. 87.

195 This section drnws henvily upon Lintenu, The Promoters' City.
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incorporation in 1883 thc municipal council attractcd manufacturers. Illany l'rom

Montreal, to Maisonneuve. The first finn to take advantage of this \Vas th l' St.

Lawrence Sugar Co. in 1887 after a fire had destroyed its orginal plaut in Saint-AlIII

ward. Locating on both sides of Notre Dame street alongside the river, the

Sutherland Pier and the Harbour Commissioners railway line, it received a twenty-

year tax exemption and a right-of-way for a railway line. As Figure 6.9 shows in 1900

it covered more than two blocks with the main refinery being eight-storeys high. The

first strong wave of growth occurred between 1894 and 1900 when the town provided

ten firms with exemptions worth more than $83,000. 1
"" After a quiet periml in the

first years of the new century, another boom took place with eighteen companies

moving to Maisonneuve with subsidies. While the town granted tax exemptions and

cash grants, manufacturers were under certain obligations as well, usuallY sOllle

combination of the employment of a certain number of workers, the provision of a

certain amount of wages, and the construction of a building of a designated value.

The town was also active in the the building of important infrastructures such as

transport networks (trolley, railways and harbour facilities), electric street lighting,

and a water system, having spent more than $1.5 million on cana!~t, terrasement, and

macadamisage by 1908.197 As Linteau states, Maisonneuve council's dealings with

the utilities, "illustrate the close co-operation that existed between civic leaders and

196 Linteau, The Promoters' City, pp. 55-57, 69-85.

197 J-P. Gauthier and P. Larivière, "La Cité de Maisonneuve. Ville modèle du débul du siècle" in
Société historique de Montréal, Montréal: Artisans. hisloire. Patrimoine (Monlréal: Fides, 1979), pp. 104
106; La Patrie, June 26, 1909, p. 5; Limeau, The Promot.rs' City, pp. 65-69, 86-104.
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FIGURE 6.9
PLAN OF l'IlE ST. LAWRENCE SUGAR REFINERY, 1900
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representatives of industlY. They \Vere elelllt'nts 1Il a t'oherent induslrial p,'lil'y

worked out fairly early in Maisonneuve's histOlY".'·" ln ronjunrlion wilh this "dose

co·operation" bel\veen council, utilities and Illanufartlll'ers \Vas thr systrlllatir

creation of a working-class district. From the very beginning, large lando\Vners

controlled large tracts of land and were extrelllely innuential on the t'Ïty roullt'il.

Eight families were assessed for more than $162,000 (or seventy-two percent) of the

town's property value according to the first asscsscmcnt in 1884, while \Vith the

exception of (wo years there was always a representative of the large landowners on

the town council l99

Critical to the success of the town's industrial policy was the developlllent of

a labour force. Accordingly land was subdivided and sold by the large landowners to

small builders and building companies who, in the Montreal style, built relatively

cheap, (wo and three-storey row housing. While the provision of csscntial sClvices

was not as good as in bourgeois suburbs such as Westmount and Outremont,

Maisonneuve's were of high quality by Montreal standards?" Illlbricatcd in the

landowners' control of the direction of Maisonneuve's growth through thc promotion

of industry was that they were to reap the profits l'rom thc full·scale dcveloplllent of

working-class housing. The incentives granted to Illanufacturcrs thcn wcrc a way for

198 Linteau, The Promoters' Citv, p. 77.

199 Linteau, The Promnters' Citv, pp. 22, 3 I.
r

200 For Maisonneuve ~c Linteau, The Prom{)tcr~' City, c1mps. 2. 3, und 6. For the nlher pMls of Ihe
eity see H.a. Ames, The Citv below the Hill (Toronto: University ofTor<lnto Press, 1972); Collin, "La Cité
sur mesure"; Copp, Anatornv of Povcrty, CIHlpS. 5·6.
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land capital to crcam slIhstantial benefits.

Givcn the complcx set of inter-connections between the political elite, land

capital, lItilities and manufacturers, growth of the town's industrial base occurred

rapidly. From a small set of firms in 1890 (St. Lawrence Sugar and few workshops

supplying the local market), in 1918 there were fifty-two paying a total annuaI rent

of more than $300,000, with some, such as Vickers and St. Lawrence Sugar, being

amongst the largest in the city at the time. (Table 6.7). While the externalities that

wcre to be found in Maisonneuve were of obvious importance to the building-up of

a large industrial base in Maisonneuve, we also need to consider the internaI

dynamics driving firms to seek new work sites. Linteau attributes the expansion of

the town's industrial base to the availability of large tracts of land, loose municipal

supervision of factories, the provision of subsidies and an excellent infrastructure ail

functioning within the active promotion of the town by its elite.201 This forrn of

explanation falls prey to some obvious questions. Why did firrns move at this

particular time? Why did industrialization occur in the suburbs in this period? Why

did a particular array of firrns settle in Maisonneuve? To address these questions

a brief analysis of Maisonneuve's shoe industry will be presented.202 From having

no shoe factories before 1898, by the end of the first decade of the twentieth century,

~Ol The Prmnotcrs' Citv, pp. 55, 69.

202 1 will not present a discussion of the development of Montreal's shoe industry. This has been
cxamincd by Burgess, "La industrie de la chaussure" and J. Ferland. "Évolution des rapports sociaux dans
l'industrie canadienne du cuir du tournant du 20e siècle", "(Ph.D thesis, MeGill University, 1985). The aim
here is to analyse some of the key dynamies responsible for the growth of Maisonneuve as an important
shoc centre.
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TABLE 6.7
MAISONNEUVE'S INDUSTRY, 19111

A
Manufncturing Finns By SeellH'

No of Rent
Finus

Ship yards 1 78,000
Metal Working 8 70,600
Food 10 62,810
Shoe Il 40,500
Textile 2 27,600
Paper 2 13,900
ChemicaI 3 6,270
Wood 2 1,900
Blacksmithing 4 880
Printing 2 no
Tobacco 3 690
Other 4 2,150• Total 52 306,020

B
Largest Firms

Rent Value of Land
and Building

Source: City of Montreal, Rôle d'évaluation, 1918 Mercier ward.•

Vickers Ship Yard
St. Lawrence Sugar
Spool Cotton
United Shoe Machinery
American Can
Warden King Foundry
Viau Biscuit
Watson Foster WaIIpaper

78,000
45,000
26,000
25,000
22,500
15,000
13,150
12,100

1,581,000
1,003,000

554,000
440,000
316,000
314,000
232,000
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Maisonneuve had become one of the most important shoe-making districts in

Canada. In 1911 it had eight factories where 1,400 workers produced shoes tù the

value of almost $2.5 million."l3 Three dimensions of the Montreal shoe industry

between 1880 and 1920 can be summoned to help expIain the movement of shoe

firms to Maisonneuve.

By the 1880s Montreal's shoe manufacturers were struggling with intense

competition. As one writer exclaimed in 1885, "competition has been keen, and the

natural result - eut priees - has brought with it lessened profits and consequent

dissatisfaction."2Q.l Things did not get much better over the ensuing years as

competition intensified as a result of cheaper methods of production and the cutting

of priees leading to a large number of failures in the 1890s.205Over the next twenty

years, clespite the signs of growth (increasing capitalization, number of workers, and

value of produce), competition remained intense and the ability to stay in business

meant that shoe manufacturers had to get involved in "scientific management" which

meant that they had to have "a knowledge of the whole business [that] ... enables the

manager to set down in figures just what [will be] the cost of his material, labor,

supervising force, insurance, rent, machinery, heat, fuel, light, etc."206 Throughout

the period, however, manufacturers were still complaining about the costs of the

203 Canada, Census of Canada 1911, vol. 3, Table 9, pp. 302-303.

2Q.l Canadian Journal of Commerce, January 16, 1885, pp. 86-87.

205 Montreal GazeUe, l'eburary 5, 1890, p. 8; Canadian Reconstruction Association, The Boat and
Shoe Industrv (Toronlo: np, 1920), pp. 5, 10.

206 l'oolwear in Canada, April 1912, p. 27.
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industry. In one estimate the l'ost of mate rials (this presllmbably inclll<les ra\\'

materials and labour) represented more than eighty pel' cent of net sales. kaving

very little for overhead expenses and an adeqllate return on capital investnH~nl.:1I7

In 1915 an industry journal stated that ninety-follr pel' cent of the total vaIlle of

manufactured goods went to raw materials, labour, overheads and miscel1aneolls

costs.208 The squeeze on profits was endemic to the industry. Althollgh the indllslI)'

was greatly mechanized by the 1880s, a number of factors cnsllred that large-scalc

manufacturers were unable to use technology to gain significant control of the

industry.

In the first place, as we have already seen in Chapter Five with reference to

other industries, the smal1 market was an obstacle for Canadian manufacturers to

achieve the types of economies of scale common in American shoe factories. As one

of the leading Quebec City manufacturers stated, in the United States "business is

... conducted on a much larger scale, several firms having each an output l'quai to

the whole manufacturing trade of the Dominion."209 Canada was a "slaughter yard

for American goods" as American manufacturers could run for a long period on one

style, while their Canadian counterparts, "had ta change round to several lines a

day."210 When the cast and inconvenience of the wide range of styles - in the 1910s

207 Canadian Recnnstruction, The Boot and Shoc Industry. p. 5.

208 Canarlian Shoe and Leather Jonrnal, June 15, 1912, p. 50.

209 John Ritchie of J. Ritchie Cu. in the Canadian Shoe and l.cathcrJournal, May l, 1913, p. 63. This
fact Was also pointed out in the Canadian Reconstruction, The Boot and Shoc Industrv, p. 7.

210 Montreal Gazelle, Feburary 5, 1890, p. 8.
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a rctailcr could carry anywhcrc between 700 to SOO samples - was added alongside

the small capacity of Canadian firms the result was that costs cou Id not be reduced

to compete either in the domestic market or against foreign manufacturers. Ritchie

continued,

Owing to the fact that the American shoe trade is 50 specialized, they
can produce cheaper than we cano While the earning power of labor
is probably about equal on both sides of the line, specializing makes
labor more productive and more efficient, therefore they can produce
chcaper and give a better finish than we can at present.211

Furthermore, while mechanization could lead to dominance by a few firms in sorne

industries, in the shoe industry it had the effect of providing budding new

manufacturers with a wide range of techniques to choose from.

Boots and shoes could be sewed, cemented or nailed; they could be
assembled according to different patented alternatives. They could be
buttoned or laced, and, of course, further distinguished on the basis of
gender, age groups, c1ass, and different practical purposes.212

The industry was also an easy one to enter. One commentator stated that a

prospective manufacturer,

with one or two thousand dollars - enough, say, to pay wages for a
week or two - he rents ample premises, buys his machinery on credit,
his leather at six months, and, with his travellers on the road, soon
obtains paper enough to make him a respectable account at sorne
bank.213

211 Canadian Shoe and Leather Journal, May l, 1913, p. 63.

'1 '.. .. Fcrland. "'In scarch of the unbound Promethcialll
, p. 23.

213 Canadian Journal of Commerce, AugUS131, 1883, pp. 47-48. The renting and credit practices of
the United Shoe Maehinery Co. provided new and small manufaelurers with ample opportunily 10 slarl
up. Sec J. Ferland, '''Nol for sale' - Ameriean technology and Canadian shoe faelories: the United Shoe
Maehinery Company of Canada, 1899-1912", Amenean Review of Canadian Studies, 1988, 18. l, pp. 59·82;
H.E. Watson. "Canada's Si.xth Industry", The Canaùian Magazine of Politics. Science. Art and Literaturc,
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Nonetheless, despite this fragmentation and a powerful dynal11Ïl' gel\l'rating. a

significant number of small firms, there was a nlOvel11ent to l'Olll'entration anl!

consolidation. In 1916 while the average Canadian factOlY producel! a daily ouput

of 350 pairs of shoes, thirteen manufacturers produced more than 1,000 pairs daily

while the largest - Ames, Holden and McCready - produced upwards of 4,OOO.!l4

In other words, the industry was characterizcd by a variety of finns, of different

scales, using an array of different techniques and production methods.

A second feature of the changes occurring after 1880 which affeeled the

locational capabilities of the shoe industry was increasing specialization. One of Ihe

major problems confronting the industry was the multiplication of styles which mcant

that manufacturers had to constantly be up with fashion changes, continually

resetting machinery, and incurring large expenditures as lasts quickly became

obsolete.21S Shoe manufacturers traditionally had made a wide varicty of shocs, bul

by the 1890s they were beginning to specialize.

Factories formerly producing ail classes of shoes from the fine ladics'
to the coarse stoga, now devote ... their whole atcntion to one
particular line, ... Probably the best result accomplished by this single
line method was the production at the minimum cost of shoes of a
maximum quality in their respective lines.216

After the 1880s manufacturers could no longer depend upon technological

1911, pp. 33-40.

214 Canadian Reeonslruelion, The Baal and Siloe lndnstry. p. 7.

2tS Canadian Shoe and Leather Joumal, August 15, 1912, pp. 39-40.

216 Canada, Lealher Boot and Shoe Indu'IN. 1921 (Ouawa: Minister o[Trade and Commerce, 1923),
p.5.
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invcntivcncss or control over a patent as the means to make their way in the

industry. As one writer comments, "new inventions and mechanical improvements

were constantly appearing but they did not create new types of footwear or modify

profoundly the division of labour and the division of operations in the manufacturing

process".217 Manufacturers were caught in the bind of decreasing priees and

incrcasing costs, forcing them to go into standard lines or to specialize in a particular

line (mens, womens, childrens, working, slippers) or a particular technique (McKay,

weil, tllms, stitchdown pegged or screws) By the end of World War l, despite the

small extent of the market, the Quebec industry was "fairly weil specialized. There

are only one or two factories now making a complete line of footwear and in them

the different processes are carried on in entirely separate departments". In Montreal,

three factories specialized in men's goods, six were devoted to women's lines, and

sixteen concentrated exclusively on chitdren's shoes. Likewise, thirteen firms used

only the McKay process, four the welt, white turns were used exclusively in three.218

A third dimension that lay behind the spatial changes occurring to the

Montreal industry was the growing insurgency of the shoe workers. From the

beginning of the transition of shoe production from craft production to the factory

system, Montreal shoe workers had fought to maintain some control over working

conditions and the labour process. In the 1860s, when the shoe makers struggles were

217 V.S. Clark, History of Manufactures in the United States (New York: Peter Smith, 1949), vol. 3,
p.230.

Z\S 'The progess of the shoe manufaeturing industry in the Province of Quebee", Footwear in Canada,
Feburary 1912. p. 42.
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spearheaded by skilled workers in the fonn of craft unions. the major concern was

the ending of sub-contracting. By the turn of the century, the shOl' industry had

become more broad-based and labour conflicts '",vere more widespread

occupationally".ZI9 Contributing to the development of worker solidarity was the

increased fragmentation of the labour process and the continued deskilling of

workers: by 1900 the only 'skilled' workers in the industry were leather cutters who,

Iike the printers, maintained their skill and status despite mechanization through

control of materials and machinery.zzo The very forces that were operating in the

competitive structure of the industry were also leading to growing tensions within the

workplace and to increased forms of struggle.m

The impact that these changes were to have upon manufacturers was to force

them to seek new strategies to increase profits and gain a favourable share of the

market. There were several options open to them. One, as we have seen, was to

specialize in a particular niche of the market. Manufacturers could also cut down on

the quality oftheir raw materials, integrate horizontally and vertically, introduce new

machinery (the Goodyear machinery, for eaxmple, was introduced in the late 1880s

and had a tremendous impact on the industry), replace steam power with electricty

219 Ferland, "lin scarch of the unbound Prorncthcia"', p. 33. A Iist of several strikcs C:1I1 he round in
Hamelin ct nl., Répertoire des grèves.

220 Ferland, "Syndicalisme 'parcellaire' ct syndiealismc 'collcctif", pp. 55.64.

22t A similar chain of cvcnts occurrcd in Qucbcc City whcrc the "gravesl" of prohlcms for
manufacturers wcrc the labour unions who had "constitutcd thcmsclvcs the suprente rulees and c'lthitcrs"
of the factory. The result was that sorne of the city's [jrms were moving ta other shoe centrcs; one of thelll
- James Muir and Co. - moved ta Maisonneuvc in 1913. Sec Canadian Shoe and I.e"t"er Jnurn"I,
November 1910, pp. 52-53.
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or intensify the exploitation of labour (through longer hours, decreasing piece rates,

or speeding up production).m A strategy open to a few firms was to cut costs and

restructure the work place through spatial relocation. This choice, however, was only

available to a select group of Montreal shoe firms. Firms that were already big in

scale and had large fixed investments or had committed large chunks of capital to

new, unvalorized machinery, or small firms that were dependent upon centrally-

located jobbers and wholesalers found it difficult to leave the tight c1uster of the city

core. There were some firms that were not tied down by these restrictions. The place

that most of these more free-wheeling firms choose to relocate was Maisonneuve.

The question remains, why Maisonneuve? It had to do partly with the town's

attractions - land, utilities, and a pliable town council. But other industrial suburbs

also had the same benefits. It could be argued that the west-end industrial suburb

of Saint-Henri was a stronger case as it had historically been an important leather-

working village.22J But this was the point - manufacturers chose Maisonneuve as

an attempt, not only to eut down costs, but to escape the confines of the past

through the making of new productive spaces. At the turn of the century firms,

propelled by the pressures plaguing the industry, sought to eonstruct a new work

environment, one that was tied to reducing costs, and at the same time within a

reasonable distance of the shoe industry c1uster in Montreal. The conjunction of the

",'" For some examples of thesc strategies sec Footwear in C.1Ilada. October 1912, p. 53, December
1912, l" 53, April 1913, l" 57; Canadian Shoe and Leather Journal, June 1915, l'. 27.

'Zl• J. Burgess, "Work, family and eommunily: Montrealleather eraftsmen, 1790-1831"; C. Ouellet,
"Les induslries du cuir à St-Henri" (Unpublished paper, Université Québec à Montréal, 1981).
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development of Maisonneuve (and the services it provided) and the changes taking

place within the shoe industry led to the town's importancl' as a shoe-making

centre,22'

They are several pieces of evidence that confirm this idea. First, the shoc

manufacturers made close links with Maisonneuve's land developers and were adive

upon the town council. Many manufacturers also became residents of the town and

soon integrated their way into its everyday life. As Linteau states, "they made their

presence felt in town, school and parish institutions".225 In other wonls, shoe

manufacturers moved from Montreal and quickly acquired an important foothold in

local bourgeois circles, using their power as a means to shape the town's political and

social milieu as weil as a mechanism for creating a more favourable environment to

generate profits.

To do this, shoe manufacturers were able to construct a new set of buildings

where new machinery couId be installed, new lines established, and different

techniques introduced. One example is that of Dufresne and Locke who started in

a small way (under the name Pellerin and Dufresne) in 1890 on Craig street in the

heart of the Montreal shoe-making district. After a move in 1893 to a new plant a

little north (Vitre street) they soon understood the limitations of the central core.

22< Maisonneuve's position within the shoe industry was helped by the advertismellts Ihat the lowlI
took out in the industry's journals. For example. Olle showed pietures of the lowlI's schllols ("schools for
the workman's childrcn"), shops ("sltaps for the workman'sconvcnicncc"), packs ("packs for lhc workmSlIl's
famHy") and a detaehed bungalow ("the workman's pride"). See Calladian Shoc alld Lcathcr Jou",al,
January 15, 1913, p. 28.

225 The Promoters' City, p. 82.
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After looking around they deeided ta move ta Maisonneuve, which although at the

time "liUle known ta manufacturers ... appealed ta Messrs. Dufresne and Locke". In

1900 they moved into their new building which was five times the size of their Vitre

street plant where they concentrated on making McKays and turns. They grew

quickly. By 1904 they employed 125 workers and by 1912 their 350 employees worked

in a building that was four times the size of the original one.226 Another case is that

of Dupont and Frere which built a "splendid new factory" in Maisonneuve in 1910.

The old factory in Montreal had "gradually been growing more and more inadequate"

and the need for new premises became "an absolute necessity." lhey built a typical

four-storey mill structure which provided three times the output of the old factory.

With the move they introduced "improved machinery" and the result was "better work

is being done in every department." Like other Montreal firms, the Kilvan-Doig Co.

saw Maisonneuve as a place to restructure their operations. In 1912 they moved from

their old Montcalm street plant to a new three-storey factory on Desjardin street

where new and a much greater amount of machinery had been installed which "is so

arranged that it makes a progessive operation ail around."221 Such was the success

of the firms that moved to Maisonneuve that once they had been established in their

respective specialization they branched out into new Iines: in 1910 Dufresne and

Locke added Goodyears to their staple line of turns; Dupont and Frere in 1915

226 Footwear in Canada, July 1912, p. 41; Ville de Maisonneuve, Rôle d'évaluation, 1904 and 1912.

221 Canadian Sltoe and Leallter Joumal, 1912, #20, p. 55; Footwear in C1nada, 1912, #2, p. 46 and
#8, p. 61. The move ta Maisonneuve was la late la save the company. ln 1913 it failed and its new
building was laken over by Dufresne and Locke. Sec Canadian Shoe and LealherJounml, #11, p. 52 and
1913, #16, p. 57.
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added men's Goodyear welts ta their spcciality of mcdiulll-pril'eli ,,'olllt'n's Ml'i\:ays;

the Rideau Shoe Co., after buying out the Lauicl and Co. faetolY in 1905. t'onvcnt'li

output From cheap turns and McKays ta high-gradc men's shocs.11
'

By 1918 the eastern periphery of the city had developed into a series of

productive spaces: the original Sainte-Marie section had cxpandcd considcrably; thc

large railway car shops created distinct industrial nodes; and Maisonncuve had

become one of the most important industrial suburbs in Canada. As 1 show in the

next section, a similar train of l'vents was taking place in the West End such as thc

intensification of existing industrial areas and the development of new ones furthcr

out from the core.

6.6 The West End: Industrial Restructuring and the Making of Indllstrial Spaces

Fergusson, Alexander and Co ... are making extensive alterations and
additions ta their central lead, color and varnish factory on Collcge
street. Every inch of space is being utilized ta make room for
additional plant and machinery. As an 'overflow', the finn have leased
buildings and a plot of ground near St. Gabriel Locks in the su.burbs
which will assist, when necessary, in relieving the congestion at their
. k "9CIty wor s.--

As the example of Fergusson illustrates industrial expansion and

intensification continued in the West End. Its l'ole as a major recipient of technology

was maintained as the area alongside the Lachine canal retained many of ils earlier

finns and new ones we.re established. Its manufacturing renls continued ta be much

:ua Footwear in Canada, July 1907, p. 41; Canadian Sllne 'Illd I.eatller Journal, April 1910, p. 86,
November 1910, pp. lOI, 103, July 1915, p. 46

229 Canadian Journal of Commerce, November 1889, p. 772b.
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higher than for the city as a whole (a mean of $959 and a median of $240), especially

the Lachine district (with a mean of $1,364) which retained its prominence as the

focus for the large-scale growth industries of the mid-nineteenth century. Griffintown

remained the metal fabricating centre of Montreal, with medium-sized, proprietary

firms. A new feature was the development of a large industrial complex farther to

the west in the municipalities of Saint-Henri, Sainte-Cunégonde, and Côte Saint-Paul

which will be the foeus of this section: by 1890 that district contained more than si:'<

per cent of ail the eity's firms and almost eleven per cent of its business rent.

ln 1890 the Grand Trunk shops were still the largest manufacturing

establishment in the city, large flour, nail and sugar factories towered over the canal,

Mill street remained a node of capital-intensive plants, and Griffintown continued

to be the kernel of metal fabricating, with important tobacco wood and food

enterprises on a smaller scale. Consolidation of firms refashioned industrial spaee.

Developments in electrical and chemical industries were instrumental in transforming

the eharacter of the productive spaces and social practices.

While these developments made possible an absolu te increase in the numbers

of firms, and rents rose in the Lachine and Griffintown districts, their relative shares,

as with OId Montreal, deelined.230 The changes signify the beginnings of a decline

in the importance of these districts for food processing and metal, and with the

development of new productive spaces in other parts of the city, the strength and

230 l'or cxamp1c, Lachinc's sharc of fimls fcll from JUSl ovcr sL. pcr ccnl in 1861 ta livc pcr ccnl in
1890, rcnts from lwcnly-sL. pcr ccnI la llVclvc pcr ccnt.
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vitality of the older districts \Vould be slo\Vly undennined. By 1929 they \Vould only

account for little over twelve pel' cent of the city's rent \Vhile in 1861 they al'Counted

for more than a third. Nonetheless, in 1890 the West End \Vas still the core of a

number of the city's important industries. Figure 6.10 shows that the leading Sl'ctors

of the Lachine and Griffintown districts were similar to those of thirty years cartier:

metal, food, chemical and wood products remained important. This \Vas an industrial

structure quite different l'rom other parts of Montreal, especially Old Montreal and

the Outer Core where clothing, leather and printing firms dominated. The West End

also had a high proportion of the city's l'l'nt in the metal (60 pel' cent), transportation

(60 pel' cent), food (48 pel' cent), textile (46 pel' cent) and chemical (43 pel' cent)

sectors.

The restl'Ltclllring of the floul' induslly

The restructuring of the older districts is foreshadowed in the microgeography

of the fioul' milling industry. The roll' of Montreal in the expert of wheat goes back

to the beginnings of the nineteenth century. Until the 1840s, while Montreal was a

centre for the export of wheat, "the milling of fioul' had beell conducted on a

relatively smalI and decentralized basis throughout the seigneuries of Lower Canada

and the townships of the Upper province"Y' The enlargement of the Lachine canal

in the 1840s provided sorne nascent fioul' millers with access to the wheat that passed

along the Lachine canal to export markets and to the hydraulic power that wou Id

2Jl Willis, The Proce.. of Hvdraulic Industrializalion, p. 343.
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FIGURE 6.10
LEADING SECTORS IN LACHINE AND GRIFFINTOWN

BY TOTAL RENT AND NUMBER OF FIRMS, 1890
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operate the mills. Construction of the fO\l1" big fioul' mills in the 18·105 ami 18505

centralized Canadian milling along the canal: by \860 they aeeonntl'll 101' n1l1re than

half of all Canadian export productionm, but in the next dl'l'ade thl'ir hl'gl'n1l1ny

was already diminishing, and by the turn of the century they had bel'n l'onsolidatl'd

as a single firm, with a rationalized but henccfore a less creative prodUl'tion spal'e.

The fi l'st mills constructed were James McDougall's Canal Mills (18·17) and

Ira Gould's City Flour Mill (\848) at the t:anal Basin. Gould, for examplc, leased

three lots at the Canal Basin on Mill street in 1847, and a year later his mill had

twelve pairs of millstones and a five-storey grain elevator worth $150,000. 2
.1.\ ln

1852 A.W. Ogilvie, in partnership with his unde James Gouldie, built the Glenora

Mill at Saint-Gabriel Locksm , and in 1859 the saw mill of John Grant and John

Smith Hall was converted into a fioul' mill, the Royal Mills. Table 6.8 shows the

tremendous increase in the rents paid by the fioul' mills between 1861 and 1907.

The reasons for a restructuring of the fioul' industry are straigh tforward, based

on a market of continental scope. As wheat was being produced further and further

west, at great distances from Montreal, and exported ta a world market, the city's

share of the market began ta taper off in the 1860s. The domestic market was

232 In 1848thcrc \Vere tWQ small wind.powcrcd nour mills in GriffinlOWII. They h;l(.I ccascd opera lions
by 1851. The eapital·intensive eharaeler of the mills ean he asses.';Co from lhe faelthat in IX71 e:leh Ilour
mill employee prooueeo on average more than $20,000 of OUlput l'cr year while the city average was Jiule
OVer $1,500, In 1891 the cily's four mills hao eapilalto the value of more than $2.3 millinn while only
employing 231 employees. Canaoa, Census of Canaoa. IX71, vol. 3 ano Canaoa, Cellsus of Callaoa. IR91,
vol. 3.

233 L. MeNally, Water Power on the Laehille Callal. 1846-1900 (Onawa: Parks Canaoa, 19X2), p. 19.

l3~ A. Lcvinc, "William Walson Ogilvic" in Dictionarv or Camu..li:lI1 Biogr:lrhy (Toronto: University
ofToronlo Press, 1990). vol. 12, pp. 800-801.
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TABLE 6,8
RENT OF THE LACHINE CANAL FLOUR MILLS, 1861-1907

Flour Company Rent ($)
1861 1871 1890

McDougall's Canal Mill (1) 1,700 4,800

Gould's City Mill (2) 3,200 3,200 2,500

Ogilvie's Glenora Mill 720 1,800 4,720

Grant, Hall (Royal Mill) (3) 3,200 3,460 4,000

1907

6,500

14,530

6,000

•

•

(1) Ceased operations in 1885
(2) Bought by Ogilvie in 1891
(3) Acquired by Montreal Warehousing in 1872 and sold to Ogilvie in 1886.

Source: City of Montreal, RôL d'évaluation, Saint-Ann ward, various years.
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saturated by the l870s. and Montreal milling was thercfore vulnerable to foreign

competition, as weil as transcontinental freight rates. and most counlries importing

wheat preferred to mill it themselves. To cope with these pressures. l'vlontrl'almillers

expanded at locations outside Montreal. By 1888 Ogilvie had three mills. at Seaforth.

Goderich and Winnipeg, besides the one in Montreal, and twenty elcvators in

Ontario, Manitoba and the North West Territories.m

In such competiti·, e markets of global scope, one strategy was for finns to

operate at the leading edge of technology. In 1872, the Cote Saint·Paul miller,

William Parkyn patented a middling separator which separated llour into a number

of differentgrades and made a much more consistent flour. This was used by Ogilvie

as weli. Two years later Ogilvie introdueed the latest Hungarian steel rollers into his

mill, a process which allowed for a third more work \Vith half as much power and less

maintenance.!36 By the 1880s it was the dominant process in Canadian flour

mills.237 The introduction of the Hungarian roller process, however, fixed

manufacturers into producing a smaller range of lines. By the 1880s the flour millers

were manufaeturing a large amount of 'Surerfine' flour, which cou Id not be disposed

of, and, by the standards of the earlier period, there were fewer intennediate grades

235 G.R. Stevens, Ogilvie in Canari". Pioncer Miller, 1801·1951 (Toronto: Ashlon PoUer. 1951), p.
10.

236 MeNally. Waler Power on the Lachine OlJlal, p. 63.

237 .
Canada Year Book. 1922·1923 (Ollawa: Acland, 1924), p. 445.
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being made. Z3H

Because new technology and expanding markets required capital, they forced

the pace of consolidation into large units. ln 1865 Ogilvie acquired William Walker's

smail mill at the Saint-Gabriel Locks and over the years developed it into a massive

flour mill. He was director of Montreal Warehousing when they bought out the

Royal Mills in the crash of 1873. In 1886 he took over the Grant, Hall mill from

Montreal Warehousing and extensively remodelled and equipped it with the latest.

machinery and equipment. In 1891 he purchased Ira Gould's City Mill for $250,000.

Since meanwhile (Us;15) MeDougall sold his mill (the lots being parcelled out to a

paint and varnish manufacturer and a rolling mill), there remained only three mills,

allunder the control of a single firm, acquired by the Hosmer syndicate in 1902 (see

Figure 6.1I).2J9 Three years later the company purchased the entire site between

Mill street and the Lachine canal, and made extensive additions and installed new

machinery.2~o The four mills in 1861 totalled about $9,000 in rent, in 1890 $11,000,

and in 1907 $27,000, and productive space was radically transformed. The mills, in

association with otller large plants such as Canada Sugar and Montreal Steel Works

were, in the words of a contemporary observer, "towering into the air on the canal

bank" and surrounded by a

238 Canadian Jounlal of Commerce, June 6, 1884, p. 791. Wilh the introduction of the Hungarian
roller proceSS, "the highesl possible grades of fiour arc manufaclured, although allhe expense of lhe lower
brands."

239 McNally, Waler Power on lhe Lachine Canal, pp. 17-32,57-66; Souvenir Number, np.; Slevens,
Ogilvie in Canada, chap. 1; WiIlis, The Process of Hydraulic Industrializalion, p. 351.

2~o Canadian Engineer, April 21, 1905, p. 24.
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FIGURE 6.11
THE OGILVIE FLOUR MILLS, 1889
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Source: The Dominion I1Iustrated, July, 6, 1889.
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stream of loaded cars pou ring along the wharf front ...; the floating
clcvators stcaming about the harbour, ...; the bagging barges with their
crowds of busy baggers, and the endless processions of heavily laden
lorries with their loads of bagged grain.w

The "towering" mills were a symbol of the growth and expansion that occurred

through consolidation.

New productive spuces in the western suburbs

While the original core of the West End grew slowly, new industrial districts

farther west climbed to prominence. The purpose of the rest of this section is to

discuss in some detail one example of the creation of new industrial spaces in the

West End: the suburban municipalities of Saint-Henri, Sainte-Cunégonde and Côte

Saint-Paul which from the early 1850s developed as working-class industrial

districts.2'2 These suburbs, strung alongside the Lachine Canal to the west of the

city limits, by the end of the nineteenth century constituted an important productive

space of Montreal. Their histories, although separate were very similar, reflect an

attempt by a spectrum of Montreal's bourgeoisie to create new productive relations

within the context of new productive spaces. At the same time, they were an

outgrowth of the dynamic growth of the Lachine Canal industrial district that was

examined in detail in the previous chapter. Because of the different array of social

relations and the timing of industrial development underlying the development of the

"·11 .- Souvelllr Numher, p. 41.

2'2 The aim is to build upon the work of the resemchers associated with the Société historique de
Saint-Henri hy integrating the idea of productive spaces with the industrialization of these western suburbs.
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western suburbs, they were Ilot clones of the Laehine Canal district howcvcr. Thl'Y

differed from Saint-Ann's industry in the way that new production spacl's \\'crc

constructed and the industrial structure implanted in those nc\\' spaccs.

By the mid 18705, the industrial and spatial nucleus of the western suburbs

of Saint-Henri, Sainte-Cunégonde and Côte Saint-Paul had been weil enough

established to constitute the beginnings of a significant industrial node within the

Montreal spatial division of labour. Over the next forty years these suburbs won Id

coalesce into one of the most important indus trial agglomerations in the city. The

basis of the industrial development of these municipalities was the breakdown of the

past pre-industrial, artisanal culture of Saint-Henri and the creation of ncw

productive spaces in Côte Saint-Paul and Sainte-Cunégonde; in ail three cases the

old productive system was replaced bya new set of productive relations. Instrumental

in the development of these social relations was the restructuring of thc districts'

spatial relations. If we are to understand how this came about it is necessary to give

a brief oudine of their early beginnings before the 18705.

Early development of Côte Saint-Paul

The 18505 and 18605 saw the development of a new buill environll1ent in the

western suburbs which laid the basis for the full-scaie development of capitalist

industry. Local alliances parcelled out land for the construction of working-class

homes, built the basic infrastructural framework, and established lax regulations for

the construction and maintenance of the built environment. In other words, the
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creation of a new set of productive relations by the 1870s was associated with the

construction of a built environment which provided loeational possibility for firms

seeking new industrial spaces. The preceding years of development slowly but surely

established the basis for a new milicu.

The beginningsof Côte Saint-Paul lie in the early 1850s when William Parkyn,

the former owner of the St. Mary foundry in the city's east end, bought one hundred

and ten acres of land alongside the Lachine Cana\. Growth was not fast: in 1856,

according to one Montreal newspaper, there was "not more than one house" in Côte

Saint-Paul, while by 1859 the village could only boast of 400 to 500 members, most

of whom were "more or less dependent upon the employment afforded by the

factories".m Miles from Montreal, Côte Saint-Paul was terra incognita for much of

the city's business activities, isolated from workers, supplies and markets, and, as one

writer noted, the suburb lay "at some distance from the great lines of city and

suburban trave\."2" From this inauspicious start, however, a small industrial village

was established. Indeed, it was argued that their location alongside the canal was

actually of great benefit to the firms that settled there:

one great advantage which these works possess is in their situation,
which enables them to bring coals from Jersey City in the same boat
they are embarked on at that place, without any transshipment or
breaking of bulk. Grindstones can be brought from Ohio in the same
way, and iron and steel have no very great distance to pass through the
canal from the ship to the factory.2'l

2'3 MeNally, Water Power on the Lachine Canal, pp. 49·50; Pilot. June 21, 1859.

2" Pilot, June 21, 1859.

W Pilot. June 21, 1859.
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Despite the advantage afforded by the canal, the industrial development of ('ôte

Saint-Paul was hindered by the faet that it \Vas miles (rom the t'ity and isolated in

terms of its 'factors of production'. Nevertheless, an industrial node did develop, but

one restricted in size and importance. While removed from the main industrial

eurrents of the city, the possibility of Côte Saint-Paul becoming a signifieant

industrial district was further hindered by a smal\ group of Montrealmerehants and

manufaeturers who through control over the suburb's land and industrial
.

development created a particular productive space that \Vas inimical to large-seale

growth.

Overseeing the development of Côte Saint-Paul, its industrial base and its

capturing of the "Water Power supplied by the Lachine Canal" were the Montreal

hardware merchants John Frothingham and William Workman who through

"judicious expenditure" were "energetically pushing forward what may be looked on

as a public spirited adventure as weil as extension of private transactions."24('

Established as a pa.rtnership in 1836, the hardware firm of Frothingham and

Workman soon became the largest wholesale hardware company in Canada. They

were typical of the Montreal bourgeoisie: both were promoters and shareholders in

railroad and shipping companies and the City Bank of Montreal; they were involved

in the Montreal Board of Trade and the Association for the Promotion of Canadian

Industry; they had real estate interests throughout the city; and Workman was mayor

of Montreal between 1868 and 1870. In the early 1850s they added manufacturing

246 Pilot, June 21, 1859.
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al Côlc Saint-Paul to thcir wholcsaling busincss, where they were the agents for, and

it appcars the financial force behind, the edge tool factories located there.~"

Cerlainly by 1872, as thc company's merchandise catalogue of that year testifies to,

thcy were the Canadian agents for products made at Côte Saint-Paul such as Dunn's

nails, Gilmore's augers, and Mocock's edge tools (see Figure 6.12).2,g Frothingham

and Workman's activities at Côte Saint-Paulled to "a cluster of interdependent mills

and shops" where the small manufacturers were "regulated by a parent hardware firm

which acls as landlord, merchant creditor and manufacturer ail at once."2'9 Their

control over land and credit insured that a particular productive space was created

in Côte Saint-Paul: a "landscape ... of a dependent industrial village under one

omnipresent hardwaring thumb".250

From its establishment in 1853 Côte Saint-Paul grew slowly. In 1855 the

frontage of four thousand feet along the canal was home to the factory sites that

were to be the nucleus of the village's industrial development over the next fifty

years (Table 6.9). There was a grist mill costing $8,000 mn by mns of stones and

operated by William Parkyn; an axe factory which had cost $6,000 and which utilized

~'7 G. Tulchinsk)', "John Frothingham" in Dictionarv of Canadian Biographv, (Toronto: University of
Toronto, 1976). vol. 9, pp. 288-289 and "William Workman", Dictionarv of Canadian Biographv (Toronlo:
Universily of Toronto Press. 1972), vol. 10, pp. 717-718.

~,g Frothingham and Workman, Price LiSI 1872 (no publishing data).

2<9 Willis, The Proeess of Hydraulic Industrializalion, p. 189. The importance of lhe melal-working
finns can be gleaned from J. Lovell, Montreal Direclory, 1871-1872 (Montreal: Lovell, 1871). ln 1871 of
lhe 170 rcsidents of Côte Sainl-Paul who had an occupation listed in the direclory, sïxty-one were metal
rc1atcd (.lIeh as shovel, auger, axe and scythe makers) whHe anolher lwenly-lhree were labourers, many
of whom probably did lhe dirty, physicallabour required in lhe plants.

250 Willis, The Proeess of Hvdraulic lndustrialization, p. 189.
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FIGURE 6.12
PLAN OF FROTHINGHAM AND WORKMAN l'REMISES AT

COTE SAINT·PAUL, 1880

Source: C.E. Goad, Insurance Plan of Manufacturing l'remises, Property of the
Estate John Frothingham (Montreal: C.E. Goad, 1880), Mill Survey No. 15.
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TABLE 6.9
INDUSTRY ON THE LACHINE CANAL AT COTE SAINT·PAUL,

1855·1874

Lachine canal
lot number 1855 1866 1874

1 grist flour flour
2 axe axe axe
3 shovel shovel shovel
4 nail scythe scythe
5 nail nail
6 nail
7 flour flour
8 auger auger
9 beIl beIl

10 saw mill saw mill
11 barrel barrel

• Source: The appendices of the "Report of the Commissioners
of Public Works" in Journals of the Legislative Assemblv of
the Province of Canada, 1856 and Sessional Papers, 1867 and
1875.

•
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two trip hammers, a fanner, rive grind stones and four polishing machines; a shovel

factory with a great deal of machinery and equipment; and S. and J. Dunn's spikl'

and nail factory.251 lt was these industries - tlour, edge tools and nails - that \Vere

ta dominate the village's industry. By 1866 the number of fal'tories .11 Côte Saint-

Paul had grown ta ten; nail, edge tools and tlour production still dominanting.m

The two flour mil\s, while not large by the standards of the mil\s in Montreal, were,

nonetheless, capable of grinding 460 barrels of flour pel' day and storing 105,000

bushels of grain and 6,000 barrels of flour.2l3 The Mount Royal tlour mm \Vas so

up-to-date that one writer exclaimed that "to visit the process of manufacture in one

of the old fashioned mills and the process as no\V carried on in these mills, the

constrast is so striking." One "striking" feature of the mills was that "from the time

the wheat is being taken out of the vessels until the flour is shipped, no process in

the manufacture is even handled by manual labour, every thing being done by

machinery" which included separators, scouring, brush, milling and bolting

machines.2l4 The Dunns' nail factory, with a rolling mill, also employed machinery

on an "extensive scale". In his axe factory, J. Higgins used a variety of 'modern'

methods: furnaces using bitumen furnaces had been replaced by ten furnaces which

251 "Report of the Commissioners of Publie Works for the Year Entling 31st Deeember", Appentlix
31; Montreal in 1856, pp. 38·39.

252 "General Report of the Commissioners of Public Works fnr the Year Entling 30th June, 1866",
Appendix; WJ. PaUerson, Report of the Tratle antl Commerce of the City of Montreal for 1868
(Montreal: Starke, 1869), p. 121.

213 General Report of the Commissioner of Public Works ... 1864, Appentlix C, p. 33.

254 Borthwiek, Montreal, p. 144.
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"all vomited a white bright flame produced by anthracite coal"; and bellows had been

replaced by "noiseless patent fans". Serving these factories was Paxton's barrel factory

where a combination of machine and hand work produced casks "for packing the

nails used at the adjoining workS.,,25S By the 1874 there had been \ittle change: Côte

Saint-Paul had reached its zenith and there was to be \ittle new growth over the next

few decadcs.

Despite the advantages that manufacturers could receive through locating

c10ser to the heart of the city, there did develop in Côte Saint-Paul a small industrial

enclave strung along the banks of the Lachine Canal. This enclave was moulded by

Frothingham and Workman who through control of credit and land development

created a 'company town' where manufacturingwas geared to providing augers, axes,

nails and screws for their hardware company. Over the next forty years there would

be !ittle or no growth: firms changed hands, but there wouId be no development of

new factories. One reason lay in the inadequate canal facilities. As the canal

commissioner reported in 1864, there was only a depth of six feet in the canal at

Côte Saint-Paul - it not being considered necessary to deepen it when the canal was

expanded in the 1840s. He went on to say that, "it should be deepened to correspond

with the enlarged canal, and suitable wharfage accomodation provided for these

manufacturers.,,256 The manufacturers never rea\ized the full potential of the water

power at the canal. With more than one thousand horse power available, they never

25S Pilot, June 21, 1859.

256 "aeneral report of the Commissioners of Public Works ... 1864", Appendi.. C.
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used much more than half.'57 Another reason lay in the limitations inhl'rt'nt in Ihl'

dependency upon water power.058 The last reason has to ùo with thl' t1ynamil's of

change occurring in areas closer to the city core such as the stretch alongsidc thl'

canal in Saint-Ann ward. Most of the advantages accruing to thl' Côte Saint-Paul

manufacturers could also be obtained elsewhere, closer to the "!!.reat lines" of the

city's industrial dynamics, where labour was more accessible, transport costs \ower,

and access to financial and commercial institutions greater. While Côte Saint-Paul

remained under the tutelage of Frothingham and Workman it was to experienee slow

growth; a smail nucleus developed but full exploitation of the area WolS restricted. By

the turn of the twentieth century, Côte Saint-Paul, its traditional industries in decline,

had become a working-class dormitory, while manufacturers sceking sites for their

factories looked to other parts of the city.

Political regulation ofand industlial development in Saint-Henri and Sainte-Cunégonde

Associated with the first wave of industrial development was the building up

of the residential and infrastructural character of two villages closer to the "great

lines of the city", Saint-Henri and Sainte-Cunégonde. This growth, as with Côte

Saint-Paul, took place under the active guidance of a small group of Montreal and

local business and political l'lites. The development of these sections of the western

suburbs had roots deeper in the past while taking off more slowly [han Côte Saint-

257 Pauerson, Report of the Trode ... 1868, p. 121.

258 Sec WiIIis, The Proccss of Hydraulic Industrialization for li discussion of the thesc Iimit;]linlls.
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Paul. Up to the la te 1840s and t.he early 1850s Saint-Henri and Sainte-Cunégonde

were distinct villages separ,lted from Montreal by the open countryside of the

Sulpician scminary lands. According to Lauzon and Ruellard, in 1850 "le village et

la ville restent séparés l'un de l'autre par une vaste zone rurale."zs9 A smallleather

working village, Saint-Henri had a populatiol1 of 466 in 1825 which had slowly

increased to only 600 in 1852.2<10 Prior to the 1850s, it was a tanning and

shoemaking village where production was conducted in artisanal workshops. With the

transformation that was taking place in the regional shoemaking industry in the 1840s

and 1850s, the 'putting out' system became the predominant organiz.ational fonn.261

Concurrent with the changes taking place to the shoemaking industry was the

development of a new set of firms and industries that would, just as in Côte Saint-

Paul, determine the future path that Saint-Henri and Sainte-Cunégonde wouId take.

After 1850 there was a fundamental restructuring of the area as land was subdivided,

infrastructure implaJlted, and the first wave of new manufacturing finns established.

In the late 18405 a large block of land in lower Saint-Henri (or Saint-Augustin

as it was then known) was ceded to three associates who after "une série complexe

de ventes, saises, reventes" sold it to Arthur Webster. In 1855 Webster started selling

259 G. Lauzon and L. Ruellard, 1875/St-Henri (Montréal: Socitété historique de Saint-Honri. 1985).
p. 4. For a discussion of Saint-Henri's growth and the social relations of the community before the 1830s
sce J. Burgess. "Work. family and community". vol. 2. ehaps. 9-10.

2<10 Young and Dickinson. A Short Historv of Ouebec, p. 167; G. Lauzon, Habitat ouvrier ct
révolution industrielle: le cas du Village St-Augustin (Montréal: Collection RCHTQ. 1989). p. 20; Willis.
The Proces.. of Hydraulic !ndustrialization. p. 97.

261 Lauzon and Ruellard. 1875/St-Henri. p. 15.
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off lots, eventually, in 1860, the lots being sold ta another group of thr~l' asso~iaks.

Over the next ten years, one hundred and sixty-one lots were sol\1; the lot lk\'dopers

leaving the building of houses ta small builders who construeted smal! houses aimed

for the working-class market. The area's population rose l'rom just 300 in 1861 to

more than 2,200 ten years later. In the mid 18505, the first lots were being sold in the

old village of Saint-Henri des Tanneries by the Turcot family. New streets were

opened up and the population increased ta nearly 2,500. 2
"2 In Sainte-Cunégonde

(or, as it was then known, Delisle village) land started ta be sold off in the latc 18-10s

by the fur merchant and politician Frédéric Auguste Quesne\. From the bcginning,

Alexandre Delisk, William Workman and Charles-Joseph CoursaI, who betwccn

them had powerful financial, commercial, manufacturing and political conncctions

in Montreal, were instrumental in helping Quesnel sel! and subdivic.îc land in Sainte-

Cunégonde, lay out manufacturing sites, build roads, and put in sewers.2
"3 As the

residential and infrastructural components of the western district were laid down, and

the first wave of industrial growth occurred, the area's population grcw

corresFondingly and there was increasing clamour l'rom the district's residents for

political autonomy.

The incorporation of the separate villages into the town of Saint-Henri in

Feburary 1875 - Sainte-Cunégonde seceded l'rom Saint-Hcnri in Dcccmbcr 1876 -

262 Lauzon, Habitat r,uvrier pp. 15-19, 110·113; Lauzon and Ruelllard, 1R75lSt·i-1ellri, p. II.

263 La Société historique de Sa~at~Hcnri, Portrait d'une ville, p. 4; C. L;uivièrc, Petite BOUrgOIWC

(Montréal: Editions Québécoise. 1973), p. 16; E.Z. Massieoue, La cité de Sainte-Cullégonde de Montréal.
no!". et souvenirs (Montréal: J.S. Houle, 1893), p. 10; J. Monet. "Alexandre-Maurice Delisle" ill Dietiollary
of Caoadian Biographv (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1972), vol. 10, p. 220.
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laid the basis for the political regulation of urban growth on the western periphery

of Montreal. Despite the splilling-up of the original Saint-Henri into two separate

towns, the towns' councillors "sont des propriétaires fonciers résidents, qui partagent

une même vision de l'urbanisation industrielle."26-1 This entailed a massive program

of tax exemptions for industry which was harnessed to a policy of minimal provision

of basic infrastructures and control over the working-class habitat. In the first years

after incorporation the two towns created very few essential infrastructures: fire and

police services were established, street lighting installed, streetcar services obtained

(after giving the City Passenger Railway Co. a tax exemption). Sainte-Cunégondewas

more liberal with the funnelling of municipal funds to infrastructures - for example

it sct up its own aqueduct in 1879, whereas Saint-Henri did not even begin to

consider water provision until 1880 - it, just Iike Saint-Henri, put most of its effort

into industrial promotion.265 In the first years Saint-Henri provided tax exemptions

to the Williams Sewing Machine Co (1878) and Merchant Manufacturing (1881),

while Sainte-C'mégonde gave one to the Dresden Pollery Co (1879). These policies

of industrial promotion ~nd little infrastructural construction were to be the basis

upon which the two towns developed until their annexation by Montreal in 1905

26-1 La Sociélé historique de Saint-Henri, !'c~~rait d'une ville, p. 6. Sec also Ouellet, "Les élites
municipales et la municipalisalion de Saint-Henri ct Sainte-Cunégonde, 1875-1878" (Unpublished paper,
Université du Québec à Montréal, 1982).

265 While neorly ail S.illl·Cunégonde streels had water pipes by 1890,the opposite was truc for Saint
Henri whose "[IV]ater system [IVas) put in by a l'rivale Co. withoutthe services of an engineer". Plan of the
Water Distribulion of the TOlVn of SI. Henrv (Montreal: Novemoor, 1890) and Plan of tbe Waler
Distribnton of the Cily of St. Cunegonde (Montreal, November 1890).
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because of their large debts and their incomp\ete set of essential Sl'I"\'Ïl'l'S. ",',

By the early years of the 1870s Sainte-Cunégonde, ami to a leSSl'l' extent

Saint-Henri, had experienced a wave of capitalist industrialization that further

integrated them into the wider Montreal economy and was to pnwide a signifirant

industrial node for their future development. This fi l'st wave of industrialization was

composed of a set of firms which produced a range of goods - nails, foundry

products, engines, stoves, glassware, leather and crackers - which were made undel'

conditions of untransformed labour and work pmrtices. At thc same timc, some of

the firms - Montreal Rolling Mill, SI. Lawrence Glass, Davidson - were bankrolled

by a combination of financial, mercantile and manufacturing capital. The leading

players in the Montreal Rolling Mills for example, at its incorporation in 1868, were

Thomas Morland, William Moison and Peter Redpath. As Kilbourn states,

these were men of substance whose advice was based on experience in
many fields. They could talk on equal terms with Cabinet ministers.
And they wouId bring back valuable intelligence and tangible support
from their friends in the City of London on their regular visits to the
world's financial capit'l1.267

The districts' firms also served a wide array of different local and regional customers.

The Canada Engine Works (ron by E.E. Gilbert), for example, was a manufacturer

of "steam engines and boilers, heavy forgings and castings, iron ships and bridge

work, machinery for saw mills, grist mills, sugar factories, tanneries, etc, etc"."" ln

266 Collin, "La Cité sur mesure"; Ouellet, "Les élites municip'llcs" and 1...1 Société historique de Saint·
Henri, Portrait d'une Ville, pp. 5-t4.

267 Kilboum, The Elements Combined, pp. 20-21.

268 John Lovell, Montreal Direetory (Montreal: Lovell, 1876), p. 443.
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other words, while the firms remained committed ta traditional work practices and

local markets, they wcre Iinked into the wider sphere of Montreal and foreign

business modalities. At the samc time, these establishments wouId be powerful

magnets ta attract other firms ta the suburban districts of Saint-Henri and Sainte-

Cunégonde. Magnets not sa much in the direct physicallinkages that were created,

more by the changes made ta the use of space and the comparative advantages of

the area.

Take the St. Lawrence Glass Works for instance. While its existence in Sainte-

Cunégonde was short - established in 1867 it c10sed down in the early 1870s269
- it

illustrates the type of development that was taking place in the area in the years

following the middle of the century. One of the major threads of Montreal's

industrial development in this period was the replacing of imports with domestic-

made products. The St. Lawrence Glass Works was no exception:

Hitherto the glassware of domestic use, ..., has been irnported from
Europe and the United Sates. But to obviate this a large establishment
named the St.Lawrence Glass Works has been established and brought
in to successfu1operation. 270

Employing untransformed labour that was characteristic of capitalist industrialization

in the second half of the nineteenth century, the manufacture of the glass products

\Vas organizcd into "shops" - teams of skilled glassblowers, finish ers and their helpers

269 Commercial Sketch, p. 5. Lauzon states that it shut down io 1871 while 1 was able ta find it, in
the city direetories, through ta 1873. As the direetories were often slow in adding new and taking out old
infomtatioll, Lauzon's is probably the correct date.

270 H.B. Small, The Produets and Manufactures of the New Dominion (Ottawa: G.E. Desbarats,
1868), p. 143.
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who worked as a unit and were paid by the piece. Althou~h the mem\lers of the

shops worked as a group they were under the supervision of an "expericnccd

superintendent". In 1871 the 117 employees of the company worked in "four largl'

brick buildings, forming a quadrangle" with a total fixed capital of $50,000. In these

buildings imported white sand from the Berkshires in Massachusetts was dried, mixed

with other compounds in pots in a fumace to form a "partially fluid consistency", and

then manipulated into lamp chimneys, phials and goblets.m St. Lawrence Glass is

also an example of the early development of the corporation into the western

districts. Its board of directors included some of the major players in Montreal's

industrial and politicallife and the development of the west end - William Workman,

A.M. Delisle and Peter Redpath - who pumped in $20,000 before the plant was

c10sed down.272

Although prior to the incorporation of the villages most industrial

development occurred in Sainte-Cunégonde, there was a breakdown of Saint-Henri's

artisanal mode of production by the 1870s which was to pave the way for fI'

capitalist industrialization later on the century. As was mentioncd above, Saint-Hcnri

had traditionally been an important leather-making village. By thc 1870s, howcvcr,

this had changed l'ven though the leather industry continucd to bc an important

component of Saint-Henri's growth.273 By the carly 1880s therc wcrc tcn boot and

271 Lauzon, Habitat ouvrier, p. 40; Small, The l'roducts and Manufactures, pp. 143·146.

272 Commercial Sketch, p. 5; Willis, The l'roees.. of Hydraulic Industrializ:llinn, p. 398.

273 C. Ouellet, "Les industries du cuir à St-Henri, 1871-1891" (Unpublished paper, Université du
Québec à Montréal, 1981).
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shoe enterprises, two tanneries and one factory for making saddlery. The three latter

firms were medium-size firms employing steam power to drive machinery and were

linked to Montreal throllgh the offices thay kept there.2
7' On the other hand, the

boot and shoe firms were smal1 in scale, the ten firms in 1886 employing only

seventy-follr workers. This does not signify the persistence of artisanal production,

however, but the integration of the trade into the wider Montreal economy through

the existence of sllb-contracting. By the 1870s the Saint-Henri firms were firmly

linked to the larger firms of Montreal who passed out work to the smal1 shops in the

suburb.275

New rounds of industrialization in the western suburbs

By the 1870s then, the industrial base of the three western suburban districts

had been finnly established and was rooted in the construction of a residential,

infrastrllctural and political system that was amenable to the installation of firms that

utilized a particlllar range of productive strategies. Over the next forty years these

traits were to be solidified and extended. An array of productive practices were

implanted that were built upon the earlier wave of industrial growth, were specific

to the western part of the city alongside the canal, and were deeply imbricated with

each other. This industrial growth was orchestrated by a municipal political elite

m ln t883 the Moseley and Eeroyd tanneries h.d machines worth $10,250 and $4,500 respectively,
\Vhile Ecroyd acd St-Henri Carriage Leather maintained offices in Old Montreal. See Ouellet, Les
industries du cuir", pp. 10-12,21.

275 Ouellet, "Les industries du euir", pp. 18.22.
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which not only worked to aUraet indust!)', but also benefited from the partil'ular \Vay

that productive space was shaped. Once set in motion, thcse subnrbs in the last three

decades of the nineteenth and the beginning of the twentieth century became the site

of a particular array of industries and a large working-c\ass population. It is the

contention of the work associated with the Société historique de Saint-Henri that the

firms that moved to Saint-Henri (and by implication to Saintc-Cnnégonde) had littlc

in common with each other.276 For example, Gilles Lauzon statcs that "cn 1913, la

structure industrielle de Saint-Henri apparaît comme nn 'patchwork', sans

10gique."277 An aim of the remainer of this section is to show that there was, in

fact, a logic to the types of firms moving into the western suburbs. This lies not 50

much in direct linkages between firms of the same industry as Lauzon would arguc,

but rather in the production formats of the fi l'ms and their ability to carve ou t or

take advantage of new productive spaces.

Industrial expansion from the 18705 to the end of World War 1 took place in

two rounds of investment. After 1876, this area wouId experience a wave of industrial

growth that would last for just over a decade, and that built upon and extended the

existing enterprises that had been established by the early 18705. The extent of the

district's growth l'an be assessed from Table 6.10 which shows that from a merl'

twenty firms in 1871 employing 597 workers and only half a million dollars in capital,

276 Sec C. Ouellel, "Rapport de recherche sur les implantations induslrielles ct cOllll1lcrciales dans
la ville de Saint-Henri, 1876-1905" (Unpublished papcr, l'Université du Québec à Monlréal, 1980), p. 16;
Lauzon, ilLe développement industriel''' p. 29 and La Société historique de Saint·I-lcnri, Portmil d'une ville,
1'.14.

277 Lauzon, "Le développement industriel", p. 29.
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INDUSTRIAL GROWfH IN SAINT·HENRI AND SAINTE·

CUNEGONDE, 1871·1901

Year No. or Value or No. or Capital
Firms Produce Workers Invested

($) ($)

1871 20 453,480 597 n.a.

1881 94 1,119,415 1,233 1,870,355

1891 128 4,476,580 3,035 4,386,998

1901 34 7,279,371 5,581 7,079,772

•

•

Source: Canada, Census of Canada, 1871·1901, vol. 3.
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Saint-Henri and Sainte-Cunégonde b)' 1891 had one hundred allllt\\'enty-ei~htfinns

providing jobs for 3,035 workers and praducing goods ta th l' value of almast $.1.5

million.27S In this wave of growth, despite the depressian of la te 18705, a numhl,r

of large firms were established in the western district. This was e5pecia Il)' tl'lle for the

two most eastern suburbs where an influx of firms added greatly ta the previaus

round of industrial investment. Firms such as the Williams Manufacturing Company

(1979), makers of sewing machines, Merchants Manufacturing (1881), the huge

cotton manufacturer and L'Union des Abattoirs de Montréal (1882) sellied in Saint-

Henri in this period. Sainte-Cunégonde was the recipient of finns such the Singer

Manufacturing Company (1883), McCaskill's varnish works (1883), the daor and sash

factory of William Rutherford (1886), and the brass foundry of Robert Mitchell

(1889). The establishment of large firms in Côte Saint-Paul was limited, with only

one large firm moving there, Montreal Blanket in the late 1880s. By 1890 thcn, as

the boom was receding in strength (between 1889 and 1894 no largc finns scttled in

the western suburbs), there had been a graduaI implantation of industrial invcstmcnt

over the previous two decades, with Saint-Henri, in particular, expcriencing a grcat

deal of growth (Figure 6.13).

Al'ter a period of quiescence during the depression that rocked Canada in the

1890s, another broad front of industrial growth took place that lastcd l'rom thc mid-

1890s through ta World War I. The last census figures for the wcstern districts rcvcal

278 Il should he noted Ihatthe manufaeturing establishments of Côle Sailli-Paul arc 11111 illcludcd ill
this table as the census did .Iot separate it out from lhe counly figurcs.
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FIGURE 6.13
LOCATION OF 'l'liE LARGEST FIRMS IN THE WESTERN SUBURBS,

1890 AND 1918
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that at the turn of the century, more than t'ive and a half 'thousallli people worked

in thirty-four firms with l'ive or more cmployees and produced goods 10 the value of

$7 million.279 By 1905, however, when Saint-Hcnri and Saint-Cunégonde were

annexed to Montreal, the latter town had reached the peak of its industrial growth.

It was in this period that there was a resurgencc in the industrial strength of the

Côte Saint-Paul area with the arrivai of firms such as thc Mount Royal Spinnin<; Co.

(1907) and the Sherwin-Williams paint plant (1903). In the pcriod up to the end of

World War 1 the western district consolidated its industrial strcngth in two ways. The

first was through the expansion of existing firms such as Davidson 's tinware factory

and the Montreal Rolling Mills. The second was by attracting firms frol\l a variety

of industrial sectors: new sectors were established (biscuit and confectionery,

chemical, and food) and traditional ones continued to grow (metal and textile). By

the beginning of World War l, the district had, for the most part, becn built up

(Figure 6.13).

Despite the tremendous growth of industry l'rom the 1870s to the end of

World War 1 the districts' industrial structure exhibited a great deal of stability

(Table 6.11).280 Throughout the period the metal, textile and food processing

279 Figures taken from Canada, Census of Canada. 1901, (Ouawa: S.E. D:lwson, 1905), vol. 3, Table
20, pp. 326·330. The fall in the number of finns between 1891 and 1901 was on aeeounl of the: eensus
redefinition ofwhat eonstitutes an industrial firm. Sec Chapter lA. Arter 190! il is no longer possible 10

find separate figures for the the suburbs as they were ineluded in the Monlreal eompilalions.

2&) The rôle d'évalution for the lhree suburbs were sel up differenlly from thosc of Monlreal. While
the identification of manufaeturing rents for Sainte-Cunégonde was relatively e:l51 • firms were idenlified
by a loyer magasi/l and lhen eross-Iinked ta Lovells • there were probicms with the olher IWO suburbs. The
major problem with Saint-Henri was that bolh firms and residences were entered under lhe "'Ille calegory,
layer. Il proved ta be a mueh Illore diffieutt job to discnt:lngle manufacluring firms from :Ill olher uscs of
spaee, and il is possible that a number of finns, especially small proprietarial ones, were nol included. In
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TABLE 6.11
THE INDUSTRIAL STRUCTURE OF THE WESTERN SUBURBS,

1890 AND 1918

1890 RENT 1918 RENT
Sector No. of Aggregate % No. of Aggregate %

firms ($) firms ($)

Metal 18 26,537 33.8 33 154,410 31.5
Textile 4 22,691 28.9 10 133,250 27.2
Food 10 13,235 16.9 23 57,020 11.6
Wood Il 4,288 5.5 10 19,320 3.9
Leather 21 3,858 4.9 8 13,130 2.7
Clothing 13 2,033 2.6 16 13,320 2.7
Chemical 2 474 .6 3 31,100 6.3
Electrical 1 444 .6 2 9,500 1.9
Tobacco 1 39,300 8.0
Other 6 4,911 6.2 13 19,780 4.0

• Total 89 78,466 100.0 117 490,130 100.0

Note: The data includes only that part of Côte Saint-Paul area that lay along the
Lachine canal.

Source: City of Montreal, Rôle d'évaluation, 1918, Saint-Henri, Saint-Joseph and
Saint-Gabriel wards; Saint-Henri, Rôle d'évaluation, 1890; Sainte-Cunégonde, Rôle
d'évaluation, 1890; Côte Saint-Paul, Rôle d'évaluation, 1895.

•
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sectors dominated in terIns of number of firms and the value of rcnt, l'ven though

their share of the aggregate rent had declined by 1918. Although i\krchant

Manufacturing and Montreal Rolling Mills continucd ta account for a large share of

their respective sector's rent in this period, severai other important firms moved to

the western suburbs. While these older sectors maintained thcir relative strength.

other traditional sectors such as leather a!ld wood had diminished in importance,

while new sectors - chemicals and tobacco - appeared. Another dimension of the

district's industrywas the uneven growth by suburb. While Saintc-Cunégondcstartcd

off as the industrial core of western fringe, by 1890 its sharc of rcnt was only thirty-

three percent and this fell dramatically over the next twenty-eight years to fourtcen

percent. In contrast the percentages of Saint-Henri and Côte Saint-Paul rose from

forty-nine to fifty-nine, and from seventeen to twenty-seven rcspectively.

The movement of large firms ta the western suburbs: three il/ustratiO/lS

In the western suburbs the arrivaI of large number of firms at the tu rI! of the

century was built upon the restructured spacc of the preceding period, where a

number of firms from a narrow range of industries, in association with the active

encouragement of the local petite bourgeoisie, moulded the form that the district

would (and could) take, This involved the provision of subsidies to firms, the

existence of a large and varied work force, and the availability of large sites close to

the case of Côte Saint·Paul the renl was not given. A surrogate for renl was obtained by taking len l'cr
cent of the total value of the site (ie., ground and building). This figure of tell l'cr eenl is approxilIlately
what the rent was in comparisoll to total value for Montreal in 1890.
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water and rail tracks. While the large firm had Deen an important strand of the

western suburbs' growth since the 18605. the number by the end of the century had

grown considerably, 1'0 better understand the reasons for the removal of firms to this

part of the urban periphery. however. we need to delve deeper into the historical

antecedents of the western suburbs through an examination of the Montreal Rolling

Mills. This will be followed by a discussion of two firms that settled in the first

decades of the twentieth century. ShelWin Williams and Imperial Tobacco.

1'0 iIlustrate the importance of the early history of the district for its future

development a discussion of a firm will be presented - the Montreal Rolli:>g Mills 

that reflects. shaped and parallels one strand of the development of the western

suburbs and the trans,ition of industrial capitalism from the mid-nineteenth century

to World Wi'.r 1. In the 1850s and early 1860s the Montreal hardware merchants of

Thomas Morland and Charles Watson were facing a number of problems. As weil

as having price and quality difficulties with imported hardware Hnes, the building of

rolling mills by other Montreal manufacturers threatened their control over the

manufacture of saws, axes and other edge tools. In order to counteract these threats,

Morland and Watson sank $150,000 into the construction of a rolling mill on the

banks of the Lachine Canal just inside the limits of Sainte-Cunégonde in either 1864

or 1865. Selecting some of the most powerful me::rchants, financiers and industrialists

of the day as directors, Morland and Watson turned the firm into a joint-stock

company with $200,000 of capital in 1,,68. With the new inf.lux of capital, the

participation of a section of Montreal's bourgeoisie, large credits from the Bank of
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Montreal. and a sympathetic federal government \Villing to provide tariff rl'Iid, thl'

mill become the largest in the district and one of the leading fal'tories of the

Montreal area.281 \Vith the initial capital oullay, the number of cmployces working

in the firm quickly rose. By the late 1360s it employed 350 workers in lhl'

manufacture of iron bars and sheets, and naBs. The mill where three large sleam

engines operated an array of machines for making wrought, shing1c and horse shoe

nails \Vas divided up into a rolling mill, and lead, nail, and horse shoe nail

departments. On the canal banks \Vere the coal shnis \Vhere "evelY modern applianee

is here erected for expeditious discharge of the vessels \Vhich bring the black

diamond direct l'rom the mines."282 According to the census of 1871 there were 262

workers in the mills and ils fixed capital stood at $200,000.2.<3 ln this period lhe

company also controlled factories \V11ich manufactured saws and axes for the

domestic lumber trade.2&l By the 1870s then the rolling mills was a large factOlY

producing a variety of goods and controlled by some of the leading industrialisls of

the day. As one writer observed, "[s]tanding in the centre of the yard, and looking

around, one begins '0 appreciate the magnitude of the business and the enormous

281 Kilboum, The Elements Combined. pp. 19.23.

282 T.W. Raphael, Annual Review of the Trade and Commerce of Montreal for IH('(', p. ~;

Commercial Sketch (Montreal: !-lerald, 1867), pp. 9·11. The quole is from p. Il.

283 1do nol know why there should be such a sharp discrepancy belween lhe nUl1lber of el1lployees
in 1866 and the nUl1lbcr in 1871. Il is of eoursc possible lhal in lhe former year thal Ibe aelu;1I nurnber
was added ta while in the latter il was lower. Il is also possible lbal lhe figures reneet scasonal ebanges
la the workforee or changes duc ta business cycles.

2&l Raphael, ArnlUal Review, p. 9.
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amount of capital requisite to successfully carry it on".285 Covering an area of two

and a half acres and situated in the small village of Sainte·Cunégonde, Montreal

Rolling Mills was an important suburban firm (See Figure 6.14). The introduction

of new iron technologies by Montreal capitalists in the forrn of a large, multi·unit

rolling mill and finishing works on the suburban fringe of the city represented an

important adaptation to the requirements of industrial capitalism in the second half

of the nineteenth century.2M

From these carly beginnings the mill continued to grow. An iron pipe mill

(Canada's first) was built in 1881 and six years later, beC"llse of increasing demand

for wrought iron pipe, a new pipe mill was built which was supplied with the latest

improved gas producers and fumaces, which doubled capaeity, giving an outpüt of

thirty tons a day.287 By 1890 the mill had a workforee of 625 (600 of them being

male), had sunk $620,000 in fixed capital, and had an annuai rent of $7,194, whieh

made it the tenth largest plant in the city.288 With the eonstrieted markets and

falling priees of the 1890s depression firms were foreed to choose from a range of

strategies to ensure that these problems did not lead to smaller markets or

2SS Commercial Sketch. p. Il.

2S6 For il discussion or the changes to Canada's steel mills inlhis period sec Heron, Working in Stcf~l,
pp. 34-42.

2.~7 Canadian Journal of Commerce, Oetobor 14, 1887, p. 712. Kilbourn. The Elements Combined,
p.23.

2118
J. Lovell, Lovell's Historie Report of the Census of Montreal. 1891 (Montreal: Lovell, nd), p. 82

provides the empl.,yment figures while Canada, Census of Canada. 1891, vol. 3 provided the CL,ed capilal
data.
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FIGURE 6.14

THE MONTREAL ROLLING MILLS, 1868

•

Source: Commercial Sketch, p. 8
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bankruptcy. The response of the company was to restructure its products and to

introduce ncw tl;chnology. To complement wrought na il and nail plate production

wirc mill and wire nail machines were installed and the company slowly introduced

steel manufacturc alongsidc that of iron. The rationalization of the labour process

was difficult as the company's skilled workers fought to maintain their control over

the pacc of work and machinery. Wage reductions were also not a particularly viable

stratcgy as a substantialnumber of the workers refused to work at cut rates for more

than a short amount of time.289 Some events of the 1880s iIlustrate the problems

of overproduction and worker resistance. In 1885 the Montreal Rolling Mills along

with "other firms engaged in the same industry have felt" the problem of over

production "and have felt compelled to discharge hundreds of first-c1ass hands" .290

Two years latcr more than 1,000 workers of tluee Montreal rolling mills, including

Montreal Rolling MiIIs, went on strike over a ten pel' cent reduction in wages.291

Another spasm of growth occurred with the long period of expansion

beginning in the late 1890s. By the early 1900s the mill was worth one and half

million dollars in stock and half a million in bonds, and had annual sales of four and

half million. In 1905 the company's new rolling mill (the old one had been destroyed

by fire in 1900) had tluee trains of rolls with a capacity of 25,000 tons of l'oUed

products and 12,000 tons of skelp, while its finishing departments produced large

2S9 Kilboum. Tbe Elements Combined, pp. 23-25.

290 Montreal Daily Star, January 15, 1885, p. 4. Montreal Rolling Mill "dispensed with the services"
of more than 150 nailmakers.

29l Hamelin ct al.. Rénertoire des Grèves, p. 91.
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amounts of horsehoes. horse nails. wire. wire nails. tacks. staples and an assortlllent

of other metal productS.292 The problems that many other firms faced. nalllely tao

much competition and overlapping product lines, forced Montreal Rolling Mills to

find new ways of coping. In 1902 the company bonght out two of its leading

competitors, the Pillow and Hersey rolling mill (on Mill street in Saint-Ann district)

and the Hodgson Iron and Tube Company (located on the canal in Saint-Henri).

Despite the advantages of reduced competition, large capital reselves, cheap raw

materiaIs (l'rom its own Nove Scotia steel plant), and wide sales, the lIlill in the first

decade of the new century was reeling l'rom a combination (If the after-effects of the

1890s depression and the growing competition l'rom Omarïo rolling lIlills and the

huge integrated American firms. Its response to these threats was to alllaigalllate

with firms l'rom Ontario through vertical and horizontal integration.293 Rather than

following the British model where hundreds of small-scale firms dotted the industrial

landscape, Montreal Rolling Mills imitated American companies such as Carnegie

and selected as a model of development increasing scale, the application and

development of new processes and techniques, and the advantages associated with

those.29~ At the time of its merger with other Canadian iron and steel firms to form

the Steel Company of Canada in 1910 the Montreal Rolling Mills covered more than

292 "The iron ilnd steel works of Canada", Canadian Manufacturer, January 6, 1905, p. 21.

293 Kilbourn, The Element. Combined, pp. 19-32.

29~ For a discussion of how the British and American steel industries differed sce B. Elhaum and F.
Wilkinson, "Industrial relations and uneven developmenl: a comparalive study of the American and British
steel industries", Cambridge Journal of Economies, 1979, 3, pp. 275-303.
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tcn acrcs, had fourtcen departments, three warehouses and two engine rooms housed

in buildings valued a! almost half a million dollars and operated machinery worth

$80,000.'""'

This bricf overview of the Montreal Rolling MiIls' development from its

establishment in the carly 1860s to its merger in 1910 highlights the importance of

the early development of the large-scale, highly capitalized, corporate owned and

organized firm for the suburbs. 'nIe installation and subsequent expansion of the

mills were, according to WilIis, of tremendous importance to the district.

By virtue of the scale and diversity of production Montreal Rolling
Mills elevated the south-west Montreal iron industry into the age of
factory capitalism leaving behind the older merchant/petty producer
system in the process. 296

Along with its role as a harbinger of a particular form of industrial capitalism

to an artisanal corner of the Montreal region, it created a milieu for firms to see the

western suburbs as a viable location. A new set of productive relations could be

installed without the problems that existing districts had. These firms were able to

create a new productive space in which a rationalized and high-volume productive

system could be installed. This trend was not strongly evident in the first wave of

growth before the early 1870s as the banks of the Lachine canal doser to the city

were still the major recipient of the large-scale form of industrial firms. This

particular dimension of the western suburbs started to become important at the end

295 City of Montrenl, R<'>lc d'évnlution, Snint-Cunégonde wnrd, 1908.

296 Willis, The Proees.. of I-!ydrnulic Industrinliznlion, p. 370.
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of the 1870s with the establishment in Saint-Henri in 1881 of the 1\krd\ant

Manufacturing Company cotton mill, a high-volume. highly meehanized faetory. and

L'Union Abattoir (1880) and the sewing machine companies of Williams (1879) and

Singer (1883). For companies Iike the Merchan t Manu factu ring collan llIill the West

End suburbs provided an alluring combination of advantages which most other

manufacturing districts of the city did not possess: excellent transportation faeilties,

accessibility to a large and varied labour force, proximity ta an existing large

industrial complex (Saint-Ann) and large sites where large buildings eould be

constructed and eventually expanded. While the western district received few large

mass-production manufacturers du ring the boom between 1876 and 1889, a large

number moved there in the boom following the depression of the 1890s.

The building of the American-owned Sherwin-Williams paint and varnish plant

in 1903 provides an interesting example of the importance of new industrial space

in the western districts for an already established industry which was being

restruetured and consolidated. Throughout the nineteenth century the chemical

industry developed slowly, remaining a small-scale, proprietary industry, although

changes in labour and technology at the end of the century would propel it along

new lines of development.297 One of the most ir"j'ortant branches of the chemical

industry was paint manufacture where the technology of production was weil known,

and this combined with the substantial profits to be made as suppliers of necessary

intermediaries for large and numerous consumer-goods producers led to Montreal's

297 Chandler, The Visible I-Illnd; Dycr and Sicilu. lIFrom commodily to spccialily chcmicals".
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paint trade being overcrowded and "more paints were ground and made than the

capacity of the country cou Id lcgitimately absorb."298 The response, as in so many

industries, was consolidation. In 1894 one of the largest paint manufacturers in the

city, William Johnson, joined up with two firms from Toronto and Winnipeg to form

the Canada Paint Company, thus giving them a Canada-wide network of paint,

varnish and Iinseed oil factories as weil as oxide and graphite mines. Canada Paint

was acquired by the American firm Sherwin-Williams in 1911 so that "large

economies will be effected" such as the more economical production of goods

through plant specialization, the reduction of handling eosts, and the production and

control over their raw materiai~.299 In 1892 Sherwin-Williams had establishcd a

Montreal agency under the control cf W.H. Cottingham. In 1903 the company built

a factory on the Lachine Canal at the border of Côte Saint-Paul on a four acre site

which, in the ':vords of '.)ne observer, was not only "the most modern ... of its kind in

the world", but alS0 the most "complete": it comprised paint, varnish, linseed oil, can

and box departments "ail connected and operated by one central power plant,

insuring economy and efficiency in operating."3oo With years of experience of the

Montreal economic environment through their agent, Cottingham, there can be little

"98 0 .0 .Taylor and P.A. Sudnik, DnPont and the lnlemational Chemicallndustry (Boston: Twayne,
(984), chal" 1; Souvenir Number, p. 53. From ilS devclopmelll at mid-century the Montreal paint and
vamish industry had been concentrated in Saint-Ann. ln 1890, for example, eight of the ten paint firms
in the city lVere loeated in Saint-Ann and they aceounted for more than ninety-five l'cr eelll of the
industry's rcnt.

299 Houston, Annual Financial RevielV, Novelllber 1911, p. 111.

300 Houston, Annual Fin"neial Review, November 1911, p. 110; Communaute Urbaine de Montréal,
Architecture Industrielle (Montréal: Communaute Urbaine de Montréal, 1982), pp. 178-181.
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doubt that Sherwin-Williams chose the Lachine canal bank in full knowledge of the

locational possibilites of the city. The company knew that the westl'rn suburbs were

a favourable site for firms employing a high-volume, mass market production format.

The next illustration is the leading cigarctte manufacturing finn of the perim\,

Imperial Tobacco Company, which movcd to a ncw factory in Saint-Hcnri in 1907.

It providcs an examplc of a firm from a rclativcly ncw industry that took advantagc

of the particular set of advantages available in the western district. Impcrial was onc

of the major reasons why Montreal's cigarette production incrcascd dral:latically

after the late 1880s. From \ittle production before 1885, Montreal's production of

cigarettes increased twelvefold fromjust over a hundred million in 190U to more than

one and half billion in 1918, while the amou nt of invested capital in cigar and

cigarette firms rose from little over one million in 1891 to more than nineteen

million by 1918.301 Imperial was distinguishe::' by a select set of productive and

spatial strategies that, with few exceptions, set it apart from other tobacco firms.

One strategy that Imperial pursued was consolidation and the acquisition of

other firms. Imperial Tobacco of Canada was founded in 1908, as a result of a deal

set up by the two world leaders of cigarette making, American Tobacco (which

estab\ished a factory in Montreal in 1895) and Wills and Wills. While most other

301 Canadian Cigar and Tobacco Journal, Oclobcr 1900, p. 424 and June 1918, p. 19; Canada, Census
oC Canada, vol. 3; Quebec, Slatisticai Yearbook oCOuehee. 1920 (Quehee: L·S. Prou lx, 1920), p. 357. Even
though the capital [igures reCer to bath cigars and cigarettes most of the lhe increasc look place in
cigarette production. Sorne idca orthe growth of Cig;:llcttc manufacture can be gaincd [rom the statcmcnls
of contcmporary observers. In 1907 one writcr opincd that "cult of the cigarette is .uJvilJlcillg ill un
accelerated ... pace, and there SCem to he no limit tu the ..pan.ion oC lhis braneh of our t",de." In 1911
a commcntator crowcd, "wc have to search for Curthcr superlatives' whcn looking for ncw ways ln dcscribc
the expansion oC cigarette production". Canadian Cigar aod Tobaeco Journal, September, 1907, p. 11; Jooe
1911, p. Il.
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tobacco firms remaincd small in scale and proprietary in character, the Montreal

plant of American Tobacco, and after 1907 its successor Imperial, acquired a number

of tobacco finns ill Montreal and the surrC'unding area. The purchase in 1895 of D.

Ritchie (Montreal's first cigarette manufacturer, established in 1885) and American

Cigarette (1888) was motivated by these companies' control of the Canadian cigarette

market; the buyout enabled American Tobacco to be the only large-scale

manufacturer of cigarettes in Canada.302 In the following years, American Tobacco

acquired snuff, tobacco and cigar firms, giving the company an important entry into

aIl branches of the tobacco industry, except in cigars where, as happened to James

Duke in the United States, the fragmented and regional character of the trade

militated against the growth of one large company controlling the entire market.

Associated with the building of a Canadian tobacco empire was the

implementation of a strategy based on large-capital investments in plant and

machinery. In 1908 when Imperial absorbed American Tobacco it was capitalized at

$11 million, of which, "a large proportion will be necessary to acquire the American,

Empire and and other factories". Four years later it increased its capital to $40

million to take caïC of increasing business, to purchase more machinery and for

continued expansion of the Saint -Henri plant.303 From the very beginning Imperial

was a highly mechanized firm. The introduction of Bonsack machines enabled it to

302 Canadian Ci"ar and Toh:tcco Journal. November 1902, p. 647. It should he noted that thisjournal
and the city newspapers give liule infornl3lion about Imperial (or Ameriean Tobaceo). Searehes through
the newspapers at important dates - sueh as the building of the new Saint-Henri plant - unearthed no
infonnation.

303 Canadian Ci"ar and Tohaeeo Journal, July 1908. p. 33; Deeember 1912, p. 29.
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pursue a poHcy of high-volume production using continuous-prol'cssing n1l'thods with

a largely unskilled work force.'o. The l'l'suit was that the machine, whil'h had taken

over from hand labour by the late ISSOs, "revolutionized the l'igarettl' industly and

when run at top speed it tums out over a hundred thousand cigarettes daily, wl1l'reas

but a thousand or so were previously made by hand"'°S; skilled cigarette rollers

were replaced by 'operatives', mainly female, whowere simple machinc-tenders; "the

varying shapes of ... cigarettes, once characteristic of each country, are gradually

yielding to a more uniform product"; machine replacement was casier for la l'gel'

firms; and entry into the cigarette branc11 beeame more difficult as the alllOunt of

capital neeed to start up was exhorbitant for small capital."" Related to this was

Imperial's strategy of making a small number of standard lines of Virginia cigarettes,

the primary differentiating factor was competition through brand names which they

backed up with an extensive advertising campaign and manipulatioll of a wide

distribution network.30
?

The spatial strategy of Imperial was directly related to these productive

30. The Bonsaek machine, introduced in the 1880s, which, afler an improved model had been
introduced in 1890, could make 120,00 cigareUes a day. By 1900, at least, cigareue machines were "used
in ail [Montreal] factones." Canadian Ci.ar and Tobaeco Journal, June 1900, p. 235.

30S Canadian Ci.ar and Tobaeeo Joumal, June 1900, p. 235.

306 A summary in the Canadian Ci.ar and Tobaceo Journal of a United States Bulletin on the world
tabaceo industry discusscs the results of machines taking ovcr in cigarette manuf:lcturc. Sec May 1915,
p. 9. One strategy lh.t small capital was la implement howcverwas the creation of SOla11er fi rOIs employing
band labour in the manufacture orIuxury cigarettes from high-guality leaf. In Monlreal after 1900 several
lirms were established to service this niche.

3e7 For n dctaitcd cxamination of American Tobacco's distribution pracliccs sec the lcslimony givclI
before the Royal Commission into theil' business methods heId in 1902.
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strategies. When American l'obacco first arrived in Montreal it was set up in the

heart of ülel Montreal. By 1907 it had moved three times: each time into a bigger

establishmcnt furthcr out from the city core. Its final resting place was newly

anncxcd Saint-Hcnri, whcrc the buildings on Saint-Antoine street "are the finest in

Canada ... and constitutc the largest tobacco factory in Canada" (Figure 6.15). The

writcr continues in typical tone of the booster, "this set of buildings fOfIn the most

perfcct example of monolithic construction in thé world."308 It should be noted that

the movc of Imperial to Saint-Henri does not appear to have been directly motivated

by the introduction of new technologies nor by the creation cf new sets of internai

economies of scale. American l'obacco had been using Bonsack machines from their

establishment in Montreal, while its acquisition of Ritchie and Ameliean Cigarette

in 1895 gave it a very strong hold on the Canadian cigarette market.309 The move

would appear to be motivated by a number of other factors: the need to expand its

premises to keep up with and to capture more of the rapidly expanding cigarette

consumption; a desire to consolidate its position as the largest tobacco manufacturer

in Canada through its showcase, "the most perfect example of monolithic

construction"; and the need to create a more efficient plant for the mass production

of cigarettes through mechanization. As one writer stated, cigarette machines "are

now complicated and ingenious, and are tended generally by a man operator and by

JOS Canadian Cigar and Tnbaeeo Journal. July 1907, p. 57.

311'J By the tum of the eentury Ameriean Tobaeeo's Montreal faetory was producing about one
hundred million cigareues a year. Sec J.K. Winkler, Tobaeco Tycoon: the Story of James Buchanan Duke
(New York: Random Honse. 1942), p. 130.
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FIGURE 6.15
IMPERIAL TOBACCO BUILDING, SAINT-HENRI. 1907
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several girls, whose dutY is chiefly to remove cigarettes, which are constantly

streaming OUt."JIO Saint-Henri offered significant advantages for firms like Imperial.

The new building differed quite dramatically from other buildings it had previously

occupied which were the typical 'warehouse' structures favoured by smaller firms.

The new building by 1918 covered more than 200,000 square feet (almost four times

the size of its space in its last factory on Côte street).3Il The layout was different:

the Saint-Henri plant was lIluch longer to allow for greater efficiency in the flow-

through of material demanded by the Bonsack machines. At the same time, Saint-

Henri had important transportation facilities (the Canadian Pacific's Glen Yards,

railway lines and the Lachine Canal) which allowed for easy and rapid distribution

of the finished products and the receiving 0f raw materials. Furthermore, it contained

a large working-class population from which to draw. In the case of Imperial, with

its large female work force, Saint-Henri had a large pool of women who probably

needed to supplement the low wages that husbands or fathers brought home.

The development of the paint industry and the arrivaI of Sherwin-Williams

plant close to the Lachine canal, the introduction of continuous-processingmachinery

in the cigarette brancll of the tobacco industry, and the growth of a large iron and

steel plant a~e indicative of one strand of the western suburbs' industrial

development, the clustering of large-scale, capital-intensive, and high-volumû firms

JIO Although this description cornes from a review of British cigarette.making methods there is no
reason ta believe lhat it differed from lhe Imperial case in its broad outline. Sec Canadian Cigar and
Tobaeeo Jounlal, Septemlter 1907, p. 53.

JII City of Montreal, Rôle d'évaluation, Saint·Lawrence ward, 1906 and Saint-Henri ward, 1918.
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employing a mass of unskilled workers. This of course is what man)' writers have

pointed to as the classical process underlying suburban industrialization in the period

of corporate capitalism. It was the large, capital-intensive lïnns that were able to

divorce themselves from the city core through the construction of internal economies

of scale, that f1ed to the urban fringe. What 1 have shown here however poillts to the

wide assortment of different productive strategies that existed between these large

scale firms. The Montreal Rolling Mills, despite its scale .'-; capital inputs, remained

committed to the coexistence of elaborate technologies and skilled, mant'al labour,

and to the production of a wide range of products. Imperial Tobacco, in contrast

started off as a mass-production manufacturer utlilizing high-volume machinelY

operated by a largely female and unskilled labour force. The other large firms - nour

mills, other chemical factories as weil as Sherwin Williams, textile mills and biscuit

makers - that set up their plants alongside or in close proximity to the canal, while

being motivated by a different set of factors, would have understood the benefits of

locating in the western suburbs.

Agglomeration in the western sllbllrbs

An important feature of the western districts' industrial growth was that these

large firms acted as a magnet for firms from their industries. Lauzon and others are

probably correct in stating that there were few direct physicallinkages between the

firms in the western suburbs312, but this was not necessarily important, although

317 Lauzon, "Le développement industriel"; Ouc1let, "Rapport de recherche".
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metal fîrms may have obtained rolled metal form the Montreal Rolling Mills, and the

textile mills may have received finished cotton from Merchant Manufacturing. Many

firms in the district received thcîr raw materials from outside sources: Montreal

Rolling Mill obtaincd its iron from Nova Scotia and Britain; the Colonial Bleaching

and Printing Co. obtained cotton for its bleaching and dyeing rooms from Britain,

Europe, the United States as weil as Canada313
; Sherwin-Williams got oxirle and

graphite from its mines in western Canada; and the Dominion and St.Lawrence flour

mills received wheat from the prairies. At the same time, these firms also

internalized many of their operations, either by setting up their own nail works, and

coopering and blacksmithing shops as did the Montreal Rolling Mills or through

integrating vertically, as in the case of the Colonial Bleaching Co. and Merchant

Manufacturing.

Despite the scale and lack of direct linkages, the western suburbs became an

important district for medium sized firms which functioned within specialized niches

in those sectors which had large-scale, corporate firms already in exi~cence. Two

sectors stand out. Following in the wake of Merchant Manufacturing and the

Montreal Rolling MiIls, several textile and metal-working firms moved to the West

End. By 1918 the metal-working cluster in the West End was quite impressive: as

Table 6.11 shows there were thirty-three firms, none of them having the same scale

and importance as the rolli:;g mill, but many, nevertheless, were of a substantial size.

111ese metal-working firms manufaetured a wide range of products: from metal

313 Chambers. The Book of Montreal, p. 197.
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lamps, regulators, valves to \Vire meshing. An extremely important finn that \Vas

established early \Vas the se\Ving-machine finn of Williams Manufacturing Company.

Il \Vas established in 1861 in Montreal "by a fc\V enterprising and energetie

gentlemen as a private company, and as sueh \Vas continued until 1872, \Vhcn a Joint

Stock Company \Vas formed \Vith a capital of $500,000". By the late 18705, \Vhen the

company moved to Saint-Henri, the capital had been increased to onc million and

a branch plant established in Plattsburgh, Ne\V York. Employing 150 \Vorkers in the

18805 in its four-storey building \Vhich covered 60,000 square feet, the company

utilized the "latest :md most improved machinery" kno\Vn in the industry.314 When

Robert Mitchell moved his brass foundry to Sainte-Cunégonde from Gld Montreal

in 1889 he \Vas able to build a huge four-storey building \Vith dimensions of fifty by

four hundred feet. The choice of a large site \Vhere he could construct <: fincly

segmented work space and with access to a labour force \Vere powerful inccntives for

a company that had a national market for its products.lIl

Although the textile c1uster was not as large as that in metal, firms spccializing

in blanket and shoddy, bedding, wadding, cotton bleaching and bags ail had settled

in the western districts by the early years of the twentieth century for the purpose of

building large factories within a productive ~pace characterized by the existence of

a large labour force which had acquired the correct 'industrial habits', access to

transportation facilities, and freedom from the economic and social probir.ms of the

314 Bray, C1nada Under the National Poliev, p. 117; Commerce of MOlltreal, pp. 45·46.

31S The Dominion lIIustrated. IB91, p. 133.
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core. Manufacturers moved to the West End knowing full well that the local

bourgeoisie were ideologically aligned with a policy that put industrialization before

the interests of the local working-class. Il was to gain access to th'~se conditions that

the Alaska Feather and Down Company, manufacturers of bedding, which was

established in a small and cramped flat on Saint-Sacrement street in the heart ofOld

Montreal, moved to Saint-Henri in 1894. In the following years the company

expanded greatly. In 1903 the space that it occupied was almost ten times what it had

on Saint-Sacrement street, while by 1918 the factory covered almost four acres.316

While the western suburbs proved to be an important location for metal and

textile firms, enterprises from other industries also found its advantages to their

Iiking. One reason was that they were able to build factories that suited their

particular needs in tenns of the internallayout of the firm and the provision of land

which ..:ould be built upon in times of expansion. In other words, finns were not

Iimited by the existing built fonn as were finns which located in the core. Even for

finns that reloc1..ed in an existing building there were advantages. When the leather

trunk and valise manufacturer, Eveleigh, moved from its Montreal plant on Vitre

street in 1910 to an existing factory in the north end of Saint-Henri on Richelieu

street it was able to expand its premises greatly. In 1906 it occupied under 14,000

square feet on Vitre street, while sLx years later its Richelieu plant had more than

94,000 square feet; the value of the lwo buildings increased from $23,000 to $73,000.

The company also probably installed new and large sets of machinery as the value

316 Chambers, The Book or Montreal, p. 186.
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of the machinery increased from $500 at the Vitre street plant to $3,000 at ils Saint·

Henri establishment,317

The western sllbllrbs, tax exemptions and local al/iances

Behind the f10w of industrial capital into the western sllburbs were local

municipalities which were as generous and malleable as the cOllndllors of

Maisonneuve, As we saw above, the mllnicipalities of the western sllbllrbs were

extremely active in shaping policy towards the bene fit of manllfacturers, Local elites

in association with several Montreal capitalists had, from as early as the 1860s,

formulated an impressive array of attractions, The provision of bonlises and tax

exemptions, the development of lax housing codes, and the construction of

infrastructures which were geared to manufacturers at the expense ol'the local

working-c1ass population made the western suburbs extremely competitive not only

with Montreal but also with other surrounding towns. Through the actions of the

their local growth machines, Saint-Henri and Sainte-Cunégonde had become by the

1870s an important industrial complex in the wider Montreal spatial division of

manufacturing. An important part of this growth on the western fringe of the city was

that many of the firms that moved to the western suburbs had been first located in

Montreal (Table 6.12).318 Saint-Hp.nri and Saint-Cunégonde, in particular, bccame

important recipients of firms which, for a variety of reasons, no longer found

317 Cily of Montreal, Rôle d'évaluation, Saint·Louis ward 1906 and Saint·Henri ward 1912.

318 Bath Lauzon, "Le développement industriel" and Ouellet, "Rapport de recherche" remark uJlon
Ihis.
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TABLE 6.12
FIRMS THAT MOVED FROM MONTREAL TO THE WESTERN SUBURBS,

1850-1918

Year
Moved

Company Products Town

•

1862
1869
1875
1876
1879
1883
1885
1886
1888
1889
1894
1894
11:94
1900
1901
1902
1903
1903
1904
1905
1906
1910
1911
1913

E.E. Gilbert stoves
Davidson tinware
Luttreil biscuits
Ecroyd leather
Williams sewing machines
McCaskill paint and varnish
Dominion Wadding wadding
Rutherford sash and door
Godin hats
Mitchell brass products
Clendinneng iron products
Alaska Feather bedding
Tombyll furniture
Tooke shirts
Lang biscuits
Montreal Biscuit biscuits
Pauzé sash and door
Simplex railway supplies
Victor Talking gramophones
Baker, Walt chocolate and candies
Imperial Tobacco cigarettes
Everleigh Trunks leather trunks
Globe Hat hats
Kidd Rutherford jl!te bags

Sainte-Cunégonde
Sainte-Cunégonde
Sainte-Cunégonde
Saint-Henri
Saint-Henri
Sainte-Cunégonde
Sainte-Cunégonde
Sainte-Cunégonde
Côte Saint-Paul
Sainte-Cunégonde
Sainte-Cunégonde
Saint-Henri
Saint-Henri
Saint-Henri
Saint-Henri
Saint-Henri
Saint-Henri
Saint-Henri
Saint-Henri
Saint-Henri
Saint-Henri
Saint-Henri
Saint-Henri
Saint-Henri

•

Source: Lovell, City Directo~ various years; Ouell<:t, "Rapport de recherche",
Tableau 3, facing p. 18.
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Montreal a fertile place for business. Many of the large firms that settled in Saint-

Henri and Sainte-Cunégonde were escaping problems associated with their location

in Montreal. Some may have been f1eeing the imposition by Montreal of taxation on

machinery that was introduced in 1899, although this is ulllikely to have been

important for most firms. There were other reasons that firms were attracted to

Saint-Henri and Sainte-Cunégonde such as the bonus system and a business climate

that wa$ open to industrial development; the existence of a number of cmpty sitcs

where firms could install machinery and build the type of plant gcared to their

particular needs; a cheap and accessible labour force; and excellcnt transportation

connections with the rest of the city.319 In other words, there had been created in

the western suburbs a particular set of productive spaces that were extremely

attractive to not only new firms but also to firms alread.,! in operation in Montrcal,

and had been in existence since the establishment of the Montreal Rolling Mills.

From an early date, firms were uprooting themselves and moving lock, stock and

barrel to the western suburbs.320 Many of these moves were associated with sorne

form of rationalization. The move of Dominion Wadding from Sorel to Sainte-

Cunégonde in 1885 was associated with the fact that "the most improved machinery

is installed in their premises, and the most modern methods are cmployed, a fact

319 11 should be noted thallhe p",vision ofbonuscs musl have been an importanI parI of the finaneial
debl ineurred by Sainl-Henri and Sainte.Cunégonde whieh led ta Iheir anne.alion in 1905.

320 11 should be noted lhallhe movemenl of firms from Monlreallo Ihe IVestern suhurbs beeame a
nood immedialely afler World War 1 an<! during lhe 1920s. A pr.liminary IiSI inelud.s Masson and St.
Germain, biscuil mfr (1918), Page and Shaw, candy maker (1920), W.T. Rawleigh, medieine mak.rs (1924)
Danford Bras., lhread maker (1925), George Weston, biscuil maker (1926), Allas MelallJcd (1926), and
Thomas Banar, bag maker (1926).
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which has greatly reduced the cost of production, and consequently the selling price,

in their market."J21 Likewise, the biscuit and confectionery manufacturing firm of

Joseph Luttrell and Co., in order to facilitate changes to their production methods

which were made possible by reorganization of the biscuit branch of the baking

indu~try, moved to Sainte-Cunégonde in 1875 where new "spacious buildings" were

fitted up and even though, "situated beyond the city limits, they are accessible by the

telephone or the city cars which ron to Vinet Street on Notre Dame Street; and from

this situation they claim that they can produce at less cost than city

manufacturers".322

Of course, the western suburbs faced stiff competition from a number of other

neighbouring towns and, in sorne cases, even Montreal. In 1905, for example, Simplex

Railway Company, a producer of railway supplies such as bolsters, brake beams and

bearings, left its Saint-Henri plant and moved to a new building in Lachine which

was double the size of its original plant.l23 In the early 1890s, McCaskill Varnish

completely reorganized its system of making varnish and in the process moved from

the western suburbs to "a special factory" built in Montreal.324 William Clark, a

manufacturer of prepared meats moved their factory from the corner of Albert and

Vinet streets in Saint-Cunégonde in 1883 to a canal site in Point Saint-Charles,

3'1- Chambers, The Book of Montreal, p. 186.

3"- Industries of Canada, p. 172.

32J C .anadlan Manufacturer, June 2, 1905; Chambers, The Book of Mootreal, p. 212.

3'4- Chambers, The Book of Montreal, p. 235.
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presumbly to be closer to the area's slaughter yards. While the western suburbs were

losing firms to neighbouring towns and Montreal. they also had to battle other

municipalities for the privilege of attracting manufacturers in the first place. In 1903,

for instance, Saint-Hyacinthe granted a bonus to the large Montreal boot aud shoe

firm of Ames, Holden who then moved the manufacture of their staple goods to the

town, while retaining the making of their special lines and higher grades at their

Montreal factoIj25; while Abbott Rolling Mill, five years earlier. moved the il'

entire plant and machineryvalued at $250,000 from Montreal's east end to Kingston.

Ontario after the latter town had offered them a free site and a bonus of

$50,000.326 Closer to Montreal, municipalities like Lachine were offering compatlies

such as George Barrington and Sons, the trunk makers and James Cooper and Co.,

railway suppliers, grants of $15,000 and $35,000 respectively.J27 The threat of

competition did not end there. Even in Montreal, sorne people were attempting to

establish a bonusing system. As one critic of the plan stated, however,

if this great city, the chief seat of Canadian manufacturing enterprise,
cannot get along without giving annuai bonuses to factories, it had
better lower its flag to the level of the small muncipalities that
compete with each other for a blacksmith's shop.... Montreal is not a
hospital for decrepit industries.32B

325 Canadian Engineer. Feburary 1903, p. 47.

326 Canadian Engineer. January 1898, p. 274. There was often specifie demands altached ta the
receiving of a bonus. In the case of Abbon Rolling Mill, the Kingston city couneil demanded that the
company carry on business for twenty-rive years, employas many as 200 workers by the end of the second
year, and slay open 275 days a year.

327 Canadian Engineer, August 1898, p. 114, July 1900, p. 63.

328 Canadian Journal of Commerce, May 20, 1892, p. 863.
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Il was in this type of environment that the western suburbs had to function:

firms being pu lied to the central metropolis and to the more far-flung towns of the

region. Sorne firms such as the Montreal foundry Clendinnengwould move to Saint

Henri "on condition that a bonus is granted... of a free site of not less than 10 acres

a..d exemptions from taxation for 20 years." It was argued that an important

manufacturer sllch as Clendinneng while providing employment for 450 workers

would also have the effect of causing the town's population to grow by 300 to 400

and increasing the "value of house and other property in the 10cality".l29 Despite

the vocal opposition of sorne of Saint-Henri's important property owners such as ex

Mayor N. Trudel who thought the terms too high, the bonus was passed.330 Two

years later, Clendinneng had constructed a building 500 by 500 feet and valued at

$100,000 in the core of Saint-Henri's manufacturing area.331 Bonuses couId also be

extended to firms already in the locality and to bring in important infrastructural

networks. The large Montreal shirt manufacturer, Tooke Bros., received a $35,000

bonus in 1899 to move to Saint-Henri.332 ln 1892, Côte Saint-Paul granted a

$10,000 bonus and a twenty-year tax exemption to the Canada Axe and Harvest 1'001

Manufacturing Co.333 A year later, 50 that "the factory town ... (couldJ have railway

329 Canadian Joumal of Commerce, August 19, 1892, p. 293.

330 Montreal Gazelle, Tuesday, August 16, 1892, p. 3.

33t Conodion Engineer, June 1894, p. 60.

m Conodian Joumal of Commerce, April 21, 1899, p. 564.

3JJ Canadian Joumal of Commerce, Octobcr 14, 1892, p. 602.
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communication with the city", it presented the Grand Trunk Rail\Vay \Vith a $15.000

bonus and a twenty-year tax exemption ..n,

By the turn of the century the wcstern suburbs were finnly caught in the weh

of Montreal's industrial and urban fabrics. They wcre a rationalizcd set of productive

spaces close to the "great lines" of the city which served a different plll'pose l'rom the

city's other industrial districts. They were districts built upon the establishment of

large and medium-scale firms pursuing a range of production formats: some like the

l'ollon mills operated a highly mechanized, high-volume production proeess

producing basic lines for a national market and employing a large unskilled

workforce, while others had more specialized markets and depended on a greater

range of skills. Despite the differences, the firms had one thing in common, the need

for space which could accommodate their demands. Somc of the needs were for

basic geographic facilities such as transportation facilities and large sites, but more

important were the actions of the local bourgeoisie which created a malleable and

flexible set of spaces regardless of the costs - heavy debts, environmental

degradation, lack of essential services and lillle control over housing conditions.

From as early as the 1860s the western suburbs had become a specialized district

within the wider context of Montre'll'~spatial division of labour. This, however, was

not inevitable; it depended on several forms of capital acting together to create new

productive strategies and productive spaces: the Montreal hardware merchants who

saw corporate growth as a means to solve their suppl)' problems; the small textile and

334 Canadian Journal or Commerce, January 13, 1893, p. 50.
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mctal manufacturer who for a variety of reasons needed to escape the confines of

the corc; and the local elites who through the promotion of industry were able to

establish their own :ittle kingdom and substantial profits.
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CHAI'TER 7
CONCLUSION

7.1 The Problem and the Argument

The aim of this thesis has been. using Montreal as a case study. to see how

urban space between 1850 and 1918 was reorganized so as to make it profitable for

industrial capital. My major preoccupation has been to identify the dynamil's

associated with the formation of urban industrial districts and the specialization of

industrial space in a period when production has generally been viewed as

centralized in the city core.

My theoretical approach arose out of dissatisfaction with the historieal

application of prevailing approaches to urban industrial geography. As shown in

Chapter Two, c1assic discussions of the location of industry in the North American

city in this period suffer l'rom major weaknesses: their reliance on narrow and

polarized conceptions of industrial organization, their inability to take account of

cycles of investment, and their neglect of the social construction of the built

environment.

Ta reformulate the question of the making of industrial space, 1 have

addressed three questions. In what ways can the identification of the diverse range

of productive strategies open ta industries enable us ta capture a better

understanding of the changing historical geography of capitalism? What was the

relationship of these strategies to the rhythm of changes to technology, the labou r

process, and the organizational ;structure of firms? How do the actions of local

growth machines mediate the proces. of the formation of industrial space?

In arder to gain sorne insights into these questions the argument presented
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here took two majoi directions. The first was to show, in contrast to the prevailing

view in the literature, that new, specialized and important non-centrallllanufacturing

districts were evident on the urban landscape from as early as the llIid-nineleenth

century. The second was to identify the forces that account for the emergence of the

several large manufacturing complexes within cities.

The questioning of prevailing theories generated methodological issucs thal

have been ignored or glossed over in the existing literature, such as thc scalc of

analysis, the role of case studies, and the definition of industry. My IlIcthodological

fuses 'extensive' with 'intensive' research strategies. One strand of this mcthodology

has been a description of Montreal's industrial geography for two years (1860 and

1890) through the collection of the annual rent data for each manufacturing finn

from the City of Montreal and surrounding suburban rôles d'évaluation. Rathcr than

relying upon gross spatial units (wards, or the dichotomy of city and suburb), as has

been the custom in urban industrial geography, 1 constructed Montreal's industrial

geography from the bottom up: individual firms were aggregated by 'cells', which

were aIIocated to 'districts', which were in turn coIIapsed into ·zones'. 1was then able

to move from one spatial level to another according to the question 1 was seeking

to answer. This strategy provided a description of the patterns of location of

manufacturing firms at the two dates and demonstrated that Montreal had a

specialized and differentiated pattern of industrial land-use as early as the 1850s.

This compilation was not enough to explain the patterns and the processes involved.

To move toward explanation, 1worked from the Iiterature of economic restructuring
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and urban dcvclopmcnt, to dcrivc 'cntry points' for cmpirical analysis. 1 see these

cntry points - the conccpts of production formats and industrial space - as critical for

thc understanding of the industrial gcography of Montreal and applicable in other

ci tics and other periods of timc.

7.2 Social Divisions of Manufacturing

The problem of simplistic conceptions of industrial organization led me to

adopt a historically-based body of concepts regarding the organizational structure of

industry in this period of 'competitive capitalism' and the beginnings of 'corporate

capitalism '.1 1 show the polarization between large and small, labour and capital-

intensive industries, which plagues prevailing theories, to be a weak foundation for

an analysis of urban industrial structure and industrial geography. To escape these

constraints,I developed in Chapter Three the concept of production fonna15. Social

and material properties of finns and industries are disaggregated to show the variety

of ways in which that industrial structure was organized. Neither the urban

production-system nor the structure of most industries confonned to the classic

polarity of small-scale, labour-intensive finns and large, capital-intensive finns. If we

recall the case of the clothing industry, it developed quite differently from the cotton

and metal industries because of the contras15 in the extent and application of

1 \Vhen [ talk of 'simplistie conceptions', 1 am referring mainly to work in geography, sociology and
eeonomies where the interest in models and generalizations has led scholars to fors.1kc more nuanced
pietures of urban and industrial l'henomena. As 1 have noted throughoutthe thesis, especially in Chapter
One, historians because of theircommitmentto more intensive research questions and methodologies have
presented a more complex and varied pictnre of the workings of industry in this period.
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machine!)', the social relations of the labour proress (esperially lhl' division of lahou r

by gender and ethnicity, and control over the \Vork process). and th l' organizational

possibilities of the indust!)'. The clothing indust!)' \Vas extremely heterogl'neous in

temlS of internai organization. By the second half of the nineteenth t't'ntury il \Vas

characterized by at least three different production formats: the small shop whieh

featured a small number of workers and produccd for a local market: the large

facto!)' characterized by a highly devclopcd division of labour, sophisticated

distribution, and large amounts of machine!)'; and outwork, organized by wholcsale

manufacturers who maintained a small and select labour force at the facto!)' and put

out most of the sewing to women in the surrounding count!)'sidc.

Production formats are a contribution to the literature of induslrial geography

because theoretically and empirically they emphasize the different trajectories open

to firms and industries. The format approach enables scholars to examine the

historieal fealures and the dynamics of industrial organization withoul relying on

generalized models whose strength is description and not expianation. Intensive

examination of different firms and industries highlights the problems associated with

conventional views of industrial organization, economic growth and the spatial

division of labour in this period. One such problem is related to the point made by

most scholars that urban growth is driven by a set of growth industries. While this

is partly true, it is necessa!)' to unravel the several strands that constitute growth

sectors. Firms in the metaI sector, for example, in Ihe second half of the ninetecnth

cenlu!)' employed a wide range of productive strategies: the Montreal Rolling Mills
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WOlS highly-capitalized and corporate-controlled, while certain foundries and meta!-

working firms specialized in a particular line (the lead pipe factory of James

Robertson) or serviced ancillary industries such as the railroads (the Vulean Iron

Works and B.J. Coghlin's foundry), and small b!acksmith and machine shops had a

distinctive niche, catering to the everyday needs of a wide range of consumers. The

baking industry likewise was composed of a bread-making branch which relied

heavily upon traditiona! forms of production, while the manufacture of biscuits and

crackers underwent tremendous changes in the form of mechanization, the labour

force and distributional methods. These cases ilIustrate that the concept of

production formats provides a valuab!e means which which to highlight the diversity

of industrial organization and to unrave! its various strands.

Changes to technology have been viewed by most writers as being the decisive

force behind the emergence of bursts of economic activity and the associated

movement of industria! capital within the city and the wider region. These writers

emphasize the rapid diffusion of technologies from leading sectors to the rest of

manufacturing. Allied with this is the notion that growth industries were the leaders

in the movement of industrial capital after World War 1 from the core to the

periphery. One of the contributions of my research to this literature is to show that

ihis perspective needs to be modified in several places. Building on my argument

abou t production formats, 1 demonstrate in the empirical chapters that, although

Montreal's growth industries in the mid-nineteenth century were active in the

implementation of new technologies, they also had to contend with severe difficulties
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in the installation of technology. The metal. cotton, tobacco and sllOc industrics, for

example, were constrained from the full implementation of their tcdlllOlogiral

potential by the small size of the Canadian market. They fan'd problems with the

functioning and the l'ost of machinery, the incfficiencies of the continuaI settillg-up

of machinery, and the inadequacies of existing buildings. At the tum of the century,

a new set of problems appeared and demanded a differellt set of respollses:

overproduction as a result of the introduction of techllology led to mergers and other

forms of combination in the case of mallY industries such as cotton, wh ile the

attempt to raise productivity of existing machinery led the Calladian Pacifie Railway

to implement scientific managerial methods of production at its Angus car shops.

While the evidence for Montreal suggests that we should seriously question

the ability of firms in some leading sectors to introduce new machinery, the degree

to which teehnology was the critical factor in the evolu tion of others is also

debatable. What my research suggests is that the division of labour associated with

the different trajectories taken by many industries was as critical to the formation of

manufacturing complexes as was technology. The evolving social division of labour

that characterized Montreal was a product of the breaking-down of tasks within the

workplace and differentiation of tasks among firms. Again, a wide range of responses

appeared on Montreal's industrial landscape. In industries such as c1othing,

cigarmaking and shoes an elaborate division of labour was implemented long before

the introduction of machinery. In the metal industry, in constrast, an eJaborate

division of labour was harnessed to mechanization and to other technological
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innovations, as weil as to a significant dcgree of control by skilled workers over

production. Thcse industrics stand in contrast to the cotton and cigarette industries

where a full-Oedged mcchanized, high-volul11e, continuous-processing production

system was in plilce from the beginning. Thus, the intensification of the division of

labour was as important as technology in the creation of production formats.

Anothcr issue that 1 tackled in the thesis was the impact of cycles of

investment upon the structure of industry and formation of industrial districts.

Theories of urban location have ncglected to incorporate cycles of boom and bust.

What 1 show in the dissertation is that each burst of economic change introduced

new technologies and new sectors to the production complex, and highlighted the

inadequacies of existing industrial spaces and established the need for the creation

of new ones. These changes occurred within the broad lineaments of long waves of

growth. The structural homogeneity associated with the high degree of abstraction

of long waves provided an important roIe in identifying the broad tendencies of

economic growth. When research was undertaken at a more detailed leveI, however,

a diverse set of possibilities from which industries and firms couId draw were

identified. In other words, the broad generalizations of long waves while providing

scope for understanding the larger processes of change, aIso allowed research to be

conducted at a more intensive level of abstraction where the specifies of particuIar

production strategies couId be acknowledged.

One element of the long wave after 1850, for exampIe, was the generalization

of steam power and specific forms of machinery. Throughout the second half of the
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nineteenth century, however. these were hitcheù to the l'1othing anù tl'xtil,' illl!ustries

in quite ù;fferent ways. In other words. cadi cycle was ass<xiatl'ù with a ùiffen'nt

array of productive practices. Lastly, cadi cycle was a response to the contraùÏl'tions

of the preceding cycle. As the advantages initiated at any one time bel'ame

redundant at a later period, new modes of organizing production became nel'Cssary.

This did not mean the timing of changes in industric~, and the urhan production

system were synchronized in a precise manner, although business crises were a means

for firms and the production system as a whole to restructure the various parts. The

result was that the events in sucessive cycles overlapped with one another, producing

a coexistence of different technologies, labour process and organizational structures.

Although 1 have not explicitly discussed the question of tlexibility, there is

!ittle doubt from what 1 have shown in this thesis that finns and industries in titis

period displayed great flexibility in the type of strategies that they undertook. Some

dimensions of this can be noted: the specia!ization of industries into separate picces

of the wider urban production-system; the flexibiHty that industrial branches and

finns undertook in juggling the various components of their production process; and

the flexibility associated with the making of work spaces, at both the urban and firm

leveI. At the level of the urban production-system, tlte ability of manufacturers to

implement a wide range of productive strategies was impressive. A truly diverse set

of combinations of machinery, skills, products, gender and ethnicity was constructed;

even though primary metal, cotton and cigarette manufacturers foHowed relatively

similar paths of development there were significant differences between them. Their
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production formats differed from industries such as carriagemaking, shoes and

baking. They also differed among themselves. Within the c10thing industry, for

example, some manufacturers undertook inhouse production, others outwork or

custom-tailoring. Printers opted to specialize in job printing, book and newspaper

publishing, or large government contracts. Baking manufacturers chose to take up

a variety of choices from the baking of bread with traditional methods or the

manufacture of biscuits using the latest mechanized production systems; and cigar

makers developed in ways quite different ways from tobacco or cigarette

manufacturers.

7.3 Spat;~l Divisions of Manufacturing

ln this thesis 1 make two contributions to the Iiterature of industrial

geography. The first is to provide a set of theoretical statements concerning the role

of technology, division of labour, cycles of boom and bus!, industrial linkages, and

local alliances in the development of industrial space. The second contribution is the

empirical examination of the evolving industrial geography of Montreal, and by

implication of its social geography. One argument of this dissertation is that the

notion of diffcrent trajectories of industrial evolution has several implications fOi the

formation of urban industrial geography. Through the empirical research undertaken

in this thesis 1 was able to dissect prevailing theories and reformulate the

development of urban manufacturing complexes~

A major contribution has been to identify, empirically, the succession of
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industrial districts that were built in Montreal l'rom the mid-nineleenth centuI)' to thl'

early years of the twentieth century. Starting in the laIe 1840s. new produelive spaces

were built along..? a broad front of growth: the most important were sll'\lng ouI

along the Lachine canal in Saint-Ann ward, another in the East End in Sainte-Marie

and Hochelaga. By the end of the century, as this long su rge of growth was drawing

to an end, and as the contradictions of its institutional and technological bases

became apparent, it became necessary for new firms and those whosc growth was

restricted by their existing location, to develop new industrial spaces. By 1900 the

western suburbs of Côte Saint-Paul, Saint-Henri and Sainte-Cunégonde had become

important industrial districts, followed a few years later by the eastern suburb of

Maisonneuve.

A distinguishing feature of Montreal between 1850 and 1918 was the

malleability of its space, allowing for the construction of a great variety of industrial

spaces. In Weberian and transactional perspectives, the formation of industrial space

is seen as fixed by the over-riding reliance of firms of ail types upon external

economies and the unsophisticated form of technologies in the nineteenth century.

ln contrast to that perspective, 1 show that al'ter 1850 the internai pressures of

industry and the actions of local growth machines were responsible for the creation

of new industrial spaces. These spaces were differentiated as part of a grander

division of manufacturing in urban space as a whole. This was possible only because

Montreal's space could be continually moulded and reconstituted in different forms.

As a consequence, urban industrial districts varied in terms of the number and
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density of establishments, the mlx of industrial sectors present, their dominant

production formats, and thcir rclation to labour and housing markets. Each district

had its own charactcr which it maintained over a long period of time: Saint-Ann, for

cxamplc, rctaincd its conccntration of metal-working firms and its large share of

large firms. Small and medium size firms, dependent upon the agglomeration

economies continued to c1uster in Old Montreal and, later in the nineteenth century,

in the Outer Core. Numerous small firms developed in a select set of industries

around the large rubber factory and brewery in Sainte-Marie. But districts differed

with respect to their dynamics: they grew at different times and at different rates,

and they differed in the features which attracted or retained firms.

The malleability of urban space brings into question the generally accepted

conception of a transition from 'mercantile' to 'industrial' city and from 'industria!'

to 'corporate' city between 1850 and 1918. These stages are predicated upon the

assumption that the tluee urban forms had three industrial geographies: the

mercantile is said to have no significant industrial c1usters; in the industrial city ail

industry is concentrated in the city core; and the transition to the corporate city is

characterized by the move of large chunks of industrial capital to the suburbs. For

Montreal this was not true, and 1 am prepared to argue that Montreal is

representative of most other large cities of its time. 1am not suggesting that ail cities

followed the Montreal 'mode!'. But following the logic of my argument presented in

this dissertation about productive strategies and the formation of industrial districts,

1 would suggest that cities such as Toronto, Boston, New York, Pittsburgh, Chicago
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and Philadelphia would have had a much more complcx indllstrial geography than

conventional approachcs would suggest. Large chunks of capital were imp\anted on

the urban periphery by as early as the lS50s, witness the rolling mills and food

proccssing factories along the L'Ichine canal, and the rubber factory and brewery in

Sainte-Marie. By the ISSOs peripheral sites were developed by Montrealmerchants

for the cotton mills in the West and East Ends, while the large railway car shops

took advantage of the urban fringe in the early twcntieth centlllY.

From the mid-nineteenth century large manufacturing enterpriscs were on the

look-out for new non-central sites. Fim1s were always searching for ways to reduce

costs, and one way of achieving this was relocation for existing firms and the move

by new firrns to new areas. Insofar as firms were attempting to cheapen the costs of

production through the introduction of new technologies, new labour processes and

new production practices, they needed to create new industrial spaces whcre cxisting

institutional networks would facilitate and not hinder the creation of ncw productive

strategies. The facilitating factors, as l have shown, were inexpensive and malleablc

land, new infrastructures, more modern industrial buildings, and pliant local

governments.

There is little doubt that in the Montreal case technology played an important

role in the city's shifting spatial division of labour. This occurred indirectly through

the effects of technical options on firrns' demands for space and buildings, and their

ability to generate internai economies of scale and scope. Among the examples 1

have provided are the large-scale, highly mechanized firrns which initially located in
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dislricts far l'rom the city core, like the cotton mills in Hochelaga and Saint-Henri.

Olhers abandoncd their sunk capital in old districts and relocated ta new sites on the

pcriphcry, notably thc movcs of shoc firms ta Maisonneuve and the f1ight of firms

l'rom Montreal ta thc wcstcrn suburbs. Grothé and Davis cigar factories moved ta

thc adjaccnt districts of Outer Core. The crcation of new industrial spaces wouId

providc advantagcs for firms free ta relocate. As we saw withe the movement of shoe

firms ta Maisonneuve, one advantage of the new industrial district was the

opportunily bound up wilh the set up of a new plant layout. The internaI space of

the firtH could be moulded ta take account of new machinery and new sources of

power, the separation of labour force segments, and lay-out of efficient paths for

transport of materials Ihrough the factory. This kind of reorganization had been

going on since the mid nineteenth century: 1 document the movement of flour mills

and na il factories ta the Lachine canal in the 1850s, the removal of Macdonald

Tobacco ta Sainte-Marie in the 1870s and Imperial Tobacco ta Saint-Henri thirty

years later. Whatever the differences, ail these finns were seeking new production

places in arder ta implant new productive practices. Meanwhile, sorne finns, by their

large-scale investments in machinery, equipment and buildings were campelied ta

undertake different strategies. Because of the fixed capital relocation was not an

option. Instead of the mobility that characterized many finns and industries, sorne

finns remained fixed in space: the Grand Trunk Railway, for example, frequently

reorganized, refurbished and expanded its shops at the original site in Point Saint

Charles. In other cases, despite relatively advanced mechanized systems and an
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elaborate division of labour, industries sueh as printing and l'!,'thing rl'mainl',1 ro"tl'd

to tlte central core.

These industries did uot opt to relol'ate bel'ause of l'l'l'tain fiXl'" IlK'alional

requirements. Market-oriented industries such as printing, l'arriagl'making allli

clotlting are c1assic examples of industries wltich Itad to l'l'main in the l'ore. ln onler

to expand and modernize, tltey Itad to find a different mode of erealing new

production spaces, ln tlte clothing industry, for example manufactlll'ers l'ould l'!lOose

l'rom a wide gamut of productive choices, but even the largest finlls, employing quite

sopltisticated forms ofmechanization, adapted locations close to tlteir suppliers, their

markets, and fasltion networks centred in Old Montreal. As lhe cenlury drew to a

close, tltere was some movement of firms l'rom these industries to other induslrial

districts. About 1900 tlte larger cigar manufacturers moved l'rom the old

warehousing district to the Outer Core where they could build new industrial spaces

which were larger in scale, segregated workers l'rom each oUter, and allowed for

more effective movement of products through the plant. At the same time, large

scale vertically-integrated clothing manufacturers like Standard Shirt, Tooke Bros.

and Peck moved their plants to the peripheral districts of Sainte-Marie, Saint-Henri

and Mile End respectively.

One element of the ability of firms to find new locations was the initial

development of 'magnet' firms in areas that had little industry. In ail the districts that

1 studied, the early establishment of a large, technologically sophisticated firm

initiated the formation of an extensive manufacturing complex. The move of the
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Montreal Rolling Milb to Sainte-Cunégonde or the Saint-Lawrence Sugar refinery

to Maisonneuve in conjunction with the policies of local governments, for example,

galvanized an effective growth machine for the provision of working-c1ass housing,

subsidies to industry and infrastructures. What this suggests is that the nineteenth

century city was characterized by several networks of linkages with corresponding

spatial fonns. On the one hand, there were the well-known linkages of the city core

where 'market-dominated' industries of all sizes were dependent upon external

economies. On the other hand - and this thesis provides evidence for this - other

kinds of linkages stimulated the formation of non-central industrial districts. Once

a magnet firm was established, it set in motion processes which drew other firms with

'tactical flexibility' to c1uster around it. Some were large enterprises, but not all. In

many sectors there were firms which possessed this tactical option, because they

controlled an innovation, because their markets were expanding or their capital

investment was increasing. Given the wide array of productive strategies it is unlikely

that all firms in an industrial sector would have been able to take advantage of the

new locations. As a consequence, a magnet firm initiated the formation of a

diversified industrial district. Firms were attracted not 50 much by the direct linkages

(of suppliers or customer firms), but by the institutional conditions established in the

districts, such as infrastructures and labour force.

While the constant restructuring of the social relations of production

generated the basis for re-evaluating locational choices, creation of industrial districts

couId not have taken place withou t the activities of local growth machines and the
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development of physical and social infrastructures. Although 1 have not "ecu ahle

to provide much new evideuce of the tight net",orks fonned by the local hourgeoisie.

it is certain that local elites weI': responsible for laying down the physical. ideologil'al

and legal infrastructures necessary for industrial growth and a re-weaving of the

urban fabric. These eHtes were deeply committed to the reproduction of the relations

of place through defending existing capital embedded in the urban landsl'ape. They

were also dedicated to generating new urban resources thl'Ough which they could

privately profit and through which they cou Id justify investment in infrastructures

critical to their own enterprises. Growth machines were a tool for raising the vclocity

of capital circulation within the city. They constructed new infrastructures and

remodelled existing ones, and in the process made possible the transformation of the

built environment for industry.

Successive industrialgrowth machines employed differentinstitu tional devices.

One of the best known is the tight group of land developers, manufacturers, and

politicians who controlled the fonn and rate of development of Maisonneuve at the

turn of the century. The development of new industrial districts did not necessarily

follow the path that Maisonneuve did, with ils regulation of zoning and public

planning. The Lachine canal manufacturing complex that emerged in the late 1840s

was launched by a round of new investment in an infrastructure that was built thirty

years earlier for other purposes. The entrepreneur exercised control of of industrial

sites, working-c\ass housing, and infrastructures which were developed in Saint-Anno

In Saint-Henri and Sainte-Cunégonde, local eHtes consciously implemented policies
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airncd al cnlicing indllslry, and cxpcrimcntcd wilh lools of bonllssing, sllbsequently

cmploycd in Maisonncuvc.

Dcspitc thc divisions bctwccn industrial spaces and the variations in the forces

giving rise to them, the city as a whole was founded on a powerful set of connections

between the several growth machines which re-configured the urban space. Their

strategy for development of infrastructures, critical to accumulation of manufacturing

capital was advantageous to merchants, retailers and the finance sector. There was

a continuous c1amour for" improvements" to connect Montreal with the outside

world and to generate new linkages among parts of the city. The bourgoisie who

controlled the Harbour Commission, for example, through their connections with

politicians, their industrial subsidies, and their land development, powerfully re

shaped the industrial geography of Montreal. The laying down of new industrial

geographies was dependent upon networks established between different elements

of Montreal society. The local elites of Saint-Henri, for example, had important

connections with members of Montreal's bourgeoisie, who in tum, were linked to the

wider national scene.

In this thesis 1 have shown that between 1850 and 1918 that a succession of

industrial districts were built in Montreal. This was to continue in the followingyears

and by 1929 new industrial districts had sprouted on the outskirts. Two important

ones stand out. Mile End to the north along the Canadian Pacifie Railway line first

developed in the boom of the 1900s and by the time of the Great Depression

contained a significant c1uster of firms employing a range of productive strategies in
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the paper, beverage, food processing, and chemical industries. Thc i\lcrcil'r distrÏt't

to the east developed quite differently; it containcd a fc\\' vcry large and highly

capital-intensive firms (Shell Oil, Canada Cement and Canadian Stccl). Thrcc

features characterize the persistent process of spatial reorganization of industty in

Montreal between 1850 and 1918, and, 1would suggest, for thc following period. The

fi l'st was the constant reshaping of the social division of manufacturing: changes to

technology, the labour process and the organizationa! structure of industry wcre

powerful forces behind the demand for new industrial spaces and the redevelopment

of existing ones. The second feature was the hitching of cyclical movements of

industrial investment to the redefinition of the locational coordinates of urban

manufacturing. The last process was the mediation of local growth machines in the

construction of the built environment and the pressures of industrial change.
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APPENDICES

The following appendices contain more detailed information for the data

collected from the various rôle d'évaluation used throughout the thesis. Appendix 1

lists aIl manufacturing firms by cell for 1861 and 1890 - using the Ville de Montréal,

Service de l'Urbanisme, Utilisation du Sol, 1:1,000. The seonà appendix lists

manufacturing firms for 1861 and 1890 by the descriptive name of the categorization

found in the Standard Industrial Classification system. The last appendix presents

manufacturing firms cross-referenced by industrial district and sector for 1861 and

1890. The sources used were the rôle d'évaluation for Montreal (1861 and 1890),

Saint-Henri (1890), Sainte-Cunégonde (1890) and Côte Saint-Paul (1895).
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LIST OF MANUFACTURING FIRMS UY CELL

1861 1890
District No. of Total No. of Tolal

Firms rent Firms RenI

St Henri 2 3,504
St Henri 7 17,091
St P.enri 7 1,215
St Henri 2 210
St Henri 14 25,304
St Henri 4 1,788
Dther 2 760
Lachine 6 2,802 17 9,960
St Henri 1 100 52 31,722
Lachine 2 10,080 4 26,050
Lachine 21 10,710 39 39,580
St Antoine 19 1,730 71 17,770
Dther 3 800
Lachine 11 14,940 8 17,150• Griffintown 53 11,062 67 41,360
St Antoine 122 27,162 244 155,700
St Antoine 3 114 40 17,170
Old Montreal 203 47,912 305 161,475
St Laurent 50 5,188 85 26,080
St Laurent 5 370 14 3,520
St Laurent 24 2,750
Plateau 3 200
Old Montreal 67 6,560 74 21,430
St Jacques 26 1,164 79 12,610
St Jacques 2 340 24 4,330
St Jacques 16 1,340
Ste Marie 22 6,702 16 24,810
Ste Marie 17 1,446 52 32,450
Ste Marie 28 6,880
Dther 5 530
Ste Marie 1 100 23 10,850
Ste Marie 8 12,270
Dther 3 6,500
Maisonneuve 7 1,070
Maisonneuve 2 480
Maisonneuve 1 20,600• TDTAL 631 148,482 1,352 757,309
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• APPENDIX 2
LIST OF MANUFACTURING FIRMS BY SIC

1861 1890
No. Total No. Total
of Rent of Rent

Industry Firms Firms

FOOD
Meat 8 20,166
Vinegar and Pickles 1 200 5 2,320
Flour 4 8,820 4 12,220
Baking 74 6,906 124 33,152
Miseellaneous 5 5,620 18 20,321

BEVERAGE
Beverage 20 10,684 34 26,110

TOBACCO
Tobaeeo 3 950 33 26,170

• RUBBER
Rubber 2 2,000 1 13,700

LEATHER
Tanning 9 1,152 2 1,720
Shoe 69 12,978 47 37,298
G10ve 1 300
Trunks and saddles 23 3,656 60 17,196

TEXTILE
Cotton 2 860 3 42,328
Wooi 5 7,668
Cordage 2 272 2 3,170
Felt 3 2,445
Jute bags 4 2,180
Miseellaneous 5 788 9 4,300
Hosiery 2 2,060
Knitted 1 300

CLOTHING
Men's 47 17,074 169 66,444
Women's 29 4,260• Fur 4 2,160 6 2,560



-l88• Corset 1 lolO 3 1,090
Hats 29 8,582 7-l 35,6-l5

WOOD
Saw mills 5 l,SM 10 3,750
Sash and door 3 2,072 17 1-l,2-l2
Boxes 8 7,186
Coopering 30 2,422 18 -l,730
Household furniture 34 5,520 51 2-l,48-l
Office furniture 2 600
Miscellaneous furniture 6 636 22 Il,030
Electric lamp 1 600
Cricket bats 1 100

PAPER
Roofing material 2 120 2 800
Boxes and bags 9 8,270
Wallpaper 2 4,300

PRINTING
Commercial 19 4,890 73 30,512

• Binding 4 270 8 1,640
Publishing 10 7,200
Publishing and printing 6 7,920

METAL
Iron and steel 2 2,000 3 12,444
Iron foundries 12 7,110 23 20,762
Brass foundries 2 836 10 7,950
Metal rolling 2 700 2 5,050
Boilers 5 2,620
Structural metal 1 400
Ornamental metal 1 50 1 60
Metal stamping 9 1,142 10 6,946
Wire 5 2,100 11 10,810
Hardware and tools 1 600 8 8,112
Heating apparatus 1 1,400
Machine shops 2 124 26 5,880
Miscellaneous fabricating 6 2,124 21 9,120
Agricultural implements 4 2,400 5 2,400
Machinery 3 532 11 12,070
Scales 2 140 4 1,110

•
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• TRANSPORT EQUIPMENT
Railroad rolling stock 1 10,000 2 39,000
Ship yards 3 1,444 3 4,645
Carriagemaking 34 2,706 69 16,386

ELECTRICAL
Lighting fixtllres 1 3,220
Telephones 1 400
Electric wire 1 250
Miscellaneolls 3 2,404

NON-FERROUS
Bricks 6 2,920
Cement 1 750
Stone 17 1,952 4 2,270
Concrete 1 60
Glass 4 2,730
Lime 3 208 4 1,120
Miscellaneolls 1 108

PETROLEUM

• Refining 1 888

CHEMICAL
Pharmacell ticals 3 4,000
Paint and varnish 3 260 10 9,620
Soap and candies 10 3,440 11 4,684
Indllstrial chemicals 4 228 2 2,600
Miscellaneolls 4 510 8 1,840

JEWELLERY
Jewellery 16 1,670 33 16,080

MISCELLANEOUS
Scientific equipment 4 1,310
Sporting goods 3 1,240
Signs 1 200
Miscellaneolls 15 2,520 40 9,778

BLACKSMITHING
B1acksmithing 63 2,818 93 6,923
Saw filing 1 24 4 110

• TOTAL 631 148,482 1,352 757,309
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APPENDIX 3
MANUFACTURING FIRMS BY DISTRICTS AND SECTORS, l\IONTREAL 186\

Food Beverage Leather C\othing Wood
No Rent No Rent No Rent No Rent No RenI

Old Montreal 23 3,218 2 400 57 Il,884 56 17,220 26 3,162

Outer Core 39 2,888 13 5,816 32 4,266 24 10,336 34 3,662
St-Antoine 21 1,704 5 3,984 24 3,514 2-1 10,366 21 2,-180
St-Lawrence 13 932 6 1,700 4 228 0 0 10 1,0 \·1
St-Jacques 5 252 2 132 4 524 0 0 3 168

West End 12 14,910 0 0 7 1,620 1 400 16 5,302
Lachine 7 14,290 0 0 1 300 0 0 5 2,832
Griffintown 5 620 0 0 5 1,220 1 400 \1 2,470

East End 10 530 5 4,468 6 316 0 0 3 188
Ste-Marie 10 530 5 4,468 6 316 0 0 3 188• TOTAL 8421,546 20 10,684 102 18,086 81 27,956 7912,314

Printing Metal Transport Non .Jewellery
Equipment Met.'lllic

No Rent No Rent No Rent No Rent No Rent

Old Montreal 225,140 16 4,360 6 850 10 1,192 12 1,258

Outer Core 1 20 7 1,822 24 2,454 7 760 3 380
St-Antoine 0 0 6 1,722 14 1,880 2 260 3 380
St-Lawrence 1 20 1 100 6 440 5 500 0 0
St-Jacques 0 0 0 0 4 134 0 0 0 0

West End 0 0 26 13,380 6 10,768 1 108 1 32
Lachine 0 0 15 8,780 2 10,400 0 0 0 0
Griffintown 0 0 11 4,600 4 368 1 108 1 32

East End 0 0 2 296 2 78 3 208 0 0
Ste-Marie 0 0 2 296 2 78 3 208 0 0

• TOTAL 23 5,160 51 19,858 38 14,150 21 2,268 16 1,670
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Food Heverage Tobacco Leather
No Rent No Rent No Rent No Rent

Old Montreal 29 13,045 5 2,800 16 6,750 23 15,550

Outer Core 73 22,500 22 15,380 9 4,140 59 34,160
St-Antoine 31 16,540 6 9,110 5 2,770 34 27,710
St-Lawrence 18 3,190 9 4,830 3 1,250 9 3,010
St-Jacques 24 2,770 7 1,440 1 120 16 3,440

West End 29 42,274 1 80 4 3,480 15 4,024
Lachine 9 22,320 1 80 0 0 4 380
Griffintown 7 6,180 0 0 4 3,480 1 1,000
St-Henri 12 13,714 0 0 0 0 10 2,644

East End 26 4,260 6 7,850 4 11,800 12 2,480
Ste-Marie 24 4,030 6 7,850 4 11,800 11 2,380
Maisonneuve 2 230 0 0 0 0 1 100

• City 159 88,179 34 26,110 33 26,170 109 56,214

Textile CIothing Wood Printing
No Rent No Rent No Rent No Rent

Old Montreal 7 2,300 89 45,990 27 15,650 64 34,650

Outer Core 5 3,060 160 60,070 59 29,400 29 12,130
St-Antoine 4 3,000 113 49,680 34 23,730 20 10,860
St-Lawrence 0 0 24 5,050 15 3,740 4 970
St-Jacques 1 60 21 4,640 10 1,930 5 300

West End 11 29,811 18 2,339 29 16,682 2 362
Lachine 4 8,590 5 310 7 6,810 0 0
Griffintown 3 530 0 0 14 5,180 0 0
St-Henri 4 20,691 13 2,029 8 4,692 2 362

East End 6 29,280 14 1,600 14 4,890 2 130
Ste-Marie 5 8,680 12 1,520 12 4,590 2 130
Maisonneuve 1 20,600 2 80 0 0 0 0

• City 29 64,451 281109,999 129 66,622 97 47,272
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l"IANUFACTURING FIRl\IS BY DISTRICTS AND SECTORS, MONTREAL 1S90

Metal Transport Chemical Total
No Rent No Rent No Rent No Rent

Old Montreal 33 17,980 10 2,990 5 3,500 379 182,905

Outer Core 48 21,470 40 Il,400 11 7,950 600 242,070
St-Antoine 34 17,020 20 7,870 7 6,490 355 190,6-10
St-Lawrence 10 3,950 9 2,070 3 1,260 123 32,350
St-Jacques 4 500 11 1,460 1 200 119 18,280

West 52 62,304 15 29,721 13 9,694 223 214,934
Lachine 15 19,300 4 24,650 6 5,510 68 92,740
Griffin town 20 15,440 5 380 3 1,650 67 41,360
St-Henri 16 26,864 6 4,691 4 2,534 88 80,83-1

East End 9 5,380 9 15,920 3 1,100 137 109,410
Ste-Marie 7 4,380 9 15,920 3 1,100 127 87,260
Maisonneuve 2 1,000 0 0 0 0 10 22,150

• City Total 142 107,134 74 60,031 34 22,7441,352 757,309

•
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